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Detailing Worlds: A History Of Architectural Particulars, 1755-1899
Abstract
Throughout the 20th century and into the 21st, the concept of “detail” as an item of disciplinary
terminology has often been central to the discourse and practice of architects, engineers, and builders.
The term has most often been associated with construction design and representation, “the construction
detail,” the smallest scale at which a building is typically designed, but there are also many other
dimensions (and complications) to the term’s meanings in the context of building practices. For some,
particularly those writing in popular sources, the words “ornament” and “detail” are often understood as
interchangeable. While others would argue, as Philip Johnson and Henry Russel Hitchcock did in 1932,
that “ornament” and “detail” are categorically different things. Many architects and writers have claimed
“detail” as an essential bearer of architectural meaning. However, others have aspired to create
architecture with no details at all, if such a thing is even possible. How have we gotten to a point where
the concept of detail and its role in building can be understood in such diverse and, at times, even
contradictory ways?
This dissertation seeks to clarify this situation by offering an account of the history of “detail” as a
disciplinary concept, specific to the practices of building. It locates the term’s origins in the French
language and describes the processes by which it was appropriated by the building professions as an
item of disciplinary terminology by 1755, then transferred from French into English-language discourse
and practice, and by 1899 had evolved a collection of rich and divergent yet interrelated meanings. Each
chapter is centered on a historical episode of particular importance and coherence in the history of the
term “detail,” and is structured around the “world” of a particular actor or group of actors, for which each
chapter is titled: The Academic, The Technician, The Student, The Engineer, and The Architect. Each of
these chapters describes a specific facet of the building professional and their practice, and the ways in
which their particular “world” conditioned the emergence of some new meaning of the term “detail,” a
meaning shaped by bodies of knowledge and ways of thinking specific to that time, place, and individual
or group. The dissertation’s conclusion employs this history of “detail” as a disciplinary specific concept
to contextualize our contemporary understandings of “detail” in all their diversity, and it offers an account
of the “practice of detailing” on which they all are based.
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ABSTRACT
DETAILING WORLDS: A HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURAL PARTICULARS, 1755-1899
Eric Bellin
David Leatherbarrow

Throughout the 20th century and into the 21st, the concept of “detail” as an item of disciplinary
terminology has often been central to the discourse and practice of architects, engineers, and builders.
The term has most often been associated with construction design and representation, “the construction
detail,” the smallest scale at which a building is typically designed, but there are also many other
dimensions (and complications) to the term’s meanings in the context of building practices. For some,
particularly those writing in popular sources, the words “ornament” and “detail” are often understood as
interchangeable. While others would argue, as Philip Johnson and Henry Russel Hitchcock did in 1932,
that “ornament” and “detail” are categorically different things. Many architects and writers have claimed
“detail” as an essential bearer of architectural meaning. However, others have aspired to create
architecture with no details at all, if such a thing is even possible. How have we gotten to a point where
the concept of detail and its role in building can be understood in such diverse and, at times, even
contradictory ways?
This dissertation seeks to clarify this situation by offering an account of the history of “detail” as a
disciplinary concept, specific to the practices of building. It locates the term’s origins in the French
language and describes the processes by which it was appropriated by the building professions as an item
of disciplinary terminology by 1755, then transferred from French into English-language discourse and
practice, and by 1899 had evolved a collection of rich and divergent yet interrelated meanings. Each
chapter is centered on a historical episode of particular importance and coherence in the history of the
term “detail,” and is structured around the “world” of a particular actor or group of actors, for which each
chapter is titled: The Academic, The Technician, The Student, The Engineer, and The Architect. Each of
these chapters describes a specific facet of the building professional and their practice, and the ways in
which their particular “world” conditioned the emergence of some new meaning of the term “detail,” a
meaning shaped by bodies of knowledge and ways of thinking specific to that time, place, and individual
or group. The dissertation’s conclusion employs this history of “detail” as a disciplinary specific concept to
contextualize our contemporary understandings of “detail” in all their diversity, and it offers an account of
the “practice of detailing” on which they all are based.
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01 _ INTRODUCTION _ THE QUESTION OF DETAIL
detail, n.

from the French, détailler (dé + tailler, to cut), c. 1603. 1

1. The dealing with matters item by item; detailed treatment; attention to
particulars. Esp. in phrase in detail, item by item; part by part; minutely;
circumstantially. So to go into detail, i.e. to deal with or treat a thing in its
individual particulars.
2. A minute or circumstantial account; a detailed narrative or description of
particulars.
3. a. An item, a particular (of an account, a process, etc.); a minute or
subordinate portion of any (esp. a large or complex) whole.
b. collective sing. The particulars or items of any whole considered
collectively.
4. a. A minute or subordinate part of a building, sculpture, or painting, as
distinct from the larger portions or the general conception.
b. collective sing. Such minute parts collectively, or the manner of treatment
of them. (Also transf. in reference to natural objects.)
c. Architecture. Short for detail drawing(s) , working drawings.

In his well-known article of 1984, “The Tell-the-Tale Detail,” Marco Frascari ascribed to the
concept of “architectural detail” an essential role in practices of building, claiming that “the
‘construction’ and the ‘construing’ of architecture are both in the detail.” 2 This was to suggest
that, in architecture, the detail is both the “minimal unit of production” as a part from which
architecture is assembled and “the minimal [unit] of signification in the production of
architectural meanings.” 3 While Frascari intended this to suggest that architectural meaning can
emerge from the act of construction, he also explained that details operate at “different levels
of architectural production.” 4 Expanding upon this, he claimed that “it is possible to observe
that any architectural element defined as a detail is always a joint,” and moreover that one can
identify two categories of joints into which details fall:

"detail," The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology. Ed. T. F. Hoad. Oxford University Press, 1996. Oxford
Reference Online. Oxford University Press. University of Pennsylvania. Accessed 14 February
2012 <http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t27.e4176>
2 Frascari, “The-Tell-the-Tale Detail,” in VIA 7: The Building of Architecture, 1984, p. 23.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., p. 24.
1

1

“’material joints,’ as in the case of a [column] capital, which is the connection between a
column shaft and an architrave, or they can be ‘formal joints,’ as in the case of a porch,
which is the connection between an interior and an exterior space. Details are then a
direct result of the multifold reality of functions in architecture. They are the mediate or
immediate expression of the structure and use of buildings.” 5
In this, Frascari placed detail as something essential to the very definition of architecture, not
only in terms of the physical construction of the work, but also in its conceptual, spatial, and
even experiential implications. By the end of the 20th century, however, Frascari’s claims
regarding the importance of detail would prove contentious.
Within the mainstream of 20th century architectural practice, the term “detail” has most often
been synonymous with a “construction detail,” the smallest scale at which a building is typically
designed—an activity involving the configuration of relationships between the work’s most basic
constructive components. Any set of construction drawings will, inevitably, have pages upon
pages of “details” which, at a large scale, show workers how the parts of a building should be
put together. 6 Some, in line with Frascari’s thinking, would ascribe meaning to such details,
employed as a means to communicate or express something. However, others have condemned
such an approach, seeing the detail-oriented architecture of figures such as Carlo Scarpa as
being overwrought, decrying the detail as a fetish, and calling for an architecture with no details
at all. 7 In such a case, the detail would disappear completely, or so they would claim, in order to
privilege the reading of a building’s form as a seamless whole or the relationships between its
primary masses and elements. And in popular sources, “coffee table books” and mass-market
periodicals like Architectural Digest, the terms detail and ornament are used more-or-less
interchangeably, a notion that was strictly opposed by many early modernist architects. How
have we gotten to such a point, where the concept of detail can be understood in such diverse,
and at times even contradictory ways? 8
Ibid.
To what degree workers follow these instructions has long been a topic of much consternation to designers. Though
in many cases details are adjusted in realization in dialog between architects, consultants, and builders.
7 Ben Van Berkel and Caroline Bos, “Sixteen Statements,” in Detail, vol. 40, no. 8, Dec 2000, p. 1437.
8 One aspect of the way the term “detail” is used in architectural discourse should be noted. Like the term
“ornament,” it is multivalent—one can speak of “detail” as a collective noun or with reference to a field, “a detail” or
“the detail” as something more specific, or the term can be used as a verb.
5
6
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This dissertation seeks to clarify this situation by giving an account of the history of “detail” as a
disciplinary concept, tracing its etymological origins, its appropriation by architects, engineers,
and builders as part of their disciplinary terminology, its accrual of varied meanings over the 18th
and 19th centuries, and its migration across geographic and cultural boundaries. However, in
order to better understand the significance and implications of this history, one must first
understand some of the ways in which architectural detail was framed in practice and discourse
from the early 20th century onward. For contemporary usage of the term has, in many ways,
been burdened by a radical and problematic reduction of meaning. However, in recent decdes,
and through the contentious discourse between a Frascarian approach to detail, viewpoints
which oppose it, and a collection of other scholars who have dealt with the problem,
understandings of detail in the 21st century have begun to expand once more.
A problematic reduction, a contentious expansion
One of the most decisive moments for the “architectural detail” in the 20th century can be
located in The Museum of Modern Art’s “Modern Architecture: International Exhibition” of
1932. Through the exhibition and their accompanying book, The International Style: Architecture
Since 1922, curators Henry Russel Hitchcock and Philip Johnson sought to codify modernist
architecture, framing the new style in terms of its “aesthetic element” and offering a series of
fundamental principles on which it was, according to them, based. 9 Among these fundamental
principles was “the avoidance of applied decoration.” 10 The “absence of ornament serves,” the
authors explained, “to differentiate [modern architecture] from the styles of the past.” 11 The
new style, however, would not be without its own “elements of decoration,” for “architectural
detail, which is required as much by modern structure as by structure of the past, provides the
decoration of contemporary architecture.” 12 Historicist architecture was embellished through
the application of ornament, while modern architecture was embellished through architectural

Henry Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson, The International Style: Architecture Since 1922, New York: Norton, 1966
[1932], p. 35.
10 Ibid., p. 69.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid., 70.
9
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detail, understood as the articulation of construction, and these were posed as being mutually
exclusive and categorically diferent.
In many ways, the modernist appropriation of “detail” as a core element of its definition, and its
position in opposition to “historicist ornament,” helped condition the concept’s general
understanding throughout the 20th century. This is to say that for most mid-century architects,
when one spoke of “details” they were understood as synonymous with “details of
construction.” This is confirmed as one browses through editions of architectural periodicals like
Architectural Forum or Architectural Record from the 1940s or 50s, in which “details” were
consistently presented as involving the smallest scale of construction’s resolution (figure 1.1).
The same holds true for the various thematic texts on the topic of “detail” published in the mid20th century, such as Antonin and Noemi Raymond’s Architectural Details of 1947 (figure 1.2),
where again details are “construction details.” However, it is clear that, even within the
seemingly narrow conception of “modern” architectural details as dealing with matters of
construction and supposedly excluding ornamentation, different architects had somewhat
different conceptions of the role and nature of details in an architectural project.

Figure 1.1. “Details” published in Architectural Forum, Nov. 1951, p. 156.

4

Figure 1.2. “Details” of different roof types from Antonin and Noemi Raymond’s Architectural Details of 1947.

Between 1963 and 1965, Architectural Record published a series of six articles titled
“Architectural Details,” each of which was intended as a “presentation of work of a great
master” illustrating “significant details of significant architecture.” 13 Each article began with a
statement, written by the featured architect, which explained some of their thoughts on detail
generally, followed by a collection of construction details. The “masters” whose words and
works were presented were Mies Van der Rohe, Marcel Breuer, Philip Johnson, Minoru
Yamasaki, Walter Gropius, and Gyo Obata. Mies revealed his own understanding of detail with
unsurprising clarity and self-assuredness, beginning his statement with the assertion that
“construction is the truest guardian of the spirit of the times because it is objective and is not

13

Architectural Record, October 1963, p. 149.

5

affected by personal individualism or fantasy.” 14 He continued, suggesting that “the idea of a
clear construction is one of the fundamentals we should accept.” 15 From the examples that
follow (figure 1.3), it is evident that Mies wished for his details to render construction legible, to
reveal with clarity a building’s “structure,” as “general idea.” 16 Walter Gropius framed his
thoughts on detail quite differently. For him, detail was a matter of addressing human scale by
articulating the overall mass of a building. Gropius suggested that while in former times this was
accomplished by “added-on adornments,” the “modern architectural revolution demanded that
details and refinements must be constituent parts of the building’s structure and derived from
functional considerations, in both practical and psychological [senses].” 17 In this, he stated, that
from the “consistency and peculiarity of the details” a “designer can establish a significant
personal handwriting” in the work. 18 Where details were for Mies about the objective fact of
building, for Gropius they seemed to be, while still technically oriented, about the subjectivity of
art and interpretation. For Marcel Breuer too, detail was about scale, as he explained that from
a distance we experience the “over-all architecture” but when close “we see and touch and
experience detail.” 19 However, Breuer recognized a shift underway in contemporary approaches
to detail, noting that:
“while technical demands for detail have in recent decades increased immensely—
demands in regard to insulation, acoustics, fabrication, assemblage, time, maintenance,
etc.—their individual and visual expressions have become more simple and
subordinated to the whole composition. So much that details often fuse completely
with the greater architectural form to the point where it is difficult to separate them.” 20

Ibid., The claim that construction is “objective and is not affected by personal individualism or fancy,” is curious at
best coming from an architect such as Mies, who is well known for his distinctive approach to detailing. On this, Ed
Ford and Michael Cadwell have written some valuable analyses in their respective texts, The Details of Modern
Architecture, The architectural Detail, and Strange Details. These texts will be discussed in an upcoming section of this
dissertation.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid. However, as Michael Cadwell has written, it was often the case that Mies did exactly the opposite, such as in
the example of concealing the welding of joints on the steel frame at the Farnsworth house.
17 Architectural Record, Feb 1965, p. 133.
18 Ibid.
19 Marcel Breuer, Architectural Record, February 1964, p. 121.
20 Ibid.
14
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Rather than explain or express, such details would recede into abstraction (figure 1.4). 21 This
observation was prescient, as such a realization would still be of central importance to
discussions of detail even at the beginning of the 21st century. And finally, Philip Johnson
summed the whole of it up nicely, beginning his own statement on detail by stating simply that
“the word ‘details’ means different things to different architects.” 22 He continued, recalling that
while “Mies van der Rohe says ‘God lies in the details’… Paul Rudolph says ‘there are no
details.’” 23 Regarding the drawings provided of Johnson’s own work to accompany his text, he
explained that:
“The collection that follows contains many kinds of ‘details.’ Window enframements
(Miesian or even Perretesque), geometric calculations as in the roofless church,
decorative grills as in the stair rails, arbitrary steel curves as in the Museum of Modern
Art’s East Wing, a single building section as in the Dumbarton Oaks Museum. Varied as
they are in type, they may sometimes all be called, I suppose, ‘details.’” 24
Johnson was astute in recognizing the varied ways in which the term detail might be employed
by designers. Despite what Edward R. Ford has described as a lack of meaningful content in the
commentaries of Architectural Record’s “Architectural Details” series, the architects’s texts were
revealing of certain fissures emerging in architectural practice and discourse concerning
conceptions and uses of architectural detail. 25

This is precisely the relationship between “animation” and “abstraction” which Ed Ford has discussed in his writing
on architectural detail. This will be discussed further at a later point in this introduction as well as in the conclusion of
this dissertation.
22 Philip Johnson, Architectural Record, April 1964, p. 137.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ford, The Architectural Detail, New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2011, p. 49. Ed Ford comments that
suggests of Record’s “Architectural Details” series that “what was striking was not the details but what architects had
to say about them, which was almost nothing.”
21

7

Figure 1.3. “Details” of Mies van der Rohe’s IIT Alumni Memorial Hall, as published in Architectural Record, October
1963, p. 149.

8

Figure 1.4. “Details” of Marcel Breuer’s St. John’s Abbey Church, illustrating “the complete integration of structure,
form, and detail,” as published in Architectural Record, February 1964, p. 129.

9

This condition was rendered more complex over the closing decades of the 20th century, with
obvious implications for Post-Modern, Deconstructivist, and Regionalist approaches to
architecture, each of which had varied ways of addressing the question of detail. 26 These years
were also to see an explosion of texts, manuals, and journals dealing with architectural details,
the foremost of these being Detail magazine, first published in 1961 in German, and followed by
an English edition in 1986. 27 Since its inception, the journal has focused on presenting a
collection of construction details of contemporary buildings, work that is certainly imbued with
representational or expressive content, but that has been emphasized primarily in terms of
technique, execution, and performance. 28 Detail magazine is intensely practical in its orientation
and scantly touches upon issues of history or theory. One notable exception, however, was the
final issue of Detail in the year 2000, which celebrated the “40th anniversary of its first
publication” by offering an article titled “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” a collection of brief thoughts
on “the purpose of details” by a “number of well-known architects and engineers.” 29
Unsurprisingly, the question was framed explicitly in terms of understanding details as
“construction details,” and the answers provided were wildly divergent.
The engineer Tony Hunt was straightforward in his text, stating as a matter of fact that details
are “the way that separate elements of the structure come together in the joints.” 30 The
architect and engineer Werner Sobek was somewhat more ambitious, explaining that “the
essential role of details is to resolve within a small space what are typically multidisciplinary
problems.” 31 Many contributors framed their comments in terms of part to whole relationships,
such as Tadao Ando, for whom detail was about “the ongoing tension between the whole and
the parts,” at times consistent in expression, dissonant at others, and at moments even
expanding to encompass “spatial experiences” (figure 1.5). 32 Italian architect, Mario Cucinella

On this, the historical and theoretical works of Edward R. Ford and Kenneth Frampton are exceedingly helpful. They
we be cited and discussed a greater length later in this introduction.
27 Aside from Detail magazine the Detail: Praxis series and Construction Manual Series published by Birkhauser are
great publications that one finds used commonly in practice.
28 Ford’s texts referenced above as well As Kenneth Frampton’s Studies in Tectonic Culture address this period of time
and these issues at length and depth. For more on this refer to them.
29 Shittich, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” in Detail 40, no. 8, 2000, p. 1425.
30 Hunt, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1434.
31 Sobek, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1435.
32 Ando, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1434.
26

10

nebulously claimed that “details are a building’s soul.” 33 While Rem Koolhaas, subversive as
always, dismissed detail as irrelevant, writing that:
“The joint is no longer a problem: transitional moments are defined by stapling and
taping. Words unknown in architectural history have become indispensable: clamping,
sticking, folding, dumping, gluing, doubling, fusing. Each element performs its task in
negotiated isolation. Once, detailing suggested the coming together of disparate
materials—possibly for ever (sic). Today it stands for transient couplings that wait to be
undone or unscrewed, a temporary embrace that none of the constituent parts may
survive.” 34
A few years later, Koolhaas would further extend this argument claiming that in his firm’s work
they aimed at “NO-detail… sometimes we succeed—it’s gone, abstracted; sometimes we fail—
it’s still there. Details should disappear—they are old architecture” (figure 1.6). 35 “NO-Details,”
according to Koolhaas, are “abstracted details in which it seems as though a seamless transition
is effected between one material and another, resulting in tightly demarcated volumes.” 36

Cucinella, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1435.
Koolhaas, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1437.
35 Koolhaas, in The Architectural Detail: Dutch Architects Visualise their Concepts, ed. Melet, Rotterdam: NAI, 2002, p.
116.
36 Ibid.
33
34
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Figure 1.5. The famed “Church of Light” in Ibaraki by Tadao Ando seems an example of what Ando might consider
detail as encompassing “spatial experience.” Photo by Markus Groeteke.

Figure 1.6. “No-Detail” at OMA’s Educatorium in Utrecht, attempting to suppress the complexity of the detail to
privilege a reading of the larger figures, and through them the overall concept. As published in The Architectural
Detail: Dutch Architects Visualise their Concepts, ed. Melet, Rotterdam: NAI, 2002, p. 119, 124

12

UN Studio’s Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos were similarly dismissive in their contribution to
Detail magazine. They wrote that “the concept of a detail as part of a larger whole, as an
articulating element of architecture, is dated…. details have apparently vanished into a ‘black
hole’” and “architecture itself denies them any viability” (figure 1.7). 37 They proposed “three
aspects for a redefinition of details”: the first is their “omission,” not “the stressing,
accentuation or paraphrasing of details, but their exclusion”; the second is the “imaginary
extension” of details at varied scales, like the foundation of one project extending and blending
with an element of its context; and the third is “the discovery and retention of existing details”
related to discovered “features of a location,” such as incorporating into one’s design things
from older constructs like “stucco rosettes, marble slabs, or parquet flooring, for example.” 38
From details as joints, to places of multidisciplinary collaboration, to spaces, to their
nonexistence or constitution in relationships between buildings and their surroundings, Detail
magazine’s “16 Statements” offers an incredibly diverse and, once more, even contradictory
understanding of the concept. Philip Johnson was indeed right to claim that “the word ‘details’
means different things to different architects.” 39 But how, exactly is one to make sense of this,
and precisely what is it, if anything, that all conceptions of detail hold in common?

Van Berkel and Bos, “Detail(s): 16 Statements,” op. cit., p.1437.
Ibid.
39 Philip Johnson, Architectural Record, April 1964, p. 137.
37
38
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Figure 1.7. Detail of Transfer Terminal at Arnhem (2016) by UN Studio as published in Detail magazine, May 2016.

Constructing the field
Within the vast body of contemporary literature there are countless sources available on the
topic of detail, but the great majority of these—such as Birkhauser’s Detail: Praxis series and
material Construction Manuals, Lawrence King Publishing’s Detail in Contemporary Architecture
series, as well as Emmit’s Principles of Architectural Detailing—are scarcely more than technical
guides. These are incredibly valuable resources for architects in practice, however they offer
little to no reflection on the history and theory of detail as an architectural concept.
14

If among contemporary scholars there is an authority on the history and theory of architectural
detail, it is certainly Edward R. Ford. His Details of Modern Architecture, published in two
volumes (1990 and 2003), offers a collection of construction details of iconic buildings in
western architecture from 1879 to 1988. The drawings are accompanied by texts, well
researched and clearly written, which provide insightful analysis of the presented construction
details and which place them within their particular historical and theoretical context. These
texts are valuable resources and offer astute commentary on many themes key to
understanding particular aspects of late 20th and early 21st century thinking on detail—from
representation and expression through construction, to issues of abstraction, labor,
craftsmanship, industrialization, technological change, and beyond. These texts are about far
more than just detail. And yet, the conception of detail that is their underlying theme remains
somewhat narrow, construing detail more-or-less as “construction detail,” and so Ford’s texts
do not fully address the questions that arise from “deviant” conceptions of detail, as those of
Ando, Koolhaas, van Berkle and Bos. Moreover, in Details of Modern Architecture, Ford’s
position on the relationship between ornament and detail, so important to Hitchcock and
Johnson, remains ambiguous. Ford does, however, address many of these questions more
directly in his later text The Architectural Detail (2011).
In The Architectural Detail, which directly references Detail magazine’s “16 Statements,” Ford
explains that “there are a variety of types of detail found in modernism,” and “there are
recognizable schools of thought about what a detail is and what constitutes good detailing.” 40
He structures his text around the description and analysis of five such “schools of thought”
which he names as follows: “the detail as abstraction, the detail as motif, the detail as structural
representation, the detail as joint, and the detail as an autonomous or subversive element.” 41
The “detail as abstraction,” directly addressing the comments of Koolhaas and the principals of
UN studio, is explained by Ford as entailing the selective “suppression of information” such that
the detail “solves the problem and does not demonstrate the solution.” 42 In many cases, such a

Ford, The architectural detail, op. cit., p. 18.
Ibid.
42 Ibid., p.53.
40
41
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detail is not truly omitted, but rather simply denied visible expression. The “detail as motif”
refers to the use of a “repetitive geometric device” employed at many scales, in several
materials, and to solve numerous problems, such as in the case in Carlo Scarpa’s use of the
“ziggurat motif.” 43 Ford explains motific details as, in many ways, ornamental, employed as
“cultural symbols.” 44 The “detail as structural representation” is described as “external symbol
to hidden reality,” where the visible structure is detailed such that it tells a story about what it
masks, whether true or fictive. 45 In the case of the “detail as joint,” Ford suggests that the joints
between material components are suppressed or expressed in order to provide “an
understanding of the parts of a building and their constructional relationships,” a strategy
typified in much of the work of Louis Kahn. 46 And finally, there is the detail as an autonomous or
subversive element, which Ford seems to favor above others. Such a detail is one that “follows
different rules, responds to different criteria, employs different modes of expression, and
follows different precedents than those of the building.” 47
In his conclusion, Ford declines to offer a definition of precisely what a detail is in architecture,
but he does propose a way of understanding what detailing is as a practice. Detailing is, Ford
writes:
“the small-scale animation of static abstractions by the displaying of function, by the
representing of function, or by the reverse. Detailing is selective animation or in some
cases selective abstraction.” 48
While this description seems to address a critical aspect of one particular mode of detailing,
some act of calibrating a detail’s expression through design, it seems inadequate as the very
definition of detailing as a practice. It is too narrow— after all, what of classical ornamentation?
What of the mass-produced, systemic, and unaestheticized details of many works of
engineering? What of Frascari’s formal joint or Ando’s detail as spatial experience? Such
understandings of detail, while perhaps marginal in architectural practice and discourse, are
none the less valid, as the term’s history will show.
Ibid., p. 27.
Ibid., p. 115.
45 Ibid., p. 34.
46 Ibid., p. 226.
47 Ibid., p. 236.
48 Ibid., p. 296.
43
44
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Ford’s text, The Architectural Detail is a valuable work of theory for the practitioner, but as a
work of history it is problematic. In his writing, Ford bases many of his arguments on value
judgements regarding what is “good detailing” or “bad detailing.” These judgements seem, at
times, to weigh heavily upon his arguments and conclusions. Also of issue is that his studies are
based primarily on an understanding of detail as a thing of construction, accepting the dominant
20th century understanding as given, without exploring or questioning the longer history of the
term. Beginning one’s study of architectural detail near with the end of the 19th century is, as
this dissertation will illustrate, to leave the majority of the concept’s history unmined.
Contemporary thinking on detail in architecture, including the work of Ford, also owes much to
the scholarship of Kenneth Frampton. In his Studies in Tectonic Culture: The Poetics of
Construction in Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Architecture, Frampton provides the reader
with ways of analyzing an architectural project which are attentive at once to its physical
construction, its relationship to a specific locality and culture, and its capacity for representation
and expression. Frampton offers a rich intellectual framework for understanding how, through
the construction of architecture a host of conditioning factors become intertwined—
craftsmanship and technology, tradition and innovation, culture and topography, constructive
methods and embodied experience, and much more. Unlike Ford’s works, however, the subject
matter of Frampton’s text is not “detail” specifically, but rather the “poetics of construction”
more broadly. And yet, what Frampton’s text serves implicitly to do is to help place an
understanding of architectural detail within a cultural field, as the product of a combinatorial act
which is shaped not only by its designer but also by its context, expansively and richly
understood. Of further importance to an historian of building practices, is the methodological
model Frampton provides. In framing each chapter of his text around the work of a particular
architect or collection of architects and the disciplinary and cultural context in which they
practiced, in his writing Frampton forges a strong connection between architectural history and
theory, basing the latter on a rigorous account of the former. Harry Mallgrave has written that
such an approach to history and theory is to “view one as the critical engagement of the
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other.” 49 As for the history of architectural detail as a disciplinary specific concept, however,
Frampton’s text does not explicitly address the subject, and the understanding of detail implicit
within the text largely aligns with the dominant 20th and 21st century view of its being
synonymous with “construction detail.”
A somewhat more expansive use of the concept of detail can be found in Michael Cadwell’s
book, Strange Details (2007). Rather than strictly a text about detail, however, Cadwell’s book is
often more focused on “strangeness” in architecture. Drawing upon Seamus Heaney’s poem
“Making Strange,” Cadwell develops a method of analyzing architecture through narrative,
attentive to a certain defamiliarization or estrangement that arises when one encounters
architecture that is constructed in unorthodox, or better yet, counterintuitive ways. Like Ford
and Frampton, both of whom Cadwell cites as “providing a foundation” for his own work,
Strange Details too seems at first to be based on an understanding of “details” as “details of
construction,” however at moments his use of the concept expands. In his discussion of Carlo
Scarpa’s Querini Stampalia (figure 1.8), for example, Cadwell describes the way in which
Scarpa’s use of detail “articulates every element of the palazzo’s construction and history” 50 and
how it is set in dialog with a host of found ornamental fragments. 51 And in his account of the
layers of enclosure at Mies’s Farnsworth House (figure 1.9), Cadwell writes:
“As we retreat from the house and walk from east to west along its northern elevation,
a cascade of effects blurs distinctions between building and landscape. Raw silk curtains
enwrap sunlight. Annealed glass tosses back tawny tree limbs, green foliage, and blue
sky amid glimpses of the wood clad core. White steel (never truly white) doubles in
reflection and registers fleeting lighting conditions, more gradual seasonal variations in
foliage, and creeping accretions of ground wash and solar discoloration.” 52
The conceptions of detail implicitly imbedded in these descriptions recall the comments of van
Berkel and Bos as well as Ando, as the details Cadwell discusses in these works are often more
than simply construction. The “details” Cadwell writes of often expand to include other

Mallgrave, “Foreward” in Frampton, Studies in Tectonic Culture: The Poetics of Construction in Nineteenth and
Twentieth Century Architecture, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995, p. x.
50 Cadwell, p. 20.
51 Cadwell, p. 29-30.
52 Cadwell, p. 115.
49
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elements within the constructive relationships they articulate—found fragments, historical
traces, the landscape, and environmental effects—to the degree that the details themselves are
framed as spatial experiences. Cadwell’s usage of the concept of detail in such a way is not
altogether new or different, but found, at least implicitly, throughout much 20th and 21st century
writing on architecture (figures 1.10-1.11). 53 Cadwell, however, states that his writings are
“more the product of informed imagination than rigorous scholarship,” 54 a comment that seems
appropriate in response to the form of his writings as personal and literary narratives, but which
in its modesty belies the admirable depth of research on which his essays are based.

Figure 1.8. Carlo Scarpa’s Querini Stampalia. This is
the image published in Cadwell’s Strange Details to
accompany the commentary quoted here.
Though not necessarily explicit, similar “details” as larger parts of a work are discussed, sometimes in spatial and
experiential terms, in the writings of authors such as Sverre Fehn, David Leatherbarrow, Karsten Harries, Juhani
Pallasmaa, Peter Zumthor, and many more.
54 Cadwell, p. 42.
53
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Figure 1.9. Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth house, with play of material layers and reflections as discussed by
Cadwell. Photo by James Panegasser.

If we are to accept as valid the broad conceptions of detail evident in the writings of Cadwell
and Frascari, and indeed even those of Koolhass, van Berkel and Bos, then there would seem to
be a deeper history of “detail” as an architectural concept that has yet to be told. Such
conceptions of detail have not appeared ex nihilo, they have a history, a history which might
provide the backdrop against which one can better make sense of the diversity of conceptions
20

of detail one finds in our own time. Such a history would serve as a necessary compliment and
preface to the work of Edward R. Ford, Michael Cadwell, and perhaps Kenneth Frampton.
Thus, it is the first goal of this dissertation to give such an account of the history of “detail” as a
disciplinary concept, a term specific to the practice and discourse of architects, engineers, and
builders. From this history, I hope to derive a theoretical and philosophical ground against
which detailing as a practice might be better understood. Ford’s understanding of detailing as a
practice, in light of available historical evidence, proves too narrow, and encounters critical
issues regarding problems of scale, ornamentation, standardization, and spatial experience.
Therefore, it is the second goal of this dissertation to, in its conclusion, offer a broader
understanding of detailing as a practice, addressing a collection of fundamental features that all
historical conceptions of detail hold in common. It is not the aim, however, of this dissertation
to offer a theory of detailing, but rather to provide a historical background for the concept and
practice on which many such theories—from thinking on the relationships between parts and
wholes, to questions of empathy and embodiment, and works like those of Ford and Frascari—
might be more solidly founded and better understood.

Figure 1.10. Image from Karsten Harries The Ethical Function of Architecture, labeled
in its caption as a "detail" of Frank Lloyd Wright's Martin House in Buffalo.
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Figure 1.11. Image from David Leatherbarrow and Moshen Mostafavi’s Surface Architecture,
labeled in its caption as a “detail” of Loos’ Goldman & Salatsch store (1911) in Vienna.

A Concept in Formation, and Worlds of Practice
Marco Frascari has written that “the etymological origin of the word ‘detail’ does not help at all
in understanding the architectural use of the term.” 55 This is not entirely true. While the
statement may be partially correct regarding the word “detail” as used in general language, the
etymological origin of the word as used by architects, engineers, and builders is, in fact, a
historical subject that can offer much of interest. Moreover, the term’s etymological history, as
the evolution of its various disciplinary meanings from that origin, offers a way of better
understanding the complexity of our contemporary concept of detail in architecture. The
academic, author, and cultural philosopher, Raymond Williams has written at length on words
that serve as placeholders for complex and contentious concepts. 56 With such a word, he has
posited that “the problems of its meanings [are] inextricably bound up with the problems it [is]
used to discuss,” and so, such problems can “can not really be thought through… unless we are
Frascari, op. cit., p. 25.
Culture and Society, London: Chatto and Windus, 1958; Williams, Keywords: A vocabulary of culture and
society, London, Collins, 1976.

55

56 Williams,
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conscious of the words as elements of the problems.” 57 This is especially difficult, Williams
suggests, for those words that involve ideas and values. When one looks at the history of such
words, he explains, one finds:
“complexity of meanings; conscious changes, or consciously different uses; innovation,
obsolescence, specialization, extension, overlap, transfer; or changes which are masked
by a nominal continuity so that words which seem to have been there for centuries,
with continuous general meanings, have come in fact to express radically different or
radically variable, yet sometimes hardly noticed, meanings and implications of
meaning… such changes are not always either simple or final. Earlier and later senses
coexist, or become actual alternatives in which problems of contemporary belief and
affiliation are contested.” 58
This resonates well with the diversity of meanings one finds regarding detail in 20th and 21st
century discourse on architecture, as we have seen. On the significance of such variability in
meaning, the historian of science, technology, and society, Leo Marx, offers further insight.
In his study, “Technology: The Emergence of a Hazardous Concept,” Marx gives an account of
the origin and evolution in meaning of the word “technology” itself. In explaining why the
history of such a word might be important, the author states that “from the viewpoint of a
cultural historian”:
“the emergence of a keyword in public discourse—whether a newly coined word or an
old word invested with new meaning—may prove an illuminating historical event. Such
keywords often serve as markers, or chronological signposts, of subtle, virtually
unremarked, yet ultimately far-reaching changes in culture and society.” 59
Once again, as this dissertation will show, this is precisely the case with the word “detail” in
discussions of building. As the reader will find, the way architectural detail is understood in any
specific historical moment tracks closely with what is considered important in building during a
particular time, in a particular place, and to a particular group of people. And so, taking the work
of Williams and Marx as methodological examples, this dissertation seeks to offer a history of
Keywords, p.15-16.
19-22
59 Marx, “Technology: The Emergence of a Hazardous Concept,” Technology and Culture, Volume 51, Number 3, July
2010, pp. 562-563.
57
58
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detail as a disciplinary concept by reconstructing the specific ways in which the term was
understood at certain moments in history.
This last point must be stressed. In explaining the premise of this study to others, particularly
those immersed in the practice of architecture or engineering, my project has often been met
with skepticism. “Details have been around as long as architecture,” the skeptic frequently
claims. However, the term “detail” itself, as the first chapter of this dissertation will show,
meant nothing specific, beyond general language, to architects before the middle of the 18th
century. And It appears only a handful of times in English language discourse on building prior to
the 19th century. Within the long history of building, arguably tens of thousands of years, the
appearance of the term “detail” is a rather recent phenomenon. To suggest that “details have
been around as long as architecture” is to apply our contemporary understanding of the concept
to the work and words of the past. 60 That is not what this dissertation seeks to do. In the
primary chapters (02-06) of this study, efforts will be made to develop an understanding, based
on the available material evidence (in texts, drawings, and buildings), of what the term “detail”
meant at a particular historical moment, in a particular place, and to particular group of people.
The title of this dissertation is Detailing Worlds, and this choice of words reveals another
methodological strategy. Each chapter describes an episode in the history of the term “detail,”
structured around the “world” of a particular actor or group of actors, for which each chapter is
titled: The Academic, The Technician, The Student, The Engineer, and The Architect. These titles
are meant to identify and describe particular facets or dimensons of the building professional
and their practice. Each chapter aims to bracket an historical moment of particular importance
and coherence for one of these dimensions of building practices and describe the particular way
the concept of “detail” was understood in its particular “world,” relating this understanding to a
host of conditioning factors and attempting to account for how it was shaped by bodies of
knowledge and ways of thinking specific to that time, place, and individual or group. 61 In his

In fact, I do believe that what we now understand as “details” and “detailing” are as old as architecture itself, but
also that these things were not, at the time, formalized as concepts. More on this will be developed in the conclusion
of this dissertation.
61 As the chapters address particular historical moments, these facets are presented with relative coherence,
however, such dimensions to the practice of building professionals can be found in many times and places, and they
60
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study of “Technological Thought,” Antoine Picon has described a similar method of analysis,
suggesting scholars might study the “collective mental frames within which actors of
production… think and act,” as these mental frames “characterize types of knowledge and
reasoning as well as types of behavior.” 62 Moreover, particular mental frames “give rise to
representations and patterns of thought, which relate, at various levels, to fundamentally
different kinds of realities,” different ways of understanding the world and the relationships
between the things in it. 63 Further, Picon relates these mental frames to “the forms of
institution and professional organization in which they become a material reality.” 64 This
approach seems inspired by those in Science and Technology Studies based on the “social
construction of facts and artifacts” which, as Pinch and Bijker have written, is in turn based on
the identification of “relevant social groups” in the development of a thing, the analysis of how
they understand it, and then the contextualizing of it within the particular “sociocultural and
political situation of [that] social group.” They argue that it is this complex of relationships that
“shapes [the groups] norms and values, which in turn influence the meaning given to an
artifact.” 65
In each chapter that follows, I have attempted to illuminate and describe a specific way of
thinking about detail as it emerged and evolved in a particular world of practice, broadly
conceived. In bracketing each of these moments, it is not intended to suggest that each notion
of detail that arises is independent of the others, nor that they succeed one another in
dominance. Rather, as the reader will find, they operate cumulatively, intermixing with one
another, and yielding an ever more flexible and malleable concept of detail. The concept does,
in fact, become intertwined with an incredibly wide array of issues in the design and production
of buildings: from ornament and style, to construction, technology, drawing, communication,
representation, craft, industrialization, standardization, spatial experience, and more.
are not always mutually exclusive but rather exist along a spectrum or series of gradients. An architect can at the
same time be an academic and engineer, and any of these characters has also been a student. However, for the
purpose of this study it is helpful to examine particular moments in which one of these dimensions is expressed with
notable coherence and strength.
62 Picon, “Towards a History of Technological Thought,” in Technological Change: Methods and Themes in the History
of Technology, ed. Robert Fox, Australia: Harwood Academic Press, 1998, pp. 38-39.
63 Ibid., p. 39.
64 Ibid., p. 39.
65 Pinch and Bijker, “The Social Construction of Facts and Artifacts,” The Social Construction of Technological Systems,
Ed. Bijker, et. al, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987, pp. 40-46.
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The Tale of Detail
This dissertation is, as has been stated above, structured around five chapters which describe
how “detail” was understood in particular worlds of practice: that of The Academic, The
Technician, The Student, The Engineer, and The Architect. Chapter 02, “The Academic,” traces
the origins of the word in the French language, its gradual adoption in architectural discourse
surrounding the classical orders, and its role in the theory and teaching of Jacques-Francois
Blondel. Chapter 03, “The Technician,” follows the thinking of Pierre Patte and Jean Rondelet,
and shows how the emergence of “construction detail” was tied to methods for reinforcing
stone masonry construction with iron, as well as a growing interest in construction generally and
new techniques of calculation and materials science. The education of building professionals in
Paris in the early 19th century is addressed in Chapter 04, “The Student,” which shows how
subtly divergent understandings of detail were propagated by different institutions educating
architects and engineers, figures who would go on to practice throughout western Europe and
beyond. Chapter 05, “The Engineer,” discusses the work of the Englishman Charles Fox, the
engineer and contractor who helped Joseph Paxton realize the Crystal Palace, and the chapter
shows how, drawing upon knowledge from civil engineering and product manufacturing, Fox
conceived of detail as a systemic entity. And Chapter 06, “The Architect,” traces the evolution in
British Arts and Crafts practice and discourse of a multi-scalar understanding of detail, which
offered the possibility of extending the notion of detail to encompass larger portions of the
work and spatial experiences. The conclusion employs this history to contextualize our
contemporary understandings of detail in all their diversity, and offers an account of the practice
of detailing on which they all are based.
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02 _ THE ACADEMIC

From description to object and the teaching of Jacques-Francois Blondel

The English word ‘detail’ stems from the French cognate détail, which in turn evolved from the
phrase “de tailler,” meaning “to cut into pieces.” 66 This older term, de tailler, found occasional
use in the context of architecture from at least the sixteenth century onward in a variety of
configurations and combinations. In the writings of Philibert de l’Orme (1514-1570), for
example, the phrase ‘pierre de taille,’ meaning ‘cut stone’, was commonly employed, and most
often in relation to the shaping of blocks for use in structural forms—arches, vaults, and so
forth. However, the term and its variations were also used in relation to the ‘cutting’ of
ornament into the surface of stone blocks—sculptural figures and forms as well as ‘ornements
de taille.’ 67 For example, in discussing the Temple of Vulcan at Rome, de l’Orme states that its
Corinthian columns were “very rich in admirable carved ornaments (ornements de taille).” 68 In
all cases, these early instances employ the phrase as an adjective and refer to a physical act of
cutting or carving, to the action of the mason or sculptor directly working the material from
which a project was hewn.
By the 17th century, the compound word “détail” appears in architectural texts, though both
the frequency of use and number of meanings of the word at this early stage were extremely
limited, rarely appearing more than once or twice in any five or ten given architectural texts. The
earliest examples can be found in L'architecture Françoise Des Bastimens Particuliers (1624) by
Louis Savot (1570-1640). In this text, the author states that in the history of architecture the
Oxford English Dictionary of Etymology, accessed online: in detail item by item; minute account XVII; minute part;
(mil.) distribution in detail of the daily orders to the officers concerned, body detached for special duty XVIII. F. détail,
f. détailler (f. dé- DE- 3 + tailler cut up in pieces). whence detail vb. deal with in detail XVII; (mil.) XVIII. See also Centre
National de Ressources Textuelles st Lexicals—Etymologie, accessed online: 1. Fin XIIes. [voz dras vendoiz] a detail « en
(les) découpant par petites pièces » (Floire et Blancheflor, 1reversion, éd. M. M. Pelan, 1539); début XIIIes. a detail
vendent et en gros (J. BODEL, Fabliaux, éd. A. de Montaiglon et G. Raynaud, V, 187, 97); 2. 1580 au fig. en destail et
distinctement, pièce à pièce (MONTAIGNE, Essais, éd. A. Thibaudet, p. 368); 1656 entrer dans le détail de la pratique «
exposé détaillé » (PASCAL, 8eProvinciale, éd. H. Gonhier et L. Lafuma, p. 406); 3. 1674 « particularité, élément d'un
ensemble » ne vous chargez jamais d'un détail inutile (BOILEAU, Art poétique, I ds LITTRÉ). Déverbal de détailler*.
67 Philibert de l’Orme, L'architecture de Philibert de l'Orme, Paris: Hierosme de Marnes, & Guillaume Cauellat, 1576.
Multiple pages pp. 124 192, for example.
68 Ibid., p. 192. "...qui estoit fort riche d'ornements de taille admirable: de tous lesquels, sont demourèes seulement
ces trois colomnes de l'ordre Corinthien qui estoient encores debout avec leurs ornements quand i'estois a Rome."
66
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buildings of Emperor Justinian have been much discussed, and many texts regarding these
works “describe the parts in detail (en détail).” 69 When discussing the work of Vicenzo Scamozzi,
Savot suggested that in “the detail (le détail) of his orders there is some confusion,” 70 and the
author then proceeded to give a nuanced description of the issues and inconsistencies he had
identified with the proportions between the various parts of Scamozzi’s orders, specifically
discussing its “modules” and the “measures of mouldings.” Such phrases like Savot’s ‘dans le
détail’ and ‘en détail’, while still uncommon in the mid-17th century, were occasionally used in
architectural texts and employed in the sense of giving a minute or circumstantial account of a
particular subject in writing or speech. 71 These two phrases also present us with two distinct
sorts of usage—while “en détail” is an adverb, in this case qualifying a particular description, “le
détail” is a collective noun, a singular noun which denotes a group things, here a collection of
parts and measures. Both of these uses suggest, as derived from the physical act (“de tailler”)
that lies at its etymological root, sorts of cutting, though in these cases it is a more conceptual
sort, a particular mental or verbal operation through which a thing discussed is parsed into its
various parts, named and described. These early uses of the term “détail” by architects,
however, remain squarely within the realm of general French language, and at this time the
term was in no way understood as having additional meaning or significance as a concept
specific to practices of building.
In the 17th century, the word détail was not only uncommon in architectural discourse, but also
in French language more broadly, and its most common usage was, in fact, in the realm of
commerce. In one of the first dictionaries of the French language, Jean Nicot’s Le Thresor de la
langue francoyse (1606), détail was said to be:
“When a whole thing is broken into pieces. One says, for sale in detail, when some
merchandise or commodity is sold by weight or measure, because then it must be
separated from the whole in parts depending on the demand of the buyer.” 72
Savot, Louis, L'architecture Françoise des Bastimens Particuliers, Paris: Sebastien Cramoisy, 1624., p 344. “…en
décrire les parties dans le détail.”
70 Ibid. p 347. “…dans le détail de ses orders il y ait un peu de confusion.”
71 OED
72 Nicot, Le Thresor, 1606, p 202. “Signifie decouppure, quand une chose entiere est mise en pieces. De là dit on,
Vendre en detail, qui est quand quelque marchandise ou denrée est venduë par menus poids ou mesures, parce
qu'alors il faut despecer la piece entiere en menuës parties selon que l'achepteur en demande.”
69
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The entry further elaborated that the term was properly applied to those goods that could be
sliced or cut, such as “sheets, cloth, flesh, etc” and improperly with regard to goods such as
grains and liquids, things that need not be physically cut. 73 Thus, even at this early stage of
etymological development, the notion of “detail” was bound to a process of purposefully slicing
into parts an integral body or coherent whole.
The first signs in written discourse of the adoption of détail as a disciplinary term specific to
practices of building can be found, perhaps unsurprisingly, in the lineage of figures and texts
that contributed to the emergence of the famed Querelle des Anciens et Modernes and the
corresponding debates on architecture which came to a head in 1680s. 74 The debates were
centered on the question of ancient authority on matters of harmonic proportions of the
Orders, and whether they were to be strictly followed by contemporary architects. On one side
were those who held that the proportional systems described by Vitruvius and the masters of
the Italian renaissance were to be taken as infallible doctrine, while the opposition argued that
the ancients had no singular, universal system and that “modern” approaches to the design and
composition of the architectural Orders were equally valid, and perhaps even superior. The line
of questioning that initiated these heated debates arose from observations by French architects
of the 16th and 17th centuries that, despite claims regarding universal systems of proportion,
the great works of antiquity were by no means consistent in their application of such principles.
Roland Fréart de Chambray (1606-1676) was one such critic, identifying in his Parallèle de
l'architecture antique et de la moderne (1650) proportional inconsistencies in key classical
works. In his text, Fréart suggested that modern architects need not have a “blind Respect and
Reverence” for antiquity but should instead “follow [their] own genius.” 75 While this position
was not well received during his own time, it would be at the center in the debates of coming
decades.

Ibid. “draps, toiles, chairs, etc”
Among the many texts dealing with these debates the following are among the most helpful: W. Herrmann, The
Theory of Claude Perrault, London: Zwemmer, 1973; A. Pérez-Gómez, Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994; and J. Rykwert, The First Moderns: The Architects of the Eighteenth Century,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1980.
75 Fréart, de C. R., Parallèle De L'architecture Antique Et De La Moderne, Paris: d'Edme Martin, 1650. p. 2.
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In Fréart’s widely read text, the term détail appears at an unusually high frequency—twelve
times in just over one hundred pages of text, a more than tenfold increase in use over
contemporary architect-authors, in whose texts the term rarely appeared more than once if at
all. One instance of Fréart’s usage refers to a general verbal description, but in every other case
the author uses the term détail specifically in reference to the Orders, and more particularly to
refer to their parts, measures, and proportions. In discussing the Doric order, he suggests that
within his description one will “find all the detail of its particular members with their
measures,” 76 while in commenting on the writings of two prior authors, he suggests that in their
discussions of the Orders one will find expressed “the detail of proportions of each part.” 77 In
these cases, the word détail qualifies or refers to some textual description of a particular thing
or collection of things, a minute and circumstantial verbal account. I’ll refer to such usage of
détail as verbal description. It is nearly the only sort of usage to be found in architectural texts
during 17th century, and though its meaning does remain within the realm of general French
language, its close correlation with the Orders in Fréart’s writings is harbinger of its gradual
appropriation by architects, and its correlation with the parts, proportions, and measures of the
elements of a work of architecture. And while subsequent architects would continue to advance
this process, it would be more than a century before any author would match the high
frequency with which Fréart employed the term détail in his writings.

Ibid., p 11. “Voilà donc en gros comme une ébauche de l'ordre Dorique, sur leaquelle on peut commondement
rechercher tout le detail de ses membres particuliers avec leurs mesures, qui trouveront tousiours par ce moyen dans
les termes reguliers de son étendue...”
77 Ibid., p. 40. “…le détail des proportions de chaque parti.”
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Figure 2.1. Palladio’s Corinthian Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675, p. 123.
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Figure 2.2. Palladio’s Composite Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675, p. 147.
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With establishment of l'Académie Royale d'Architecture (the Royal Academy of Architecture) in
1671 by Jean-Baptiste Colbert under the authority of Louis XIV, Francois Blondel (1618-86)
became Academy’s first director. 78 Blondel was an accomplished mathematician and engineer,
distinguished through military service, diplomacy, and the fortification of arsenals and seaports.
At the Academy, Blondel was to oversee a course of study that would codify and espouse the
principles of classical design, drawing primarily upon the theory of Vitruvius and the architecture
of Roman antiquity. Between 1675 and 1683 Blondel published his own lectures on architectural
theory in which he argued for the authority of the ancients and that proper proportional
relations were at the source of architectural beauty. In his Cours d’Architecture (1675), Blondel
used the term détail more than his contemporaries, yet still sparingly and primarily in phrases
such as “to enter into greater detail” in cases of the verbal description of a particular subject,
followed by a minute and circumstantial textual account. 79 However, a few particular points of
Blondel’s usage reveal the beginnings of a new and emergent meaning, further signaling the
term’s gradual appropriation by architects.
In Blondel’s Cours, as had been the case with Savot and Fréart, the word détail is always in the
singular, never plural, even when referring to a collection of things, such as “the detail of
particular mouldings… explained in the first part of the course.” 80 While this is in line with
‘detail’ as verbal description giving a ‘minute or circumstantial account’ of the particulars of
mouldings, the author often referred to a large collection of things—a set of proportional ratios
and profiles of multiple mouldings—as ‘le détail’, a collective singular noun. And once more like
Fréart, most instances of Blondel’s use of the word are paired with the notion of ‘measures’
(mesures) of significant ‘parts’ (parties). Of these sorts of usage by Blondel, two particular cases
are of note—both descriptions and explanations of the particulars of two of Palladio’s Orders. In
the first of these cases, Blondel discusses Palladio’s deviations from the ‘general rules’ of his
Corinthian Order, and how “he has altered many things in the detail of its parts, believing they

See Herrmann and Rykwert
Thirteen instances over the course of 1,030 pages, a rate of 1.26 times per hundred pages. The term détail fails to
appear at all in most other architectural texts of this time, and in those where it does appear it is typically found only
once or twice in a text of 200-300 pages.
80 Blondel, Course, Part 2, p. 118. ‘Le detail des moulures particulieres a esté expliqué dans la premiere Patrie de ce
course.’
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might offer greater effect.” 81 In a subsequent discussion of an Order of Palladio’s own
composition, Blondel reminds the reader of Palladio’s attitude toward the Corinthian, stating
that in this case one must also “apply it to the division of the module and the detail of its
measures.” 82 Each of these comments is situated within its own lengthy description of the
particulars of the respective order of Palladio’s design, and each of these discussions is paired,
through citations of specific illustrations in the margins of their respective passages, with an
intricately drawn and carefully composed figure of the example in question (figures 2.1 and 2.2).
On each of these pages, the order is depicted at multiple scales, a smaller scale illustrating the
whole, from column base to entablature, as well as enlarged depictions of significant parts in
multiple views. And further, imbedded within the drawings are a series of dimension strings and
notations which give measure to the modules and proportional ratios of all significant parts in
plan and elevation. 83 It is these dimensional notations and the proportional relationships they
represent which constitute the bulk of Blondel’s description and discussion and, in fact, it is
these very notations to which he refers when he speaks both of “le detail de ses parties” (the
detail of its parts) and “le detail de ses mesures” (the detail of its measures). In no sense does
Blondel refer to either these drawings themselves or the actual architectural elements
represented within them as “le détail,” but rather he used the term to refer to the information
regarding proportional ratios contained within the drawing—the collection of numerical and
proportional data given both in the illustration and within his verbal description of Palladio’s
orders. Once again, close to its etymological root, Blondel’s usage of détail effectively “cuts” the
element in question into a collection of its significant parts to convey some information essential
to one’s understanding of their proper relationships within the whole. In essence, Blondel’s
understanding of détail, further advancing toward a term of disciplinary specificity, begins to
connote a mode of structuring and communicating architectural knowledge, not only through
verbal but also notational description. This additional dimension of détail employed by Blondel,
Ibid, Part 1, p.119. “Et c’est de cette maniere que cet Architecte l’ordonne dans ses regles generales. Quoy que dans
le detail de ses parties il ait alteré beaucoup de choses, croyant peut-estre qu’elles seroient un meilleur effet.”
82 Ibid., p.143. “Il faut se souvenir dece que nous avons dit cy-devant dans l’explication de l’ordre corinthein de cet
architecte, & l’appliquer a celuy-cy tant pour la division du module que pour le detail de ses mesures.”
83 This method of representation, imbedding proportional information in drawings of the orders was. by no means
unique to Blondel. One finds relatively crude versions of this method of representation in de l’Orme, and
progressively more refined examples leading up to the texts of Blondel and Desgodetz (where one finds, in my
opinion, the finest of these types of drawings). However, it is in Blondel that one first finds the proportional notations
themselves first described as the detail.
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using the term specifically in reference to notational description as an abstraction of the order’s
proportional relationships, is highly unusual during his own time.
From the establishment of l'Académie Royale to its dissolution in 1793, the verbal proceedings
of all administrative meetings (initially among a group of eight architect-educators) were
meticulously recorded, later published in ten volumes as Procès-verbaux de l'Académie royale
d'architecture. 84 In the first volume, covering the period of 1671-81, the term détail appeared at
a slightly higher frequency than most architectural publications of the time, though its usage
remained within the realm of general French language, referring merely to verbal description. 85
There are however some subtle, yet notable tendencies one can identify in the proceedings. In a
1672 discussion on the work of Philibert Delorme, for example, the commentary was centered
on “several commendable particularities” in “the detail of his orders,” understood as the specific
points of the ornamental ensemble that warranted discussion, which were described at length
with words and recorded as a textual account. 86 In another, later discussion of Delorme’s texts,
commentary was made on the overly sculptural character of some of his orders where one
could find “in detail so many defects” that it might be better to call them “capitals of a sculptor
than that of an architect.” 87 In such passages, the meanings of détail are relatively normative
and the term was still being used as a part of general language, referring to the specific points of
a work worthy of notice, discussion, and commentary, however, the term was clearly drifting
toward a more concrete association with ornamentation generally, the orders specifically, and
implicitly their proportions and measures. And while the academicians were largely if not
completely in support of the authority of the ancients on matters of proportion, these drifting
associations of détail would prove significant on the other side of the Querelle as well, and most
particularly in the 1683 publication of Claude Perrault’s (1613-1688) Ordonnance des cinq
espèces de colonnes selon la méthode des anciens.
Proces Verbaux De L'academie Royale D'architecture, 1671-1793. Paris, 1911.
Détail appears 12 times in approximately 324 pages, a frequency of nearly 4 times per hundred pages.
86 Ibid., p. 11. “Il y a mesme, dans le détail de ses ordres, plusieurs particularitez louables, dont il sera parlé
dans son temps: ainsy on peut l'estimer pour le premier des architectes françois et recommander à ceux qui
veulent s'apliquer à l'architecture de lire soigneusement ses oeuvres.”
87 Ibid., p. 133. “La compagnie, rexaminant les 27e et 28e chapitre de Philbert de Lorme, où il est parlé des chapiteaux
ioniques, elle a approuvé beaucoup le trait du premier,d'autant plus qu'il se conforme au sentiment de Vitruve, mais
pour les autres desseins des chapiteaux remplis de sculpture qui suivent après,quoyqu'il y puisse avoir quelque chose
d'agréable dans la disposition du tout, la compagnie a trouvé dans le détail tant de deffaults qu'elle a creu qu'on
pouvoit plustost les appeller chapiteaux de sculpteur que d'architecte.”
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Though educated as a physician, Claude Perrault’s knowledge of classical languages earned him
the commission from Jean-Baptiste Colbert to produce a state-sponsored translation of
Vitruvius into French, a project he completed between 1666 and 1673. During this time Perrault
had also earned a series of architectural commissions, culminating in his contributions to the
design for the eastern façade of the Louvre, with its paired columns, long spanning lintels, and
their innovative methods for reinforcing masonry construction with iron. 88 In seeking a classical
model to justify the use of paired, free standing columns at the Louvre, Perrault added a
footnote to his translation of Vitruvius, suggesting that the pairing of columns at the Louvre had
been “done in imitation of Hermogenes” to achieve greater openness (dégagemens). 89 This,
paired with Perrault’s praise of certain Gothic qualities, undermined the classicist agenda of the
Academy, and prompted a response from Blondel, initiating the well-known architectural
debates of the Querelle des Anciens et Modernes. 90 Arguments and counterarguments were
forged on both sides, but perhaps the strongest of these was Perrault’s Ordonance, which in
1683 posed a definitive challenge to the authority classical doctrine.
Extending the observations of Fréart and others, in his treatise Perrault called attention to the
fact that Renaissance theory and the classicist tradition that followed had been unable to
articulate a uniform system for proportioning the orders. 91 Ancient Roman sources, both
buildings and the writings of Vitruvius, were not precise enough to serve as models, nor had
there been any consistent system of proportions to be found in the masters of the Italian
Renaissance—Palladio, Scamozzi, Serlio, Vignola, and so forth. Thus, Perrault attacked the
notion of a universal proportional system underlying “absolute beauty” on three fronts: fist
dispelling the “musical analogy” which likened architectural proportions to the harmonic system
underlying musical consonances, secondly the notion that universal proportions can be found in
natural forms, and finally he assailed the infallibility of the ancients by revealing their utter
The authorship of this is much contested by historians. See the works cited here by Herrmann, Mallgrave, and also
the article by Christopher Tadgell titled “Claude Perrault, François Le Vau and the Louvre Colonnade” (1980).
89 Vitruvius, Pollio, and Claude Perrault. Les Dix Livres D'architecture De Vitruve: Corrigez Et Tradvits Nouvellement En
François, Avec Des Notes & Des Figures. Paris: J.B. Coignard, 1673, p. 73.
90 See Middleton, op. cit.
91 Frerart de Chambray had written on the issue thirty years earlier with his Parallele De L'architecture Antique Et De
La Moderne, Paris: De l'Imprimerie d' Edme Martin, 1650.
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inconsistency in matters of proportions through a systematic analysis of key historical
precedents.92 Alternatively, Perrault proposed a dualistic theory of beauty in architecture as
being founded upon both positive factors (those based on convincing reasons such as material,
scale, precision of execution, and symmetry) and arbitrary factors (based on one’s own volition,
such as proportion, form, and shape). 93 During Perrault’s own time the book was not generally a
success and, as Alberto Pérez-Gómez has noted, it was also met with “almost total rejection or
misinterpretation [by] 18th century architects.” 94 It would, by the end of the 18th century and
over the course of the 19th century, however, profoundly impact the course of European
architecture and, Joseph Rykwert has argued, play a vital role in laying the foundations for the
emergence of modern architecture. 95 Though limited in frequency, Perrault’s use of détail in his
writing was most interesting.
In the whole of Perrault’s Ordonnance, the term détail appeared only three times, but in each
case it referred specifically to proportional relations of the Orders. 96 Speaking of them generally
in the text’s preface, Perrault stated that although “in detail,” proper proportions are necessary
to ensure a building’s grace and elegance, in fact “these proportions are amply known to allow
architects the freedom to increase or decrease the dimensions of parts as required.” 97 He later
advances this argument in discussing the number of modules used to proportion columns by
comparing ancient buildings with the ratios espoused by Vitruvius, Palladio, Scamozzi, Serlio,
and Vignola, directing the reader to a to a figure of tabulated proportional data (figure 2.3). 98
Perrault, using the table to argue for his own hybridized system of proportions, explained that

See Herrmann, Wolfgang, The Theory of Claude Perrault, London: Zwemmer, 1973, pp. 39-53.
Perrault, Claude, Ordonnance Des Cinq Especes De Colonnes Selon La Methode Des Anciens, Paris: J.B. Coignard,
1683, preface, vi.
94 A. Pérez-Gómez, op cit., p. 18.
95 See Rykwert, op cit., chapters 1 and 2. On this point one finds general agreement in the accounts of Braham,
Herrmann, Rykwert, Middleton, Mallgrave, and Perez Gomez.
96 3 times in 124 pages.
97 Perrault, Claude, Ordonnance, preface ij. “Mais comme il faut demeurer d'accord que bien qu'une certaine
proportion ne soit pas absolument nécessaire à la beauté d;un visage, il est pourtant vray qu'il y en a une laquelle il ne
peut beaucoup s'éloigner sans perdre la perfection de sa beauté; il y a aussi dans l'Architecture des regles de
proportion non seulement dans le general, telles que sont celles par lesquelles il a esté dit que les Ordres sont
differens les uns des autres, mais aussi dans le détail, desquelles on ne peut se départir sans faire perdre a l'Edifice
une grande partie de sa grace & de son elegance; mais ces proportions ont une entendue assez ample pour laisser
aux Architectes la liberté d'augmenter ou de diminuer les dimensions des parties, suivant les besions que plusieurs
occurences peuvent faire naistre.”
98 Ibid. p. 13.
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“in the table which follows,” one can see “that the detail I have made of the magnitudes
different architects have given to the columns" can be used “to draw one which is averaged
between the extremities of one and the other.” 99 He returns to the theme of proportional
information once more in discussing the pedestals of columns, suggesting that he must “mark
the detail of the proportions of each part, with what belongs to their particular character,” a
statement he followed with a textual explanation and diagram illustrating the application of his
proportional system to the pedestals of each order (figure 2.4). 100 In each of these cases, as with
the annotated drawings of Blondel, Perrault’s usage of détail refers specifically to the particulars
of the orders’ proportional relationships, described variously in text, tabulated data, and
notation on drawings of architectural elements. For Perrault the very information itself,
enumerated and tabulated, is the detail of the orders to which he refers. And, as in Blondel, the
graphic representation of this data is a condensation of what is given at length in verbal
description. Though not quite yet a formalized disciplinary concept, this conceptual drift, so to
speak, of the term détail from connoting a particular sort of verbal description to notational
description marks an early and critical step in its adoption by architects. These two distinct yet
interrelated uses of the term correlate the concept of détail with two different modalities of
representation—text and notation—means of identifying and abstracting significant
architectural parts, in this case the orders and their various elements, and communicating some
of their most important features.

Ibid. p. 12. “Les Modernes l'ont fait plus grande, car elle est dans Scamozzi de cinq modules & demi, dans Palladio &
dans Serlio de six, ainsi qu'il se voit dans la Table qui suit, où il faut remarquer que le détail que j'y fais des
grandeurs, que les Architectes differens ont donné aux colonnes, est pour en tirer une qui soit moyenne entre les
extremitez des unes & des autres, suivant ce que j'ay déja sait à l'égard des hauteurs des entablemens.”
100 Ibid. pp. 36-37. “Il reste ici de marquer le détail des proportions de chaque partie, avec ce qui appartient à leur
caractére particulier.”
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Figure 2.3. Table from Claude Perrault, Ordonnance des cinq espèces de colonnes selon la méthode des anciens,1683,
p. 13.
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Figure 2.4. Diagram of pedestal proportions from Perrault’s Ordonnance, 1683, p. 37.

Figures 2.5-2.6. Plates from Desgodetz’s Les Edifices antiques de Rome dessinés et mesurés tres exactement,1682.
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That the uses of the term détail in the arguments of Blondel and Perrault were exceptional
within their own time is underscored by another publication bound to the arguments of the
Querelle, Antoine Desgodetz’s (1653-1728) Les Edifices antiques de Rome dessinés et mesurés
tres exactement (The ancient buildings of Rome drawn and measured very exactly) published in
1682. Given the debates on proportional variation in the works of antiquity and the lack of
reliable sources on their precise measurements, in 1674 Colbert sent the young Desgodetz, a
student at the Academy, to Rome with the charge of taking exact measurements of antique
buildings as extant. 101 Over the course of sixteen months abroad, Desgodetz surveyed nearly
fifty buildings, twenty five of which were drawn, engraved, and published in his text of 1682. 102
The collection of drawings, in the same graphic mode as those in Blondel’s Course, carefully
parsed the represented monuments into collections of their significant parts, nesting within
them strings of proportional information and paring each drawing with several pages of precise
verbal description (figures 2.5 and 2.6). While it was the hope of those at the Academy that
Desgodetz’s efforts would shed light on the systems underlying the proportions of the orders in
Ancient Roman works, the result was exactly the opposite—Desgodetz discovered a complete
lack of any common dimensional system, which in turn revealed countless inaccuracies in the
descriptions of canonical accounts from Vitruvius to Serlio and Palladio. Les Edifices antiques de
Rome proved instead, a valuable resource for Perrault in his assault on the authority of the
ancients, and he received it “with great exaltation.” 103
If one follows Fréart, Blondel, and Perrault in understanding le détail of the orders as some
collection of the particulars of its measures and proportional relationships, expressed in both
verbal and notational description, it then holds that the entirety of Desgodetz’s text could be
understood as an excursus on the details of a collection of Roman monuments. Indeed, from the
vantage of the 21st century, with our vocabulary of architectural terms and concepts, Les
Edifices antiques de Rome is an impressive collection of precisely measured and drawn classical
architectural details. And yet, in the entirety of Desgodetz’s more than three-hundred-page text,

101 For more on this see W. Herrmann, “Antoine Desgodetz and the Academie Royale d'Architecture,” The Art Bulletin,
Vol. 40, No. 1 (Mar., 1958), pp. 23-53.
102 A. Desgodets, Les Edifices Antiques De Rome Dessinés Et Mesurés Tres Exactement, Jean Baptiste Coignard: Paris,
1682.
103 Perrault, op cit, preface, xxvii. He received the text “avec une tres grande exaélitude.”
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the word détail appears not even a single time. Despite the term’s appearance in the writings of
Blondel and Perrault, however infrequent, and the evidence of its gradual appropriation in
discussions of building, in the late 17th century the word détail still did not yet mean anything
particular and specific to the work of architects. Full appropriation of the word as an item of
disciplinary terminology was still more than a half century away. There were, however, some
interesting and new threads of meaning which were just beginning to emerge at this time, uses
of the term détail which had a decidedly more practical orientation.
Pierre Bullet’s (1639-1716) 1691 text, titled L'architecture Pratique, was accompanied by a
highly descriptive and protracted subtitle on its frontispiece: Qui Comprend Le Détail Du Toisé, &
Du Devis Des Ouvrages De Massonerie, Charpenterie, Menuiserie, Serrurerie, Plomberie, Vitrerie,
Ardoise, Tuille, Pavé De Grais & Impression, Avec Une Explication De La Coutume, Sur Le Titre
Des Servitudes & Rapports Qui Regardent Les Bastimens. Bullet’s text was, in fact, the first on
architecture to pose the term détail within its title. And yet, the term appears only twice in the
500-page text, and both are in the general French mode of verbal description, neither of
significance. 104 What is of interest, however, is the confluence of détail with two other
accompanying terms in the subtitle: toisé and devis. Charles-Augustin d’Aviler’s (1653-1701)
Cours d’Architecture, also published in 1691, offers insight into the meaning of these terms.
d’Aviler was one of Francois Blondel’s first students at the academy, and d’Aviler’s Cours was, in
fact, the more widely read of the two authors’ texts, eventually reprinted in numerous editions
and translated into two other languages. 105 The text was composed of two interrelated parts,
bound separately. The first was intended as a comprehensive overview of architecture, largely
for the layperson and artisan. 106 The second part was an alphabetical compilation of over 5000
architectural terms, defined and cross referenced, which would in 1730 be published
independently as a Dictionnaire d'architecture. In d’Aviler’s text, all three of the terms in
question— détail, toisé, and devis—were defined and, in fact, presented as completely
interdependent. 107

Bullet, Pierre, L'architecture Pratique, Paris: E. Michallet, 1691, pp. 9, 82.
The Mark J. Millard Architectural Collection: 1. Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1993, p. 23.
106 Ibid.
107 Aviler, Augustin-Charles, Cours D'architecture, Paris: N. Langlois, 1691.
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Le Devis was, on d’Aviler’s account, defined as “a general report of the quantities, qualities, and
methods of materials of a building, made on marked drawings and explained in detail (en détail)
with the final price of each type of work by standard measure (toisé) or task, on which a
commercial contractor agrees to execute the work for a certain sum.” 108 This is essentially a
cost estimate, a meaning of the term devis still in current use in French. However, it is worth
noting that as a whole the devis was a report including marked drawings, information regarding
material components and economic concerns, and it was to be explained “in detail,” a gesture
toward earlier commercial meanings which suggests the itemization of parts. The definition of
devis also contains the word toisé, a term rendered defunct since the early 19th century, which
was taken to mean “the record or enumeration in writing of each type of work that goes into
the construction of a building, which is to judge expense or to estimate and adjust prices and
quantity of these same works.” 109 This would have taken the form of verbal description and
tabulated textual and numerical information (figure 2.7), but the toisé as a term and method
was rendered obsolete in the early 19th century as the French government began publishing
standardized tables of material and work costs for the production of estimates. 110 d’Aviler also
defined détail, stating that “in a Devis, it is the exact enumeration of materials and methods of
building, and it is also in the measurements of quoted parts.” 111 Thus, the detail was the most
fine grained level of architectural information, written and enumerated, organized collectively in
le toisé and used to precisely account in le devis for the cost of materials and tasks that the
production of a given work will require. Like the detail of both Blondel and Perrault, we find in
d’Aviler’s definition of the term a conception that is neither drawing of an element nor physical
thing, but again collective information as a way of understanding and communicating the
particulars of a projected work of architecture. However, counter to the strongly aesthetic and
theoretical dimensions of the former two authors, d’Aviler’s conception is more practically
oriented, an instrument concerning processes of physical production and economics, a
definition close to both that used in general French language and the slight variation used in
Ibid., p. 535. “Devis, c’est un memoire general des quantitez, qualitez & façons des materiaux d’un Batiment, fait
sur des desseins cottez, & expliqué en détail, avec des prix a lan fin de chaque espece d’ouvrage par toise ou par
tache, sur lequel un Entrepreneur marchande, & convient avec Bourgeois d’executer l’ouvrage, moyennant une
certaine somme.”
109 Ibid., p. 848.
110 See Fredet, Jacques, Les Maisons De Paris, Paris: Encyclopédie des nuisances, 2003, p. 264. Also see Morisot, J.-M.R., Tableaux Détaillés Des Prix De Tous Les Ouvrages De Batiment, Paris: Nouzou, 1814.
111 Ibid., p. 534.
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commerce. This correlates strongly, in fact, with a definition offered in the contemporary
Dictionnaire universel of 1690, one of the earliest comprehensive dictionaries of the French
language, in which the primary definition of détail was given to be “that which is made up of
several parts separated from a whole” further qualifying the meaning by emphasizing that
“there are merchants who sell wholesale, and others in detail.” 112

Figure 2.7. Toisé from Potain, Détails des ouvrages de menuiserie pour les batimens, 1749. p. 41.

While both the inclusion and practical orientation of détail and its related entries in d’Aviler’s
architectural dictionary suggests that the term was of rising importance to practices of building
production, the near absence of such a conception of detail in the first, more theoretically
oriented part of his Cours is conspicuous. And although the term appears at a slightly higher
frequency in d’Aviler’s Cours than most other contemporary texts, its usages are limited almost
exclusively to the most common sorts of phrases: “the detail of ornaments,” elements of the
Dictionnaire Universel (1690), p. 632. “Détail: Ce qui consiste en plusieurs parties separees d'un tout. Il y a des
Marchands qui vendent en gros, d'autres en detail. Ce Marchand ne fait que le détail.”
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orders with “their measures marked in detail,” and “the detail of its proportions.” 113 There is
one exception, however, in the opening pages of the text’s section on construction. Here,
d’Aviler remarks that the “first concern regarding construction” is in precision and clarity of the
plans. A “well marked plan,” he suggests, includes not only the “general measures of the lengths
of facades and other large measures of the environment of portals and window openings” but it
is also “necessary that the precision of the measures in detail correlate with the general
measures.” 114 While such an understanding of detail, as a collection of measurements of the
small scale particulars of a given design as notated on drawings, is very much in line with the
notational descriptions of Blondel and Perrault in their respective texts, d’Aviler’s commentary
suggests that such a usage was not confined to academic discussions alone, but of rising
currency in the production of architectural documents more broadly within practice. According
to d'Aviler, the precision and correlation of such measures, in general and in detail, were of
central importance in assuring that errors not be made in construction. Drawings should be such
that they leave “no doubt to the builders (entrepreneurs).” 115
And yet, even this usage and definition of détail by d’Aviler falls well short of later, 20th and
21st century conceptions of detail which understand the concept as applying to a still broader
range of things—from drawings of architectural parts to the parts themselves. For d’Aviler, as
with his contemporaries, the term still applied only to collected information, particulars
regarding measures, proportions, and costs of the parts of a projected building. And though it
would seem that the term was in the beginning stages of acceptance as an item of architectural
terminology in practice, the slow rate of its uptake in discussions on architecture is evidenced

Aviler, op. cit, pp. preface, 64, 75: “le détail des Ornemens de l' Architecture”; “…parce que leurs mesures sont
marquées en détail…”; “le détail de ses proportions.”
114 Ibid. pp. 231-232. “Le premier soin qui regarde la construction est de bien planter le Bâtiment lorsque la situation
en est determinee, or comme dans les Plans qu'on leve journellement, on remarque par les inegalitez qui s'y
rencontrent, que cette parties a este negligée ou mal entendue, particulierement dans les anciens Edifices & sur tout
dans les Gothiques: il est bon d'avertir que l'Art de planter un Batiment consiste autant dans le Plan bien cotté, que
dans l'exactitude de ceux qui ont la conduite d'en espacer les justes distances sur le terrain. Quant au Plan qui est
uniquement du fait de l'Architecte, il faut observer que plus il y a de mesures sans confusion, plus il est intelligible; cest
pourquoi outre les mesures generals des longueurs des Façades & dts autres grandes mesures du milieu des Portes &
des Croisées; il faut encore que la precision des mesures en détail quadre avec les generales. Il est aussi necessaire de
cotter les points & les ouvertures des figures circulaires, les épaisseurs des solides en tous leurs retours, & les distances
des vuides: & ne point seindre de repeter les mesmes, parce qu'on ne peut assez par preuve & contrepreuve de general
& du detail s'assurer qu'il n'y ait point d'erreur, pour ne laisser aucun doute aux Entrepreneurs.”
115 Ibid, p. 232.
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once more by the term’s relative lack of appearance in contemporaneous texts, including many
of the most influential French texts on building from d’Aviler’s time through the first half of the
18th century.
Jean-Francois Félibien (1658-1733), architect, son of the first secretary of the Royal Academy,
and contemporary of d’Aviler published his text Recueil historique de la vie et des ouvrages des
plus célébres architectes in 1687. Félibien was well placed among Parisian architectural circles
and his text played, according to Robin Middleton, an important part in the early stages of
Gothic architecture’s reassessment, yet the term détail appears not a single time in nearly three
hundred pages of his text. 116 Michel de Fremin’s Mémoires critiques d'architecture (1702), also
implicated in the rise of what Middleton has dubbed the “Graeco-Gothic Ideal,” contains some
instances of the term détail, though in every case it is used in the sense of verbal description.
This is especially notable as Fremin was no academician, but rather an engineer and inspector of
roads and bridges. 117 Fremin’s ideas helped shape the arguments in Jean-Louis de Cordemoy’s
(1655-1714) influential text, Nouveau Traite de toute l'architecture of 1706, a volume in which
the world détail appears not even once. In the texts of many of the most influential architects
and authors of the first half of the 18th century this pattern continues—Germain Boffrand
(1667-1754) uses the word just once in his Livre d’Architecture (1745) and Marc-Antoine Laugier
(1713-1769) only four times in his famed Essai sur l'architecture (1753), and in each case it is
used purely as verbal description within the realm of general French language.
A few texts from this period do, however, offer some evidence of an evolving understanding and
usage of détail. Architecture moderne ou L'art de bien bâtir (1728), published anonymously and
of contentious attribution, is notable in its abstinence from discussions of the Orders, instead
focusing “on questions of planning and also on practical subjects such as construction,
specifications, cost, and bylaws.” 118 In this text, the term détail appears four times in three
hundred pages of text. Two instances, phrased as “here is the detail (le détail)” and “here is a
Middleton, R.D., “The Abbé de Cordemoy and the Graeco-Gothic Ideal,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes, Vol. 25, No. 3/4 (Jul. - Dec., 1962), p. 299-300.
117 Frémin, Michel. Mémoires Critiques D'architecture, A Paris: Chez Charles Saugrain, 1702. I count eight instances of
détail in various forms in 386 pages.
118 Herrmann, Wolfgang, “The Author of the "Architecture Moderne" of 1728,” Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians, Vol. 18, No. 2 (May, 1959), p. 60.
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detail (un détail),” are used to introduce a list of items, in one case varied materials with
amounts and in the other a collection of eleven moulding types with short commentary on
each. 119 This recalls d’Aviler’s dictionary definition of détail as the “enumeration of materials
and methods of building,” an uncommon use for architectural texts of this time. 120 A third
instance is even more unusual. After giving a thorough description of the workings of a
particular sort of interior plumbing and its configuration of pipes, the author comments that
“we have taken this detail (ce détail) on the toilet of a dressing room at Saint Cloud.” 121 While
the most common phrases “en détail,” often correlated with verbal description, and “le détail,”
used typically to refer to measures and proportions as a collective singular noun, the phrases
used in this text, “un détail” and “ce détail” operate differently. Both of these render the term as
a properly singular noun, the former referring to a list of items and the latter referring to the
particular moment discussed, the material configuration of the toilet and plumbing itself as a
detail. Though such usage would be common a half century later, in the 1720s it was highly
abnormal, and it would seem to indicate another linguistic slippage in progress, a shift from
detail as verbal or notational description to detail as a physical object itself, some salient part of
a work of architecture, a new meaning to which we will soon return.
Interesting variations in the usage of détail also occur in Amédée-François Frézier’s (1682-1773)
treatise on stonecutting, La Théorie et la Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres, published in three
volumes between 1737-39. The frequency with which the author employed the term was
slightly above average relative to his contemporaries and, as with Architecture moderne, the
word is often employed as a singular noun, un détail, isolating a single characteristic of the thing
discussed. More significant, though, is Frezier’s use of the phrase “in the detail of this
construction (dans le détail de cette construction).” 122 The author uses such a phrase multiple
times, and this is among the earliest correlations of “detail” with the term “construction,”
however, in each case it is a reference to geometric construction (with accompanying diagrams)
Briseaux or Tiercelet, Architecture moderne ou L'art de bien bâtir, Paris: Jombert, 1728, pp. “Du Devis,” 40 and “Du
Toise,” 43.
120Aviler, op. cit., p. 534.
121 Briseaux or Tiercelet, op. cit., “De La Construction,” p. 71. “On a pris ce détail sur le siége d'aisance d'une GardeRobbe de Saint Cloud.”
122 Frezier, Amédée F., La Théorie Et La Pratique De La Coupe des Pierres Et Des Bois Pour La Construction Des Voûtes
Et Autres Parties des Bâtimens Civils Et Militaires; Ou, Traité De Stereotomie À L'usage De L'architecture, Paris, 1737,
p. 384.
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for cutting shapes in stone, rather than a reference to building construction more generally
(figure 2.8). And, moreover, even in this case the term détail refers specifically to the measures
and notations nested within the drawing.
Thus, from the mid 17th century to the mid 18th, one finds a gradual process of linguistic
evolution underway in the manner of architectural thinkers’ usage of the term détail. 123 From
the general French meaning of the verbal description of a given subject, to the notational
description of the various parts of architectural work, to the term’s close correlation with
measures and parts themselves and even annotated lists of materials and tasks, the word détail
was in time transformed into a concept distinct from its general use in the French language and
more specific to practices of building. 124 If one wished to identify a specific moment in history
where this latter phase of the term’s evolution might be found—the complete appropriation of
détail as a specifically architectural concept—it would be in the writing and teaching of the
famed academician, Jacques-François Blondel (1705-1774).

123 This is paralelled by the various editions of the Academy’s Proces Verbaux, which show a steady increase in the
term’s frequency of use, but also its correlation with highly normative meanings.
124 This path of linguistic evolution found in the record of French publications on architecture is paralelled in the
various editions of Lemonnier’s Procès-verbaux De L'académie Royale D'architecture, volumes 1-7 covering the years
1697-1767.
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Figure 2.8. Geometric construction in Frézier’s La Théorie et la Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres, Vol. 2, 1737. p. 384.

Toward an Architectural Concept
Born in Rouen in 1705, Jacques -François Blondel came from a family largely of architects and
building tradesmen. 125 As a teen, he studied under his uncle, Jean-Fançois Blondel (1683-1756),
an architect of Rouen. In 1726 he went to Paris where he apprenticed under Gilles-Marie
Oppenordt (1672-1742), who had been trained in the studio of Jules Hardouin-Mansart (16461708). Blondel possessed a keen intellect and proved a talented engraver. 126 Drawing upon
these faculties, he published his first book in 1737, De la Distribution des Maisons de Plaisance,

For concise biographies of Blondel see: Sturges, “Jacques-Francois Blondel,” in Journal of Architectural Historians,
Vol. 11, No. 1 (Mar, 1952), pp. 16-19; and M. Gallet, Les Architectes Parisiens Du Xviii Siècle, Paris: Mengès, 1996, pp.
65-70. For a longer and more in-depth account see G. Prost, J.-f. Blondel Et Son Œuvre, Metz, 1860.
126 Sturges, op. cit., p. 16.
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et de la Décoration des Edifices en General, a guide to the application of classical principles to
the French country house, intended as a reference for the “educated amateur.” 127 The quality of
drawings in this text led to his being commissioned to produce engravings for another in 1739,
Description de Festes Données par la Ville de Paris.
In 1743, after initial opposition but eventual consent from the Académie Royale d’Architecture,
Blondel opened his own school, the first independent program of architectural study in Paris,
l’Ecole des Arts. The course of study at Blondel’s school was rigorous and comprehensive,
including lessons on design and drawing, model making, construction, estimating, stone cutting,
mathematics, mechanics and hydraulics. 128 His focus was not only on the normal range of civic
buildings and structures for high society, but also on a range of utilitarian structures—
fortifications, dockyards, hospitals, and so forth. Between 1752-56, Blondel published his
broadly read series, Architecture Françoise, four volumes extensively treating French
architectural history via lengthy critical commentary and skillfully executed engravings. This
series, “le Grand Blondel,” was well received, serving into the 19th century as an essential
reference in the history of French architecture. 129 Blondel also authored the main articles on
Architecture in Diderot’s famed Encyclopédie, though many seem derivative of earlier works by
others, d’Aviler in particular. 130 It was on the merits of Blondel’s teaching and accomplishments
as an author and scholar that in 1755 he was elected as a member of the Académie, later
elevated in 1762 to full professor. Between 1771 and 1777, and drawing upon the material of
lectures given since 1750, Blondel published his own Cours d’Architecture, the most influential
of his works, in twelve volumes (six books each paired with a folio of illustrations) focusing on
the subjects of “Décoration,” “Distribution,” and “Construction,” though the volumes on this last
subject remained unwritten at the time of Blondel’s death. 131 Blondel’s Cours was intended as a
comprehensive account of architecture: its history generally, a thorough excursus on French

The Mark J. Millard Architectural Collection: 1. Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1993, p. 53.
See J. F. Blondel, Discours sur la maniere d'etudier l'architecture, P aris, 1747; and Discours sur la necessite de
l'architecture, Paris, 1754. Also, Middleton, “Jacques Francois Blondel and the Cours d’Architecture,” Journal of
Architectural Historians, Vol. 18, No. 4. (Dec, 1959), pp. 140-48.
129 Sturges, op. cit., p. 16.
127
128
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Rykwert, The First Moderns, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1980, p. 417.

The volumes on construction, the 5th and 6th books in the series, were completed posthumously by his assistant,
Pierre Patte. This will later be addressed at length.
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architecture and, by drawing out of this history through comparative methods, a comprehensive
account of the principles of Architecture. 132
While Middleton notes that Blondel realized few of his own designs and was generally
accounted as “an architect of the most commonplace classical kind,” he was regarded as the
premier academic and architectural educator of his time in France. 133 And yet, many scholars
have claimed his writing and teaching too as largely synthetic and derivative, so much so that
both Sturgis and Middleton have asserted with certainty that “Blondel was not a
revolutionary.” 134 Pérez-Gómez has summarized Blondel’s Cours as “a compilation and
systemization of the most important and prestigious theories of the past” which, though
unoriginal in content, was none the less an impressive and laudable accomplishment. 135 Antione
Picon has offered Blondel greater praise as “undoubtedly the greatest teacher of architecture of
his day,” suggesting that his Cours “combined original insights with the consolidation of
retrogressive positions, and a highly refined aesthetic sensibility with the systematizations of
stultifying academic rules.” 136 Blondel himself largely supported understandings of his work as a
compilation of others’ ideas, having stated in the Avant-propos of his Course that the principles
he taught had “their source in our best authors who have written on Architecture from its origin
to the present.” 137 On his own account, he had “borrowed from these writers all that concerns
the history of [architecture],” drawing both upon great author-architects of antiquity and the
Renaissance including Vitruvius, Alberti, and Palladio as well as more recent writings in the
French tradition—“Francois Blondel, Perrault, Desgodets, M. Boffrand and several other great
architects.” 138 Doubtless, Savot, Fréart and d’Aviler were included among these others, as their
writings were referenced numerous times in multiple volumes of Blondel’s Cours. 139 And yet,

Blondel, Jacques F, Cours D'architecture, Tome 1, Paris: Jombert, 1771, avant propos, iii. Blondel explains the goals
of the series in the avant propos of the first volume. For an excellent analysis of Blondel’s Cours and many of its main
themes, see: Antoine Picon, French Architects and Engineers in the Age of Enlightenment, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2009, pp. 47-98.
133 Middleton, “Jacques Francois Blondel and the Cours d’Architecture,” op. cit., p. 140.
134 Ibid., p. 141.
135 Perez-Gomez, op. cit., p. 67.
136 Picon, op. cit., p. 3.
137 Blondel, op. cit., avant propos, iii.
138 Ibid.
139 Blondel contributed some new engravings to a 1738 reprint of d’Aviler’s text, so he doubtlessly would have been
quite familiar with his writing.
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despite the general view of recent scholars that Blondel’s theories on architecture were
derivative, there is one particular aspect of his body of writings and teaching that may, in fact,
be understood as revolutionary—his usage of the term détail.
Blondel, through his teaching and publication, had an extensive knowledge of French
architectural history and theory and, as we have seen, much of the prior century had been
dedicated to debates on the particulars of architectural ornament, especially in their
proportions and measures. During which time, we have observed the gradual association of the
subject with the concept of détail, a term that had begun to increasingly appear in both
academic and practical discussions of architecture. It is in the writing of Blondel, and by
extension his teaching, that one finds not only a definitive embrace of détail as a term specific to
practices of building, but also a radical expansion of its usage, accompanied by an explicit
evolution of new meanings, and a broadening of the themes with which the concept was
associated. Whereas in the typical architectural text of the mid 18th century one would have
found the term roughly once per hundred pages, and in many cases not at all, in Blondel’s
Course the term appears more than 10 times per hundred pages, a thousand percent increase in
usage over his contemporaries. His usage reaches a peak in the third volume of his Cours, where
the term appears more than 17 times per hundred pages. This near twentyfold increase in
Blondel’s employment of the term détail relative to his peers is both striking and significant, and
one can trace his gradual embrace and presentation of the term as a specific item of
architectural terminology as it evolved over the course of his publications.
In his first major publication, De la Distribution des Maisons de Plaisance (1737), Blondel’s use of
the word détail more than quadrupled the frequency of that by his contemporaries, and several
points of his usage signal subtle shifts in its conceptualization. 140 As had been the case in
Architecture moderne (1728), a text Blondel had read and cited in his own writings, abnormal
usages of the term such as “un détail” (a detail) and “ces détails” (these details) appear
frequently—they constitute more than half of the instances in which Blondel employs the term
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in De la Distribution. 141 In a few cases, “un détail” is employed as a variation on the typical
meaning of verbal description, such as in the statement that he might give “a fuller and more
particular detail (Un détail plus ample & plus circonstancié) on the subject of buildings and
gardens” of a specific kind. 142 Here, the verbal account is referred to as the detail itself, as a
singular noun. This formulation provides an idiosyncratic contrast with the typical phrasing used
in such a statement, saying, for example, that one might “describe the parts in detail (en
détail),” 143 wherein detail is an adverb qualifying the description rather than the description
itself, as a singular noun. In other cases, Blondel uses un détail as a different sort of singular
noun, referring to a specific feature or characteristic of a thing discussed. Regarding the proper
orientation of stables in relation to the cardinal directions, he suggests that “it is a detail into
which he who is charged with constructing buildings of this type must enter.” 144 Further, in the
discussion of a particular complex of buildings, Blondel comments that he need not speak “of
the other buildings of the farmyards of which the home is provided, nor of the wing of the
kitchens, which is symmetrical with that of the orangerie, reserving to enter into these details
(ces détails) by explaining the edifice” in a later section. 145 In this, Blondel refers to larger, more
complex parts of the work themselves—the buildings of the farmyards, the kitchen, the
orangerie—as details. While referring to large and complex physical parts of a work of
architecture as details would become common in the coming centuries, in Blondel’s time such
usage was radically new. In each of these cases, for Blondel the detail was in and of itself a
coherent thing, not merely a textual description or a collection of notations, but a thing itself
conceptualized as a salient object and expressed as a singular noun, or in some cases a plural
noun. This gradual, linguistic evolution of Blondel’s détail evident in De la Distribution would be
pushed much further in his subsequent writings.

Blondel, Jacques F., De La Distribution Des Maisons De Plaisance, Et De La Decoration Des Edifices En General,
Paris: Jombert, 1738, p. 185.
142 Ibid., p. 154. “Un détail plus ample & plus circonstancié au sùjet des Bâtimens Se Jardins de cette efpece, , pourroit
ici devenir ennuyeux.”
143 Savot, op. cit. p 344. “…en décrire les parties dans le détail.” Such phrasing can be found from the mid 17th century
onward.
144 Blondel, De La Distribution, op. cit., p. 142. “C'est un détail où doit entrer celui qui est chargé du soin de construire
des Bâtimens de cette espece , afin que les animaux puissent s'y bien porter, & que le service en soit facile.”
145 Ibid., p. 143. “Je ne parlerai point des autres Bâtimens des basse-cours dont cette Maison eft pourvue , ni de l'aile
des Cuisines qui symétrise avec celle de l'Orangerie, reservant à entrer dans ces détails en expliquant l'édifice contenu
dans la IV Partie…”
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Figures 2.9-2.10. Plates illustrating Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet in Paris from
J.F. Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 215-216.

Relative to other contemporary authors, the term détail appears at the same elevated
frequency throughout the four volumes of Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, though in this series
of writings the term is used more explicitly in reference to the particulars of a building’s
ornamental ensemble. In Blondel’s discussion of the elevation of the church of Saint-Nicolas-duChardonnet in Paris (figure 2.9), for example, he refers the reader to an additional plate of
illustrations (figure 2.10) which show “the particular developments of this portal” a collection of
“details engraved at the same time as the frontispiece.” 146 With the elevation of the façade
being a part of the work as a whole, in this case the details of which Blondel speaks are the

Blondel, op. cit., T2, p. 93. On trouvera sur la Planche II les dévelopements particuliers de ce portail; ces détails ont
été faits l lorsqu'anciennement l'on fait graver ce fontispice. Nous aurons toujours cette attention pour tous les
monumens qui paroîtront en mériter la peine, & nous aurons soin de rassembler ces profils, comme nous l'avons
promis, dans le VIII volume.
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façade’s ornamental particulars, its own collection of significant parts, and implicit within their
own description is the inclusion of their collected measures and proportional relationships,
notations nested within the drawing. In another discussion, one on issues of the relative scale of
parts, Blondel suggests in the case of large parts of a work, one must “be careful to place more
detail in their ornaments.” 147 What he means by this is evident by way of other passages like
that of his discussion of the Façade of the Louvre, wherein examining the various “licenses”
taken in its composition, Blondel suggests the reader “examine the beauties of detail to which
such a work may be apt, saying that the entablature is profiled in a fairly great manner, and
composed regularly, though somewhat charged with ornaments” and that “each window
opening is also a masterpiece in particular.” 148 A similar sense is given again in his discussion of
the interior of the church of Notre Dame. While the work as a whole, he claims, “offers nothing
grand, majestic, or noble in its composition” the interior decorations in their “richness of matter
and inimitable beauty of execution are perhaps the reasons which have attracted to this
monument the attentions of both citizens and foreigners.” 149 To provide “a general idea of this
decoration,” Blondel directs the reader to examine two illustrated plates (figures 2.11-2.12) of
the interior of the church’s choir, “each of which gives an idea of the totality, by making the

Blondel, op. cit., T1, p. 48. En général il faut qu'ils soient composés de grandes parties, principalement dans un lieu
vaste, devant avoir attention de mettre plus le detail dans leurs ornemens, a mesure qu'ils seront plus étendus, & au
contraire que les contours qui les composent soient sans ressaut & peu chargés de compartimens, quand ils occupent
un petit espace.
148 Blondel, op. cit., T4, p. 51. Après avoir relevè les licences qui se recomtrent dans cette facade, examinons quelles
sont les beautès de detail dont elle peut etre susceptible, & disions que l'entablement est profilè d'une assez grande
maniere, & composèe règulierement, quoi qu'un peu chargè d'ornemens; que chaque croisèe est autant de chefd'oeuvres en particulier; maisque leur èlègance ne semble peut-etre pas faite pour aller avec la grandeur colossale de
l'Ordre, malgrè l'opinion de ceux qui prètendent que ses petities parties servent a faire valoir la grandeur de l'Ordre, &
que c'est a la faveur de celles -la que celui-ci acquiert la majestè que doit exprimer la decoration exterieure des Palais
des Rois.
149 Blondel, op. cit., T2, p. 109. Pour prendre un idée générale de cette décoration il faut d'abord examiner les Planches
III & IV qui chacune à part donnent une idée du total en faisant sentir séparément les beautés des details de chaque
partie qui les compose. Cependant avant que d'y passer, nous observerons que quoique la réputation que cet ouvrage
s'est acquise semble ne mériter ici que des éloges, nous pouvons néanmoins nous empecher de fair remarquer que la
grandeur du vaisseau, la richesse de la matiere & la beauté inimitable de l'exécution sont peut-etre les seuls motifs qui
ont attiré a ce monument le suffrage des citoyens & des étrangers. Car a parler sans prevention, cette ordonnance
prise en general n'offre rien de grand, de majestueux, ni de noble dans sa composition: point d'Architecture, point de
masses, point de repos, qui sont les seuls characteres distinctifs de la deccoration d'un temple. Il est vrai que la
peinture, la dorure, le marbre, le bronze & le bois sont travailles ici avec tant d'art qu'il n'est peut-etre point d'edifice
dans ce genre en France qui puisse presenter tant d'objets differens, & qui soient plus utiles a imiter chacun en
particulier. Cette considération nous va faire parler de ces différens détails chacun a part, comme autant de chefd'oeuvres dont on ne peut trop conseiller l'examen a nos jeunes Artistes, les ornemens qui les composent ne se
ressentant point de la frivolité de ceux qui ont pris faveur dans notre décoration intérieure depuis l'exécution de ce
monument.
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beauties of the details of each part which compose them distinctly felt.” 150 He continues,
suggesting that the “painting, gilding, marble, bronze and wood are worked here with so much
art, that there is perhaps no edifice of its kind in France which can present so many different
objects, each in particular, more useful to imitate” such that we can “speak of each of these
different details [as] so many masterpieces.” 151 It therefore seems clear that in addition to the
typical descriptive meanings of detail, for Blondel the term is also used to name ornamental
embellishments as objects themselves—decorative profiles, window mouldings, surface
articulation, and sculptural adornments. Said otherwise, in Blondel’s texts, physical objects as
particulars of a work of architecture’s ornamental ensemble are themselves les détails.

Figure 2.11. Plate illustrating interior decoration of Notre Dame in Paris from
J.F. Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 228.
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Figure 2.12. Plate illustrating interior decoration of Notre Dame in Paris from
J.F. Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 227.
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Figure 2.13. Plate illustrating entry portal of the Louvre from J.F. Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, Vol. 4, 1752. p. 455.
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Blondel also implicates the term détail consistently in discussions of part-to-whole relationships,
instances of usage which comprise about a third of all those in the entire Architecture Françoise
series. Speaking of the proper ornamental and proportional articulation of window openings,
for example, Blondel reminds the reader that “as the parts must engender a beautiful whole, it
is indispensable to an architect, before finishing the general Ordonnnance, to anticipate whether
the masses will yield pleasing details and ones appropriate to the edifice.” 152 He warns the
reader repeatedly of the hazards of failing to heed this advice, stating in his discussion of the
entry portal of the Louvre (figure 2.13), that:
“we have so often claimed the necessity of maintaining an analogy between the parts
and the masses of the building, that without repeating again the means by which this
contrast must be avoided, it will be easy to perceive in this frontispiece the defects in
the proportional relationships of the details, compared with the colossal size of the
whole.” 153
Indeed, elsewhere he explains that:
“such an edifice being divided by parts which have no analogy with the ensemble,
compose a whole contrary to the principles of art, because it offers to the eyes of the
spectator only particular details which divide his attention and prevent him from
assembling in his imagination the idea of the totality.” 154
Blondel returns to this point often, stressing that one must never “forfeit the idea of the overall
mass to notice only the details which, whatever the occasion may be, must always be
subordinated to the whole.” 155 This thinly veiled criticism of the Rococo is also an affirmation of

Blondel, op. cit., T3, p. 37. Je sçais bien qu'on n'est pas toujours le maitre d'employer des balustrades au lieu de
balcons, & que le rapport des hauteurs des croisees avec leur largeur gene tres-souvent, mais comme les parties
doivent engender un beau tout, il est indespensable a un Architecte, avant que de terminer son ordonnance generale,
de pressentir si les masses composent des details heureux & relatifs a la convenance de l'edifice.
153 Blondel, op. cit., T4, p. 59. Nous avons tant de fois reclamé le besoin de conserver de l'analogie entre les parties &
les masses du Batiment, que sans répéter encore les moyens dont il faut se servir pour éeiter ce contraste, il sera aisé
d'appercevoir dans ce frontispice les defauts de rapport des details, comparés avec la grandeur colossale du tout.
154 Blondel, op. cit., T2, p. 90. Autrement un pareil édifice se trouvant divisé par des parties qui souvent n'ont aucune
analogie ensamble, il compose un tout contraire aux principes de l'art, parce qu'il n'offre aux yeux du spectateur que
des details particuliers qui divisent son attention & l'empechent de rassembler dans son imagination l'idee du total.
155 Blondel, op. cit., T1, p. 297. A l'égard du seconde Ordre, il auroit du etre converti en pilastres, cela auroit donné du
jeu a la composition de ce frontispice, & lui auroit procuré de l'élégance, en évitant cependant la maigreur des parties
qui le composent, en général occasionée par la réitération des retours, qui bien loin de faire un bon effet dans un
édifice, sont souvent perdre l'idee de la masse pour ne remarquer que les details, lesquels dans quelque occasion que
ce puisse etre, doivent toujours etre subordonnés au tout. La forme de la croisée de l'Ordre Ionique devroit avoir été
reservée pour l'Ordre Dorique; ailleurs sa propotion élégante s'accorde mal avec la pesanteur de ses piédroits. Cette
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the continuing relevance of classical principles regarding part-to-whole relations. The substance
of these commentaries is by no means new, as relationships between parts and wholes and all
of the ideas Blondel expresses about their relationships had indeed been a central focus in much
16th and 17th century architectural discourse on proportional relations and classical
Ordonnance. Blondel’s specific innovation, however, lies in framing these ideas explicitly in
terms of “detail.”
That for Blondel the concept of “détail” was not only something specifically architectural, but
also an essential part of the art of building is confirmed once more by the high frequency and
specific ways in which he employed the term in his most widely read and lasting work, his six
volume Cours d’Architecture. 156 The term appeared in these writings extensively, nearly 400
times across the whole series, where in nearly any other book of the preceding decades one
would rarely find the term used more than a handful of times. Among the many ways Blondel
employs the term, one particular phrase stands out, repeated in various forms dozens of times.
In referring the whole of an edifice in an explanation or argument Blondel often described the
building with a tripartite summary of scales: in a complete work of architecture abiding by “the
true principles of taste… one would find in accord the masses, the parts, and the details.” 157 To
be sure, in Blondel’s thinking, the masses, parts, and details, stated as a trinity, constitute the
three scales at which an edifice is articulated, and he returns to them often. In fact, Blondel
implicates the phrase in his very definition of architectural beauty:
“It is commonly said that architecture is beautiful when one wishes to express to others
the pleasure one has felt at the initial appearance of an edifice, or one has been struck
pesanteur auroit été masquée par le chambranle & les arriere-auroit évité par la la continuité de l'imposte qui passe
derriere & se pénetre dans les colonnes.
156 It must be noted that Blondel died after the publication of the fourth of six volumes, and the completion of the
final two volumes, largely dedicated to the subject of construction, was left to Pierre Patte. This will be elaborated on
in the subsequent chapter.
157 Blondel, op. cit., I, p. 458. “Peut-etre ces divers moyens nous conduiront ils a decouvrir les vrais principes du gout;
du moins sera-t-il facile de convaincre nos jeunes Architectes qu'on edifice qui, dans sa structure, rassembleroit
toutes ces differentes parties, auroit egalement le droit de plaire aux connoisseurs & au vulgaire, puisqu'au moyen de
cette reunion, on y trouveroit d'accord les masses, les parties & les details: le spectateur y remarqueroit aussi le soin
qu'on auroit pris d'eviter la liaison du pesant avec le delicat, ainsi que la profusion de la Sculpture dans une
Architecture simple & grave, l'attention que l'on auroit eue de reunir la solidite, la commodite & la beaute: il verroit
qu'a ces parties essencielles & primitives on a su en allier d'autres non moins estimables, telles que la regularite & la
symetrie, dans la distribution; l'economie & la perfection des matieres, dans la construction; la severite de
l'expression & l'enchainement des rapports, dans la decoration: tous objets interessants sans lesquels on ne sauroit
arriver a un veritable succes.”
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by the pleasing disposition in the relation (rapport) of the masses, the distribution
(répartition) of the parts, [and] the division of the details.” 158
He connects this trinity of scales too to the “unity of expression” at the source of great
architecture “which puts each part in its place” and “depends on the relation between the
masses and the principle parts, between these and the smallest details.” 159 Blondel also
connects the phrase to the study of classical Ordonnance via the analysis of architectural
precedents, one of the primary devices in his teaching and writing, explaining that studying the
works of the Greeks and Romans “will be of great help in fixing the relations which the masses
of an edifice must have with the principle parts and these with the details.” 160 And as if this
were not enough, Blondel expanded the phrase’s relevance further still, stating that “it is
essential to observe a certain relation between the details, the parts, and the masses, not only
in the orders, but also in all species of productions which belong to architecture.” 161 Once more,
it must be stated that none of the core ideas of the preceding passages are essentially new—
they are clearly derived from, summarizing, and synthesizing much of the prior century of
architectural discourse—however, before Blondel the concept of “détail,” explicitly named as
such, had not been ascribed such a central role in so many subjects at the very core of classical
architectural theory.
Of obvious relation to Blondel’s scalar triumvirate, is once again the implication of détail in
discussions of part-to-whole relationships. In the Cours, Blondel not only continues
Blondel, op. cit., I, p. 394. “On dit communement qu'une Architecture est belle, lorsqu'on veut exprimer aux autres
le plaisir qu'on a ressenti au premier aspect d'un edifice, ou l'on a ete frappe d'une heureuse disposition dans le
rapport des masses, la repartition des parties, la division des details, & l'on s'est appercu que l'Architecture avoit su
marier ensamble la variete d'un style puise dans les preceptes de l'art, avec la vraissemblance, le fruit de son bon gout
& de son experience.”
159 Blondel, op. cit., II, XXXV. “L'accord general d'un Batiment depend donc de cette unite d'expression qui met chacque
partie a sa place, ensorte que la moindre desunion formeront une dissonance & romproit l'accord que doit produire
l'harmonie qui depend du rapport bien entendu qu'on fait mettre entre un ordre & un autre ordre, entre les masses &
les parties principales, entre celles-si & les plus petits details, enfin entre la relation progressive des dehors & des
dedans.”
160 Blondel, op. cit., I, p. 213. Re: the building of the Greeks and Romans: “Les succes & la connoissance des
productions de ces deux Peuples celebres, nous seront d'un grand secours pour fixer aussi les rapports, que les masses
de l'edifice doivent avoir avec les parties principales, & celles-ci avec les details: nous y verrons aussi la relation qu'il
faut mettre entre les avant-corps & les arrieres-corps.”
161 Blondel, op. cit., II, vij. “Nous avons examine apres cela si tous les membres de ce piedestal etoient relatifs au
caractere de l'ordre; n'en ayant pas ete satisfaits, nous y avons propose quelques changemens utiles, a dessein de
faire sentir combien il est essenciel d'observer une certaine relation entre les detail, les parties & les masses, nonseulement des ordres, mais encore de toutes les especes de productions qui appartiennent a l'Architecture.”
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commentaries on this theme which he had begun to explore in Architecture Françoise, but
advances them further. As one would expect, he addresses issues of unity and coherence in a
work suggesting, for example, that the symmetry and regularity of the ancients should be
followed, for as in their works “the smallest details were so well proportioned, that each
member, considered separately, seemed to be born from the work as a whole.” 162 Yet in the
Cours, Blondel extends this idea into a lengthy discussion of architectural character (caractère),
a topic on which he launches a series of arguments based heavily on the theories of Boffrand. 163
Blondel dedicates a sequence of passages to various and distinct sorts of character that a work
of architecture might assume—he describes how a building might be seen as masculine,
feminine, hardy, naïve, mysterious, terrible, frivolous, vague, and so on. Any distinct character of
building, he explains, is dependent on relationships between, of course, their masses, parts, and
details, such that they collectively express a particular set of qualities. However in some cases,
such as that of a “delicate architecture” to imbue the work with a specific and perceptible
quality “concerns hardly anything more than the parts of details,” as for example “one says
these members, this moulding, this sculpture are delicate, when the former are exact and
precise, and the later are treated with spirit, and it is remarked delicate, without hardness, and
of a soft touch without gravity.” 164 On the absolute importance of detail in relation to the whole
where matters of character are concerned, Blondel remarks that one must carefully assess the
work in order:
“To speak on the different parts of which they are composed, to examine whether the
details of these facades are engendered by the masses, and if in their turn the
ornaments are born naturally of the character of the edifice, [and] finally, if these
Blondel, op. cit., III, p. 7. “D'apres ce que nous venone de rapporter, point de doute que les anciens n'aient redardé
les proportions, les rapports & les principales dimensions de leurs edifices, comme les objets les plus essenciels de leurs
productions, & qu'ils n'aient jugé comme egalement intéressants a la perfection de l'Art, l'odre & l'arrangement des
divers membres qui doivent concourir a la symetrie. Considérant le nombre, le rapport & la forme de ces membres,
comme autant de parties essencielles a la perfection de leurs ouvrages, ils ont conclu que ceux qui seroient places a
droite devoient repondre a ceux qui s'appercevroient a gauche; les parties de dessus a celles de dessous; ils ont eu soin
que celles qui sont pres les unes des autres se trouvassent dans une parfaite regularité; qu'enfin celles qui doivent etre
egales, le sussent parfaitemententr'elle, sans en excepter les ornements; en un mot, que les plus petits détails sussent
si bien proportionnés, que chaque member, considéré a part, semblat naitre de l'ouvrage entier.”
163 See, Boffrand, Livre D'architecture, Paris: Cavelier, 1745.
164 Blondel, op. cit., I, pp. 411-446, for general commentary. See p. 416 for the specific quote regarding “delicate”
architecture. “Une Architecture délicate tient sans doute de très-près aux deux précédentes; cependent elle a cela de
particulier, qu'elle ne regarde guere qu les parties de details. On dit, ces membres, cette moulure, cette Sculpture
sont delicates, lorsqu'on les voit executees avec soin; quand les premiers sont exacts & precis, la derniere traitee avec
esprit, & qu'on la remarque delicate, sans secheresse, & d'une touche moeleuse sans pesanteur.”
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various objects are in relation with each other, if they have not a different, strange,
discordant style. These defects, although less considerable than that which affects
proportional relations, nevertheless cause in the decoration a disparity contrary to the
perfection of the whole work; And the edifice, then, instead of presenting a
masterpiece, scarcely offers a composition above mediocrity.” 165
Middleton has suggested that Blondel believed “character” to be of “unquestionable
importance in architecture,” a priority which again places détail as a concept essential to both
the design and experience of buildings. 166

Figure 2.14. Plate illustrating moulding types from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 1, 1771. pl. IX.
165Blondel,

op. cit., III, p. 54. “Pour remplir la tache que nous nous sommes imposée il nous a donc paru necessaire de
rappeler les preceptes de l'Art; de disserter sur les différentes parties qui les composent, d'examiner si les details de ces
avant corps sont engendres par les masses, & si a leur tour les ornements naissent natruallement du charactere de
l'edifice; enfin si ces divers objets sont en relation les uns avec autres, s'ils n'ont point un style different, etranger,
discordant. Ces defauts, quoique moins considerables que celui qui regarde les rapports, n'en causent pas moins, dans
le decoration, un disparité contraire a la perfection de l'ouvrage entier; & l'edifice alors au-lieu de presenter un chefd'oeuvre, offre a peine un composition au-dessus de la mediocrité.”
166 Middleton, “Jacques Francois Blondel and the Cours d’Architecture,” op. cit., p. 145.
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There are several other interesting variations in the usage of détail and minor themes with
which the term is associated in Blondel’s Cours. In discussing a particular series of “ornaments
that are applied to mouldings” (figure 2.14), Blondel broaches the subject of the material
specificity of detail, suggesting that in the case of one of these adornments, called “godrons” (L)
and the other sorts of decoration that might accompany it—“flowers, bouquets of laurel, grains,
etc.”—that these “details belong more to bronze than to marble or stone.” 167 Also at the scale
of the material component, Blondel connects the quality of detail to the capacity of workmen,
explaining that whether a given Corinthian capital is more or less pleasing when realized
depends “solely on the incapacity or skill of the sculptors who are charged with their execution,
and the ingeniousness of his details.” 168 However, for Blondel the concept of détail operated not
only at the scale of the material component, but also at other scales as well. In the discussion of
Churches in general, he states that he will “enter into some details concerning the various parts
which contribute to their exterior and interior decoration… their portals, porches, towers, belltowers, their lateral facades, then we shall treat the naves, side-isles, choirs, sanctuaries, altars,
and so on.” 169 While such a meaning, referring to some more complex, larger scale part of a
work as a detail itself should be familiar given similar usages found in his earlier De la
Distribution des Maisons de Plaisance, such instances are rare at this time and were slow to be
absorbed into architectural discourse. 170
Perhaps the most important feature of Blondel’s usage of term détail, a theme consistent in the
passages explored above, is that contrary to the term’s typical usage in architectural discourse

Blondel, op. cit., I, p. 256. La figure L, fair voir des ornements, appeles godrons, imitant la forme d'une amande
qu'on emploie assez ordinarement sur les quarts de ronds renverses. Ces godrons sont quelquefois separes par des
canaux renfonces qui sont opposition avec la saillie des godrons; & ces canaux sont ornes de fleurons, de bouquets de
laurier, de graines, & c. selon la richesse que l'on croit devoir procurer aux ornements de ces moulures; mais il faut
savoir que ses details appartiennent plus au bronze qu'au marbre & a la pierre.
168 Blondel, op. cit., II, p. 87. “…& si dans nos edifices quelques cahpiteaux Corinthiens, plaisent moins les uns que les
autres aux hommes de gout, cette difference provient seule de l'incapacite ou de l'habilete des Sculpteurs qui sont
charges de leur execution, & de ses details ingenieux, dont l'idee admirable n'a pu etre surpassee par aucun artiste, a
en juger par toutes les autres compositions de ce genre...
169 Blondel, op. cit., II, p. 346. Apres avoir parle de nos Eglises d'une maniere generale & des differents batiments qui
en sont une suite, entrons a present dans quelques details concernant les diverses parties qui contribuent a leur
decoration exterieure & interieure. Parlons d'abord de leurs portails, des porches, des tours, des clochers, de leurs
facades laterales; ensuite nous traiterons des nefs, des bas-cotes, des choeurs, des sanctuaries, des autels, & c. & c. &
nous tacherons d'assigner a chacun de ces objets un charactere particulier, qui pourra determiner nos Eleves a
reflechir a celui qu'il convient de donner a toutes ces differentes productions de l'Architecture.
170 More on this later in subsequent chapters.
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of the prior hundred years, Blondel was the first author to extensively, consistently, and
unambiguously use the noun form of the term to refer to physical parts of a work of
architecture. For him, details are coherent things, elements so to speak, across a range of scales,
from which a work of architecture is constituted. In this, his understanding of detail surely
involves earlier notions of verbal and notational description, but when he refers to “all the
details which decorate [a] building” or to the “principle details of the Corinthian capital” when
speaking of an illustrated plate of ornamental elements (figures 2.15-2.16), there can be little
doubt that for Blondel a detail was often a physical thing, an object itself, albeit always a part of
something larger. 171 This is affirmed once again, in another passage where Blondel compares
two facades of the same underlying composition, based on the same proportions and measures,
but with a few adjustments in massing and numerous substitutions of physical elements in the
ornamental ensemble. He uses this comparison as a means of illustrating differences between
ancient and modern approaches to exterior decoration in the Ionic Order (figures 2.17-2.18),
dedicating the bulk of his explanation to ornamental substitutions. About the comparison he
states that “it will be easy to perceive, how this change, in the details, brings difference in the
disposition of the whole.” 172

Blondel, op. cit., II, p. 88. Avant de passer a la maniere de tracer le plan & l'elevation de ce chapiteau, vu de face &
sure l'angle, nous donnons plus en grand, dans ces deux Planches, les seuilles & les principaux details de ce chapiteau,
copie exectement d'apres ceux de Sebastian Leclerc, & dessinés par lui avec le gout & l'intelligence la plus admirable...
172 Blondel, op. cit., II, p. 74. Par ces deux exemples il sera facile de s'appercevoir, combien ce changement, dans les
details, apporte de difference dans la disposition de l'ensemble; ce qui nous a determines a donner deux dessins de
meme genre, d'apres lesquels nous allons dire notre sentiment sur le choix que l'on doit faire de l'une ou de l'autre
application, sans avoir egard ni a l'autourite des anciens ni a l'opinion des modernes, faire usage de l'un ou de l'autre,
apres avoir considere neanmoins lequel des deux peut procurer plus de beaute a l'edifice.
171
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Figures 2.15-2.16. “Principle details of the Corinthian capital” from J.F. Blondel’s
Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2, 1771. pl. XXIX and XXX.
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Figures 2.17-2.18. Comparison of facades from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2, 1771. pl. XXIV and XXV.
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It is also interesting that, in many of these cases, there exists a certain duality of language,
whereby in referring to building components, physical objects themselves, as details there is
also the possibility of understanding the drawings of these objects too as details. Such was the
case in Architecture Françoise, when Blondel referred to drawings of Saint-Nicolas-duChardonnet in Paris (figure 2.9) as a collection of “details.” 173 And this duality exists likewise in
the Cours when he speaks of the “principle details of the Corinthian capital” (figures 2.14-2.15).
Indeed, over time as we will see, not only would architecture’s physical parts be properly called
details, but also their representations.
Thus, it is my claim that in the writings and teaching of Blondel that we find the full embrace of
détail as a disciplinary term and concept specific to practices of building. The significance of this
lies not so much in the ideas Blondel espouses in his work which mostly amount to a synthetic
account of the ideas of his many forbearers. But rather, most critical is his adoption of the term
détail as part of the disciplinary vocabulary and its association with such a wide array of themes
and principles central to architectural theory and practice. After all, not only were his writings
widely read both domestically and abroad, but “without a doubt, Jacques-Francois Blondel was
the most influential architecture teacher of the eighteenth century.” 174 This was so much the
case that his school has been accounted as “the breeding ground for the leaders of French neoclassicism.” 175 His students included Etienne Louis Boulée, Claude Nicolas Ledoux, Jean Baptiste
Rondelet, Charles de Wailly, Jacques Gondoin, Théodore Brongniart, and many more. And his
influence extended further still—his school drew students from a range of other nations:
England, Holland, Sweden, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, and Russia. 176 Perhaps his
most well-known foreign student was the architect William Chambers, an Englishman of
Swedish descent. It was in Paris and under Blondel’s tutelage that Chambers “laid the
foundations for his ideas on architecture,” 177 and unsurprisingly it would be Chambers who first
Blondel, op. cit., T2, p. 93. On trouvera sur la Planche II les dévelopements particuliers de ce portail; ces détails ont
été faits l lorsqu'anciennement l'on fait graver ce fontispice. Nous aurons toujours cette attention pour tous les
monumens qui paroîtront en mériter la peine, & nous aurons soin de rassembler ces profils, comme nous l'avons
promis, dans le VIII volume.
174 F. Schmidt, “Expose Ignorance and Revive the Bon Gout: Foreign Architects at Hacques-Francois Blondel’s Ecole
des Arts,” in JSAH, Vol. 61, No. 1 (Mar. 2002), p. 4.
175 John Harris, “Sir William Chambers and his Parisian Album,” in Architectural History, vol. 6 (1963), p. 55.
176 Schmidt, op. cit.
177 Ibid., p. 6.
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employs the term “detail” in an English-language publication on architecture. 178 In Blondel’s
writing and, by extension, his teaching, the meanings and associations of détail as a concept had
been radically expanded—now also understood as an object and/or drawing, critically
implicated in part-to-whole relationships, the definition of character, architectural beauty, and
employed in ways that transcend scales. And so implicitly, through Blondel’s influence, an entire
generation of architects, many of Paris’s most influential figures and numerous foreigners alike,
were conditioned to accept his expanded notion of “detail” as a part of their own disciplinary
vocabulary. This laid the foundation for the development of nearly every meaning one might
associate with architectural detail in the coming centuries with one glaring exception—the
“construction detail.”
The phrase “details of construction” (détails de la construction) 179 does, in fact, appear twice in
the first four volumes of Blondel’s Cours. However, both instances refer to some general
description of construction processes, rather than any specific material configuration of
components or a drawing of such a configuration. The question of construction is, to be sure,
hardly addressed in the first four volumes of the Cours, as their focus was placed on issues of
“décoration” and “distribution.” It was the intention of Blondel to dedicate the fifth and sixth
volumes of the Cours to issues of construction, but when he died in 1774, Blondel had prepared
for them only forty-eight pages of text. 180 Writing the final two volumes on construction would
fall to Pierre Patte (1723-1814), Blondel’s disciple and pupil, who was in fact in possession of a
“well-defined knowledge of structure not shared by Blondel.” 181 It is in the work of Pierre Patte
and his understanding of detail that one finds the word’s constructive turn.

More on this in chapter 6.
Blondel, op. cit., III, p. 381. “On remet a l'avenir le soin de se rendre compte des details de la construction & de la
parties economique qui doit s'observer, dans les enterprises meme les plus importantes; on plante, on eleve ave succes
jusqu'a un certain point, puis on se trouve arrete par des obstacles invinciples, qu'on ne peut parvenir a surmonter
qu'aux depens, ou de la solidite, ou de la beaute d'ensemble & de l'harmonie qui devroit regner entre les parties & le
tout.”
180 Middleton, op. cit. 142.
181 Ibid. p. 143.
178
179
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Table 2.1. Visualization of usage frequency of the word “détail” (normalized as instances of the term per 100 pages of
text) as found in a range of French texts on archtitecture, engineering, and construction from the 17th to early 19th
centuries.
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03 _ THE TECHNICIAN

Patte, Soufflot, Rondelet, and the constructive turn

Pierre Patte has been a marginal figure in the history of French architecture, best known for his
part as the antagonist in the debates on structural and constructive principles which began in
1770 surrounding Jacques-Germain Soufflot’s (1713-1780) project for the Church of St.
Genevieve in Paris. 182 But Patte’s “reputation as a troublemaker” had been established even
before his public spat with Soufflot, when in 1759 he had made trouble for Diderot, claiming the
Encyclopedié contained plagiarized illustrations, a dispute later settled in Diderot’s favor. 183 This
quarrelsome character has overshadowed in Patte a body of architectural thought that was,
according to Antoine Picon, “strikingly original.” 184 Through rather extensive publication of
pamphlets and treatises, Patte made early contributions as a scholar to the history of
construction as well as the theory of planning and urbanism—his writing even anticipated
functionalist zoning, and was used as an early source by Le Corbusier in the development of his
own planning theories. 185
Biographically, little is known of Pierre Patte. 186 He was born in Paris in 1723, and his first
experience in architectural practice was in the atelier of Germain Boffrand. 187 After leaving
Boffrand’s office, he enrolled in courses at the Academie between 1745-49, and toured Italy in
1750. 188 Early in his career, Patte made a name for himself as an engraver, contributing
illustrations to publications by Germain Boffrand, Jean-Francois Blondel (the academician’s
uncle, an architect of Rouen), David Le Roy, Denis Diderot’s Encyclopedié, and Jacques-Francois
Blondel’s Architecture Francoise. He produced nearly one hundred of the engravings for the first
This debate has been thoroughly discussed by a range of scholars—Allan Braham, Joseph Rykwert, Alberto PerezGomez, Picon, Robin Middleton and many more. For a thorough explanation of events see Middleton and BaudouinMatuszek, Jean Rondelet: The Architect As Technician, New Haven, Conn: Yale University Press, 2007, pp. 41-78.
183 Allan Braham, The Architecture of the French Enlightenment, London: Thames and Hudson, 1989, p. 78.
184 Picon, op. cit., p. 343.
185 Ibid., p. 345.
186 The most extensive account of Patte’s life and work is: Mae Mathieu, Pierre Patte, Sa Vie Et Son Oeuvre. Paris:
Presses universitaires de France, 1940. Also useful as a summary are: Michel Gallet, Les Architectes Parisiens Du Xviiie
Sìecle: Dictionnaire Biographique Et Critique. Paris: Mengès, 1995, pp. 392-400; Picon, op. cit, 342-345.
187 Gallet, op. cit; and Mathieu, op. cit.
188 See appendix A in Mathieu, op. cit., pp. 322-25. This gives the chronology of all Patte’s major life events.
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four volumes of Blondel’s Cours. 189 Patte had also begun publishing his writings and drawings
under his own name in 1754, first with Discours sur l’Architecture, a short volume explaining his
thoughts on architectural education, followed in 1755 by Etudes d’Architecture, a text that
began to establish his expertise in matters of construction. 190 In Etudes, Patte published the first
study and set of precisely drawn illustrations of French modes of iron reinforced masonry
construction, a collection of engravings of constructive assemblies employed in Perrault’s Louvre
Colonnade (figure 3.1).191 Patte would build upon this in 1769 with his publication, Mémoires sur
les Objets les plus importants de l'Architecture, a text which Mae Mathieu, Patte’s biographer,
has called “the first book written in France on construction, the first treatise on construction,
[and] the first on practical architecture.” 192 While this statement may be somewhat hyperbolic,
Patte’s Mémoires was indeed the most thorough French text on construction of its time. Among
the most important contributions of the Mémoires was Patte’s expansion of the discussion of
iron reinforced masonry construction which he had begun in Etudes, developing his study into a
sixty-page chapter providing a thorough historical account of the methods’ development. His
description progresses from reinforcing techniques used by the ancients, through those of
Perrault’s Louvre Colonnade, to other French monuments including Ange-Jacques Gabriel’s Place
de Louis XV and Contant d’Ivry’s L'église de la Madeleine. Once more, these discussions were
paired with carefully produced drawings of their respective constructive assemblies (figure 3.2).

See appendix D in Mathieu, op. cit., pp. 346-69. She provides a list of all of Patte’s published engravings.
See appendix B in Mathieu, op. cit., pp. 326-339. It lists all of Patte’s publication, along with their respective tables
of contents.
191 Pierre Patte, Etudes D'architecture, Contenant Les Proportions Générales, Entrocolonnemens, Portes ... Et Détails
Choisis Des Meilleurs Edifices De France Et D'italie, A Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1755, Pl. 15.
192 Mathieu, op. cit., p. 142.
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Figure 3.1. Plate from Patte's Etudes illustrating reinforcing employed at the Louvre colonnade, 1755.

Figure 3.2. Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for flat arches, 1769.
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It was largely for the quality of Patte’s Mémoires, his skill as an engraver, and his resultant
reputation as an expert on matters of construction that, upon Blondel’s death, the publisher of
his Cours, la Veuve Desaint, chose Patte to complete the two unfinished volumes on the topic of
construction, books V and VI. 193 Doubtless, Patte’s longstanding acquaintance with Blondel was
also of help in this, however, the precise nature of their relationship is not quite clear. While W.
Knight Sturges refers to Patte as Blondel’s “pupil” and Anthony Vidler suggests he attended
Blondel’s courses at the Ecole des Arts in the 1740s, Allan Braham calls him Blondel’s
“assistant,” and Robin Middleton refers to Patte as the academician’s “disciple” and elsewhere
as “Blondel’s friend and colleague.” 194 Neither Mae Matheiu nor Michel Gallet, however, make
any claims regarding the relationship of Patte and Blondel as one of student and teacher. 195
Whatever the case, Blondel and Patte were clearly associated, and perhaps closely. From the
1750s onward Patte contributed scores of engravings to Blondel’s and his uncle’s publications,
and Patte had presented works numerous times at the Adademié during Blondel’s tenure
there. 196
Despite these many successes in Patte’s career, the Academié provided him with a source of
ongoing frustration. He applied to become a member on three occasions: initially in 1767, again
in 1774 after Blondel’s death with the hope of succeeding him in his teaching position, and once
more in 1803. 197 Patte was rejected each time, a series of defeats that, no doubt, contributed to
his marginalization as an historical figure. Indeed, Patte tried to dispel the cloud of the
Academié’s rejection in the Avertissement of volume V of the Cours (1777), writing that “it does
not matter to the public that an author is of the Academy, provided his work is good.” 198 Despite
these struggles, Patte’s thinking on the practice of building expressed in his many publications
provides an illuminating look into the changing status of construction as a topic of architectural
Gallet, op. cit., p. 398.
Sturges, “Jacques-Francois Blondel,” in Journal of Architectural Historians, Vol. 11, No. 1 (Mar, 1952), pp. 16.;
Middleton, “Jacques Francois Blondel and the Cours d’Architecture,” Journal of Architectural Historians, Vol. 18, No. 4.
(Dec, 1959), pp. 140; Vidler, Claude-nicolas Ledoux: Architecture and Social Reform at the End of the Ancien Régime,
Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1990, p.11; Middleton, et. al, The Mark J. Millard Architectural Collection, Washington:
National Gallery of Art, 1993, p. 382.
195 Mathieu, op. cit.; Gallet, op. cit.
196 Mathieu, op. cit., see various appendices.
197 Ibid., p. 4.
198 Patte and Blondel, Cours D'architecture, T. V, Paris: la Veuve Desaint, 1777, p. ix. “peu importe au Public qu'un
Auteur soit d'une Académie, pourvu que son Ouvrage soit bon.”
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history and theory at the end of the 18th century. And, most important to this inquiry, it is in
Pierre Patte’s writing and thinking that one first finds a definitive and consistent correlation
between detail and construction.
The constructive turn
Patte began his Mémoires sur les Objets les plus importants de l'Architecture (1769) with a letter
dedicating the text to the Marquis de Marigny, the Director General of the King’s Buildings
(directeur général des Bâtiments du roi) and overseer of the Royal Academies. 199 Patte praised
his efforts in supporting and raising the status of the Academy, explaining that under him “the
number of Academicians has been increased, the lessons of professors have been multiplied,
[and] prizes have been established each month to excite the native talents of pupils.” 200 And so,
with the growth of the Academy, Patte suggested, there was “all the more need of good books
of Architecture.” 201 In regard to the “systematic part of proportions, ” he stated, we have
“accumulated volume upon volume,” filled with “vague speculation” on existing or projected
models and “proposing opinion as rule.” 202 Meanwhile, Patte continued, “the part most useful,
the most necessary, the most essential of architecture, construction, has barely been touched
upon… we do not have a thorough work on this subject.” 203 With these few statements, Patte
leveled an explicit criticism upon the prior century of architectural theory, claiming that it had
been so focused on questions of beauty and proportion that architects and scholars had
neglected the very practice of building itself.
Pierre Patte, Mémoires Sur Les Objets Les Plus Importans De L'architecture, Paris, chez Rozet, 1769.
Ibid. “Que n'avez-vous point enterpris, Monsieur, pour fair fleurir notre Academie d'Architecture & la rendre utile!
Le nombre des Académiciens a été augmenté; les leçons des Professeurs ont été multipliées; des prix d'émulation
ont été établis chaque mois pour exciter les talens naissans des éleves: & si vos intentions pour mettre cette
Compagnie a meme de se distinguer, a l'exemple des autres Académies, par des Mémoires interessans, n'ont pas eu
jusqu'ici tout le succes qu'elles méritoient, c'est que bien ne s'opere pas toujours aussi facilement qu'il se conçoit.”
201 Ibid. “Nous avons d'autant plus besoin de bons livres d'Architecture que, si ce n'est la partie systematique des
proportions, sur laquelle on a entasse volume sur volume sans avoir encore pu s'accorder, tout le reste est pour ainsi
dire a traiter. Sans cesse chacun a donné dans des spéculations vagues, soit en offrant pour modeles, les batiments
qu'il avoit exécutés, ou seulement dessinés, soit en proposant son opinion pour regle, tandis que la partie la plus utile,
la plus nécessaire, la plus essentielle de l'Architecture, en un mot la construction, a été a peine effleurée.”
202 Ibid.
203 Ibid. “Sans cesse chacun a donné dans des spéculations vagues, soit en offrant pour modeles, les batiments qu'il
avoit exécutés, ou seulement dessinés, soit en proposant son opinion pour regle, tandis que la partie la plus utile, la
plus nécessaire, la plus essentielle de l'Architecture, en un mot la construction, a été a peine effleurée. Nous n'avons
acucun ouvrage approfondi sur cette matiere ou l'on se soit attache a transmettre les découvertes qui y ont été faites
successivement, ou l'on enseigne comment on est parvenu a applanir les difficultés & a économiser dans les occasions
importantes: aussi remarque-t-on que l'on est toujours réduit a des essais par l'ignorance continuelle ou l'on se trouve,
de ce qui a ete fait précédemment.”
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In the Mémoires, Patte stressed that architectural theory had become dislocated from practice
and focused too narrowly on design and drawing themselves, which “if not enlightened by
experience, [are] but an agreeable illusion, whose execution destroys the charm most of the
time: it is architecture in painting, and that is all.” 204 True mastery of execution, Patte felt, was a
matter of experience in practices of building, and was to be addressed by the “reunion of
practice with theory” which, he felt, was at the heart of what “characterizes the great
architect.” 205 And so, on Patte’s view, in addition to general knowledge of design and drawing,
an “educated architect must be at the same time a stone cutter, mason, carpenter, locksmith,
roofer, joiner, painter, sculptor, marble worker, glazier, and plumber.” 206 While at this time, in
the late 18th century, the figure of the architect was most often understood as an artist, Patte
demanded that the architect must also be understood as a master builder. This is to suggest that
such a figure should not only be an architect, but also and at the same time a technician. 207
As has been shown in the first chapter of this dissertation which analyzes the thinking and
teaching of Jacques Francois Blondel, by the 1760’s détail in architecture could be understood to
mean some particular and significant feature or collection of features of a work of architecture,
with the word itself referring to either a drawing of some part of architecture or the part
itself. 208 For Blondel, détail in architecture was almost exclusively a matter of the work’s
ornamental ensemble. This should come as no surprise, as when one mentally parses a work of
Ibid. pp. 96. “Quoi qu'il en soit, je vous exhorte a ne vous pas rebuter, en attendent les occasions favorables, & a
travailler de plus en plu a vous perfectionner, soit dans la theorié, soit dans practique. Car le dessein ne suffit pas seul,
pour exceller dans l'Archtiecture. Rien n'est au contraire plus commun, que de voir d'excellens Dessinateurs, etre de
trés-mediocres Architectes, témoins Oppenort, Meissonier, Germain & Pinault. Le dessein, s'il n'est éclairé par
l'experience, n'est qu'une illusion agréable, dont l'execution détruit le charme la plupart du tems: c'est de
l'Architecture en peinture, & voila tout.”
205 Ibid. “C'est ce qui charactérise le grand Architecte, que de scavoir juger par avance de ce que deveiendront ses
pensées sur place, d'apprécier l'effet des avant-corps, des raccourcis, & de la perspective d'un projet, afin que toutes
les diverses parties de son ensemble soient tellement liées, que de leur assemblage il résulte une sorte d'harmonie
muette, ou rien ne se contraire, ou rien ne se confonde, ou rien ne rompe l'unité de dessein; mais ou tout tende au
contraire a grandir les objets, & a les faire valoir, afin de produire aux yeux une espéce d'enchantement. C'est la
reunion de la practique a la theorie, qui vous instruira de tous ces rapports.”
206 Ibid. p 97. “Indépendamment des connoissances relatives au dessein, un Architect instruit doit etre a la fois,
Appareilleur, Maçon, Charpentier, Serrurier, Couvreur, Menuisier, Peintre, Sculpteur, Marbrier, Vitrier & Plombier.”
207 I appropriate the term “technician” from the work of Robin Middleton, however I intend its use to be taken
somewhat differently. Middleton proposes the term as a substitution for “architect,” when the material dealt with is
decidedly more technical, however this seems to be intended as a pejorative. Instead, I use the term not a substitute,
but rather (as explained in the introduction to this dissertation) to describe a facet or dimension of the architect.
208 This is the essential assertion of chapter 02_The Academic of this dissertation.
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architecture into its various parts, those parts one chooses to cut away from the whole will be
those one considers significant and important. And so, the details of a work one deems worthy
of separating out from the whole for presentation, explanation, or discussion are thus chosen on
the basis of one’s own values, interests, or priorities relative to a work of architecture. Blondel,
as notable in his vast body of writing, was most concerned with Ordonnance and Distribution,
and especially in the ornamentation of architectural surfaces. Thus, his understanding of
architecture, its place in the world, and its interrelations with culture and society conditioned
Blondel’s understanding of détail as a disciplinary specific concept. While Blondel’s architectural
interests were certainly of some concern to Patte, as per his comments in the Memoire it is clear
that of more primary importance to him was construction, the “most useful, the most necessary,
the most essential” part of architecture. 209 And so, looking upon architecture through the eyes
of a master builder, those details which Patte saw fit to parse from the whole of a work were
often of an entirely different sort.
It was in his Etudes d’Architecture of 1755, when discussing Perrault’s methods of reinforcing
masonry construction with iron, that Patte first wrote of a detail of construction (détail de la
construction). Referring the reader to the illustrations on plate 15 (figure 3.3) of the text, Patte
describes the collection of drawings as “the detail of construction of the flat arches (plattebandes) and the ceilings of the structure behind the façade (arriere-corps) of the [Louvre]
peristyle.” 210 The plate of illustrations contains a set of careful depictions of those material
configurations established between masonry and iron components, the details Patte deemed
most important to communicating the constructive innovations of Perrault’s design. In the text,
Patte also gives a textual explanation of the specific views chosen and some of their particular
points. Patte uses the term once more in Etudes, referring to plate 17 (figure 3.4) which “shows
the detail of construction of the pediment” illustrating the various configurations “of stone
which have been employed in the construction of this edifice.” 211 These two instances, I would
Patte, Mémoires, op. cit., introductory letter to Marigny.
Pierre Patte, Etudes D'architecture, A Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1755, p. 8. “La 15 est le détail de la construction des
platte-bandes et des plat-fonds des arriere-corps du peristyle.” The term “platte-bandes”, here translated as “flat
arches” refers to a flat lintel, composed of numerous stone blocks, keyed as the voussoirs of an arch to enhance their
structural stability.
211 Ibid. “la 17e fait voir le détail de la construction du fronton avec les differentes qualités de pierre qui ont été
emploiées a la construction de cet edifice”
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assert, are the first publication of “details of construction” explicitly named as such and as
drawings of constructive configurations. 212 And, along with his expanded discussion of iron
reinforced masonry construction in the Memoires of 1769, Patte expanded too upon his usage
and explanation of details of construction.

Figure 3.3. Details of the Louvre Peristyle ceilings from Patte’s Etudes, 1755.
I do not make this claim casually, but rather the assertion is based on an extensive survey of more than 300
architectural and engineering texts in French and English from the 16th-19th centuries. This survey was begun with
those works cited (and implicitly deemed “cannonical”) by a host of prominent scholars including Addis, Braham,
Davey, Mallgrave, Middleton, Perez-Gomez, Picon, Rykwert, Saint, and others, but gradually expanded to broaden the
scope of my search. As noted in the first chapter of this dissertation the phrase “détail de la construction” does
appear some few times in other texts during the 18th century, however it is used only in a very general way, rather
than the specific way Patte employs the phrase in relation to drawings of “construction details” in the sense common
to the 20th and 21st centuries.
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Figure 3.4. Illustration of Louvre Peristyle from Patte’s Etudes, 1769.

The Mémoires is an odd book for its combination of somewhat disparate subjects: one chapter
on city planning, another on the proportions of architectural orders, five on various sorts of
construction, one giving an account of the history of construction of the Louvre Colonnade, and
finally the inclusion of an extensive commentary on the “grand portal of the church of Saint
Sulpice” which he had previously written in 1767. In the text, Patte used the term détail
extensively, at an elevated frequency equal to that of Blondel in his Cours. 213 Patte used the
term across its entire range of 18th century meanings—from verbal description, to notational
description, to drawings and objects of architecture’s ornamental ensemble—but it is in those
sections where he discussed techniques for reinforcing masonry with iron that details of
construction, as drawings of constructive assemblies and the assemblies themselves, were to
become a central focus. In fact, in referring to the content of this particular chapter, Patte
describes it as a “comparison of the best means that have been used to construct flat arches and
ceilings of colonnades,” intended to provide a collection of their “details of construction.” 214
Indeed, the entire chapter is organized around five engraved plates (figures 3.2 and 3.5-3.8),
drawings which illustrate details of construction for iron reinforced masonry. Patte had
The term appears nearly 15 times per hundred pages, and once again I remind the reader that the typical
frequency for other authors of this time is in the range of 1-2 times per hundred pages of text.
214 Patte, Mémoires, op. cit., pp. 259, 339. “Parallele des milleurs moyens usités jusqu’ici, pour construire les Platebandes & les Plafonds des Colonnades.” ; “Nous avons donné dans le Chapitre précédent les details de la construction
des plate-bandes & plafonds…”
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produced these engravings himself, as he had inspected the projects first-hand while they were
either under construction or undergoing repairs, and he had discussed their methods
extensively with those who had been charged with their construction. 215 Moreover, one
particular plate of illustrations in the Memoires, a set of details from Servandoni’s Church of
Saint Sulpice in Paris (figure 3.9), is the first drawing published in an architectural text to be
labeled, on the drawing itself, as a “detail of construction” (détail de la construction). Patte’s
collection of details of construction of iron reinforced flat arches was not only meant to
document what had been constructed, but also intended as a means of projecting what could be
constructed.

Figure 3.5. Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating ancient methods of constructing flat lintels, 1769.

215

Ibid. p. 278, 294.
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Figure 3.6. Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for ceilings, 1769.

Figure 3.7. Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for ceilings and flat arches, 1769.
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Figure 3.8. Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for flat arches at Place de Louis XV, 1769.

Figure 3.9. “Detail of Construction” of the Church of St Suplice as published in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.
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Patte concluded the Mémoires’ chapter on iron reinforced masonry with a section of text
providing his own general “observations on the construction of flat arches and ceilings of
colonnades,” in which he systematically examined every parameter to be considered in their
design and construction. 216 Beginning with an analysis of the forces at play in such a structure,
Patte explained the need for both keyed voussoirs and iron reinforcing as a means of countering
the combined action of gravity and the outward thrust of voussoirs, explaining that ideally the
iron should be “used to pull rather than to carry,” utilizing the material in tension. 217 However,
Patte explained, to understand how to employ iron as such, “it is important to know to what
degree one can count on its resistance.” 218 Referring to the experiments of M. de Buffon, as
published in L’Art du Serrurier (1767), Patte discussed the strength of iron at length, and
expanded this into an explanation of its implications upon the strength of a reinforcing “tie rod”
(tiran). 219 It was Patte’s determination that, according to the material’s particular properties,
iron tie rods should be employed in tension (employer à tirer) and that, according to
experiments, its “weakest place” would be its “eye,” the looped end at which the tie rod was to
be connected to other reinforcing elements. 220 In the precedents he had studied, Patte
identified two “usual manners” of forming the eye of a tie rod—curving the end into an open
hook or bending it into a squared loop—determining that the former, again based on the
experiments of Buffon, was superior in strength as the later tended to become brittle from over
working. 221 Another critical question concerning iron reinforcing identified by Patte was that of
rust. To prevent the detrimental effects of rust on iron, Patte explained, some “constructors”
painted the iron with “two or three layers of oil paint,” while others wrapped the iron in “tarred
cloth.” 222

Ibid., p. 307.
Ibid., p. 313. “Il n'est pas moins connus que le moyen d'obtenir la plus grande force du fer est de l'employer (313) a
tirer plutot qu'a porter.”
218 Ibid., p. 309.
219 Ibid., pp. 311-313.
220 Ibid., p. 311. “Comme toutes les expériences démontrent que la dolidité d'un tiran réside principalement dans
son oeil, & que c'est d'ordinaire son endroit foible, il s'ensuit que sa forme ne scauroit etre indifferente.”
221 Ibid.
222Ibid., p. 312. “Il y a des Constructeurs qui veulent que l'on peigne les fers, a vantde les employer, de deux ou trois
fortes couches de couleur a l'huile, a dessein de retarder pour un tems l'effet de la rouille. On peut meme se rappeler
qu'a l'occasion des plate-bandes du portail de Saint Sulpice, independamment de cette precaution, on entortilla tous
les fers de filasse goudronnée, afin que dans le cas que la rouille, en se contractant, vint a donner plus de volume au
fer, ce nouveau volume prit la place de la filasse.”
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Synthesizing all he had learned from his studies of precedents, Patte suggested that he “ought
to develop [his] own thought on the subject,” and indeed he did, with a nuanced description of
his own proposal for an ideal system of iron reinforcing for flat arches in stone. Among the most
innovative aspects of Patte’s proposal was his single solution to both the problems of using iron
in tension (à tirer) and impeding the development of rust. It was Patte’s suggestion that tie rods
be roughly filed, coated in lead, inserted into in a carved groove along the bottom of the
voussoirs (the place of greatest tension), and then encased in mortar. 223 He remarked that
employing the “tie rods at the bottom of the flat arches” had been considered at la Place de
Louis XV, but not fully pursued. 224 He elaborated upon a host of other particulars of his
proposed system—from the best ways to shape eyes of tie rods and fasten them together, to
the use of iron cramps to keep blocks in plane, and his method for pinning the system at the
axes of columns. Patte then explained in conclusion that “in order to leave nothing to be
desired” he had drawn “an elevation and section of [his] thinking on the construction of a flat
arch” (figure 3.10). 225 Oddly, as if unsure of his own authority, the referenced details of
construction for his own proposal were nested on a plate titled “Construction of Antique
Colonnades,” more than fifty pages earlier in the text (see figure 3.5, bottom left). Nevertheless,
these details of construction, those of Patte’s own proposal were not documenting anything
that already existed, but rather they were synthesizing a vast body of architectural knowledge to
project something that could be built, construction details employed in the sense that would
become ubiquitous in architectural practice by the 20th century.

Ibid., pp.314-315.
Ibid., 315. See footnote.
225 Ibid., p. 318. “Afin de ne rien laisser a desirer, j'ai dessiné au bas de la Planche XII, fig. 6,7,8, une élévation & un
profil, de ma pensée, pour la construction d'une plate-bande.”
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Figure 3.10. Details of construction for Patte’s idealized reinforcing proposal.

Such details of construction as those published in Patte’s Mémoires, as sectional drawings
illustrating internal configurations of material components of significant parts of an architectural
work, posed a decisive shift away from more traditional modes of a project’s representation.
Prior to the 1760s in France, it is possible to find sectional drawings of parts of architectural
works which differentiate between constructive components, but such drawings are exceedingly
rare and when found, they tend to depict larger sections of a work and give only coarse
information (figures 3.11-3.12). 226 Much more common during this period were sectional
representations of parts which treated all solid material of the work as poché (figures 3.11-3.15).
This should not be surprising, as we have seen that prior to the mid-18th century, French
architects tended to be less concerned with the internal configurations of materials, most
properly the domain of various building tradesmen, and more concerned with the aesthetics of
ornamental profiles. However, with architectural efforts over the course of the 18th century to
construct flat masonry arches reinforced with iron, the role played by section drawings of parts
began to change as revealing relationships between constructive components became of ever
greater importance. In prior times a mason would not have needed “details of construction”
I make this statement based on the review of more than 5000 architectural drawings available in the digital
archives of the Bibliothèque nationale de France and more than 300 texts published in the 17th-18th centuries.
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provided for him to complete his work, as the methods and means used were a matter of his
own expertise. In the case of designing systems of iron reinforcing, however, the craftsman’s
knowledge was insufficient, and it would fall to the architect, as master builder, or later to the
engineer, to fill this void. Patte understood that such a shift was underway, and he addressed
some of the causes and implications in the Memoires.

Figure 3.11. Profil du château et de l'écurie, Robert de Cotte, 1686.
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Figure 3.12. Plate from Blondel’s Architecture Francoise v.1, 1752.
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Figure 3.13. Dessin de la décoration de la place Louis-le-Grand, J.H. Mansart, 1699.
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Figure 3.14. Église Saint-Jacques-de-la-Boucherie, profil du maître-autel, J.M. Oppenort, 1710.
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Figure 3.15. Plate from Blondel’s Architecture Francoise v.2, 1754.
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Patte explained that the 18th century propensity of French architects to adopt the flat arch was
based on changing tastes. Counter to the gothic tendency to span openings with “pointed
arches from one column to another,” modern French architects “labored to revive the
proportions of ancient architecture,” spanning between freestanding columns with a straight
lintel in the manner of the Greeks. 227 This shift in taste identified by Patte was in many ways the
driving force behind the technical innovation underway in the examples of flat arches he had
collected and analyzed, and it was based on what has been dubbed by Robin Middleton as “the
Graeco-Gothic Ideal.” It is largely this ideal and the larger framework of changing disciplinary,
socio-cultural, and technological conditions from which it emerged which facilitated the rise of
the construction detail within French architectural practice.
The Graeco-Gothic ideal can be described as a fusion of Greek and Gothic principles in
architecture, merging the formal purity of the former with the structural principles of the
latter. 228 Such a fusion was suggested in the writings of Claude Perrault, but more directly
proposed and elaborated by later authors including Jean-Louis de Cordemoy and Marc-Antoine
Laugier. 229 This theoretical current was influenced by and composed of nationalistic, aesthetic,
and ethical dimensions. The early 18th century was marked by a growing fascination with Gothic
architecture, a body of French national heritage that had more often than not been decried for
its excessive and fanciful ornamentation. But it was now being looked at in a new light. Authors
like Perrault, Cordemoy, and Laugier as well as practitioners including Jacques-Germain Soufflot
and Contant d’Ivry had praised Gothic building for its underlying structural principles, material
efficiencies, and qualities of structural lightness, delicacy and spaciousness (dégagement). 230 At
the same time, the architecture of ancient Greece, understood as the true wellspring of
“classicism,” had been rediscovered, inspiring in the proponents of a return to these origins a
taste for their crisp, less ornamented, and more reserved forms and especially for the use of
free-standing columns supporting flat lintels. These architectural values were advanced by
Laugier in his Essai sur l'architecture (1753), which gave an ethical mandate for an honest way of
Ibid. p. 266.
Robin Middleton, “The Abbe de Cordemoy and the Graeco-Gothic Ideal,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes, 25:3/4. Jul. - Dec. 1962, pp. 278-320.
229 Perrault, Les dix livres d’architecture de Vitruve, Paris: Coignard, p. 76-80; Cordemoy, Nouveau traité de toute
l'architecture, Paris: Coignard, 1706; Laugier, Essai Sur L'architecture, Paris, 1753.
230 By way of summary, see Middleton’s “The Abbe de Cordemoy and the Graeco-Gothic Ideal” for specific references.
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building that combined “solidity with delicacy,” calling for structure that was lighter, thinner,
and offered greater spaciousness, illumination and lines of visibility. 231 In practice, however, the
realization of an architecture that embodied these values and tastes posed a series of critical,
but productive “constructional difficulties.” 232
The examples of iron reinforced masonry discussed by Pierre Patte in his Mémoires were
precisely in this lineage of thought and practice, and each was engaged in the development of
new techniques of construction to achieve the desired qualities of expression. The production of
flat lintels supported by free-standing columns was complicated by the lack of French stone of
sufficient strength to produce monolithic lintels which could span supports in the manner of the
ancients, and so as a matter of both material availability and economy they were forced
“therefore to necessarily construct flat arches (plate-bandes) from keystones.” 233 To effectively
bond individual components and keep them in plane, systems of iron cramps and bars were
employed. But, as Patte had identified, there was yet another problem—unlike a monolithic
lintel, the keystones of a flat arch exert an outward thrust, a fact that was at first offset by
increasing the number of columns at the ends of a colonnade or portico (figure 3.16). To
accommodate for this, architects sought to employ ever more complex systems of iron
reinforcing to provide tensile resistance to the outward thrust of voussoirs, allowing for flat
arches to be supported by unpaired and slender free-standing columns (figure 3.17). The
implication of this, however, was that the internal configuration of materials in such assemblies
was both of the utmost importance to structural stability and beyond the traditional expertise of
building tradesmen. 234 Thus, constructive innovation would fall to the architect-technician, the
master builder, for whom the construction detail would become an essential tool of design and
representation, as well as a means of establishing his expertise and staking claim to a new and
emergent body of constructive knowledge. About this process of innovation and shifting
disciplinary responsibilities Patte remarked that “first steps of all kinds are always a little timid;
it is only by reflection and succession of time that we succeed in knowing what can be risked

Laugier, Essai Sur L'architecture, Paris, 1753.
Herrmann, Laugier and 18th Century French Theory, Cambridge: Archon, 1955, p.125.
233 Patte, Mémoires, op.cit., p. 267.
234 See Picon, op. cit. pp. 140-42 for more on the tension between traditional building practices and experimentation.
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beyond what had been done before.” 235 In many ways, it was precisely this sentiment that was
at the core of the debates between Patte and the circle of Jacques Germaine Soufflot
surrounding the construction of the dome and its supporting structures at the church of St.
Genevieve.

Figure 3.16. Portico with paired columns at corners at the Sorbonne by Le Mercier, 1635

235

Patte, Mémoires, op.cit., pp. 267-268.
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Figure 3.17. Single, free-standing columns at the corners of La Madeleine, 1777-1842.

Structuring Knowledge at St. Genevieve
The famed controversy, chiefly between Patte and Soufflot, surrounding the dome of St.
Genevieve is well known and has been thoroughly analyzed by scholars. 236 As such, only a brief
summary will be offered here, provided as a means of illuminating the debate and its
implications regarding notions of construction detail in architecture. At St. Genevieve, Soufflot
sought to “join under one of the most beautiful forms the lightness of the construction of Gothic
edifices with the purity and magnificence of Greek architecture,” and it marked a highpoint in
the development of an architecture that fused Gothic and Classical principles. 237 Soufflot’s
design took shape as a Greek cross in plan, entered through a portico of twenty-four colossal
Corinthian columns supporting flat arch lintels (figure 3.18). On the interior, slender and
Primarily May Mathieu and Jean Monval (1918). Also, Braham, Herrmann, Middleton, Picon and Rykwert, and all
deal with this event and its various dimensions.
237 Brébion as quoted by Mallgrave in Modern Architectural Theory, op. cit, p. 18. The original reference is: Maximilien
de Bréibon, “Memoire a Monsieur Le Comte de la Billarderie d’Angiviller Directeur et Ordonnateur Général des
Batimens,” 1780.
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towering columns again supported flat arch lintels, which in turn carried five domes (figure
3.19). Throughout the entirety of the building’s masonry structure, connections between
columns and lintels were heavily and systematically reinforced with iron, as per the designs of
Jean Baptiste Rondelet (figure 3.20) and modeled after the methods Perrault had employed at
the Louvre. 238 It was this system of iron reinforcing, along with a series of flying buttresses
hidden atop the roof and shielded from view by the parapet, that allowed for the striking
delicacy and lightness of the supporting columns and thus the spaciousness of the Church
interior. It was precisely these qualities of delicacy and lightness in the supporting columns with
which Pierre Patte took issue.

Figure 3.18. Portico of St. Genevieve, the Paris Pantheon by Soufflot and others, 1758-90.

For a very thorough account of Rondelet’s role in the project, see Middleton, Jean Rondelet: The Architect as
Technician, op. cit.
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Figure 3.19. Interior of St. Genevieve, the Paris Pantheon by Soufflot and others, 1758-90.

Figure 3.20. Section and details of the reinforcing at St. Genevieve, Soufflot and Rondelet, engraved by Dumont, 1781.
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Soufflot had been awarded the project for St. Genevieve in 1755, his designs first published
1757, and by 1764 work had begun on the foundations. While Patte had, in 1765, praised the
quality and care of work on the foundations, in his Mémoires of 1769 he expressed doubts that
the slender columns Soufflot planned for the interior would be sufficient to support the weight
of the largest dome at the crossing of the church. 239 In 1770, Patte published a letter in the
Mercure outlining these concerns, thus initiating the grand debate between he and Soufflot. At
Soufflot’s request, the engineer J.R. Perronet came to his defense, supporting the structural
efficacy of his design by responding to Patte’s accusations with a letter of his own, published
also in the Mercure. Arguments were exchanged on both sides over the course of the next
decade, with A. Frezier (a French authority on matters of construction) siding with Patte, though
later withdrawing his support, and Soufflot backed by Perronet, Jean Rondelet, and E.M.
Gauthey—a well regarded engineer. Gauthey would even publish a text in 1771— Memoire sur
l’application des principes de la méchanique a la construction des voutes et des domes—
providing arguments in favor of Soufflot’s design with a firm theoretical backing based on new
developments in structural calculation.
At first glance, Patte seemed to frame his critique in terms of mathematics and science, but
upon closer inspection his methods of reasoning were more properly a blend of calculation and
extrapolation from tradition. It was by studying the ratios of supported to supporting structure
in St. Peter’s in Rome, St. Paul’s in London, and several other domed precedents that Patte had
drawn his conclusions regarding the purportedly insufficient size of Soufflot’s supporting
columns (figure 3.21). 240 Patte’s confidence had been further bolstered by his studies of
precedents in related sorts of construction which he had published and analyzed in his Etudes
and Mémoires—in the Louvre colonnade he had studied the ways in which iron reinforcing
countered the horizontal thrusts of voussoirs, at St. Sulpice he had debated the question of
compressive strength of reinforced stone supports, and in Contant d’Ivry’s Madeleine Patte had
criticized the parameters of the supporting foundations—and each of these principles indeed
came to bear in his evaluating Soufflot’s designs. 241 Essentially, Patte’s conclusions were based

Patte, Mémoires, op. cit.
See Patte, Memoire, op. cit. and Picon, op cit., p. 173.
241 See Picon, op. cit. 143-145. Picon summarizes this well as per the arguments Patte made in the Mémoires.
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on precedent, experienced judgment, and heuristics. The opposition by Soufflot and his
supporters, on the other hand, had founded their arguments upon modern mathematics,
rigorous experiment, and emerging modes of structural calculation.

Figure 3.21. Comparison of structure supporting various domes as published in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.

Soufflot had been well aware of the constructional difficulties he would face in realizing his
designs for St. Genevieve, he had rigorously prepared himself and pursued his solution in the
spirit of the French Enlightenment. Prior to his work on St. Genevieve, Soufflot had been tasked
with the restoration and completion of Perrault’s East Façade at the Louvre, where he had been
able to carefully inspect Perrault’s system of reinforcing. 242 He had studied other precedents in
iron-reinforced masonry as well, traveling with Rondelet to inspect the iron reinforcing at
Benedetto Alfieri’s portico of the Cathedral of Geneva (1752-6), of which he presented drawings
to the Academy in 1770. 243 Soufflot, with Perronet and Rondelet, had also undertaken studies
of the expansion of iron, and he, Gauthey and Rondelet had designed machines and methods to
test the compressive strength of stone. 244 And when Perronet and Gauthey came to Soufflot’s
defense, they thoroughly supported his proposal with precise calculations, graphic
demonstrations, and nuanced descriptions of the application of current thinking in structural
theory and mathematics to the problem at hand. 245
The colonnade had remained unfinished and was damaged with exposure to the weather.
Procès-verbaux de l'Académie royale d'architecture, v. 8, p.76.
244 Picon, op. cit. 148. Also see Braham, Herrmann, and Middleton.
245 There were many contributions to this debate, well beyond what can be accounted for here. See Mathieu, op cit.
for more.
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The debate as a whole, to be sure, was more broadly both an outgrowth and symptomatic of
the cultural project of the French Enlightenment. D’Alembert, in his “Preliminary Discourse” of
Diderot’s Encyclopedié, described and explained the systematic and analytic ways of thinking
that characterized 18th century French intellectual pursuits. 246 And it should be remembered
that both Blondel and Patte were contributors to the Encyclopedié. The “systematic spirit” of
18th century thinking, according to Ernst Cassirer, took contemporary natural science as its
model and was based on notions of reason, intellectual self-examination, and rigorous
experiment, and it permeated broadly through French “intellectual life,” helping to restructure
all fields of knowledge. 247 Such was certainly the case in architecture. The debate, as well as the
many prior and contributing pursuits of its participants constituted a comprehensive effort to
advance a rich and nuanced body of architectural knowledge regarding construction and
structural technology. And yet, more interesting still was that these technical advances which
were epitomized in St. Genevieve, developments in both construction and structural calculation,
evolved in tandem with the formal principles of the Graeco-Gothic ideal. Said otherwise, efforts
toward representing the formal principles of Greek architecture from antiquity fused with the
structural and spatial qualities of Gothic works helped advance the development of new
architectural techniques, and consequently these same advances in architectural technique
helped push the boundaries of formal experimentation in French buildings. One pursuit helped
push the limits of the other, and they evolved in tandem. As Braham has pointed out, the
thinness of Soufflot’s columns gave “the least possible resistance to the lines of sight that cross
and recross the interior,” and in striving to realize “his dream of spaciousness, Soufflot reduced
to the very minimum the size of the [columns] which were to support the dome.” 248 The site
where all of these ideas as well as the productive tension between representation and
constructive technique were manifest, was that of the construction detail.
At St. Genevieve, the construction detail encompassing the relationship between column and
iron-reinforced flat arch (figures 3.22-3.23) was of the utmost importance—the most critical

Diderot and D’Alembert, Encyclopedié, Paris: Briasson, 1751.
Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1951. See “Chapter 1:
The Mind of the Enlightenment,” pp. 3-36.
248 Braham, op. cit., p. 35. Though Braham calls the supports “piers,” I have substituted the more precise word
“columns” to avoid confusion and render the statement consistent with other quotes and the terms of the argument.
246
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moment in the structure. Through it, Soufflot and Rondelet sought to syntheize all elements of
the debate—the dimensions of the column and bearing strength of stone, its connection to the
lintel, which in turn supported the dome. The drawing, and the material configuration it
represented were both understood as means of developing this part of the project and evidence
of the its designers’ desire to achieve what Antoine Picon has called “mastery of construction
through knowledge of the laws of physics.” 249 In reality, however, columns supporting the dome
began to crack before the building was even completed, and its structural issues persist even in
the 21st century. It seems that in the end, Patte was not wholly incorrect. Whatever the case, it
was thus this lineage of iron-reinforced masonry construction, culminating in the Church of St.
Genevieve, which helped bring about the institution of details of construction, explicitly named
as such, as an essential instrument in French practices of building. And from the 1770s onward,
use of the term would quickly expand (see table 2.01 at the end of chapter 02).

Picon, op. cit., p. 140. Also interesting are Picon’s comments on how engineers during this time began drawing
“processes” of construction, “conception realization” drawings, as evidence of this spirit. Patte in his various texts
also produced such drawings, further evidence of his participation is this project of the “mastery of construction.”
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Figure 3.22. Reinforcing at St. Genevieve, from the 6th ed. of Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de
batir, 1830.

Figure 3.23. Detail of reinforcing from figure 3.22, above.
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The detail, from description to projection
It was in the later years of the debate between Patte and Soufflot that, in 1777, the final two
volumes (V and VI) of Blondel’s Cours were published. When Patte took on the project of
completing the Cours, he was given little by way of Blondel’s own work on the unfinished
volumes—“only about 48 pages of manuscript on the interior decoration of apartments” paired
with “36 plates already engraved,” and as to the topic of construction “not even a table of
contents.” 250 Blondel had contributed an article on masonry to the Encyclopedié, but Patte
deemed the topic “poorly treated.” 251 After all, Patte recalled, “It was said that [Blondel] applied
himself more to the formation of theoreticians than to practitioners, and it is to be supposed
that he would have reworked his thoughts on masonry for the Cours.” 252 Still, Patte did his best
to revise and adapt Blondel’s passage on masonry, in particular his commentaries on qualities of
materials and building foundations on different sorts of terrain. This amounted to about 40
pages of the final text, but all else written on construction in the last two volumes of the Cours
(more than 1000 pages of text) is of Patte’s own hand. Omitted from these two volumes,
however, were commentaries on several important subjects “already treated previously in [his]
Mémoires sur les Objets les plus importants de l'Architecture,” passages he frequently
referenced in his editions of Blondel’s series, and which he suggested would constitute “a
necessary supplement to [the Cours].” 253 In short, the Mémoires along with volumes V and VI of
the Cours would together, in Patte’s mind, form a complete treatise on the subject of
construction, the first comprehensive account of the subject published in France. While in the
Mémoires, as we have seen, Patte’s usage of details of construction in his arguments were
correlated with discussions of iron-reinforced masonry construction, in his additions to the
Cours the term’s usage is far more expansive.

Blondel and Patte, Cours, T5, op. cit., p.X. “Quoiqu'on eut lieu de présumer que son Cours étoit entierement terminé
lorsqu'on entreprit son impression, il est néanmoins constant que, vers la fin du IV Volume, cet Architecte composoit a
mesure qu'il imprimoit. Car il n'a laisse qu'environ 48 pages de manuscrit sur la decoration interieure des
appartemens, sans meme aucune table de matiere pour guider dans sa continuation, & en outre 36 planches deja
gravées sur cette partie, sans suite & sans explication. Quant a la construction, on n'a trouve aue l'article Maconnerie
du Dictionnaire de l'Encyclopedie écrit de sa main, lequel faisoit, lequel faisoit partie des cahiers qu'il dictoit a ses
Eleves; article qui nous a paru mediocrement traité; & en effet, ce n'etoit pas par-la que brilloient les lecons de M.
Blondel: on fait qu'il s'appliquoit plus a former des Théoriciens que des Praticiens, & il est a croire qu'il auroit
recomposé cette partie de son Cours.”
251 Ibid.
252 Ibid.
253 Ibid. p. xii.
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In the first part of Book V of the Cours, on interior decoration, Patte discussed ornamental
profiles in plaster, and here he suggested that he would confine his discussions to few examples
as “the abundance of materials which we have to deal with” necessitates many illustrations of
each discussed object to depict “parts of detail concerning doors, window openings, attics,
panels, friezes, chimneys and their casings, flooring, ceilings, ornaments of locksmithing for iron
fittings,” and many more things. 254 Indeed, the two volumes of illustrations accompanying
books V and VI are replete with details of nearly all parts of the construction of buildings,
explicitly labeled as such on the pages themselves. In the “chapter on joinery,” he provides “the
details of [several] different arrangements” (figures 3.24-3.25) so that regarding doors and
windows “it will be easy to comprehend all the details of their execution, their relationships &
their connection.” 255 With the “chapter on locksmithing,” Patte provides all the “details of
fittings” (figure 3.26). 256 And Patte also described and provided pages of labeled construction
details for carpentry (figures 3.27-3.28), foundations (figure 3.29), various building systems
(figure 3.30), “construction details for brick floors” (figure 3.31), “details of the structural
assembly of a roof” (figure 3.32), and much more. 257 After all, according to Patte these things
should properly be within the domain of the architect who, before undertaking an act of
building must “have made an exact account of all details of its execution” and “must give
successively to the builder all the particular details… which he will require.” 258
Blondel and Patte, Cours, T5, op. cit., p. 44. “Nous nous bornerons à ce peu d'exemples; l'abondance des matieres
que nous avons à traiter fixant pour ainsi dire le nombre de Planches sur chaque objet: passons à présent a quelques
autres parties de detail concernant les portes, les croisées, les attiques, les panneaux, les frises, les cheminées & leurs
chambranles; les parquets, les plafonds, les ornements de serrurerie que l'on admet dans les decorations sur les
ferrures; ensuite nous donnerons des dessins de Lambris relatifs a l'ordonnance des differentes pieces qui composent
un Appartement, lesquels exigent un genre de Decoration plus ou moins riche & en rapport avec leur destination.”
255 Ibid., pp. 54-58. “On verra dans le Chapitre de la menuiserie, TOME VI, les details de ces differents arrangements.”
and “En joignant a ce que nous venons de dire concernant les Portes & les croisées, l'etude de tous les profils que nous
avons donné ci-devant, il sera aisé de comprendre tous les details de leur execution, de leurs rapports & de leur
liaison.”
256 Ibid. p. 64. “Dans le chapitre de la Serrurerie, nous serons voir particulierement les details de ses ferrures sans
ornements, & telles qu'on les employe communement.“
257 Blondel and Patte, Cours, op. cit., T6, pp. 120, 279. “La Planche LXXXXIV, offre, fig. I, II, & III, les details de la
construction des planchers en briques, telle qu'elle s'opere dans le Roussillon.” and “Les Planches CXVI & CXVII, sont les
details de l'assemblage de charpente d'un comble a deux egouts.”
258 Blondel and Patte, Cours, T5, op. cit., pp. 465, 471. “Il faut, avant d'entreprendre le devis d'un batiment, que son
projet soit arrete immuablement, de maniere a n'avoir plus rien a y changer, & que l'Architecte se soit rendu d'avance
un compte exact de tous les details de son execution, tant par des plans circonstances de tous les differents etages
depuis les caves jusqu'aux greniers, que par des elevations & profils dans tous les sens, ou soient cottes avec soin, les
longueurs, hauteurs & epaisseurs des differents murs, depuis les plus basses fondations jusqu'au faite.” and “Seront
254
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Maintaining Blondel’s high frequency of use of the term détail relative to contemporary authors,
Patte’s consistent and frequent application of the word to matters of construction is, in itself, an
innovation. 259 In these widely ready texts, the final two volumes of the Cours, there is no doubt
that the “construction detail,” as a drawing which represents material configurations in building
and a material configuration itself as a part of architecture, was advanced as both an item of
disciplinary terminology and instrument of the architect. While the potential theoretical
implications of construction details in architecture are, in Patte’s writing, scantly touched, he
does however make several interesting comments on technical innovation and building
processes in relation to detail.

Figure 3.24. “Details of Joinery” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.

faites au surplus les distributions de tous les etages de ces differents corps de batiment, suivant les mesures,
grandeurs & hauteurs, cottees sur les plans, elevations & coupes, presentes par M. Architecte, qui composé lesdits
dessins, qui aura la direction desdits ouvrages, & qui donnera successivement a l'Entrepreneur tous les détails & profils
particuliers des moulures, corniches, & des autres parties d'Architecture dont il aura besoin.”
259 See table 2.01 at the end of chapter 02_The Academic.
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Figure 3.25. “Details of Joinery” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.26. “Details of iron hardware” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.

Figure 3.27. Details of carpentry from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.28. Details of carpentry from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.29. “Details of construction” for foundations from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.30. “Details of different constructions” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.31. Details of “construction of vaulted floor plates” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.32. “Details of the structural assembly of a roof” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.

In discussing the construction of foundations, Patte referred the reader to a series of illustrated
plates “which offer the details of various processes used to build foundations in accordance with
different sorts of terrain.” 260 While this use of the word detail could be read in a way that relates
to more general French meanings of detail as a nuanced written or verbal account, what is
particularly interesting in this case is the term’s correlation with building processes. Rather than
depicting only a fully constructed foundation, Patte includes on these drawing plates several
images of the site’s preparation and preliminary stages of construction (figure 3.33). Antoine
Picon has identified just such a trend in 18th century Engineers’ representation of construction
Blondel and Patte, Cours, T5, op. cit., p. 251. “Nous terminerons ce Chapitre par une Explication particuliere des
planches, qui offrent les détails des divers procédés dont on se sert, pour fonder suivant les différents terreins.”
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processes, a shift toward what he has dubbed the practice of “conception-realization.” 261 In the
case of a bridge designed by mid-18th century French engineers, for example, the structure
would have been drawn “at different stages of its construction.” 262 This evidenced a “new
tendency in operation” by which the “completed project was gradually replaced by the process
leading from its conception to its effective realization.” 263 In subsequent commentaries
unpacking the implications of this trend upon the production of infrastructure, Picon used an
image from Patte’s Memoires, an illustration depicting a method for cutting the tops of stone
piles underwater (figure 3.34). While Picon states that at this time and in opposition to
engineers, architects “almost certainly lacked any awareness of a dynamic and continuous
process of conception-realization,” this was clearly not the case for Patte. Indeed, for him details
of construction were not only intended to depict a completed object but also, when necessary
and as much as possible, revealing processes of assembly as well. Such was not only the case
with foundations, but also with practices such as roofing, wherein his illustrated “details of the
structural assembly of a roof with two gutters” Patte depicted construction in process, so as to
reveal relationships between layers of materials and proper processes of assembly (figure
3.35). 264 Once more, in one’s mental parsing of a work of architecture into its various parts,
those parts one chooses to cut away from the whole will be those one considers significant and
important. In Patte’s illustration of construction details intended to reveal building processes
and practices as well, it is evident that in one’s perception or conception of a detail in
architecture, one might not only consider the completed construction, but also a range of
influences upon its form, from the means of its production to its interaction with the world
around it. For example, in the case of Patte’s depiction of the detail at the intersection of a roof
and gutter, not only implicated in this drawing were its means of assembly, but also its
performance in conducting rain from rooftop to drain. 265

Picon, op. cit., p. 155.
Ibid.
263 Ibid.
264 Blondel and Patte, Cours, op. cit., p. 279.
265 I will return to this theme often in subsequent chapters as well as the conclusion to this dissertation.
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Figure 3.33. “Details of various processes used to build foundations” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte,
1777.
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Figure 3.34. “Operation of the machine for cutting piles under water” in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.
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Figure 3.35. Detail of a roof and gutter, from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 3.36. Tables from Potain’s Détails des ouvrages de menuiserie pour les batimens, 1749.

During his own time, Patte’s extensive use of detail and expanded understandings of its
implications for construction drawings were rare. The term was, however, beginning to appear
more frequently in texts of the 1780s, but still short of the rates found in the writings of Blondel
and Patte, between 10-15 instances of the term per hundred pages of text. There was also one
other understanding of détail relative to construction that was increasingly employed at this
time— détail as a list which provides the “enumeration of materials and methods of building,”
as defined by d’Aviler in 1691, employed in Architecture moderne ou L'art de bien bâtir of 1728,
and recounted in the first chapter of this dissertation. 266 There had been, in fact, a series of texts
266d’Aviler,

op. cit., p. 534.
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published over the course of the previous century dealing with this subject, first with Bullet’s
L'architecture Pratique (1691), followed by Potain’s Détails des ouvrages de menuiserie pour les
batimens (1749), and finally with Le Camus de Mezieres’ Le guide de ceux qui veulent bâtir
(1786). However, in the more than 1000 pages of text in Potain’s and Le Camus de Mezieres’
books there is not a single illustration, and instead their writings are dedicated to methods and
means of assembling a détail as a list of materials with measures (figure 3.36), sometimes with
costs and annotated with notes on qualities or procedures. Effectively, this document amounted
to some combination of the modern-day materials schedule, specifications, and cost estimate.
During the decade of the French Revolution (1789-99), as one would expect, rates of publication
for architectural texts were relatively slow. However, one series of texts which began its
publication during this period, Quatremere de Quincy’s Encyclopédie méthodique (1788-1825),
offers a definition of détail which addresses all of the lines of development discussed thus far,
from Blondel and Patte to those of Potain and Le Camus de Mezieres.
Producing the architectural volumes of the Encyclopédie méthodique, was a colossal
undertaking. The text was envisioned as an exhaustive dictionary of architecture, initially in two
volumes, but later expanded to three. Quatremére enlisted the help of Jean Rondelet, Soufflot’s
assistant and mast-builder who oversaw the completion of St. Genevieve, in writing the entries
on technical subjects. The first volume was published in 1788, followed by the first half of the
second in 1801, the remainder of the second volume in 1820, and the third in 1825. 267 It was in
the volume of 1801 that the term détail was defined, with nearly two pages of text dedicated to
its entry, and it was written by Jean-Baptiste Rondelet. 268
Regarding détail, Rondelet wrote:
“This word is used in architecture, in opposition to the word whole (ensemble), in order
to express all the parts, either of the arrangement and distribution of mouldings
(modinature) or of ornament, which, without constituting the essential merit of a work,
adds much to its perfection by their good choice and judicious use.
267
268

Middleton, Jean Rondelet, op. cit., p. 200.
Ibid., p. 340.
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The edifice would not shine through the execution of details alone, having but a
passing splendor. It is by the conception of the whole (ensemble), by the order and
composition of the masses, that the architect must seek the true means which produce
the great effect of a monument. But let him not disdain the details either. The natural
analysis made by the spectator of a building leads him to observe the details after
having examined the whole (ensemble). Ignorant spectators are often even more
arrested by the details than they are struck by the mass.
It is therefore important to look after the smallest details of architecture. Many
buildings, if they could be purged of the vicious details they contain, would become new
buildings, and benefit more than one thinks from this loss. This is especially the case in
many French edifices, where the mania of division and small things corrupts the effect
of the masses, and alters the sensations which would be produced by their whole
(ensemble).” 269
This, there can be little doubt, is to define détail as synonymous with architectural ornament,
precisely in the mode of Jacques Francois Blondel. To go even further, Rondelet seems to be
referring to the very meaning of the term “ornament” itself as defined by authors such as
Vitruvius and Leon Battista Alberti, the latter having explained that ornament is “a form of
auxiliary light and complement to beauty,” while beauty itself stems from the “harmony of all
the parts within a body” via its general massing. 270 This is hardly what one would expect from an
architect and “technician” such as Jean Rondelet. But he adds one more comment to the end of
the entry, explaining to the reader that, in fact, “détail is also a word of construction.” 271

Quatremere de Quincy and Jean Rondelet, Encyclopédie méthodique, T2, part 1, Paris: Henri Agasse, p. 209. “On se
sert ce mot en architecture, par opposition au mot ensemble, pour exprimer toutes les parties, soit de la modinature,
soit de l'ornement, qui, sans constituer le mérite essentiel d'un ouvrage, ajoutent beaucoup a sa perfection par leur
bon choix & leur judicieux emploi.
L'édifice qui ne brilleroit que par l'execution des details, n'auroit qu'un éclat passager. C'est par la
conception de l'ensemble, par l'ordonnance & la composition des masses, que l'architecte doit chercher les véritables
moyens qui produisent le grand effet d'un monument. Mais qu'il ne dédaigne pas non plus les détails. L'analyse
naturelle que fait le spectateur d'un edifice le conduit a observer les détails apres avoir examiné l'ensemble. Les
spectateurs ignorans sont meme souvent plus arretés par les détails qu'ils ne sont frappés de la masse.
Il importe donc de soigner les plus légers détails de l'architecture. Beaucoup d'edifices, si l'on pouvoit les
purger des détails vicieux qu'ils renferment, deviendroient des edifices nouveaux, & gagneroient plus qu'on ne pense a
cette perte. C'est ce qu'on remarque sur-tout a beaucoup d'édifices francais, ou la manie de la division & des petites
choses corrompt l'effet des masses, & altère les sensations que produiroit leur ensemble.”
270 Alberti, Leon B, and Joseph Rykwert, On the Art of Building: In Ten Books, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1997, p.
156.
271 Quatremere de Quincy and Jean Rondelet, op. cit., p. 209. “Détail est encore un mot de construction”
269
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Indeed, the Encyclopédie méthodique offers two separate and distinct meanings of détail, with
the second giving its meaning specifically in reference to construction. “In the art of building,”
Rondelet explained, “one distinguishes between two kinds of details:”
“One relates to the form of the parts of a building, they are large drawings and
developments which serve to guide workers in the execution of the works with which
they are charged; These details indicate by markings the dimensions of all parts, and by
notes the nature of the materials, and the manner in which they are to be fashioned and
employed. It is very important that the architect or inspector responsible for supplying
the workers with these different details should have a particular knowledge of all the
kinds of materials which are customary for the construction of buildings, in order to
properly use them; He must know their nature, their properties, and their manner of
implementation.” 272
The other “kind of detail” in construction, he continued, “serves to evaluate the works made or
to be made” and consists of a written document which describes the “quality and quantity of
materials and the different operations necessary to implement them.” 273
Rondelet’s multiple entry definition of détail in architecture ties together all of the meanings
that had been evolving over the past century—it at once captures aspects of verbal description,
notational description, drawings of architectural parts, and while explicit in the ornamental
definition and only implicit in the constructive one, it also recognizes the physical parts of
architecture themselves as details. Indeed, concurrent with the stress placed on detail in the
writings of Blondel and Patte, detail drawings were also of rising importance in practice. While,
as we have seen in Chapter 02 of this dissertation, drawings of architectural parts had long been
an essential tool of the architect, depicting things such as full-scale moulding profiles (figures
Ibid., p. 209-10. “On distingue dans l'art de bâtir deux espèces de détails: les uns ont rapport a la forme des parties
d'un edifice, ce sont des dessins en grand & des développemens qui servent a guider les ouvriers dans l'execution des
ouvrages dont ils sont chargés; ces détails indiquent par des cottes les dimensions de toutes les parties, & par des
notes la nature des matériaux, & la maniere dont ils doivent etre façonnes & employés. Il est très important que
l'architecte ou l'inspecteur chargé de fournir aux ouvrages ces différens détails, ait une connoissance particulière de
toutes les espèces de materiaux, dont on a coutume de se servir pour la construction des édifices, afin de les employer
a propos; il faut qu'il en connoisse la nature, les proprietes & la maniere de les mettre en oeuvre. L'autre espece de
details sert a evaluer les ouvrages faitts ou a faire; ils se composent de la qualite & quantité des materiaux & des
differentes opérations nécessaires pour les mettre en oeuvre.”
273 Ibid.
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3.37-3.38) or ornamental elements (figure 3.39), it is in the late 1770s that one first begins
finding practitioners’ working drawings explicitly labeled as détails—from Rondelet’s widely
published and well known drawings of the iron reinforced portico of St. Genevieve (figure 3.20)
to the drawings of J.J. Lequeu (figures 3.40-3.41), graduate of the Académie and employee of
Soufflot. 274 Clearly aware of such developments, these things were accounted for in Rondelet’s
definition of détail. Overlapping with Rondelet’s work on the Encyclopédie méthodique was also
the production of what would be the greatest achievement of his career as a writer and
scholar—his five volume Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, published between
1802 and 1817. 275

Once more, I make these statements based on the review of more than 5000 drawings via the BnF’s digital
archives.
275 Middleton, Jean Rondelet, op. cit., pp. 199-232.
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Figure 3.37. Profils de moulures, Robert de Cotte, 1710.
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Figure 3.38. Profil de la Corniche, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.
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Figure 3.39. Face de l'autel de la chapelle Saint-Jean-Baptiste dans la cathédrale d'Amiens, G.M. Oppenort, 1711.
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Figure 3.40. Détail de l'un des grands arcs surbaissés qui portent Madeline, J.J. Lequeu, 1779.
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Figure 3.41. Plusieurs détails pour la basse cour, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.

Figure 3.42. Plusieurs détails de croisée, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.
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The publication history of Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir is both complex and
complicated, as it went through many revisions and editions. 276 As initially published, the whole
consisted of eight books—the first on stone as a material and its qualities; the second on brick,
pisé, mortars, and other materials which can substitute for stone; the third deals with building
foundations, walls, and vaults; the fourth with geometry and stone cutting; the fifth with
mathematics and calculation, which he refers to as “theory”; the sixth on construction in wood;
the seventh on joinery, finish work, iron and other metals; and the final on material quantities
and estimates. In the avant-propos of the first book, Rondelet, as Patte had in his Mémoires,
stressed the importance of the “two principle parts” of architecture and their interrelation:
“theory and practice.” 277 Practice, “the most ancient” part of building, was understood by
Rondelet as “the art of extracting materials, transporting them, shaping them, and
implementing them in the execution of any work.” 278 Theory, Rondelet explains,
“is a science that directs all operations of practice. This science is the result of
experiment and reasoning, founded on the principles of mathematics and physics
applied to the different operations of the art. It is by means of theory that a skillful
builder is able to determine the forms and correct dimensions that must be given to
each part of the building, owing to its situation and the loads it may have to support,
such that the result will be perfection, soundness, and economy. It is through theory
that one can account for all the processes one employs in the execution of a work; it
also serves to guide in difficult or extraordinary cases: but as one can only reason on the
things one knows at depth, it follows that a theoretician must join the knowledge of
principles with the experience of the operations of practice and of the materials it
implements.” 279
While Rondelet’s understanding of the relationship between practice and theory has
implications regarding the building as a whole—particularly in the case of structural design and
engineering—it has, as we have seen in his contributions to St. Genevieve, especially potent
relevance to questions of architectural detail. It is in details of construction that knowledge of

Ibid., pp. 212-32.
Rondelet, Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, T1, Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1802, p. vi.
278 Ibid. “La pratique, qui est la plus ancienne, est l'art d'extraire les materiaux, de les transporter, de les façonner et
des les mettre en oeuvre pour l'execution d'un ouvrage quelconque.”
279 Ibid.
276
277
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materials, their properties, their proper shapes and configurations, as well as their mediation of
forces and effects upon building are brought into the practice of design most concretely. This
was certainly the case in Rondelet’s own thoughts on building.
As we have seen with Blondel and Patte, an architect’s way of thinking about detail is a
condensation of their thinking on architecture more broadly: about a building’s place in the
world and culture, about the architect’s role in designing and realizing the work, and about their
own values, interests, or priorities relative to architecture. Intersecting at any given architectural
detail are a host of factors which may condition its design, they are drawn upon and mediated
between, and one’s understanding of these is dependent upon various sorts of disciplinary
knowledge stemming from both practice and theory. But at the same time, the very problem of
architectural detail, and therefore detailing as the practice of its design, is also conditioned by
one’s own way of understanding the world, practices of building, and one’s own role in a given
project. As can be told from Rondelet’s many pursuits, from his work at St. Genevieve to the
Traité, his own body of disciplinary knowledge and ways of thinking about architecture were
overwhelmingly technical, and emphasized rationality, experiment, and calculation in mastering
practices of building. Much like Patte, as an architect Rondelet was more technician than artist
in thinking, and this is certainly reflected in the ways he employed détail in Traité théoretique et
practique de l’art de batir.
The term détail appears across the five volumes of Rondelt’s Traité at a frequency approaching
that of Blondel and Patte in their writings. 280 Most often it refers to détail as a list describing the
quality and quantity of materials in a work, as the entirety of the fifth volume is dedicated to the
topic, but drawings and parts of a work as details of construction follow closely behind in
number. Throughout the series, Rondelet refers the reader dozens of times to plates of
illustrations which depict “details regarding construction” of whatever is currently under
discussion. 281 From depictions of the construction of walls in rammed earth (pisé) (figure 3.43),
to carpentry (figure 3.44), joinery (figure 3.45), and structures in iron (figure 3.46), details are

At their peak in the Cours and Memoire, Blondel and Patte employ the term between 14-15 times per 100 pages.
In the Traité Rondelet uses the term 13.5 times per 100 pages. See Table 2.1 at the end of Chapter 02.
281 Rondelet, Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, T1, pp. 230-237.
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central to the treatise as a whole. 282 There is, however, little in the first edition of the Traité that
necessitates quotation as, while incredibly thorough, the treatise offers only minor attempts to
reflect upon and theorize the material, which is in most all cases compiled and dryly presented.
Despite this, the Traité as a whole was an incredibly important work, for in its own time it was
the most thorough excursus published on construction, and this importance was amplified by its
changing social and cultural context.

Figure 3.43. Details of construction in pisé in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 1830.

Due to issues of image quality in the available texts, included here are figures from the 6th edition of 1830 rather
than the 1st edition of 1802-17. The illustrations I have chosen to use here are, however, largely the same across the
two editions.
282
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Figure 3.44. Details of carpentry in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 1st ed., 1810.

Figure 3.45. Details of joinery in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 1st ed., 1810.
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Figure 3.46. Details of ironwork in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 6th ed of 1830, however
the drawing was identical to that of the 1810 1st ed.
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It was precisely at the start of the 19th century that methods of construction in iron were being
more broadly adopted, both in France and England. Iron had been employed first to reinforce
masonry in France, then as an independent structural material in England, where it was utilized
for its perceived resistance to fire. 283 One of the first significant projects in France to utilize iron
as an independent structural material was the architect Bélanger’s and engineer Brunet’s 1809
iron roof (figure 3.47) for Le Camus de Meziers’s Halle au Blé, of which the original wooden roof
had burnt down in 1802. But it was not only the rise of iron construction that placed a greater
importance on the employment of construction details by architects and engineers. In 1791,
during the French revolution, traditional craft guilds had been abolished, and many workers who
would have been trained in the building trades found their way into new occupations which
emerged during the industrialization of other industries, catalyzing the depreciation of crafts so
lamented by architects throughout the 19th century. 284 This, along with the emergence of new
building techniques, would place a greater emphasis on architect’s mastery of construction, and
thus on their design of construction details. Also important was the adoption of the metric
system of measurement, begun in France in 1791 and “completed” by 1799, though its uptake
by architects and engineers somewhat lagged. 285 These things compounded enlightenment
tendencies toward rationalization and systematization, by broadening the domain of the
architect, usurping the roles of building tradesmen, and providing standardized measurement as
a means of greater specificity and precision in the design and construction of architectural parts.

For a clear and concise summary see Bill Addis, “The Iron Revolution: How Iron Replaced Traditional Structural
Materials Between 1770 and 1870,” in Before Steel, ed. M. Rinke and J. Schwartz, Zurich:Niggli, 2010, pp. 33-46.
284 Liani Vardi, “The Abolition of the Guilds during the French Revolution,” in French Historical Studies, Vol. 15, No. 4,
1988, pp. 704-717.
285 Witold Kula, Measures and Men, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986, p. 115.
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Figure 3.47. Details of ironwork from Bélanger’s and Brunet’s 1809 roof of the Halle au Blé as published in Rondelet’s
Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 6th ed of 1830.
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Figure 3.48. Increasingly complex details of carpentry from Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir,
1830

Figure 3.49. Details of for a trussed iron roof in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 1830.
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With this host of changes well in effect, the revised and expanded 6th edition of the Traité,
published just after Rondelet’s death in 1829, can be considered the definitive edition of the
text. The number and precision of illustrated plates of construction details had likewise grown
(figures 3.48-3.49). For the fifth edition of 1829 and carried forward into the sixth of 1830,
Rondelet had composed a new introduction, published with a Latin translation en face, and it is
here that one finds what is perhaps the most concise and cogent summary of Rondelet’s beliefs
regarding the practice of building.
Rondelet theorized the practice of building as a product of structural and constructive evolution
through the primary western building traditions, wherein each tradition contributed a few
innovative solutions to the problem of building, but at the same time posed certain
complications. While praising the Egyptians for their development of load bearing masonry
structures of “immutable solidity,” he also suggests that their “system” of architecture was
more instinctual than based on intelligence, and it is “almost impossible to recognize any
progress” beyond what they “first performed with the material they never ceased to employ”
nor can one find any impulse to “modify the combinations which the architectonic qualities of
this material had made them adopt.” 286 In their building, the Greeks achieved “a high degree of
perfection” in aesthetic refinement of construction in stone, but they were “misleading
regarding some elementary facts of the art of building.” 287 Having first built structures in
Rondelet, Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 6th edition, Paris: A. Rondelet fils, 1830, p. iv. “Chez les
Egyptiens, qui les premieres semblent avoir entrevu l'avenir dans les ages plus recules, l'Art de Batir n'eut en vue, des
son origine, qu'une immuable solidité. Ce but, une fois atteint par des procédes qui ressortent bien plus des facultés
instinctives, que d'une intelligence éclairée, détermina pour toujours le systeme de l'architecture égyptienne. En effet,
parmi les monumens de l'Egypte qui sont parvenus jusqu'a nous , et qui, d'apres d'anciennes traditions, ou d'apres
certaines characteres distinctifs, semblent appartenir a des époques tres-eloignées entre elles, il est presque
impossible de reconnaitre aucun progres dans cet art. D'ailleurs, les Egyptiens, ayant exécuté d'abord avec la matiere
qu'ils n'ont cessé de mettre en oeuvre, ne devaient trouver dans la suite aucune raison de modifier les combinaisons
que leur avaient fait adopter les qualités architectoniques de cette matiere.”
287 Ibid., pp. vi-viii. “Dans la Grèce, l'architecture, qui sous un certain rapport parvint a un si haut degré de
perfection, fut, dans la direction prise apres ses premiers essais, induite en erreur sur quelques données
élémentaires de l'art de batir. Avant d'employer la pierre et le marbre a la construction de leurs édifices, les Grecs
avaient comme consacré par un systeme d'édifices en charpente les élémens de leur architecture; et, lorsqu'ils eurent
recours a des substances plus durables, on les vit se borner a l'imitation pure et simple de formes et de
combinassions bien adaptées aus premiers édifices en bois, et que son emploi semblait seul pouvoir admettre. La
scrupuleuse fidélité qu'ils apporterent dans cette imitation, tout en révélant la cause des égaremens de l'art, vient
aussi déposer en faveur du discernement, qu'ils melerent a leur erreur capitale. Trop judicieux pour s'aveugler
entierement sur la fausse route qu'ils prenaient, on les vit s'appliquer a faire disparaitre, a la force d'art, les
contradictions choquantes que présentait, a chaque instant, cette étrange métamorphose. On dirait que, deja instruits
par la sculpture a faire oublier dans la reproduction des formes des etres animés, l'inertie, la pesanteur et la fragilité
286
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timber, they translated these constructions into stone, advancing an “imitation of forms and
combinations well adapted to their first buildings in wood” but which posed a series of
“shocking contradictions” when they sought to “transmit figuratively to stone the appearance of
qualities necessary for combinations in carpentry.” 288 Compounding this offense, in their
architraves “they carefully masked the number of stones employed in place of the beam,”
expressing the “desire to dissimulate this joining further” by drawing “transverse lines in relief,
which imitate the continuous length of beams.” 289 On Rondelet’s account, this was the great
error of the Greeks, that they masked and falsified the expression of their materials and
methods of construction.
And so, in Egypt and Greece “the art of building remained constantly in infancy,” as they had no
means of addressing the “homogeneity of materials employed in construction” other than
merely “the intimate union and superimposition of parts,” large sections of stone joined
through weight and friction. The Romans, however, were able to escape the brittleness of stone
in spanning across space by taking advantage of what “nature has placed in the density of this
material”—and they thus developed the vault and arch. 290 In stone construction this was a
development “towards its perfection… where the means of union between materials plays the
greatest role.” 291

de la matiere, ils se sont efforcés de transmettre figurément a la pierre l'apparence des qualités nécessaires pour
des combinaisons de charpente.”
288 Ibid.
289 Ibid. “Guidés par cet esprit d'observation qui les distingue dans tous leurs ouvrages, on les voit masquer avec soin le
nombre de pierres qu'ils emploient pour remplacer la poutre formant l'architrave, le besoin d'offrir par l'enchainement
apparent l'aspect d'une stabilité rassurante, les conduit a unir entre elles d'une maniere imperceptible les extremites
des parties ajoutées: mais le desir de dissimluer davantage cette joinction leur fait tracer des lignes tranversales en
relief, qui imitent la longueur continue des solives. L'oeil fut d'autant plus facilement abusé par cet artifice, qu'ailleurs
ils accusent, sans restriction, les nombre et la grandeur des morceaux, qui entrent dans la formation des murailles.”
290 Ibid., pp. x-xii. “Trop éloignés peut-etre des ressources qu'avaient offertes a l'architecture les materiaux dont les
Egyptiens et les Grecs étaient entourés, ou plutot mieux éclairés sur les diverses qualités propres a ces matieres, les
Romains durent sans doute a ce dénument ou a l'expérience l'idee de cette savante industrie qui characterise d'abord
leurs travaux. Leur premiere ouvrage, ou du moins le seul des ces anciens temps qui soit parvenu jusqu'a nous, d'une
maniere authentique, présente a la fois le témoignage d'un jugement éclairé et d'une pratique ingénieuse. On y voit la
pierre, quittant sa pose verticale, se diviser en coins ou voussoirs, qui se partagent également entre eux le poinds d'une
voute, échappent aux conditions de la frangibilité, et ne connaissent de terme a leur résistance, que celui la nature a
mis a la densité de cette matiere. Ainsi, des leur début, ils savent suppléer par une ingénieuse combinaison, au secours
périlleux et trop restreint, que adhérence horizontale de la pierre avait offert ailleurs pour remplacer les poutres dans
la construction des edifices.”
291 Ibid. “Pendant qu'ils abordaient ainsi une difficulté par laquelle les Egyptiens et les Grecs semblent avoir ete
arretés, une construction d'un autre genre, et plus conforme a l'urgence des besoins d'un [peuple dont les
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For the Gothic, Rondelet offered praise. It was masterful construction in stone, whereby “means
of forms and combinations, the material alone, by the double effort of its weight and resistance,
composes the most stable assemblies” though “a system in which everything is in action.” 292 In
fact, he mused, “the constant rule of Gothic architecture” seems to have been to “know how to
recognize and assign for each material the method of use in which the art of building can obtain
the most durable services.” 293 Rondelet even lamented the abandonment of the Gothic, as it
was “a system of construction so well suited to the resources and nature of [the French climate],
[that it] still might be suitable under so many circumstances.” 294
Rondelet continues, explaining that during the “period of regeneration of the arts in the center
of Italy” the beauty of classical architecture was rediscovered and “knowledge of ancient
monuments began imperceptibly to spread.” However, little attention was paid to “the science
of constructions,” but rather “skillful masters endeavored to measure the systems of Greek
mouldings” and to “deduce from them the rules” of classical proportions. They “insensibly
turned back to the details” 295 of ancient works—they looked to the “edifices of Rome” and
“contented themselves with reproducing their forms and dimensions with more or less

développemens furent si rapides, marchait aussi vers sa perfection; c'est celle ou le moyen d'union entre les materiaux
joue le plus grand role.”
292 Ibid., p. xx. “S'il était besoin de justifier cet éloge de l'architecture gothique, il suffirait de r appeler comment, au
moyen de formes et de combinaisons, la matière seule, par le double effort de sa pesanteur et de sa résistance, vient
composer les ensembles les plus stables, indépendamment de la force d'union du ciment, qui ne prête qu'un faible
secours aux constructions en pierre de taille; comment ensuite, par de sages dispositions, elle sait procurer une longue
durée à des matières périssables; comment enfin, au milieu d'un système où tout est en action, rien pendant ce- ne
paraît fatiguer à l'oeil, ni dans l'ensemble ni dans aucune de ses parties.”
293Ibid. “En un mot, savoir reconnaître et assigner pour chaque matèire le mode d'emploi dans lequel l'art de bâtir
peut en obtenir les services les plus durables, telle semble avoir été la règle constante de l'architecture gothique: et
l'on ne peut s'empêcher de regretter de voir un système de construction si bien approprié aux ressources et à la nature
de notre climat, qui pourrait convenir encore en tant de circonstances, entièrement abandonné de nos jours.”
294 Ibid. p. xxii. “A la suite des cinq ordres d'architecture, la connaissance des monumens antiques commença
insensiblement à se répandre; et le gout de la grande architecture se développa de plus en plus avec elle. Cependant,
comme au milieu des chefs-d'oeuvre de plus d'un genre, ces habiles maîtres s'étaient spécialement appliques à
mesurer la modinature des ordres grecs, pour en déduire les règles qu'ils nous ont transmises, ils nous avaient laissés
sans guides pour tout ce qui relève de la science des constructions.”
295 Ibid. p. xvi. “Mais comme cette superbe cité avait rassemble les plus beaux modèles dans tous les arts,
l'enthousiasme qu'avaient d'abord excité ces vastes fabriques, désormais hors de toutes mesures avec les besoins de
ses nouveaux habitans, se reporta insensiblement sur les détails de tous genres qui avaient concouru à leur
embellissement”
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accuracy.” 296 And yet this period would also give rise to the “theory of vaults” which was the
“first object of scientific research” in building, and which would yield the dome of St. Peters. This
accomplishment, of course, would serve to preface the successes of the dome at St. Genevieve,
and Rondelet explained the significance of this latter project while also offering a thinly veiled
criticism of Patte, without naming him explicitly:
“A building of the same type then came to solicit the study of these high theories. Here
the possibility of the dome, with the proposed means, was not only contested, it was
even claimed that the piers were not sufficiently large to bear the weight of the dome.
Though devoid of solid foundations, these assertions, dictated to their author by a zeal
which distinguished him in the practice of his profession, contributed powerfully to the
progress of the art of building. They destroyed victoriously the foundations on which his
reasoning was supported, and by entirely new experiments, of which the result could
leave no uncertainty, it was demonstrated that the resistance of the piers, far from
being inferior to the load they had to carry, were on the contrary more than sufficiently
strong.” 297
Rondelet explained that in the debates that surrounded this building, “these learned discussions
had brought to light the true principles of construction” and through them they were able to
“reconcile the facts of art with those of theory”—that the essential aim of the art of building
“was, above all, to construct solid buildings by employing the just quantity of materials, chosen
and applied with art and economy.”
Closing out this brief history of construction, Rondelet offered a few pointed conclusions, drawn
and reworked from previous editions of the Traité:
Ibid., p. xxiv. “Ceux d'entre eux qui publièrent les édifices e Rome', se contentèrent d'en reproduire les formes et les
dimensions, avec plus ou moins d'exactitude, sans en déduire les grandes leçons qui eussent pour toujours complété la
doctrine de l'architecture, et prévenu les nombreux écarts où cet art tomba dans la suite. Eloignés, sans doute, des
études abstraites sur lesquelles repose cette science, par le charme entrainant des arts du dessin; on pourrait dire
d'eux, selon l'expression de Vitruve, qu'ils ne parurent pas dans la lice armés de toutes pièces.”
297 Ibid., p. xxiv-xxvi. “Un édifice du même genre vint ensuite solliciter chez nous l'étude de ces hautes théories. Ici la
possibilité du dôme, avec les moyens proposés, était non-seulement contestée, on allait jusqu'à prétendre que les
piliers n'avaient pas les dimensions suffisantes pour supporter le poids de la coupole. Quoique dépourvues de
fondemens solides, ces assertions, dictées à leur auteur par ce zèle qui le distingua dans l'exercice de sa profession,
contribuèrent puissamment aux progrès de l'art de bâtir. On détruisit victorieusement les bases sur lesquelles ses
raisonnemens étaient appuyés, et par des expériences entièrement neuves, et dont le résultat ne pouvait laisser
aucune incertitude, il fut démontré que la résistance des piliers, bien loin d être inférieure au fardeau qu'ils avaient à
soutenir, était au contraire de beaucoup supérieure à son effort.”
296
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“Indeed, it is the merit of construction, which constitutes to all eyes the first degree of
beauty of an edifice… the art of building consists in a happy application of the exact
sciences to the properties of material. Construction becomes an art, when the
knowledge of theory combined with that of practice presides equally over all its
applications.” 298
If construction is to constitute “the first degree of beauty of an edifice” and construction itself is
to become an art, so too does this imply the formation of an aesthetics of construction, and thus
of construction detail. 299 The notion of construction detail as well as that of detail as
architectural ornament were ubiquitous in French architectural discourse and practice by the
1820s. In such a context, Rondelet’s particular body of thought on construction, and thus also
architectural detail, would be an agent of change in the education of young architects at the
Académie, which had been reformed after the French Revolution as the École des Beaux Arts.
For it was there that Rondelet, with his Traité as the basis of his teaching, would instruct the
Cours de Construction from 1806 to 1824. And even once Rondelet retired and was succeeded
by his assistant, Adolphe-Marie-Francoise Jay, his influence was maintined as the Cours de
Construction continued to depend largely on the material of Rondelet’s Traité until Jay’s own
retirement in 1871.

Ibid., p. xxvi. “En effet, c'est le mérite de la construction, qui constitue à tous les yeux le premier degré de beauté
d'un édifice; et la perfection qu'il tient de l'art de bâtir, excite surtout notre admiration, par cela seul qu'elle devient le
garant d'une plus longue durée. L'art de bâtir consiste dans une heureuse application des sciences exactes aux
propriétés de la matière. La construction devient un art, lorsque les connaissances de la théorie unies à celles de la
pratique président également à toutes ses opérations.”
299 The term “aesthetics” here is intended to be understood in the sense of the “philosophy of beauty.”
298
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04 _ THE STUDENT

Detail in the education of architects and engineers
The discipline of architecture was increasingly professionalized through the 18th and into the
19th century in France, advanced by the state’s sponsorship of not only the Académie Royale
d’Architecture but other schools as well. The same was true for the discipline of engineering as
the state consolidated its control over matters of planning during the 18th century and founded
engineering schools such as the École des Ponts et Chaussées in 1747 and the École des Mines in
1783. Over the 1780s and 90s and through the course of the French Revolution, as the discipline
of architecture began to increase its focus on the more technical and pragmatic aspects of
practice and as the importance of engineering was on the rise, a number of new schools
emerged with varied approaches to training young professionals. In 1794, the mathematician
Gaspard Monge, with support from Rondelet, helped found the École centrale des travaux
publics, soon after renamed as the École Polytechnique, an institution where architects and
engineers were trained with an emphasis on practice via a “comprehensive scientifically based
system of education.” 300The École d’arts et métiers (1780), École Normale (1794), and scores
others in Paris and the provinces alike were added to a growing list of institutions training
architects and engineers. The longstanding Académie Royale d’Architecture emerged from the
revolution reformed as the École des Beaux Arts in 1803, where architecture was gathered
under one institution with painting, sculpture, engraving, and musical composition, and thus
confirmed as a “fine art.” Another important school, the École centrale des Arts et Manufactures
(aka, Centrale), founded in 1829, placed a particular emphasis was on science, technology, and
industry—here the building professions were to be emphasized as technical disciplines. By the
early 19th century those who wished to become architects and engineers in France were offered
a wide range of possible avenues towards professional training.
Each of these places of study had their own particular orientation toward practice and
understanding of the sorts of study most appropriate to the training of architects and engineers.

Pfammatter, Ulrich, The Making of the Modern Architect and Engineer: Origins and Development of a Scientific and
Industrially Oriented Occupation. Basel: Birkhäuser, 2000, p. 39.
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This resulted in drastically different curricular structures, highly varied course content, and even
radically divergent notions of the meaning of “theory” being advanced across institutions. While
the Académie continued to teach classical Ordonnance through the 19th century and into the
20th as the primary content of its theory course, the same subject at the Polytechnique was
centered on descriptive geometry, and at Centrale a high priority was placed on chemistry,
metallurgy, and calculation as important theoretical material. Broadly, this spoke to the very
different ways in which the task of building itself, and thus the trained professional’s role in its
practice, was understood at different institutions.
As suggested in the first two chapters of this dissertation, a designer’s way of understanding
“detail” in architecture is a condensation of one’s thinking about the practice of building more
broadly and about one’s own role in the production of buildings. There can be little doubt that
one’s thinking on such matters, and thus one’s understanding of detail in building practices, is
largely conditioned by the intellectual and practical milieu in which one is educated. Indeed,
along with the curricular and theoretical variations in teaching at the many different Parisian
schools of architecture and engineering, so too were different understandings of detail, in both
definition and role in building, advanced at different places and times. In fact, such was often
the case even within different courses at a same institution. How detail was understood and
framed in a given course was largely a product of its subject matter and the particular person
providing instruction. As we will see, one can identify at any given institution a general
orientation toward practices of building which prevailed, and thus which affected
understandings of detail generally at that institution. However, understandings of detail at a
given place were rarely, if ever, completely homogeneous, and despite the general orientation
that prevailed at that place, one will always find a varied collection of understandings, constantly
shifting and evolving in subtle ways. This chapter analyzes three courses given at different
schools during the first half of the 19th century in Paris, and situates each course within its
particular curricular context—the Cours de Construction at the École des Beaux Arts as formed
by Rondelet, Charles-François Mandar’s course, Détails de construction d’une maison at the
École des Ponts et Chaussées, and a course on construction taught at the École centrale des Arts
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et Manufactures by Louis-Charles Mary. 301 Across these cases, nuanced differences and
similarities in how the notion of détail was used in training architects and engineers reveals
how, in the first half of the 19th century in France, the term’s meaning was to grow increasingly
complex and multifaceted.
At the École des Beaux Arts
Shortly after the 1803 reformation of the Académie as the École des Beaux Arts, Rondelet was
appointed in 1806 as “professeur de stéréotomie” and soon after as “professeur de la
construction.” 302 A wealth of scholarship is available on the history of the École des Beaux Arts,
histories which give ample description of the structure of education at the school and the
succession of academics who taught there. 303 What is of particular consequence to this study is
Rondelet’s role at the school, that of his assistant Adolphe-Marie-Francoise Jaÿ who would
succeed Rondelet upon his retirement in 1824, the Cours de Construction they taught, and some
specific features of their teaching regarding architectural detail.
As Middleton has explained, Rondelet was an important figure at the École des Beaux Arts,
having achieved much prestige following his role in the construction of St. Genevieve, by this
time known as the Panthéon. Bertrand Lemoine, has suggested that Rondelet’s status was
elevated also by the general belief that the “famous polemic that had developed around the
dome of the Pantheon marked a decisive turning point in the evolution of constructive
knowledge.” 304 Rondelet’s status and characterization as an expert on the construction of
buildings would continue to grow with the publication of the Traité, between 1802-1817. And
so, during Rondelet’s tenure at the École, his experience in matters of construction would
contribute to a shifting focus of curriculum there, recast in an increasingly technical light.

Of particular importance in this last example was the influence upon the course by Mary’s mentor, Louis Bruyère,
and this will be discussed at length.
302 Midleton, Jean Rondelet, op. cit., 250.
303 The sources are many, see the bibliography (which is organized by chapter) of this dissertation.
304 Lemoine, 14-80 “La polémique celebre qui s'etait développée au subjet du dome du Pantheon a sans doute marqué
un tournant decisif dans l'evolution du savoir constructif.”
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Before Rondelet’s arrival, the curriculum was structured in three parts: students were taught 18
hours of theory (instructed by Julien-David Leroy), 22 of mathematics, and 18 of stereotomy,
per month. 305 After 1808 and under Rondelet’s oversight, the curriculum was reconfigured:
students were now taught 4 hours of theory, 16 of mathematics, 16 of stereotomy (as
descriptive geometry), and 16 of construction, per month. 306 This proved a decisive shift toward
a more technically oriented course of instruction, and while the teaching of “theory” remained
centered primarily on classical Ordonnance, the greater emphasis on mathematics and
descriptive geometry reflect Rondelet’s own conception of theory, which he understood, as we
have seen in his Traité, as consisting primarily of mathematics and calculation. 307 Moreover,
teaching the new Cours de Construction, the first of its kind to be taught as a public course,
would be Rondelet’s own personal task. 308
Rondelet’s Cours de Construction largely paralleled the structure of his Traité. It was divided into
six parts: the first on the properties and nature of materials (stressing masonry but also covering
carpentry, iron,etc.) and their assemblage; the second on stereotomy (descriptive geometry);
the third on foundations and mechanics; the fourth on structural calculation (focused on vaults);
the fifth on carpentry, joinery, and iron construction mainly as employed in roofing; and the last
on gauging costs and producing estimates. 309 In teaching, Rondelet drew upon his own
extensive collection of material samples (primarily stone) and structural models. 310 However,
perhaps his most important educational instrument was the Concours de Construction which he
began in 1812, a competition focused strictly on matters of construction and employed to
evaluate the progress of student learning.

Middleton, p. 252.
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308 Rondelet, Discours Pour L'ouverture Du Cours De Construction Et De Stéréotomi, S.l.: De l'impr. Fain, 18-.
309 Rondelet as referenced in Middleton, op. cit., “Note presentée a la section d’architecture par M. Rondelet,
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Student competitions, had been a long-standing tradition at the Académie and continued as
such at the École des Beaux Arts. 311 The most prestigious of these competitions was the famed
Grand Prix de Rome. First established in 1720, it was an annual competition for which students
were to design a project for a particular purpose which, albeit changed every year, was
customarily monumental and of a state or civic function. Students were to submit first an
esquisse (sketch) of their proposal, produced within a single day, then at a later date they would
submit plans, sections, and elevations of their proposal. Submissions were judged not only on
the merits of the design, but also on their relationship to and development of the initial sketch.
Winners of the Grand Prix were sent to study at the French Academy in Rome at the expense of
the state (typically for three years, but sometimes more), and for more than two centuries it
was the highest honor and focus of architectural study at the Académie and École. 312
A particularly strong emphasis on Concours was placed by J.F. Blondel who, sponsored by
Marigny, introduced a second competition in 1763. 313 This new competition, the Concours
d’emulation, was on a monthly basis, and its projects were at a generally smaller scale and
submission requirements were much less intensive that those of the Grand Prix. The importance
of Concours was emphasized also by Blondel’s adjunct and eventual successor Julien-David Leroy
(winner of the 1850 Grand Prix). As established by Blondel and Leroy, it would become a matter
of course that the parameters of each Concours d’emulation would be defined by the school’s
current Professor of Theory. 314 During Leroy’s tenure, another annual event centered on
architectural drawing was begun in 1780, one organized around envois de Rome (see figures 4.84.21), drawings made by pensionnaires at the French Academy in Rome of extant buildings (and
occasionally original designs) which had been sent back to Paris for display. 315
Rondelet introduced his Concours de Construction in 1811, first on the subject of masonry,
followed later by three other topical competitions dealing with carpentry, ironwork, and
There are many great sources on this, among the best in English is Egbert, The Beaux Arts Tradition in French
Architecture Illustrated by the Grands Prix de Rome, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980.
312
See The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, ed. Arthur Drexler, New York: MoMA and MIT Press, 1977
313 Chafee, “The Teaching of Architecture at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,” in The Architecture of the Ecole des BeauxArts, ed. Arthur Drexler, New York: MoMA and MIT Press, 1977, p. 65.
314 Ibid.
315 Ibid.
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“general construction.” In each, thhe design of a element was the central problem, such as “an
arched bridge,” “a spiral stair,” “a trussed roof supporting a coffered ceiling,” or some other
salient part of a building. Students were required to design the element and produce technical
drawings which illustrated the particulars of the element’s construction. In addition to these
“detailed drawings” students were required also to submit an “explanatory memorandum.” 316
Students at the École were divided into two classes—the “second class” was the level at which
students were admitted and only after meeting various performance requirements could they
be elevated to the “first class.” 317 One of the most challenging of the requirements for
advancement was a student’s participation in the Concours de Construction, for in order to
progress, one had to submit an entry deemed satisfactory in each of the four categories of the
Concours. 318 In student submissions for the Concours de Construction, détail was to play a
central role.
From the earliest Concours de Construction, on Masonry and Carpentry, tasks consisted of the
design of an isolated building element delineated in plan, section, and elevation, often parried
with isometric views of significant details, and labeled as such on the drawings (figures 4.1-4.2).
However, it should be stressed that these were not treated as mere working drawings.
Composition and artful representation were also always stressed—the entries for construction
competitions were not only meant to illustrate technical knowledge but were also intended to
be beautiful drawings, worthy of the longstanding traditions of the Académie and École. The
competitions in Ironwork (figure 4.3) and General Construction, established in 1820, followed a
similar pattern.
Early on, the strongest emphasis, as with Rondelet’s teaching more broadly, was placed on the
subject of masonry—the system of construction most closely associated with Neoclassicist
design. 319 As Bertrand Lemoine as so eloquently stated, Rondelet’s approach to masonry
construction was that of the “anatomist” as “the thickness of walls was probed, measured, and
materialized from the inside,” but without ever challenging the “primacy of the linear outline,”
Lemoine, op. cit.
Chafee, op. cit. His explanation of the system for evaluation is succinct and clear.
318 Chafee, op. cit., p. 83.
319 Lemoine, op. cit.
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the classical profile. 320 Indeed, for Rondelet, and evident in entries to his Concours of Masonry,
“construction constantly serves an architecture based on appearance and unfolds in the
intimate depths of buildings. 321

Figure 4.1. “Concours de Maconnerie,” by P.H. Guttenberger, c. 1823.
Ibid. p. 27. “Cette demarche d'anatomiste s'inscrit parfaitement dans les vides laisses par le dessin neo-classique:
l'epaisseur de murs est sondee, mesuree, materialisee de l'interieur, mais sans que le primat du contour lineaire en soit
affecté. La construction y sert constamment une architecture fondée sur l'apparence et se déploie dans les
profondeurs intimes des batiments.”
321 Ibid.
320
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Figure 4.2. “Concours de Charpente,” by A. Delarue, c. 1814.
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Figure 4.3. “Concours de Serrurerie,” by E.N.J Gilbert, c. 1824.

With his eyesight failing, Rondelet was succeeded in 1824 as Professeur de Construction by his
assistant, Adolphe-Marie-Francoise Jaÿ, who continued both teaching from the Traité and
utilizing the four thematic Concours de Construction as a means of evaluation until the 1860s.
Under Jaÿ, however, the orientation of the Concours began, in subtle ways, to shift. Themes of
competitions tended to closely follow the evolution of construction techniques, and reflect
changing trends in practice and culture—iron construction was increasingly stressed from the
1820s on; from 1830’s, and during the period of the second colonial empire, lighthouses were
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frequent subjects of design; as international exhibitions rose in importance, exhibition halls
were posed as the subject matter of competitions; and from midcentury on, glass
conservatories were common design prompts as well. 322 Moreover, from the 1830s through the
50s, projects for the Concours, particularly those requiring the use of iron, increasingly address
constructive problems with an attentiveness toward expression, both in terms of the
ornamental treatment of elements and the clear communication of constructive methods
(figures 4.4-4.6). 323 Indeed, despite the fact that by the 19th century, the term détail could be
applied equally to classical ornamentation or completely concealed configurations of
construction, in teaching at the École there does not seem to have been at this time any sort of
categorical distinction between the two. 324 Details of construction were often also details of an
ornamental ensemble, and this multidimensional understanding of détail, with an emphasis on
expression and composition was evident too in many other student works at the École—from
the Grands Prix to the Concours d’emulation, and especially in the envois de Rome.

Ibid. 28. Also, Brucculeri, “Building Construction and Architectural Practice: The Teaching of Francois Marie Jay at
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of Paris (1824-1863),” in Proceedings of the Third International Congress on Construction
History, Cottbus, May 2009.
323 Brucculeri, op. cit.
324 This distinction would seem to arise first in German discourse of the mid-to-late 19th century, and the divide
between “ornament” and “detail” would be advanced by early proponents of architectural modernism such as
Hitchcock and Johnson in their text on The International Style. This is addressed in both the introduction and
conclusion of this dissertation.
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Figure 4.4. “Maison en Fer” from the “Concours de Serrurerie,” c. 1850.

Figure 4.5. Construction en Bois from the “Concours de Charpente,” c. 1850.
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Figure 4.6. “Les détails de construction d'un phare” by C. Garnier from the “Concours de construction” in Iron of 1842.
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Figure 4.7. “Détails de l’Ordre Ionique du Theatre de Marcellus a Rome,” winning Grand Prix entry for a historical
reconstruction of the Theater of Marcellus by Léon Vaudoyer, c. 1826.
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While most of the projects for the Grand Prix were of monumental scale and the brief rarely
required the provision of “details,” when details were provided by entrants in the first half of
the 19th century they were almost exclusively details of the building’s ornamental ensemble
(figure 4.7). The Concours d’emulation typically required the design of some structure at a more
moderate scale, and while these too rarely included “details,” when they were submitted they
often ranged in orientation. In the case of the envois de Rome, drawings of extant buildings
produced by pensionnaires at the French Academy and sent back to Paris, however, one finds
that “details” were among the most common things delineated.
In the 1780s the Académie had begun requiring pensionnaires, to produce a “detailed study of
an antique building” considered to be of particular importance, which would then be sent back
to Paris and put on display. 325 While these drawings at times consisted of plans, sections or
elevations of a building as a whole, most commonly envoi took the form of a carefully composed
ensemble of the building’s details. Such drawings, produced in scores by the winners of the
Grand Prix throughout the 19th century, are commonly associated with the notion of the BeauxArts Analytique. The aim of these drawings was, through the composition of a range of building
elements (sometimes at varied scales), to show how the various parts, in dialog, define the
character of a given edifice. While envoi depicting such compositions of parsed building
elements (figures 4.8-4.9) can be found from the 1780s onward, by the first decade of the 19th
century it was common to find them explicitly labeled on the drawings themselves as “détails”
(figures 4.10-4.11). Envois as selected compositions of details almost always addressed the
ornamental elements of delineated buildings (figures 4.12-4.15), but also dealt variously with
issues of representation and figuration (figures 4.16-4.17), notations of measures and
proportion (figures 4.18-4.19), and construction (figures 4.20-4.21).
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Chaffee, op. cit., p. 65.
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Figure 4.8. Envoi de Rome, “Colonne de Trajan,” Charles Percier 1788.
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Figure 4.9. Envoi de Rome, “Temple de Vesta,” Jean-Antoine Coussin, 1802.

Figure 4.10. Envoi de Rome, “L'arc de Titus, Détails de la façade orientale” Auguste-Jean-Marie Guenepin, 1809.
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Figure 4.11. Envoi de Rome, “Temple d'Antonin et Faustine, Détail des fouilles et de diverses parties” J.F.J Menager,
1809.

Figure 4.12. Envoi de Rome, “Paestum,” Henri Labruste, 1828.
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Figure 4.13. Envoi de Rome, “Le Colisée,” Joseph-Louis Duc, 1830.

Figure 4.14. Envoi de Rome, “détail de l'ordre corinthien du temple de Castor et Pollux à Cora,” Theodore Labruste,
1831.
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Figure 4.15. Envoi de Rome, “Pouzzoles, temple de Jupiter Serapis - Détails de la base et de la corniche,” Charles
Garnier, 1851.
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Figure 4.16. Envoi de Rome, “Esculapeum à Pouzzoles - Détails du grand ordre” Augustin-Nicolas Caristie, 1817.
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Figure 4.17. Envoi de Rome, “Egine, temple de Jupiter,” Guillaume-Abel Blouet, c.1821.
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Figure 4.18. Envoi de Rome, “Coupe et Détails d'un tombeau,” Louis-Hyppolyte Lebas, c. 1810.
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Figure 4.19. Envoi de Rome, “Détails, Temple de Vesta à Tivoli,” Lucien-Tyrtée Van Cleempute, 1821.
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Figure 4.20. Envoi de Rome, “Details du Temple d'Antonin et Faustine a Rome,” J.F.J. Menager, 1809.
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Figure 4.21. Envoi de Rome, “Panthéon de Rome,” A.F.R. Leclere, 1813.

It is clear that for the students of the École des Beaux-Arts the collective understanding of détail
in architecture was rich and multifaceted. Among them “details” were many things at once,
gathering and intermixing the full range of meanings (drawings and parts of buildings
themselves, ranging across notational, ornamental, and constructive applications). It is also
clear, however, that in all cases—from the design of constructive assemblies to the
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documentation of extant buildings—at the École, detail drawings were employed as artfully
drawn instruments of composition and expression, privileging an understanding of their role in
representing and communicating the specific character of a given building or assembly.
Rondelet regretted this emphasis somewhat, lamenting that “most students apply themselves
only to drawing and composition, neglecting the study of mathematics and construction that is
nevertheless indespensable to them.” 326 Where details were, at the École des Beaux-Arts,
primarily tools of representation and expression, elsewhere they would be oriented increasingly
toward construction, production, and technical execution.
At the École des Ponts et Chaussées
Founded in 1744, the École des Ponts et Chaussées 327 was created to train surveyors and
mapmakers as the state developed and refined its infrastructural systems. It rose to prominence
under the leadership and through the teaching of Jean-Rodolphe Perronet (1708-1794). 328 By
the 1770s it was among the most prestigious institutions which educated French engineers.
However, even from its early years, students at Ponts et Chaussées were educated in the
discipline of architecture. From 1750 onwards, a collection of the top students at Ponts et
Chaussées were sent to attend the lectures of Jacques-Francois Blondel at his École des Arts. 329
After Blondel’s death, they continued to receive lessons on architecture by figures including
Marie-Joseph Peyre, a distinguished student of Blondel, and Gabriel-Pierre Martin Dumont, a
close friend of Soufflot. 330 Dumont had also published one of the earliest texts dedicated wholly
to the question of detail, at least in name. Published in 1763, his Détails des Plus Interessantes
Parties de l’Architecture de la Basilique de St. Pierre de Rome was a collection of various parts of
Saint Peter’s carefully delineated and presented with dimensional notations. By 1775 a course in
architecture had begun at Ponts et Chaussées itself, but it was merely taught by a pair of upper

Rondelet, “Note presenteé a la section d’architecture par M. Rondelet…,” unpagenated manuscript, BHVP CP 3469,
as referenced by Middleton, op. cit., p. 252.
327 The history of the offical name of the organization is somewhat convoluted. Originally set up as a Bureau des
Dessinateurs (Drawing office) it was officially known as the École des Ponts et Chaussées beginning in 1756.
328 As studies of the Ecole des Ponts et Chausses I have used: Picon, Antoine. French Architects and Engineers in the
Age of Enlightenment. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009; Brunot, A, and Roger Coquand. Le Corps des
Ponts Et Chaussées. Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1982. Also see Annales des Ponts et Chausses,
multiple issues.
329 Middleton, Jean Rondelet, op. cit., p.261.
330 Picon, L'Invention de l'Ingénieur Moderne, L'Ecole des Ponts et Chaussées 1747-1851, Paris: Pompidou, 1997.
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level students. 331 Concours were, at Ponts et Chaussées just as at the École des Beaux Arts, the
central tool for evaluating students’ progress. Until the reforms of 1776, there were three
Concours, one for each of the three years of study—the first in mapmaking, the second in
stereotomy, and the third in Architecture. 332
In 1776 the curriculum at Ponts et Chaussées was remade under the oversight of Pierre-Charles
Lesage, a student and close follower of Perronet. Under Lesage, the Concours were radically
expanded from three to sixteen—three in construction (bridges, maritime infrastructure, and
civic architecture), three in various sorts of mathematics, and others in carpentry, stonecutting,
carpentry, theory, surveying, estimates, drawing, lettering, and “style” (in the form of written
essays, which were at times broadly philosophical). 333 The Concours in Architecture and
Mathematics were those of greatest priority. 334 As the Ponts et Chaussées emerged from the
revolution and following the death of Perronet in 1794, the school was once more reformed by
his successor and protégé, Riche de Prony, under whom science, mathematics, and pragmatism
were to be emphasized. In the closing years of the 18th century the faculty was renewed with
three significant additions: Armand-Joseph Eisenmann was appointed to teach statics and
mechanics, Louis Bruyere to teach stereotomy, and Charles-Francois Mandar to teach
architecture and construction. This group would remain at the Ponts et Chaussées through the
1820s. 335
By the early decades of the 19th century, and through the varied opportunities offered, students
at the École des Ponts et Chaussées were exposed to a wide array of understandings of the
meaning and role of detail in building practices. While classical Ordonnance, composition, and
issues of representation were strongly stressed at the École des Beaux Arts, a very different
orientation was predominant at Ponts et Chaussées. At the latter institution, students were
acclaimed for their skills and abilities in cartography, estimating, and the practicality of their
approach to building. As Antoine Picon has succinctly stated, the practice of students at Ponts et
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Chaussées was characterized by “an exhaustive description of the project, from its architectural
form to the technologies employed,” this constituted “a basic descriptive approach” to building
through which they were “preparing the way for rationalization,” framing building as a
“continuous process, from the initial moment of invention to the effective realization on the
building site.” 336 This focus on exhaustive description and execution was clearly evident in the
teaching and practice of Mandar, who would be professor of architecture and construction at
Ponts et Chaussées from 1796 until his retirement in 1820.
Born in 1757, Mandar was educated in mathematics, civil architecture and fortifications at
l'École royale militaire de Paris. 337 Through the 1780s he served as a geographer and engineer,
working first for the Déparrement des Affaires étrangères (Department of Foreign Affairs) at
Versailles and then on the construction and restoration of several fortifications. 338 He taught
civil architecture and fortification at l'École militaire de Pont-le-Voy from 1783-1786, before
finally settling into a career as an architect from 1787 onward, occupied with the design and
construction of several private houses in the vicinity of Paris. 339 In 1790 he completed a group of
sixteen buildings near Les Halles, projects deemed “of great austerity” and “unremarkable.” 340
Broadly, this was the general opinion of buildings Mandar produced throughout his career,
though it is likely that he worked more often than not under “severe financial constraints.”
What is, however, notable about Mandar’s career as an architect, are several qualities which will
in turn condition his teaching: a “meticulousness” in his quotes and estimates, “his perfect
knowledge of materials and methods,” and his insistence on the importance of execution and
implementation in building. 341
Mandar’s teaching reflected the focus of his own architectural practice—a watered-down,
everyday classicism which, though focused primarily on questions of construction and
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execution, would also touch lightly upon issues of ornamentation and representation. 342 Thus,
for Mandar, teaching architecture was to focus primarily on building practices and their
implementation. This orientation in architectural teaching must be understood in relation to the
strong emphasis on history, theory, and representation in teaching at the École des Beaux Arts,
and also the theoretical bent of Durand’s teaching at the École Polytechnique where design was
founded first of all upon a set of abstract geometric procedures. Mandar’s very different
approach to teaching, far more practical and prosaic in its orientation, was typified in the texts
he published for use by his students, first Détails de Construction d’une Masion, Donnés pour
l’Instruction de les éleves de l’École Royale des Ponts et Chausses in 1818, then revised and
retitled as Études d’Architecture Civile: ou plans elevations, coupes et détails necessaires pour
elever, distribuer et decorer une mainson et ses dependances publiés pour l’intruction des éleves
de l’École Royale des Ponts et Chausses in 1826.
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Figure 4.22. Table of contents from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Mandar’s texts were based on the systematic decomposition and presentation of a single house,
an example drawn from one of his own designs, a country house which had been built to the
west of Paris in 1792 for Madame Dugazon. 343 Détails de Construction d’une Masion contains
little text, only the few titles and notations found on its 100 plates of illustrations, which provide
a comprehensive set of documents covering all aspects of a house’s construction. Only 250
copies of Détails de Construction d’une Masion were produced, intended for the explicit purpose
of being used as a textbook for Mandar’s students. 344 In the text, there are some drawings
(plans, sections, and elevations) covering the scope of the whole project, but the vast majority
of illustrations consist of all the “détails” one would need for the house’s proper construction
(figure 4.22).345 Mandar would later justify the need for the textbook and teaching from it by
explaining that when we are students we are:
“not yet been informed by experience, we think we have nothing left to do if we have
considered the whole of a project, in terms of convenience and taste, of solidity and
economy; and [we believe] some plans, elevations, and sections, will suffice to execute
what is conceived; it is a grave error, and at the same time the source of a great number
of faults… It is only when one is called to direct works… that one discovers the immense
gap which separates conception and execution; it is only then that we learn that it is not
enough to have composed the whole of a project, and to have studied the principal
divisions, but that it is still necessary to study all the details… [and] to realize them.” 346
In Mandar’s text, the many depicted détails, titled as such in the table of contents and on pages
themselves, are diverse in content. They range from highly technical drawings of constructive
assemblies of things like roof structures and window openings (figures 4.23-4.24), to ornamental
elements (figures 4.25-4.26), to many other things along a spectrum between the two (figures

Mandar, Études d’Architecture Civile, A Paris: Chez Carilian-Goeury, 1826, p. 1.
Mandar, Ibid.
345 Mandar, Details De Constru[ction] D'une Maison: Donnés Pour L'instruction De Mm. Les Élèves De L'école Royale
Des Ponts Et Chaussées. Paris: publisher not identified, 1818, Table.
346Ibid., pp. 1-2. “Quand on n'a pas encore ete eclaire par l'experience, on pense n'avoir plus rien a faire si l'on a bein
medite l'ensemble d'un projet, sous les rapports de la commodite et du gout, de la solidite et de economie; et l'on que
quelques plans, quelques elevations et coupes, suffiront pour faire executer ce que l'on concu; c'est un grave erreur, et
en meme temps la source d'un grand nombre de fautes. Ce n'est que lorsq'on est appele a diriger des travaux dans
l'interet de l'art et de sa propre reputation qu'on s'apercoit de l'intervalle immense qui separe la conception de
l'execution; c'est seulement alors qu'on apprend qu'il ne suffit pas d'avoir compose l'ensemble d'un projet, et d'en
avoir etudie les principales divisions, mais qu'il faut encore en etudier tous les details; et, ce qui n'est pas toujours
facile, avec des talents plus ou moins grands, sont charges de les realiser.”
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4.27-4.28). Indeed, in Mandar’s text we find no categorical distinction between details which are
ornamental or constructive in content, but rather “details” are whatever parts of the building,
and drawings of those parts, one needs in order to understand how the whole of the building
should be produced. In this, the drawings are neither artful nor focused on character or
representation, but rather they are instruments which allow one to project the completion of a
constructed work while communicating clearly, managing responsibly, and executing
competently.

Figure 4.23. “Détails de Belvedere” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.24. “Détails de croisées” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.25. “Détails de la chambre a coucher” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.26. “Détails de l'alcove” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.27. “Détails de l'escaler avec limon” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.28. “Détails de la Salle a manger” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
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Figure 4.29. Page from Mandar's Études d’Architecture Civile (1826), regarding estimates and the management of
works.
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Reprinted in 1826 and retiled as Études d’Architecture Civile, Mandar’s text was augmented by a
brief introductory essay, short textual descriptions of the illustrated plates, some additional
drawings of the property’s grounds and outbuildings, and an appendix. Interestingly, in the new
introduction Mandar made clear that the sort of exhaustive description of a building he was
offering his students in this text was by no means the standard in practice during his time. He
warned that in the book he would “enter into details which may appear overly minute to
experienced practitioners, but which will be, at best, sufficient for the persons to whom we
intend [this] work: for the first we say too much, [but] we are afraid of not saying enough for the
others.” 347 In this, Mandar also may have foreshadowed the depreciation of the building trades
that would occur over the 19th century, and the gradual expansion of sets of drawings as
architects and engineers would, over this same period, seek to further assert their control over
all aspects of a building project. Moreover, in the spirit of exhaustive description and careful
execution, Mandar’s added appendix of nearly 90 pages provides a thorough explanation of how
to produce an estimate (figure 4.29), select materials, manage work, and even offers a table of
suitable trees and plants for use on the surrounding grounds. 348
Just as at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, at Ponts et Chaussées the meanings of détail to which
students were exposed were rich and varied. However, in the teaching of Mandar, which played
a significant role at the school in the early decades of the 19th century, one finds a very
particular orientation. In Mandar’s teaching, the practice of building was framed less as an
artistic pursuit, and more as a practical and professional discipline providing a technical service.
Less concerned with representation and the detail’s role in the production of a building’s
character, for Mandar detail was about the management of a project, a device for ensuring an
economy of means, a level of professionalism, and competency in execution.
Mandar was not, however, the only figure to teach architecture and construction during his time
at Ponts et Chaussées. Louis Bruyère, who had been appointed in 1798, was also entrusted, at
times, with such tasks. 349 Bruyère was a graduate of Ponts et Chaussées and, in addition to his

Ibid., p. 2.
Ibid., p. 80.
349 Brunot and Coquand, Le Corps des Ponts Et Chaussées, op cit. pp. 99-100.
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roles in teaching, was an important administrator within Parisian government, serving first as
General inspector of Public Works for Paris from 1809-1820 and then as Inspector General of
Bridges and roads . 350 However, it would be the case, Tom Peter’s has claimed, that Bruyère’s
greatest influence as a teacher would be felt not at the Ponts et Chaussées, but elsewhere
through the teaching of one of his most notable associates. 351

The École centrale des Arts et Manufactures
In the early decades of the 19th century, France lagged behind England in the rapidity of its
industrialization and this was a subject of much consternation in Paris. By 1815, after the fall of
Napoleon, and during the Restoration period, French industrialization began to accelerate and,
in turn, demand was high for professionals who fit the needs of the new industrial economy.
Established in 1829 as a private institution, 352 The École centrale des Arts et Manufactures was
intended to help fill this need by infusing the French workforce of private industry with a host of
ingénieurs civils broadly and rigorously trained in “industrial science” (la science industrielle). 353
The founders of Centrale hoped to train this corps of engineers to be, so to speak, “doctors of
factories and production plants.” 354
Just as they spoke of the important relationship between practice and theory at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, the Polytechnique, or Ponts et Chausses, so too was this stressed at Centrale.
Indeed, at Centrale it was held that “Theory must enlighten Practice with as much care as
Practice must check Theory,” and that “theory should not disdain to descend from the ideal
heaven of science, as it draws new strength from its contact with reality.” 355 However, teaching
at Centrale was heavily oriented toward the goal of advancing industrial practice, which
conditioned its understanding of theory—unlike the Beaux Arts use of history and classical
Ibid.
This was stated in by Tom Peters in his Keynote address at the 5th Biennial meeting of the Construction History
Society of America, held in Austin, Texas on May 26-29, 2017.
352 Centrale would come under government control in 1857.
353 See Weiss, The Making of technological Man; Pfammatter, The Making of the Modern Architect and Engineer…;
Comberousse, Charles, Histoire De L'école Centrale Des Arts Et Manufactures Depuis Sa Fondation Jusqu'à Ce Jour,
Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1879.
354 Comberousse, op. cit., p. 16.
355 Ibid.
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Ordonnance, the Polytechnique’s dependence on descriptive geometry, or the balanced and
eclectic approach of Ponts et Chausses or Rondelet’s Cours de Construction, at Centrale “theory”
was primarily conceived of as knowledge of mathematics and the basic sciences. 356
While the curriculum at Central was constantly undergoing small changes, from 1830 the basic
organization of courses was that the first three terms dealt with a broad general education in
industrial science, proceeding from basic principles to applied sciences. Covering basic principles
in the first term were courses in general chemistry, descriptive geometry, mechanics, and
general physics, followed in the second and third by courses in analytic chemistry, industrial
physics, theory of machines, machine construction, public works and architecture, mineralogy
and geology, stonecutting, carpentry, gears, and “natural history as applied to industry.” 357
These courses were paired with “manipulations,” laboratory sessions where students were
involved in hands-on workshops, ranging from chemical experiments, to machine
demonstrations, to exercises in disassembling, sketching, and reassembling complex apparatus
such as water pumps or machine tools. 358 Following this broad foundation in the industrial
sciences, students would complete their studies in some area of specialization—metallurgy,
chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, or civil engineering (which included
architecture). There was, however, significant overlap between these and students could
specialize in multiple areas. In fact, a priority was placed at Centrale on training “ingenieurs
generaux” rather than specialists. 359 Because industrial fields were undergoing rapid change,
students were to be equipped with skills and knowledge that would allow them to adapt to
changing disciplinary conditions. For example, one of the most famous Centraux (the term for
graduates of Centrale), Gustav Eifel, completed upper level work in both metallurgy and civil
engineering. 360 Also woven into the structure of courses were frequent site visits to
manufactories and construction sites.

Pfammatter, op. cit. pp. 123-24.
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Student progress was evaluated, as elsewhere, with concours. In 1832, for example, upper level
Concours were given in each of the four specializations: Metallurgy, Mechanical arts, Chemical
Arts, and Construction. The competition in metallurgy asked students to design a blast furnace,
in mechanical arts the project was a hydraulic wheel with certain performance criteria, in
chemistry it was a factory for refining gold and silver, and in construction it was an aqueductbridge. 361
Thus, the milieu in which students were trained at Central was infused with an emphasis on
science, practical concerns, and technological solutions. Even students who were to become
architects were to have their training grounded in the physical sciences, were versed in the
nuances of mechanics, and trained in the systemic logics of machines and technological systems.
This too informed the orientation of architectural courses of study at Centrale, for which the
most influential of instructors was Louis-Charles Mary (1791-1870) who served as “chair of
Constructions and Public works” (chaire de Constructions et Traveaux Publics) and taught at the
school from 1833-1864. 362 Mary had studied under Durand at the Polytechnique, graduating in
1808.363 Afterwards he worked as an engineer for the corps de Ponts et Chausses on waterways
and supply systems in the Paris department of Public Works under the oversight of Louis
Bruyère, professor at Ponts et Chausses.
In teaching Centrale’s course on construction, Mary used his own hand-written textbook,
structured in three parts, each of which drew heavily and explicitly on the work of others. 364 The
first part dealt with “composition” (figure 4.30), and was derived (and even at times directly
transcribed and condensed) from Durand’s methods as employed at the Polytechnique. The
second part, most heavily emphasized, was based on Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions (1823-28). And the third part was a highly abridged and condensed account of
materials and methods based on Rondelet’s Traité. Bruyere’s impact on Mary was, Tom Peters
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has claimed, one of the most formative influences upon his teaching, and Bruyère’s approach to
construction was well suited to the teaching environment of Centrale. 365

Figure 4.30. Plate on composition from Mary’s Cours, modeled on the publications of Durand.

Bruyère’s text, Études relatives à l'art des constructions, was published in multiple parts
between 1823 and 1828. Successive parts deal with the subjects of constructing bridges in
stone, granaries, bridges in iron, commercial structures (for markets, fairs, etc.), aqueducts and
waterways, slaughterhouses, and a small collection of residential and civic structures.
Throughout the text, much like in Mandar’s work, the term détail is used in a variety of ways,
across its range of meanings with no categorical distinction between. And like Mandar’s work,
the orientation of Bruyère’s text is decidedly practical, with the bulk of details illustrated
decidedly technical in content. Of the various parts of the text, the section on constructing
bridges in iron is of the greatest interest, as it is here that one can sense a new dimension of
meaning being ascribed to “detail.”
This was stated in by Tom Peters in his Keynote address at the 5th Biennial meeting of the Construction History
Society of America, held in Austin, Texas on May 26-29, 2017. As professor of stereotomy at Ponts et Chausses,
Bruyère did, at times, teach various courses in construction, particularly that of bridges, but charged with large tasks
as General inspector of Public Works for Paris, his influence at the school seemed somewhat less than that of Mandar.
365
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Figure 4.31. Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions, various iron bridges at the same scale.

Figure 4.32 “Pont de Sunderland” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
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Figure 4.33. “Détails relatifs au Pont de Sunderland” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.

The third section of Bruyère’s text presents a series of illustrations of bridges in iron (ponts en
fer) paired with in depth textual descriptions of their particular features. Throughout the
chapter, the author traces the short history of iron bridges, though Coalbrookdale and several
British examples to a number of French cases, and finally he presents a series of unrealized
projects of his own design. To facilitate comparison of his chosen examples, the first plate
presented a collection of the majority of the bridges discussed (those built,and not of his own
design) drawn “at the same scale” (figure 4.31), for which Bruyère further explained that he
would “[present] some details in the following plates.” 366 In the collection of illustrations that
follow, drawings alternate between depicting the whole, or at least large portions, of a bridge in
elevation or plan (figure 4.32), paired with “détails” (in section or isometric view) of significant
parts and various components from which it is assembled (figure 4.33). In this way, each bridge
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is presented as a system of constructive parts, and in the description of each project, Bruyère
discusses each case explicitly as such. In fact, the author stated that one of the primary
purposes of the chapter was to “compare the different systems of the foremost bridges” in
iron. 367

Figure 4.34. “Pont de Staines” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.

367

Ibid. “…comparer les differens systemes des principaux ponts executes.”
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In describing the iron bridge at Staines (figure 4.34), Bruyère focuses his attention on the most
regular components. He further explains that his “main criticism of this system is,” because of
both a lack of structural redundancy and its use of large and irregular components (in the
circular forms of its trusses), “it would be very difficult and perhaps even impossible to replace
certain parts if they were to break.” 368 In each successive case, through his description and
paired drawing, Bruyère breaks the bridge down into larger scale structural units, then describes
how the unit is composed of a regular set of pieces (figures 4.35-4.36). In the example of Pont
Sur le Crou (figure 4.37), he explains that the bridge is composed of “voussoirs” which are in turn
“composed of six pieces,” each of which he then describes in detail. 369 Example by example, the
bridges become more regular and rigorously systematized (figure 4.38), culminating in his own
designs (figures 4.39-4.40). In these proposals, the details themselves have been systematized,
presented as a limited set of identical solutions to be repeated, while variability is reserved for
the elements between which they mediate. What emerges is an understanding of the detail as a
standardized and deployable connection, from which a system of construction can be
constituted. And in Bruyere’s text, such thinking is extend beyond bridges in iron to other sorts
of construction that can be systematized, such as bridges in wood and roof trusses for varied
building types (figures 4.41-4.44).

368 Ibid., p. 4. “Le reproche principal que l'on fait a ce systeme, c'est qu'il serait tres-difficile et peut etre meme
impossible de remplacer certaines pieces si elles venaient a se rompre.”
369 Ibid., p. 5.
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Figure 4.35. “Pont du Jardin du Roi” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.

Figure 4.36. “Détails relatifs au Pont du Jardin du Roi” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
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Figure 4.37. “Pont sur le Crou” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions
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Figure 4.38. Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.

Figure 4.39. Original project from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
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Figure 4.40. Original projects from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions

Figure 4.41 “Vue interieure et plan de la sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions.
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Figure 4.42. Truss from “La sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.

Figure 4.43. Truss from “La sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
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Figure 4.44. Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions, illustrating variability
afforded by trussed support system in wood.
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Figure 4.45. Drawing of the Halle aux Blés in Bruyère’s text (left) compared with one from Mary’s text (right).

The early traces of such a systemic understanding of detail is evident also in the teaching of
Mary. As stated before, in his text Mary borrowed heavily from others—many illustrations are
transcribed directly from other texts, more than nine are taken directly from Bruyère’s Études
(figure 4.45), many others are reproductions (or at least a recombination) of plates from
Durand’s texts, still others are borrowed directly from Rondelet’s Traité, and even Mandar’s
Maison for Madame Dugazon makes an appearance. The design process that Mary espoused,
much like his text, was also a recombination and fusion of ideas from others. From Durand he
borrowed a rigorous process of composition based on regulating lines, but he focused this
approach on the construction of structure as a technical concern, treating it systemically as in
the writing of Bruyère. 370 As Ulrich Pfammatter has written of Mary’s teaching, in it:
370
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“…structural theory provides the key to industrially-oriented instruction in architecture
at the Ecole Centrale. Not only are structural types delineated but also detailed
explanations of connecting and fixing technology as well as methods of procedures are
given… [he] presents the objects as complete entities but breaks them down into their
structural systems and components from a material-technological viewpoint and in
great detail.” 371
Thus, Mary adopted Durand’s approach to composing construction by the organization of
elements within a system, but qualified upon a background of technical and practical
knowledge—of materials, construction processes, assembly procedures, and so forth. Such an
approach can be sensed in the work that would later be realized by many of his most successful
pupils: in the iron frames of William Le Baron Jenny, in the patented “Polonceau truss” (figure
4.46) of Camille Polonceau, in the iconic projects of Gustav Eifel and Victor Contamin, and in the
teaching of Émile Trélat, Mary’s protégé who would teach construction at the Conservatoire
national des arts et métiers for forty years (1854-1894).

Figure 4.46. “Polonceau truss” by Camille Polonceau.

The world of the student, a work in progress
As can be concluded from the three cases here presented—the École des Beaux Arts, École des
Ponts et Chaussées, and École centrale des Arts et Manufactures—at any institution a somewhat
371
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different notion of what a “detail” is, and what roles it serves in building practices, was
advanced. This was a product of many things—its curricular orientation, goals in training young
professionals, the thinking of its educators, and more. What emerged was a collection of rich,
varied, and highly overlapping meanings and implications which define a gradient of approaches
to the design of architectural parts—from those interested in character and representation to
construction and production. However, as no two students would ever have precisely the same
set of experiences—from the specific sorts of values instilled in any one of them as a child, to
their preconceived notions or prior impressions of building practices, to the courses they took
and instructors with whom they interacted and the specific years in which they were trained, to
their eventual work under the guidance of seasoned professionals, the stage had been set for
the emergence of diverse of ways of thinking about detail in the practice of building. One may,
as can be seen from the cases of the schools here presented, draw rough categorical distinctions
between approaches to detail, but these categories will rarely if ever remain pure and absolute.
Ornamental details must be constructed, just as details of construction would come to be
appreciated for their beauty and potential meanings. One can understand the elements of
classical Ordonnance as operating within a system, just as one can appreciate the visual effects
of standardized connections arrayed en série.
Perhaps the most important implication of the diverse ways of understanding detail that were
evolving in the realms of French building practices and educational institutions, was the high
esteem held throughout Europe by the French Academies. From the mid-18th century onward
students came from England, Germany, Italy, Holland, and many other places to study in Paris.
Through this process, as well as through international relationships between practitioners and
the trade in printed texts, the word détail itself was appropriated into other languages and
accepted as an item of disciplinary terminology that transgressed borders. The term “detail”
appears, for example, in each of their respective languages, in the writings of William Chambers,
Karl Friedrich Shinkel, and Hendrik Petrus Berlage. To be sure, this immigration of the term into
other geographic contexts and languages offers the historian a rich field for exploration.
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05 _ THE ENGINEER

Charles Fox and his team, systematizing the detail at Hyde Park
By the end of the 18th century, the term “detail” had crossed the channel from France and
found gradual and general acceptance as a disciplinary concept within English language
discourses on building. 372 Within this context, one finds the parallel emergence of two new and
critically important understandings of the concept. One of these conceptions of detail arises
among the newly professionalized ranks of British engineers, and the other among a community
of architects. This chapter traces the evolution of the former conception, that of the engineer,
which drew in a world of technical innovations, harnessing the potentials of science, industry,
and systematization. The subsequent chapter (06_The Architect) tells the story of the later
conception, an understanding of the detail as something particular and unique, an instrument
for the definition of architectural experience and, perhaps most importantly, a concept that
transcends scales.
The year 1851 and the “Building for the Great Exhibition of all Nations” in London’s Hyde Park
has long been framed as a seminal moment in the rise of the modern era, and It is here, in the
object of the Crystal Palace, that one finds an apogee in the world of the 19th century British
Engineer. Historians have long attributed the many successes and innovations of the Crystal
Palace to the singular genius of its “architect,” Joseph Paxton, the renowned gardener and
designer of glass conservatories, with only passing commentary on the contributions of
others. 373 While the initial vision for the building at Hyde Park was indeed Paxton’s, and many of
its elements, such as the “Paxton gutters” and “ridge and furrow” roofing system were, in
concept, of his own invention, the project as a whole was more properly the work of a team—a
group of interdisciplinary specialists including engineers, contractors, industrialists and
372 More on this can be gleaned from Chapter 02, regarding William Chambers study with Blondel in Paris, as well as a
short explanation of his and others roles in England in Chapter 06.
373 Ching and Jarzombek’s text, A Global History of Architecture (New Jersey: Wiley, 2010), for example, states that
“the Crystal Palace was designed and engineered by Joseph Paxton” (p. 664), a claim regarding its “engineering” that
is contradicted by numerous firsthand accounts. This textbook makes no mention whatsoever of other contributors.
Harry F. Mallgrave, in his highly comprehensive Modern Architectural Theory, has stated that in the case of the Crystal
Palace “it was not so much Joseph Paxton’s design that heralded a new direction for architecture as the speed an
economy of its erection” (p. 117). And yet, Mallgrave makes no mention of the engineering and contracting firm Fox,
Henderson & Co., whose principle partners, Charles Fox and John Henderson were, in fact, those most responsible for
the very thing Mallgrave lauds—the speed and economy of the Crystal Palace’s erection.
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architects. Foremost among these collaborators was Charles Fox, of the contracting firm Fox,
Henderson & Co., who with his partner John Henderson was not only responsible for the
comprehensive set of technical documents from which the building was actually produced, but
also oversaw and managed the entire building process—from the manufacture of iron
components, to prefabrication of subassemblies, to shipping and delivery, and finally on-site
installation. 374 While historians have barely mentioned Charles Fox’s contributions to the Crystal
Palace’s realization, his efforts were recognized during his own time. He and Paxton were both
knighted following the success of the Great Exhibition. And at a subsequent celebration in Fox’s
honor, Paxton praised Fox’s contributions to and efforts in realizing the project, remarking that
“in the execution of the work there [had] never been any divergency from the original plans
except in detail.” 375 It would turn out, however, that in the case of the Crystal Palace, the
“details” handled by Fox were almost all encompassing. Fox had been trained as a “Civil
Engineer,” but this training, and the disciplinary culture in which it was immersed, was very
unlike that of the French Academies. For it was from this background of experience that Fox
would develop his own understanding of the expansive role of “detail” in practices of building.
The Civils
With the onset of rapid industrialization and the development of new refining technologies,
rates of British iron production had grown exponentially over the last three decades of the 18th
century. 376 By the early 19th century, iron was often the material of choice for the growing
number of infrastructural and manufacturing works: bridges, railway terminals, wide-span
factory roofs, and more. The expertise in dealing with these projects, if not as designer than at
least as consultant, was often sought in the newly formalized discipline of the civil engineer. 377

Recent revisionist scholarship advanced by figures including John McKean (1994), Tom Peters (1996), Bill Addis
(2007), and Andrew Saint (2007) has given greater emphasis to the role of Fox and Henderson, but does not go far
enough. See McKean, Crystal Palace: Joseph Paxton and Charles Fox (London: Phaidon, 1994); Tom Peters, Building
the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1996); Bill Addis, Building: 3000 Years of Design Engineering and
Construction (London: Phaidon Press, 2007); Andrew Saint, Architect and Engineer: A Study in Sibling Rivalry (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2007).
375 “Dinner to Charles Fox”, The Derby Mercury, Wednesday, June 25, 1851; issue 7106.
376 Ashton, T. S. Iron and Steel in the Industrial Revolution. Aldershot: Gregg Revivals, 1993.
377 See R.J.M. Sutherland editor, Structural Iron 1750-1850, Aldershot: Ashgate, 1997. A number of essays in this
volume address the role of civil engineers in many projects of this time which involved the use of structural iron.
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The origin of civil engineering as a distinct discipline within the British context is often placed in
the mid 18th century with the work of figures such as James Brindley and John Smeaton on
canals, lighthouses, and other large-scale public projects. While the engineers of this era, in
many cases, rose from the ranks of craftsmen, such as Brindley, many were also men of more
formal education, such as Smeaton. 378 With this came a close alliance of engineering practice
with a range of pursuits from manufacturing and construction, to science and “natural
philosophy,” and this in turn fostered early engineers’ association with groups such as the Royal
Society and various disciplinary institutions of which many early civil engineers were members
and where their works were frequent topics of discussion. 379 From these preliminary stages of
the discipline’s formation, engineering itself was understood as a scientific pursuit, and one in
which the ideal practitioner was “mediator between the Philosopher and the Working
Mechanic,” trained through craft-based, manual practice but enlightened by the theoretical
frameworks of natural philosophy. 380 By the early 19th century, however, craft practices had
begun to be superseded by their theorization, often granting higher esteem to theoretical
matters than purely practical ones, widening the emergent gap between practical mechanic and
eminent engineer. It was in this context, that in 1818 the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) was
formed in London, approved and thus legitimized by Royal Charter in 1828. At this time in Great
Britain, unlike France, no formal course of engineering study was available, and practitioners
were trained instead through practical apprenticeship in which “young aspiring engineers
entered the offices of established engineers whose patronage they sought.” Thus, the ICE was
intended to compliment this and further engineers’ professionalization by serving as a forum for
the discussion and dissemination of disciplinary knowledge, a “place of mutual instruction,”
where topics addressed would range from the latest “scientific inventions,” to newly developed
methods of structural calculation or experimental modes of materials testing, to first-hand
accounts of contemporary civil engineering projects. 381

For a cogent description of these origins see J.G. Watson, The Civils, London: Thomas Telford, 1988, pp. 3-7.
There was a large overlap in membership between a number of such societies by the early 19th century: The Royal
Society, the Royal Society of the Arts, The Astronomical Society, The Geological Society, The Smetonian Society of
Engineers, The Institute of Civil Engineers, and the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, to name a few.
380 Watson, The Civils, London: Thomas Telford, 1988, pp. 9. A quotation from Henry Palmer, in his inaugural address
at the first meeting of what would become the ICE.
381 See Minutes of Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, multiple volumes, from 1818 onward.
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At the Institution, the “details” of topics discussed, regardless of the term’s usage, unfailingly
give evidence of a collective technological ethos predicated on scientific method, calculation,
and experiment, a mindset dominating the institution and its network of members, which by the
mid 19th century was a collection of hundreds of engineers whose work ranged from the design
of infrastructure, to mechanical apparatus for industrial application, to scientific instruments.
Through them, one is offered an illuminating view into the world of the 19th century British
engineer. Though ranging across a gradient of uses and meanings, the “details” presented and
debated at the Institution were of constructions, methods, procedures, experiments, machines,
collected data, and so on. 382 Such an atmosphere set the stage for the emergence of a
particular, perhaps even new, conception of detail in practices of building, and one typified by
the Crystal Palace, a project whose development and realization was advanced under the
oversight of a team of civil engineers, mechanical engineers, and industrialists, many of whom
were active members of the Institution of Civil Engineers. 383 These engineers and
industrialists—through their work on structural projects, machines, railways, manufactories and
more—were engaged in the development of early modes of systems thinking, and, in the case of
the Crystal Palace, such thinking was formative.

Constructing the system
Despite the fact that most studies of the Crystal Palace have focused on the spectacle of the
event it hosted, its broad social and institutional context, the vast collection of designed objects
on display, and the experience of its spaces, some have also posed a reading of the building in
explicitly systemic terms. 384 Sigfried Giedion emphasized this aspect of the project more than
most in Space, Time, and Architecture (1941), highlighting the project’s dependence on “serial
production,” suggesting it be understood as based on a “simple system of prefabricated
units.” 385 In his 1961 text, The Turning Point of Building, the architect-engineer Konrad
Wacshmann furthered such a reading, claiming that the project’s use of modularity, mass-

See Minutes and Proceedings of the institution of Civil Engineers, multiple volumes, London: ICE, 1837-1892.
Fox, I.K. Brunell, William Cubitt, Robert Stephenson and several others working under Fox. Architects too played a
part, though one that would seem largely to have provided the project with an aesthetic dressing.
384 See footnote number 3 of this chapter.
385 Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946, pp. 249-53.
382
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production, standardization, industrial technique, and systematized assembly had marked a
“decisive advance towards a solution conceived in purely technological terms.” 386 The whole of
the building, he suggested, had been put together through “a carefully prescribed sequence of
operations,” in a way wholly different from more traditional buildings. 387 And yet, for
Wachsmann there was more to the building’s novelty than just this. At a time in the 19th
century when it was “impossible to imagine anything being more important than form,” in the
Crystal Palace there was “no suggestion of a powerful overwhelming mass,” as the “whole
structure [was] made up entirely of small, simple parts,” and there was no part which was not
“immediately intelligible, down to the finest detail.” 388 For Wachsmann, this meant that “the
size of the building was no longer important,” and the Crystal Palace was less a “particular
building” and more a “design principle, [a] structural technique and the possibility of its
universal application.” 389 This is to suggest that the Crystal Palace was not merely a building, but
itself a constructive system. While it should not be surprising that the 1960s would yield such a
“systems- based” understanding of a 19th century project, Wachsmann’s relatively radical
viewpoint can, in fact, be further extended and enriched by complimenting it with one insightful
commentary written more than a century earlier. 390
In his text, The Exhibition of 1851: Views of the industry, the science, and the government of
England (1851), Charles Babbage, the famed inventor, engineer, and philosopher, commented
on the building. It was Babbage’s suggestion that among all of the “curious and singular
products [to] be found within that crystal envelope,” there were “few whose manufacture can
claim a higher share of our admiration than that of the palace itself.” 391 In his discussion of the
building, Babbage was particularly interested in its processes of production:
“The building itself was regularly manufactured. Simple in its construction, and
requiring the multiplied repetition of few parts, its fabrication was contrived with
Konrad Wachsmann, The Turning Point of Building, New York: Reinhold, 1961, p. 12.
Wachsmann, The Turning Point of Building, p. 17.
388 Wachsmann, The Turning Point of Building, p. 14.
389 Wachsmann, The Turning Point of Building, p. 12.
390 It should also be noted that Henry-Russell Hitchcock, in The Crystal Palace: The Structure, Its Antecedents and Its
Immediate Progeny, identified the processes of the project’s “production-engineering” and “logistics” to be a worthy
topic of further study. He also stressed the importance of its incorporation of “industrial methods” as precursor to
Henry Ford’s contributions. See Hitchcock, The Crystal Palace, p. 26.
391 Charles Babbage, The Exposition of 1851, Or, Views of the Industry, Science and Government of England, London: J.
Murray, 1851, p. 63.
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consummate skill. The internal economy with which its parts were made and put
together on the spot was itself a most instructive study.” 392
For Babbage, the term “manufacture” had a very specific meaning, one he would not have
typically applied to a work of architecture. Manufacture, as distinct from simply “making,”
referred to the production of “a very large number of individuals,” behind which the
“manufacturer” must “attend to other principles besides those mechanical ones on which the
successful execution of his work depends” and “arrange the whole system,” the entire complex
of coordinated productive procedures, with the utmost economy and efficiency. 393 Such a
“systemic” understanding of the Crystal Palace as a manufactured product takes one beyond
Wachsmann’s view of the building as merely a constructive system, as it extends itself to include
a far broader range of activities—from the coordination and operation of numerous and distant
sites of production, to the arrangement of shipping and transportation networks, and even to
the management of onsite labor. Babbage’s phrase “internal economy” further qualified this,
referring both to the scale of production at the Crystal Palace and to the efficiency built into the
system as the result of vesting its entire range of processes—from design to manufacture to
assembly—within a single, consolidated locus of control, the firm of Fox, Henderson, & Co., as
overseen by Charles Fox and John Henderson. In order to understand the implications of this
and the way of thinking about detail which it cultured, it is necessary to give a more nuanced
history of project’s development and the actors involved.
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Babbage, The Exposition of 1851, p. 63.
C. Babbage, On the Economy of Manufactures (London: C. Knight, 1832), pp. 120-121.
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Figure 5.1. Paxton’s initial proposal for the building at Hyde Park, as initially submitted to the building committee. The
scheme was significantly different in proportion and configuration than the constructed scheme, with the absence of
the characteristic arched transept perhaps the most striking difference.

Figure 5.2. Perspective view of Paxton’s Victoria Regia lily house at Chatsworth, 1849-50.
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Figure 5.3. Section through Paxton’s Victoria Regia lily house at Chatsworth, 1849-50.

The work of a Team
When Paxton first submitted his design proposal to the Great Exhibition’s building committee he
also, as a means of garnering wider public support, had it published in the Illustrated London
News (figure 5.1). 394 Paxton had based this initial design on the principles of his Victoria Regia
lily house at Chatsworth built between 1849-50 (figures 5.2-5.3). The lily house was an iron and
glass conservatory set atop a masonry base and capped with Paxton’s patented “ridge and
furrow” roofing system. The structure’s constructive principles were relatively simple: slender
iron columns were set into the masonry base, they carried a series of thin iron beams, and this
assembly supported the roof, a framework of wooden gutters and sash bars that held the
glazing. In a lecture at the Royal Society of Arts on 13 November 1850, Paxton described how
such a mode of construction could “be carried out to an almost unlimited extent,” 395 and
suggested that it was on such an idea that he had developed his proposal for Hyde Park. At this
early stage, the project was fully Paxton’s own, assisted by the engineer William H. Barlow in
performing structural calculations to gauge the proposal’s feasibility and approximate the

The chronology of events in the acceptance, development and construction of the Crystal Palace have been
thoroughly discussed elsewhere. Of critical import is the contemporary coverage of the process by the Illustrated
London News. For historical commentaries, see the sources listed in note 1 of this article.
395 Joseph Paxton, “The Industrial Palace in Hyde Park,” Illustrated London News, Saturday, no. 455, 16 November
1850, p. 385.
394
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necessary dimensions for ironwork. This published scheme is notably different from that which
was eventually constructed, however, and from the very day the design was presented to the
Great Exhibition’s building committee, the project was to become intensely collaborative and
radically transformed, if not necessarily in outward appearance then certainly in principles of
production, assembly, and detail. 396
Once it was confirmed that he would be allowed to officially submit his design proposal despite
the closing of the competition and the building committee’s election to proceed with of a
scheme of their own design, Paxton began his collaboration with others. 397 On Saturday June
22, 1850, the very day he first presented his design to the committee, Paxton met with Charles
Fox at his London office where, on behalf of his company, Fox, Henderson & Co, he agreed to
tender the project as contractor. Two days later Paxton met with Fox, Henderson, and Robert
Chance, the esteemed glass manufacturer, to begin work on a detailed estimate of costs. Over
the following weeks, leading up to the July 10th submission deadline, Fox, Henderson, and their
team worked in Smethwick, outside Birmingham, to prepare the estimates, with Paxton paying
them visits on two occasions, and the contractors travelling once to Chatsworth to meet him as
well. During this time, input on the design was given by Fox, Henderson, and Chance, as well as
Henry Cole, the architect Charles Barry, and the engineers I.K Brunel and William Cubitt, the
latter four all members of the Great Exhibition’s building committee. 398 During this time the
proposal was “replanned and redrawn,” 399 with several critical aspects of the project
significantly altered. 400
It was at the suggestion of John Henderson, Fox’s business partner and manager of the
company’s foundries and production facilities, that the building’s characteristic transept was
See “Dinner to Mr. Paxton at Derby,” Daily News, 7 August 1851, pp. 5-6.
Henry Cole had revealed to Paxton a loophole, by which any contractor submitting a tender for the building
committee’s design could also submit a tender for any alternate design as they saw fit. It was in this way, and through
Fox, Henderson, & Co. with the assistance of Robert Stephenson, that Paxton submitted his proposal.
398 William Cubitt was chair of the building committee and also standing president of the ICE.
399 John McKean, Crystal Palace, op. cit., p. 21.
400 The input of Chance related to issues of glass production. Charles Barry, beyond the question of the arched
transept, was responsible for some of the decorative flourishes on the ironwork, such as the crosssectional form of
the columns as well as the caps at their bases and capitals. Cole and Brunel were helpful in many respects, largely in
bringing Paxton’s scheme it to strict accordance with the provisions of the competition brief: dimensioning, siting,
provisions for retaining trees on site, and more.
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introduced, at first opposed by Paxton, but eventually adopted as a means of providing lateral
stability and improving the “strength and solidity [of] the building.” 401 The structural module of
the building was also modified. While the building was originally designed on a 20’ square bay, it
would now be built on multiples of 24’. This was also recommended by Brunel, as it was the
dimension of spaces requested by the competition brief, and it had also been determined in
consultation with Chance that this dimension would coordinate well with manufacture of the
glass. 402 In accelerating the rate of production and minimizing the number of glass panels to be
installed, the maximum width of glazing would be just over 4’. Thus, with two 4’1” x 10” glass
panes 403, set into the ridge and furrow framework at the appropriate slopes, the width of the
whole assembly would be 8’, and three widths could be set into one 24’ structural bay. Thus, all
structural dimensions in plan were set on a 24’ square module with girders designed in 24’, 48’,
and 72’ lengths, effectively recalibrating the proportions of the whole scheme. 404 One more
critical change was the introduction of the arched roof over the transept, the origin of which
would prove a contentious point, claimed both by Barry and Paxton. 405 Schematic drawings and
tender documents were submitted by the July 10th deadline and, despite much debate, on July
16th Paxton, Fox, and Henderson were notified that their proposal, with the building’s form now
substantially transformed (figure 5.4), had been accepted. 406

“Dinner to Mr. Paxton at Derby,” Daily News, pp. 5-6.
John McKean, Crystal Palace, p. 21.
403 As the bay was 8’, the glass had to be slightly longer due to the angled surfaces of the ridge and furrow roof.
404 Involvement of such a variety of stakeholders so early on in the design process was not common at this time, and
this alliance with manufacturing seems to anticipate much later principles of integrated design practice.
405 Paxton asserted his ownership of this element, and most historians seem to accept this as the most likely origin of
the arched roof, particularly in its similarity (formally and constructively) to that employed in Paxton’s Great
Conservatory at Chatsworth.
406 The particulars of this process and the various arguments for and against the scheme have been thoroughly
recounted by scholars and need not be recounted here. For more on this see the sources listed in note 1, particularly
the texts by Ffrench and Hobhouse.
401
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Figure 5.4. Scheme approved by the building committee, showing revised proportions, added transept, and vault.

And yet, despite these significant changes made to the Crystal Palace’s outward appearance by
its collaborators in these early weeks of the project’s evolution, the most critical alterations and
developments of Paxton’s initial vision were still to come. At the time Paxton’s scheme was
approved by the building committee, the documents describing the project were merely
schematic and, in Fox’s words, “did not contain either sufficient architectural or mechanical
detail to admit of their being used in the execution of the works.” 407 Once this general scheme
was approved in mid July, Paxton was, in his own words, “obliged to leave England for a month”
on other business. 408 It was during this time, and in the absence of Paxton, that Fox began to
work eighteen hours a day for seven weeks, making “every important drawing of the building as
[constructed] with [his] own hand.” 409 With a small team of engineers assisting him, loads were
calculated, parts dimensioned, and connections designed, yielding the comprehensive set of
technical documents from which the building was actually produced. It can be argued that this

407 Ibid.,

Further, the constructed building differs radically from Paxton’s original drawings, and many important
contributions were made by others, Charles Fox, Charles Barry, and Owen Jones most chiefly.
408 “Dinner to Mr. Paxton at Derby,” Daily News, pp. 5-6.
409 “Dinner to Charles Fox,” The Derby Mercury, op. cit.
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involved a large part, if not the majority, of the building’s actual design. 410 Moreover, as Fox and
Henderson managed all of the Crystal Palace’s phases of manufacture—from forging parts and
milling wooden components, to shipping and delivery, and management of the construction site
itself—it can be seen that the entire range of productive concerns were embedded in the very
design of the details.

Figure 5.5. Details of the “connecting piece” and joints between sections of columns.

410 It seems that nearly all design following the schematic phase, which occupied by far a greater number of working
hours and involved countless decisions critical to the project’s success, occurred largely in the absence of Paxton’s
oversight.
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Systematizing, Manufacturing, Assembling
The approval of Paxton’s scheme had depended on the written tender, estimating expenses,
from Fox, Henderson & Co, which promised that the cost of construction would be lower than
that of the building committee’s own proposal and, despite its unprecedented modes of
construction, that it would be completed well in advance of the exhibition’s opening on May 1,
1851. 411 These promises—low cost and high speed—were founded upon a host of nascent
industrial practices bound to the systemization of knowledge advanced over the prior decades
by natural philosophers, scientists, and engineers in managing labor, increasing efficiency, and
establishing consistency in the production of goods—from standardized bolts to pulley blocks to
railroad infrastructure. 412 At the Crystal Palace, it was through these sorts of knowledge that
processes were organized and streamlined, practices made repetitive, procedures mechanized,
and labor “scientifically” managed. 413 Such efforts were particularly evident in the circumstances
surrounding what Fox and his team referred to simply as the “connecting piece” 414 (figure 5.5),
the component used to join lengths of tubular iron columns and the girders they were to
support. This single object condenses the innovations, at once material, economic, and political,
that made Fox’s system work.

411 The structure was to be mostly complete by January 1, 1851, so as to allow sufficient time to fit out the interior
and install displays.
412 On the issue of “mass production” of pulley blocks for use by the British Navy, see: Carolyn Cooper, “The
Portsmouth System of Manufacture,” in Technology and Culture, vol. 25, no. 2 (Apr. 1984), pp. 182-225. Of particular
interest is the role of the engineer-machinist Henry Maudslay, trained in the workshop of Joseph Brahma—the very
firm that would eventually become Fox, Henderson, and Co. Also, notable, is the involvement of Marc Brunel in the
project, the father of I.K. Brunel, a prominent member of the building committee responsible for the 1851 Great
Exhibition. As for standardized bolts, Henry Maudslay’s machine tool innovations, particularly the introduction of
guides and controls to greatly increase precision, were critical in their production. Railway infrastructure projects over
the 1830s and 40s, such as Robert Stephenson’s bridges over the Menai Strait, were important in a variety of
respects—structural calculation, prefabrication, and the management of complex tasks of assembly.
413 The principle protagonists of the project were members of the Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE), and many were
founding members of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers (IME). Thus, the professional and personal networks in
which these actors operated exposed them to a host of contemporary discussions and debates on the merits of a
range of developing industrial and disciplinary practices, referred to as “scientific” in with regularity in published
proceedings and other contemporary documents.
414The connecting piece, as a term for this specific iron component, appears constantly in documents and descriptions
of the building that originated from the team responsible for the Crystal Palace’s production. It appears on bills of
materials (e.g. with lists of components: columns, girders, connecting pieces, etc…) as well as in popular sources like
the Illustrated Exhibitor which was available to visitors of the exhibition and the Illustrated London News, in both of
which the construction process was described at length.
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Figure 5.6. Detail of the “connecting piece” (C), joined to sections of column (A and E), and a 24’ cast iron girder (Q).

The connecting piece was a cast iron component of standardized dimensions, 415 serially
produced, and specifically designed to be installed quickly by unskilled labor. This component
was cast with a high level of precision and honed with specially designed machine tools, such
that it could be aligned with and bolted to sections of tubular column above and below (figure
5.6, parts A and E). It also had a series of projecting ridges on its sides, which they referred to as
“snugs” (P), which held the ends of cast iron girders (U), locking in as a small projection cast on
the bottom of the girder (R) slid into a groove between snugs. What were called ‘keys’ of iron
(T), and sometimes wood, were driven by mallet into the joint between girder and snugs,
securing the mechanism. The whole structure contained over 6000 sections of column, 4000
girders and trusses, and 2500 connecting pieces, a mass-produced set of more-or-less
interchangeable parts. 416 It was this one systemic detail—the joint between column and girder
There were four slight variations, depending upon how many girders were to connect to the piece.
These components, however, were not all identical, but within each set of components there were a small
collection of variations. For example, in the case of girders, there were nine varieties: “24 ft wooden trusses, three
415
416
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as mediated by the connecting piece—which held together the vast majority of the Crystal
Palace’s structural fabric. And further, this particular mode of connection, with the whole
process of production—from planning, to manufacture, to assembly—embedded in its very
design, was of central importance in both the reduction of cost and acceleration of construction.
While much has been made of the formal relationship between the Crystal Palace and Paxton’s
prior works in the glass conservatories at Chatsworth, the logic of the connecting piece was
radically different from anything there employed. In Paxton’s Victoria Regia lily house (figures
5.2 and 5.3), structural iron columns were simply bonded to the small beam they carried by
treating the joint with molten iron. And in Paxton’s great conservatory, iron columns supported
laminated wooden arches, joined by techniques drawn from traditional practices in carpentry.
While such methods played a part at the Crystal Palace, the connecting piece was something
wholly new, and this innovation was the work of Charles Fox, who claimed responsibility, and
priority, for it at a meeting of the Institute of Civil Engineers in January of 1851, where he
explained that he considered the connecting piece “to be one of the most important points of
the structure.” 417 And indeed it was.

strengths of 24 ft cast-iron girders, 24 ft wrought iron girders, 48 ft. wrought-iron trusses, and three strengths of 72 ft
wrought iron trusses.” Also of interest is that while the exterior plan profile of columns was of consistent dimension,
the interiors of molds for casting were varied to give the material of the hollow columns a variable thickness, allowing
for varied loads to be accommodated depending on structural demands at any given point. For more on this see
Cowper and Downes, The Building Erected in Hyde Park for the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations
1851, London: J. Weale, 1851.
417 Charles Fox quoted in M.D. Wyatt, “On the Construction of the Building for the Exhibition of the Works of Industry
of all Nations in 1851,” in Minutes and Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, vol. X, London: ICE, 1851, p.188.
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Figure 5.7. The Crystal Palace as constructed in Hyde Park (top left), reassembled and expanded at Sydenham (bottom
left), and proposed as reassembled into a tower (right).

Paxton’s commentary that the idea of the Crystal Palace had been born of the realization that
the principle of the Victoria Reggia Lily house could “be carried out to an almost unlimited
extent” 418 certainly reveals that he too understood his own proposal as, in some way, systemic.
However, while his vision was based on an understanding of modularity and repetition, and of a
discreet building being constituted from a new and particular system of construction, the logic of
the connecting piece exhibits something more. The connecting piece reveals the ways in which
Fox and his team thought of the building less as a discreet object and more as a system itself—
and not just a system of assembly, but also more broadly as one of production and labor
management. The connecting piece allowed for all ironwork to be serially produced, for the
structure to be broken down into easily manufactured, transported, and maneuvered sets of
components, and for these parts to made at different facilities 419 and yet precisely and rapidly fit
together on site by unskilled laborers. And further, the logic of the connecting piece provided,

J. Paxton, “The Industrial Palace in Hyde Park,” p. 385.
Components were produced at three foundries outside Birmingham (one handled the cast columns and girders,
another the light cast ironwork, and a third the wrought iron) under the oversight of John Henderson and one mill in
London (Phoenix Saw Mills).
418
419
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unlike other methods, 420 for the structure to be both rapidly assembled and later disassembled,
to be removed from Hyde Park at the close of the exhibition. It was this aspect of the structure
which perhaps most clearly reveals the systemic character of the Crystal Palace, as after
disassembly it was later reassembled at Sydenham in expanded and altered form. 421 As a system
rather than object, the form of the building was merely a temporary, contingent feature; it could
have been assembled into any multitude of forms, or even extended indefinitely. When the
intention to move the building to Sydenham was made public, The Builder published a
provocative image of the structure’s components reassembled into a 1000-meter-tall tower
(figure 5.7). 422 On the image, Fox and Henderson commented that in principle, such a tower
could be soundly constructed.
The logic of such an adaptable system, with the connecting piece its most critical component,
had grown from the prior pursuits of its team of engineers, managers, manufacturers and
contractors, with that of Charles Fox most exemplary. 423 By all accounts, Fox was a mechanically
inclined youth and in his late teens he apprenticed himself to the Swedish-born inventor and
mechanical engineer, John Ericsson of Leeds. He worked with Ericsson for two years, engaged in
experiments on rotary engines and, along with the engineer John Braithwaithe, they worked on
the design and construction of the early steam locomotive, the Novelty (figure 5.8), famously
the principle competition for George and Robert Stephenson’s Rocket at the 1829 Rainhill Trials.
For the next two years, Fox was employed at Fawcett, Preston & Co of Liverpool, an iron foundry
and machinist operation originally established in the 18th century as an offshoot of the
Coalbrookdale Company by the engineer and ironmaster George Parry. By the time Fox joined
the operation, the firm specialized in the design and manufacture of a variety of industrial
machine tools as well as some of the earliest engines applying steam propulsion to nautical
While connections in most iron structures at this time were rigidly secured with molten iron or rivets, such
processes took more time, skill, and energy than the “snugs and keys” method of the connecting piece, which was
secured with little more than a crane and a few workers with mallets. Bolting could have been used, and was in fact
the mode of connection between the columns and connecting piece, but in the case of the girders it would have
unnecessarily complicated the casting and assembly processes.
421 The reassembled structure was significantly larger and with the additions of two more transepts and a vault along
the entire length of the building.
422 The Builder, Vol 10, no. 482, London: [s.n], May 1, 1852, pp. 280-81.
423 There are a number of useful sources on the biographies of engineers involved in the project. Particularly useful is
A.W. Skempton, A Biographical Dictionary of Civil Engineers in Great Britain and Ireland , London: Thomas Telford,
2002.
420
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vessels. 424 By 1833 he began employment under Robert Stephenson, whom he had met at the
Rainhill Trials, working first for a year as an engine driver on the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway line and then, for the next five years as an engineer, contractor, and manager on the
London & Birmingham railway.

Figure 5.8. The Novelty locomotive (1829), by John Ericsson, John Braithwaithe, Charles Fox, and Charles Vignoles.

424

Mechanics Magazine, Volume XXXIX (39) 1843 Pt2, p. 79.
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Figure 5.9. The iron roof at Euston Terminus (1837), by Charles Fox under the supervision of Robert Stephenson.

Work under George and Robert Stephenson, generally regarded as pioneers of the British
railway system, afforded Fox a range of invaluable opportunities to develop his professional
capabilities. The London & Birmingham railway was the first into London, and Fox played a large
part in the construction of its southern stretch, managing the excavation and construction of
Watford tunnel in 1834, serving as contractor on a number of railway bridges, and designing and
supervising construction of the iron-trussed roof of Euston Terminus (figure 5.9), one of the first
of its kind. During this time, Fox also invented and eventually patented a design for a railway
switch, the general concept of which is still in use. By 1838, with the London & Birmingham fully
operational, Fox served as “Resident Engineer” to the London half of the line, helping manage
the railway’s operation. Despite many offers of work at better pay from others, Fox chose to
maintain his position under Stephenson, as he felt that it offered the best opportunity to “gain a
thorough knowledge, not only of the construction and repair but also the working of
213

railways.” 425 These experiences in apprenticeship grounded Fox in the world of the 19th century
British engineer—from the thermodynamic experiments of steam engines, to the precision
manufacture of mechanical apparatus, to the construction of infrastructure and even the
operational management of early railroads, these pursuits constituted an emersion in
developing modes of 19th century systems thinking and the collective project of codifying and
systematizing technical knowledge. These pursuits and the capital accumulated from his
patented railway switch allowed Fox in 1839 to go into partnership with the engineer Francis
Bramah, with their company, Bramah, Fox & Co owning and operating their own foundries,
producing a range of commercial and industrial iron manufactures, and contracting on a range
of building projects.
Francis Bramah was the second son of Joseph Bramah, the great inventor responsible for the
design and manufacture of innovative locks, the water closet, the hydraulic press, and a number
of machine tools for working wood and iron. Before Fox joined the company, it had been
Bramah & Sons, and before that Bramah & Co, a foundry and machinist operation with a long,
rich history since its inception in 1784. 426 By the early 19th century, the firm’s expertise in the
manufacture of iron machines and instruments was among the best in England, and it had been
an incubator for many talented engineers and machinists—with Henry Maudsaly and Joesph
Clement among the most well-known. 427 Maudslay, who spent six years at the firm, made a
number of incremental improvements to an array of machine tools, and also developed a
number of principles and techniques in manufacturing that used “guiding surfaces which control
the motion of the tool during machine operations” increasing efficiency and precision of
manufacture while decreasing both opportunity for error and the skill required by the machine’s
operator. 428 These innovations would be critical in his contributions to the development of the
“Portsmouth System of Manufacture” in the production of sailing blocks for the British Navy, an
operation advanced with Samuel Bentham and Marc Brunel, and generally regarded as one of
Biographical Dictionary of British Engineers, p. 311.
See I. McNeil, Joseph Bramah: A Century of Invention, London: Augustus M. Kellley, 1968.
427 See S. Smiles, Lives of the Engineers. These included Henry Maudslay (machine tools), Joseph Clement (the
mechanical engineer who made Babbage’s difference machine), Arthur Woolfe (steam engines), and many more.
428 A.F. Burstall, A History of Mechanical Engineering… Also important in relation to Maudsley was his involvement in
the mechanized mass-production of pulleys for use on nautical vessels, a project advanced by Marc Brunel, refered to
as the ‘Portsmouth System,’ often credited as the key forerunner of the ‘American System of Manufactures” which
preceded the great industrial innovations of the 20th century.
425
426
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the earliest examples of mechanized mass production. 429 Joseph Bramah was succeeded at the
company by his sons Timothy and Francis—and while the former specialized in matters of steam
and heating, the later focused his efforts on iron founding, manufacturing railroad components,
and materials testing. 430 Francis Bramah had, in fact, by 1839 used modified versions of his
father’s hydraulic press to experimentally verify the principles established theoretically by
Thomas Tredgold regarding the strength of cast iron beams in his 1822 “Practical Essay on the
Strength of Cast Iron.” 431 Francis Bramah presented the findings of this study at the Institute of
Civil Engineers, of which he was an active member, and it was there, in fact, that he came to
know Charles Fox, who was elected to membership in 1837. 432
As Bramah, Fox and Co, the company’s operations were further expanded into contracting work,
and in 1841 John Henderson, owner of a foundry in Smethwick was brought into the fold. When
Bramah retired in 1845, the company was renamed Fox, Henderson, & Co, and by 1850 the
business had grown substantially. Under Fox and Henderson, the Smethwick works
encompassed a boiler house with “two 75hp engines” and “the smith’s shop contained 70
forges and was stated to be the largest in the world.” 433 At this time, the firm was producing
“about 300 tons of castings a week and usually employed between 1,000 and 2,000 men.” 434
It was through this collected experience, as well as that of the many associates Fox had claimed
along the way, that the construction practices of the Crystal Palace took shape. The connecting
piece was at the center of this, and the debt it owed to the practices of manufacturing and
engineering was clear in the very vocabulary used to describe it—columns and girders were
secured via “snugs and keys.” The term “snug,” as used by Fox, was no architectural term, but
one specific to manufactures in iron, appearing in engineering literature from the 1830’s
onward 435 and generally taken to mean a “projection or ridge cast on a plate, bolt, etc., in order
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to keep something in position, prevent rotation, or for some similar purpose.” 436 This device
draws upon basic mechanical principles, and was at the time widely employed in circumstances
where things—products, machine tools, etc—were assembled from multiple components in
iron.

Figure 5.10. Section (top) and plan views (bottom) of Fox’s patented railway chair as drawn in the patent application,
1847. The iron rails (components 1 and2) are secured within the chair by driving in wooden keys (component 8).
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Figure 5.11. Plan drawing of permanent way configuration showing slight variations in chairs which allowed the
system to accommodate different sorts of conditions. As drawn in Fox’s patent application, 1847.

While the term “key” had long been an item of architectural terminology, the sense in which it
was employed at the Crystal Palace was that used in the production railways. In the construction
of “permanent way,” the tracks on which locomotives ride, the key was a wedge-like component
driven between two elements to secure their relative position. In fact, Fox had in 1847 patented
two different improved permanent way designs based on a new sorts of cast iron railway
chairs, 437 the elements attaching rails to wooden sleepers embedded in the ground. One of
these patents (figure 5.10) was for a dual rail system, designed to simultaneously accommodate
both wide and narrow-gauge lines. In Fox’s patented system, using a method typical to rail
installation though doubled, wooden keys were “driven (from either side) between the rails and
[chairs], so as to hold the rails firmly.” 438 This method, employing two wedge-shaped keys to

C. Fox, Patent document, 1847, no. GB184711631A, UK Patent Office, London; C. Fox, Patent document,
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secure a connection, was precisely the same principle used in the Crystal Palace’s connecting
piece. And further, both Fox’s connecting piece and railway chair were intended as massproduced iron components with a small set of variable configurations, intended to reduce time
and work in assembly, and be deployed serially, economizing and facilitating the indefinite
expansion of the system (figure 5.11). Also in 1847, Fox patented a new method for casting such
components, aiming to improve efficiency and reduce labor in their production. 439
Thus, the innovative assembly logic of the Crystal Palace’s connecting piece, which held together
the vast majority of the building’s structural fabric, was based not on precedents in architecture,
but rather on the translation of principles from practices of railway engineering and the
manufacture of iron goods. The concerns which gave shape to the connecting piece, the
conditioning context of what I have called the ‘world of the 19th century British engineer,’ were
to bear upon the whole complex of the building’s productive processes, from design to
manufacture to on-site assembly.
Once the collection of the building’s components had been designed, the drawings were put in
the hands of John Henderson, and patterns for all parts were made at the company ironworks in
Smethwick. As the casting of iron components began, efforts were made to organize their
production to maximize efficiency. At the Smethwick works, all of the light ironwork—
connective hardware, cover plates, roof truss components, etc.—were cast, but the columns
and girders were put into production at Cochrane & Co, a nearby foundry specializing in iron
pipes which had been established by J.J. Bramah (the cousin of Francis Bramah) and A.B.
Cochrane (the brother of John Cochrane, a resident engineer for Fox and Henderson, who would
be also Fox’s primary assistant in supervising the Hyde Park site). At Fox and Henderson’s
operation more than “80 pattern makers and 120 moulders” were employed in two shifts to
work 24 hours a day in the fabrication of nearly “90,000 separate castings,” while at Cochrane &
Co. the building’s 24’ long girders, produced complete as a single casting, were churned out at a
maximum rate of 316 per week. 440 This unusually rapid pace of production was achieved by
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division of labor, specialization, and economy of scale, and according to Fox, it was largely
Henderson who managed this process. 441
As production proceeded, the completed ironwork was shipped to London by rail, and delivered
to the site by horse-drawn cart, components ready to be assembled under the on-site
supervision of Fox and John Cochrane. Work proceeded quickly, with as many as 310 columns
fixed in any week, via an assembly process that was both highly regimented and exceedingly
repetitive, with Fox’s connecting piece operating as projected in the hands of unskilled laborers
(figure 5.12). The iron framework was also designed so as to require no scaffolding, again
minimizing work and maximizing speed, with each 24’ square structural bay being selfsupporting once assembled. Construction had begun in early August with just 39 men, but by
December, Fox was managing the labor of 2,260 workmen. Such a task would prove challenging,
but also ripe for systematization, with Fox and his team’s innovations—at once architectural,
technical and political—establishing new relations between mostly unskilled labors and
managers on the construction site. 442
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Figure 5.12. Workmen bolting connecting piece to column and securing girders, 1850.
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Figure 5.13. Details of the ridge and furrow roofing system as assembled at Hyde Park.

Mechanizing, Regimenting, Installing
As principles were transferred from factory and rail in the design of building components
themselves, so too were these sorts of knowledge used to inform practices at varied sites of
production. The “ridge and furrow” roofing system (figure 5.13) used at Hyde Park was based on
Joseph Paxton’s patented method, developed in his earlier glass structures. The roofing system
was composed of three primary components: 4’1” x 10” panes of glass, a collection of three
different shapes of wooden sash bar to support the glazing, and the “Paxton Gutter” which
provided for both structure and drainage. And while earlier examples of the system’s
application, like that of the Victoria Regia lily house, had illustrated some tendencies toward
mechanization, using a modified grooving machine to shape wooden sash bars, such efforts to
economize labor were taken much further by Fox and his team. 443 At the Crystal Palace, the
details of the ridge and furrow system were subtly transformed by its engineers and contractors,
components carefully redesigned relative to their methods of production, installation, and the
management and regimentation of human labor throughout the entire process. Speed and
efficiency were paramount.
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The glass was produced by Chance Brothers of Smethwick. Once the optimum dimensions of
glazing panels, in terms of both rates of production and installation, had been determined,
Chance Brothers immediately began the manufacture of nearly 300,000 identical panes of glass
at the predetermined 4’1”x10” dimensions, nearly 1,000,000 square feet in total, by far the
greatest volume of the material ever produced for a single work. 444 The production of this alone
required over 600 tons of sand, 3000 tons of coal, and some 1200 men at Chance Brothers’ glass
works. 445
The wood used for the ridge and furrow roof, “Memel Fir,” was sourced from the Baltic and
delivered by ship, via the Thames, to the Phoenix Saw Mills in Chelsea. 446 It was here that raw
lumber was pre-processed into the various components of the glazing system prior to delivery at
Hyde Park, and this specific mill was “taken by the contractors for the express purpose” of
setting up such an operation “near the river, [to be] convenient for the delivery of the timber”
and close enough to the building site for easy transport by cart. 447 In the preparation of the
timber, Fox, Henderson and their team deployed a host of specially designed or adapted
machine tools to foster speed and economy of labor in production. The complex of machines
was overseen by Edward Alfred Cowper, a mechanical Engineer who had joined Fox, Henderson
and Co. in 1941, and who would later become president of the British Institution of Mechanical
Engineers. 448 Relative to these mechanized means of production, the designs of physical
components were refined—camber built into gutters, profiles optimized and adjusted, and
such—with the means of their production, installation, and ultimate performance in mind.
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Figures 5.14-15. Section through roof showing gutter (A), and “Circular Planing Machine,” here operated
leisurely and one handed by a workman.

Figure 5.16. The gutter cutting machine, operated by three workmen.

Each 24’ long “Paxton gutter” was hewn from a single length of timber. Paxton had developed
the form of the gutter for the ridge and furrow roof on the lily house at Chatsworth, with a large
central groove to collect precipitation shed on the exterior and two smaller grooves on either
side to collect condensation shed from the interior of the glazing (figure 5.14). At Chatsworth,
the gutters had been worked by craftsmen and were painstakingly carved by hand. 449 At Phoenix
Saw Mills, however, the process was thoroughly mechanized and highly regimented. First, three
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lengths of timber were simultaneously passed through a specially designed “circular planing
machine” to provide an even surface, the apparatus attended by just “two men and a boy” and
by the use of “guides and rails” could be operated by way of a single hand (figure 5.15). 450 Once
squared, the timbers were “conveyed towards the feed end of the gutter cutting machines”
(figure 5.16) which acted upon them with four separate cutters, quickly yielding a properly
profiled gutter. 451 These machines were worked 20 hours a day by two shifts of men, and more
than “2,000 feet [of gutter] was turned out daily ready for use.” By this process the entire
quantity of gutters needed was completed in just two months by teams of six workers, but it
was “computed that this amount of work would have required labor of about 300 men to be
employed for the same length of time” had it depended upon “unassisted manual labor.” 452

Figure 5.17. Gutter finishing machine.
Illustrated London News, 7 DEC 1850, p. 432.
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The gutters were finished on site, with a specially designed machine operated by three workers
(figure 5.17). Using a series of guides and precisely scripted movements, two workers placed the
gutter onto a framework and the machine bent the gutter into camber to facilitate drainage, the
bend being fixed with iron tension rods and struts. Next, a third worker lowered the saw with a
counter-weighted lever, precisely cutting the end of the gutter to the necessary length and
proper angle and then, via two protrusions on flat surface of the saw blade, carving a semicircular hollow into which a brass casting would later be inserted to convey water from the
gutter. The saw was raised, and the two positioning workers then rotated the timber on a
central pivot, allowing for the other end to be worked as well. The whole carefully scripted
process was carried out in a matter of just two minutes. 453 In this, the Paxton Gutter, which at
Chatsworth had been simply a hand carved length of timber, had been transformed into a more
complex element, an optimized assembly of wood, wrought iron reinforcing ties, and cast iron
fittings—redesigned in concert with the configuration and scripting of machines and laborers.
The sash bars were treated similarly, with production mechanized to the greatest degree
possible, a process yielding 190,000 identical components. The bars were cut and grooved by
feeding boards through one machine, and finished on site by the action of several others which
cut them to exact length 30 bars at a time, drilled them for easy and precise nailing, and even
painted them (figure 5.18). 454 In organizing all of these processes, tasks were physically aligned
to economize production and human labor was routinely de-skilled, reducing workers actions to
basic movements such as feeding materials into machines, depressing a counterweighted lever,
removing finished products, and stacking finished products. Such an attitude regarding the
optimization of labor and mechanized production had been advanced with the Portsmouth
system of Manufacture, an operation designed by Samuel Bentham, Marc Brunel, and Henry
Maudslay for the production of wooden sailing blocks for the British navy in the early decades of
the 19th century. 455 As these principles were further developed in work on the Crystal Palace,
they would foreshadow the development of “Scientific Management” under Taylor and Ford
from the 1880’s onward.
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Figure 5.18. Sash bar painting machine.

Figure 5.19. Initial scaffolding for glazing (left) and Fox’s glazing wagon (right).

Initially, the assembly of the many wooden components to form the roof of the Crystal Palace
proceeded slowly, hampered by the cumbersome board scaffolding workers had to constantly
reposition as they progressed (figure 5.19). To remedy this inefficiency, Fox again turned to the
principles of manufacturing and railroad practice, replacing the scaffolding traditional to
building sites with a new and optimized apparatus. He designed and fabricated 70 “glazing
226

wagons” (figure 5.19), which rode within gutters like a locomotive on tracks, greatly accelerating
installation. The wagons carried four glaziers and all the requisite materials, allowing for workers
to ride backward across the structure as they worked, as Tom Peters has pointed out, both an
anticipation and inversion of the assembly line as a manufacturing process, here moving the
workers past the work as it was produced. 456 The principles of the railway had again been
literally transposed upon the building site.
While the detail of the connecting piece had been designed anew specifically for the system
employed at Hyde Park, details of the “ridge and furrow” system had been adapted from
Paxton’s architectural precedents. And yet, the details of the system of enclosure too were
designed, or better yet redesigned, as a condensation of their own principles of production and
installation. Said otherwise, the innovations in production and installation advanced by Fox and
his team caused the physical details of the building to subtly change recast in the mold of the
19th c. engineer. And this process extended further still, from the design of the building’s parts
and their installation processes to the management of millions of building components, vast
quantities of data, and thousands of workers on site.
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Figure 5.20. Tables accounting for the various weights used and their placement in the “proving”
of Fox and Henderson’s iron bowstring trusses, 1849.

Measuring, Counting, Tabulating
In nearly every account of the Crystal Palace, regardless of focus, one is confronted with a
preponderance of numbers—thousands of this part, ten thousand of another, this many millions
of visitors and tickets sold, this number of columns fixed in one day, so many panes of glass
installed in another. The management and tracking of quantities by the Crystal Palace’s
overseers, the methods they used and the origins of such methods, offers further insight into
the mindset that governed the entire enterprise.
With the unprecedented scale and character of the iron and glass structure, many in the public
opposed the project, claiming it would not be sufficiently safe, and that structural collapse and
ensuing disaster was imminent. Such debates have been thoroughly recorded and analyzed by
existing scholarship and need not be discussed here, 457 however it is the practical response of
Fox and his team to these concerns which deserves further attention. During the Crystal Palace’s
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construction, spectacles were made of testing components structural efficacy, on several
instances using a specially designed apparatus to roll hundreds of cannonballs across the gallery
floors in the completed building 458 and on another inviting some 300 Soldiers of the corps of
Royal Sappers and Miners to stand and march together in place atop a single structural bay. Of
this last affair, a sensational image was published in the Illustrated London News (figure 5.21). 459
While these acts were perhaps mere demonstrations to put the public at ease, a number of
other procedures for measuring and testing structural efficacy were, in fact, an integral part of
the building process.
The theoretical stresses on all components were minutely calculated during the design process
by Fox and Charles Heard Wild, an engineer who had previously worked for Robert Stephenson,
assisting him with the structural calculations during the design of the Britannia (1850) and
Conway (1848) tubular iron railway bridges. In the case of the Crystal Palace’s cast iron girders,
each individual member was empirically tested to assure that its actual strength exceeded its
theoretical. On site, prior to the installation of every 24’ cast iron girder, each member was
“proved” for structural capacity using a specially designed apparatus based on Bramah’s
hydraulic press (figure 5.22). Henderson’s patented derrick crane was used to remove the girder
from the delivery cart and place it on the machine. A massive load was applied hydraulically, and
then the member was removed and prepared for installation. The whole ensemble of testing
movements was refined to take a mere four minutes per member. 460 This method, using the
modified hydraulic press, was based on that pioneered by Francis Bramah in his experiments to
confirm the Tredgold’s calculated strengths of iron beams, but more broadly, the practice of
‘proof loading’ iron structural components had been employed in manufacturing and
engineering practices for decades, as a “scientific” and empirical method for testing theoretical
strengths . 461 In fact, in 1849 Fox and Henderson had published a text on proof-loading trusses
for railway bridges.
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Figure 5.21. Soldiers of the corps of Royal Sappers and Miners testing the girders
as a public spectacle.

Figure 5.22. Testing the girders with the derrick crane and hydraulic press.
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Fox and Henderson’s text, Bow-String Bridge Ribs (1849), gives a careful account of the methods
rigorous and extensive procedures they had devised, with the assistance of E.A. Cowper, for
verifying calculated structural capacities of trusses. On September 6th, 1848, they had tested
the structural capacity of a series of 120’ and 130’ bow-string truss ribs they had designed and
fabricated for a railway bridge they were to build over the Regent’s Canal. 462 The structure’s
“proving” was carried on as a sort of performance, with governmental railway inspectors,
politicians, and “between eighty and ninety other scientific gentlemen and engineers,
[attending] to witness the trial.” 463 The structure’s capacities, in consideration of the role every
single component would play within the system, had been precisely calculated and in its testing
the whole structure was loaded with 240 tons of iron rails and bars, more than twice what had
been determined as the “largest conceivable load” it could encounter in use. As masses of iron
were placed upon the structure, their weights and number were meticulously counted and
recorded in tables (figure 5.20), and resulting deflections in the trusses were precisely measured
twice—once by an engineer employed by Fox and Henderson, and again by an independent
witness—and this data too was tabulated. 464 The structure was left loaded for several days, with
any variations over changing environmental conditions again measured and recorded. This
approach, conceived as the application of scientific methods to empirical testing of materials
and structures was part of the larger collective project of deploying calculation, experiment, and
precise measurement as a basis for systematizing technical knowledge, here validated by the
witness of eminent gentlemen. The empirical testing methods employed at Hyde Park, were
developed precisely from this lineage.
Such concerns for precise measurement, counting, and tabulation were extended to the
organization and tracking of the building’s millions of material components as well. Major
components which necessitated identification, were “marked,” 465 a technique which served to
“obviate the necessity for [using] skilled workmen,” allowing work to be “effected by ordinary
labourers.” 466 Such a practice simplified, expedited, and economized the process of assembly.
The Mining Journal, 9 Sep 1848.
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And further, the numbers of components were counted and recorded so meticulously that at
the completion of construction the contractors were able to present the building commission
tabulated lists of all materials used—to the level of precision of 41,147 galvanized louvers for
the building’s ventilation openings (figure 5.23). 467 Such practices were critical to the success of
contractor or manufacturer, where proper accounting was essential to the profitability, and thus
continued existence of any such enterprise. And the report to the commissioners accounted not
only for materials used, but also for the numbers of workers employed and the wages they were
paid (figure 5.24). 468

Figure 5.23. Tabulated list of cast iron components.
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Figure 5.24. Tabulated list of workers employed.

Managing a work force of over two thousand workmen on one construction site was a massive
task, especially in keeping track of hours worked and funds to be paid to any individual worker.
Paying workers on a 19th century construction site was not typically an orderly affair and, with
no standard system for either recording workers hours or funds paid, disputes were
commonplace and a detriment to the flow of work. 469 To avoid such issues, Fox and company
again looked to the railroads as a precedent for managerial innovation. In the early decades of
railway travel, tickets were issued on hand written scraps of paper, as had been done with prior
coach services. But as the volume of railroad travel increased, accounting for correlation of
tickets sold, travelers conveyed, and funds collected became problematic. 470 Over the late
1830’s, the railway clerk, Joseph Edmondson produced the first system of mechanized railroad
ticketing, complete with machines to issue printed and consecutively numbered tickets, modes
of distributing, collecting and organizing them, and bookkeeping techniques for tracking these
things. 471 Such management of tickets and funds was critical as railway travelers began to
number in the thousands, and Edmondson’s ticketing system was widely adopted over 1840’s. It
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was just such a “ticketing system,” that Fox and Henderson employed at Hyde Park in tracking
labor. 472
When any workman was hired, he was assigned a number which was entered into a record book
and “stamped on several brass tickets, three of which were given to each workman” (figure
5.25). 473 Every worker had to enter the site three times daily—at the beginning of a shift and
after each meal, which were required to be taken off site. A small building known as the “payoffice” was positioned at the site’s entrance, there each worker deposited the appropriate ticket
as they came to work, and a clerk would place the brass ticket into a “money box” printed with
the corresponding number. Clerks tracked collected tickets each day and tabulated workmen’s
total hours on a ledger, returning the tickets to workers as they left the site each evening. When
it was time to pay workers, they were identified only by their numbers, lined up single file
outside the pay-office, and were swiftly dealt with. It was said that “the whole number of 2,000
men or upwards were sometimes paid in little more than an hour.” 474
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Figure 5.25. Workers waiting to be paid (top), brass tickets and money box (top middle),
inside of ‘pay-office’ (bottom middle), and workers lined up at pay-office window (bottom).
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From the Art of Building, to the Practice of Assembly
Reflecting upon the completed Crystal Palace in the early months of 1851, one commentator
made the following observation:
“The very nature of that idea which rendered a single section of the building completely
explanatory of the whole, would seem to have rendered the elaborate plans of the
proposed edifice, in its entirety, less a work of mind than of mechanical dexterity. A
single bay of 24 feet square would, if we except the transept and its semicircular roof,
supply the means of making a correct drawing of the whole.” 475
In theory, one structural bay could be replicated ad infinitum, the building extended indefinitely.
Evidenced by his initial vision for the project, such a principle of systematization was indeed in
Paxton’s mind, albeit in embryonic form. In the process of the Crystal Palace’s realization,
however, the project itself was transformed at the hands of his collaborating engineers and
managers into something far more expansive—a complex system of manufacture, labor
management, and assembly. In the many histories of the famed Crystal Palace, the complexity
of these underlying processes, the team of professionals that advanced them, and the origins of
the knowledge and principles which made the building’s realization possible have often been
overshadowed by the spectacular quality of its object and event. The Crystal Palace was not the
product of one heroic individual working almost singlehandedly, as some histories would lead
one to believe, but rather that of a network of actors—a broad range of professionals, laborers,
and machines—through whom principles and knowledge from other disciplines were brought to
bear upon the production of an architectural project. Indeed, it was though principles and
knowledge drawn from science, engineering, and the factory system that Fox, Henderson and
their team were able to develop Paxton’s schematic design into a highly refined and
systematized kit of parts.
This logic of systematized parts was by no means lost on contemporary commentators. The
countless accounts of the event’s fanfare and spectacle notwithstanding, many routinely
stressed the particular character of the building’s assembly from prefabricated parts, with
discussions often dominated by a preponderance of numbers and data, references to serial
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production, and scientific and mechanistic analogies. When Matthew Digby Wyatt, a vocal
member of the building committee, presented the project at the Institute of Civil Engineers, he
enumerated the rates of production and installation of each component: 316 girders cast per
week, 310 columns installed per week, 442 gutters carved per week, and on and on. 476 And
further, he described the exhibition as a “great experiment” for which “the building must be
regarded as the principle apparatus.” 477 Such characterization was also the norm in popular
sources, as in June of 1850, the Illustrated London News gave account of the serially produced
parts: “the number of columns 15 feet long is 6024; there are 3000 gallery bearers; 1245
wrought iron girders; 45 miles of sash bars; and one million, seventy three thousand, seven
hundred and sixty feet of glass to cover the whole.” All of these items, the author suggested,
would be “put together like a piece of machinery.” 478
Let us return now to Joseph Paxton’s comment that in the work of Fox, Henderson, and their
team to produce the Crystal Palace there had “never been any divergency from the original
plans except in detail.” 479 With a more robust understanding of the practices employed in
producing the structure and the conceptual origins of many of their greatest innovations, one
can see that while the building was indeed composed of a kit of parts, its greatest successes
were the product of the ways in which those parts were interrelated and held together—a
powerfully instrumental set of details. Indeed, the vast majority of the building’s structural
fabric had been constituted from a few critical details—the situations surrounding the
connecting piece and the ridge and furrow roofing system—and their various processes had
been managed and organized via procedures and principles drawn from the British Factory and
rail systems. While such innovations might seem “mere details” of construction and
bookkeeping, they were also something more—the aspects of the building’s production and
construction here described were conceived and designed as articulations of a vast network of
relationships, integrating into a few critical component assemblies and procedures the demands
and concerns of the entire process of building. The Crystal Palace’s details, as wrought by Fox,
Henderson, and team, were a paradigm of Babbage’s “Internal Economy,” whereby in a small
ICE X, op. cit.
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set of parts, relationships, and practices, the whole range of productive processes had
effectively been condensed—the details themselves had been systematized.
The sort of “systemic detail” at work in the Crystal Palace evidences the rise of a new dimension
to practices of detailing, one critically bound to nascent developments in the industrialization of
building practices in a broader sense. Though the building’s immediate impact on the
architectural profession was muted, it had prefigured an emerging shift in the building process,
one where traditional craft practices would be de-skilled and subsumed by mechanization, and
the process of construction would become less an art of building in the hands of craftsmen, and
more an act of assembling prefabricated components, chosen from a catalog, to be installed by
unskilled laborers. With this, a particular understanding of detailing practices would be
propagated, one whereby an increasing focus would be placed on configuring relationships
between systematized building products—this glazing system and that sort of cladding, this sort
of stair and that type of flooring system, and so on. Such a conception would emphasize
seriality, universality, and economy, and for these approaches the Crystal Palace would be
paradigmatic. 480 While it was by no means the only conception of detail operating within the
project—as the contributions of Charles Barry and Owen Jones in dressing the structure with an
aesthetic veil of ornament and color would attest—the systemized detail of Fox and his team
was, it should be clear, at the very core of the Crystal Palace. As always, however, very different
understandings of detail in architecture were being cultured in the work of others, advancing
along radically different, and certainly contradictory lines.

I have in mind architects such as Konrad Wachsmann, and historians like Giedion and Banham, however many
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06 _ THE ARCHITECT

Disciplinary conventions, the English House, and the elemental detail
While midcentury industrial practices and the scientific ethos of the engineer were catalyzing
technological change at the Crystal Palace, a different sort of orientation was being brought to
bear upon the site of the home or, more particularly, the “large country house” of the British
upper-middle class. 481 During this time the seeds of a new style of domestic architecture were
being sown, later to be loosely grouped under the heading of the “Arts and Crafts.” This body of
work was often characterized by an emphasis on individuality and specificity, vernacular
practices, integration between building and site as well as between interiors and their use,
practicality, materials, and perhaps above all else, what Peter Davey has called “quality of
life.” 482 Counter to the more rigid, rule-based formal logics of Neoclassicism, this approach to
domestic architecture drew inspiration from the more supple liberty of the “Gothic Spirit,” as
espoused by A.W.N. Pugin, John Ruskin, and following them, William Morris. Such a spirit, it was
hoped, would foster the evolution of homes “alive and sympathetic with the life of the dwellers
within them.” 483 This line of thinking would foster a characteristically “looser” approach to
architectural composition, possessed with what Andrew Saint has called a “quintessentially
Victorian freedom of articulation.” 484
This “freedom of articulation” which defined much Victorian domestic architecture had grown
from the theories of Pugin and Ruskin and it was enmeshed within a building industry
undergoing rapid change—from the depreciation of traditional craft trades and anxieties
regarding the gradual industrialization of building practices, to the evolution of disciplinary
conventions of representation, and projects for the collection and codification of architectural
knowledge. Within this context many different understandings of architectural detail would
intermix and give rise to another, what will here be called the “elemental detail,” a “larger
scale” detail, itself composed of smaller details. In late 19th century Britain not only could one
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discuss the moulding as a detail of a threshold, but equally the threshold at the intersection of
two rooms as a detail within the house as a whole. From the vantage of the 21st century, such a
meaning seems self evident, as one takes for granted this multi-scalar dimension of detail as an
architectural concept which had been explicitly theorized by Marco Frascari and others. 485
However, before the mid-19th century, such an understanding of “detail” did not exist in
English-language discourse on building. 486 This chapter tells the story of how, over the second
half of the 19th century in Britain, such a multi-scalar understanding of detail was to emerge and
be explicitly defined in the practices and writings of Victorian-era architects. This story begins
where the last ended, in 1851 at the Great Exhibition of all Nations.
Anxieties and Revival
In his 1852 publication Wissenschaft, Industrie, und Kunst, the German expatriate, Gottfried
Semper reflected upon his experience of the 1851 Great Exhibition. Commenting on the
tensions evident in the goods displayed, Semper prompted his readers with a series of
questions:
“Where does the depreciation of materials brought about by the machine, by their
surrogates, and by so many new inventions lead us? What effect will the depreciation of
labor, a result of the same causes, have on the painted, sculptured, and other kinds of
decorative work?... How will time or science bring law and order to these thoroughly
confused conditions? How do we prevent the general depreciation from also extending
to all works executed in the old way by hand, how do we prevent them from being seen
as antique, striking, or eccentric affectations?” 487
Indeed, as they intersected with the emerging world of 19th century science and industry, the
realms of design—from the production of consumer goods to the art of building—were in crisis,
and such concerns were on the minds of many.
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In this same text, and related to this line of questioning, Semper also commented on the “Pugin
Room” at the Great Exhibition, more properly known as the “Medieval Court,” 488 which
contained a wide assortment of contemporary objects designed by A.W.N. Pugin (1812-1852) in
a Gothic Style and executed by a collection of craftsmen in London, Birmingham, and
elsewhere. 489 Though Semper was generally critical of these “facsimiles of old models” he did
admit that there were some “truly good things” which “showed careful study and virtuosity in
adopting the style.” 490 He felt, however, that even many of Pugin’s best Gothic wares fell short
in achieving a particular quality to which they aspired, one “that eludes definition and makes us
forget the labor expended on a thing—sometimes even transforming its imperfections into a
characteristic charm.” 491 This elusive quality, particular to Gothic craftsmanship, was precisely
what Pugin was attempting, unsuccessfully in Semper’s view, to capture in the execution of his
Gothic designs. Indeed, the apparent imprecision and irregularity of craftsmanship in Pugin’s
designed objects was calculated, precisely imprecise, so to speak. Many of the same concerns
regarding decorative work, craft, and the machine raised by Semper in Wissenschaft, Industrie,
und Kunst were also of pressing concern to Pugin, and it was through understanding and
expression of the “Gothic spirit” that he sought to bring about architecture’s salvation.
As a Gothic devotee, Pugin had built a prolific design practice based on his expertise in matters
of “Christian Architecture” and its proper decoration. By the second quarter of the 19th century,
Gothic was largely accepted as the proper style for churches and many other sorts of buildings,
having become fashionable in the late 18th century due to the aristocratic taste for “picturesque
Gothick (sic) country houses.“ 492 Pugin’s embrace of Gothic work was bound to a critique of
societal change in post-reformation England and later periods of rapid industrialization, and for
Pugin the essential principles of Gothic work, as he understood them, and its close relation to
the work of craftsman offered a viable, even urgently necessary alternative to the contemporary
dominance of “classicist” design practices. He laid the foundations for this argument in his 1836
text, Contrasts, or a parallel between the architecture of the 15th and 19th centuries. For Pugin,
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the gradual post-reformation adoption of a classical architectural vocabulary amounted to a
borrowing of ideas from “heathen rites” and the appropriation of “decorations from the
idolatrous emblems of a strange people” to raise a new church in the image of a “merciless
tyrant.” 493 By contrast, Gothic architecture, he suggested, had grown from their own historically
christian culture and possessed a “unity of purpose” and feeling inspired by the “glorious
occupation” of “raising a temple of worship of the true and living god.” 494 It was this character,
particular to the Gothic, which Pugin claimed “operated alike on the master mind that planned
the edifice, and on the patient sculptor whose chisel wrought each varied and beautiful
detail.” 495
In a later text, The True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture (1841), Pugin further
qualified and articulated his understanding of the essential characteristics of Gothic work. He set
it in contrast, once more, with “classic architecture” which he repeatedly decried for its falsity,
concealment, and lack of adapting architectural forms to the specific capacities of materials in
which they are constructed. On the contrary, “Pointed Architecture,” he claimed, abides by the
“two great rules for design”:
“1st, that there should be no features about a building which are not necessary for
convenience, construction, or propriety; 2nd, that all ornament should consist of
enrichment of the essential construction of the building.” 496
On Pugin’s view, Gothic work “does not conceal her construction, but beautifies it,” whereas
“classic architecture seeks to conceal instead of decorating it.” 497 This propensity of classical
work to conceal had broader implications—in the composition of a building’s massing its formal
purity and symmetry were so important that if one encounters “difficulties in raising an
elevation from a convenient plan” one “would be compelled to devise expedients to conceal
[them].” 498 Should such difficulties arise in the case of “pointed architecture,” however, one
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“has only to beautify them.” 499 This was to ascribe to Gothic building a characteristically looser
way of working, one that not only allowed for the acceptance but also the embrace and
celebration of “irregular” conditions in a work of architecture. For Pugin, this tendency toward
freedom of expression and irregularity was a core principle of Gothic work and it was largely this
feature which informed his position relative to the place of machine work and new industrial
processes in the production of architecture.
Pugin granted modern technological contrivances a role in building, but only in “matters of the
purely mechanical”—the processing and production of materials, the raising of structure, and so
on. 500 For “by saving and expedition in these matters, there would be more funds and a greater
amount of manual labour to expend on enrichments and variety of detail.” 501 In this last
category, which was for Pugin the decorative part of building, technological contrivance was to
be patently avoided:
“It is only when mechanical invention intrudes on the confines of art, and tends to
subvert the principles which it should advance, that it becomes objectionable. Putty
pressing, plaster and iron casting for ornaments, wood burning, &c., are not to be
rejected because such methods were unknown to our ancestors, but on account of their
being opposed in their very nature to the true principles of art and design, by
substituting monotonous repetitions for beautiful variety, flatness of execution for bold
relief, encouraging cheap and false magnificence, and reducing the varied principles of
ornamental design, which should be in strict accordance with the various buildings and
purposes in which it is used, to a mere ready-made manufacture.” 502
Thus, Pugin was prepared to grant industrial processes and machines a limited role in building,
provided that it not be used to imitate work that should more properly be done by the hands of
craftsmen. However, in Pugin’s elevating the craftsman’s role in producing good ornamental
work there was, as Peter Davy has shown, a contradiction, specifically in the contemporary
implications of such lines of thinking. As understood by Pugin, Gothic work of the 14th century
had been produced by teams of craftsmen within the outlines of a general design, and each
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trade was responsible for the particular details of its own work. In his own 19th century,
however, it was Pugin’s judgement that craftsmen lacked requisite skill to produce Gothic work
to the specifications he desired, and he fellt he had to “design down to the last nail to recreate
the [same] effect.” 503 To achieve the precise sort of irregularity he desired in the execution of a
given design, Pugin needed to specify to the workman exactly how it was to be produced. In the
second half of the 19th century this situation, with architect gradually usurping the position of
craftsman, would place a rising level of importance upon the designers’ production of
increasingly precise “working drawings,” intended as instruments for controlling the production
of progressively less skilled workmen and ensuring that realized work would precisely meet the
designer’s vision and intentions. As Edward Ford has shown in the example of Norman Shaw’s
early work, architects would go so far as to make notes upon their working drawings that
prescribed “the space between the timbers be varied slightly in width” when constructing a halftimbered house. 504 This embrace and prescription of irregularity and the many tensions at work
in mediating between architects and building tradesmen, were central to the emergence of the
“elemental detail.”
Related to and more influential than Pugin’s ideas on architecture, decoration, craft, and
technology were those of John Ruskin (1819-1900). While Ruskin’s arguments are, in a general
sense, well known, for the purposes of this study it is necessary to establish, at least in broad
strokes, some of their core features which contributed to the “freedom of articulation” so
characteristic of later Victorian domestic architecture.
Where Pugin’s thinking made some concessions to machine work in architecture, Ruskin’s
position was far more radical. In The Seven Lamps of Architecture (1849), Ruskin condemned
“the substitution of cast or machine work for that of the hand” as “dishonest,” and argued for
its “absolute and unconditional rejection.” 505 For Ruskin, the beauty of ornamentation stemmed
from two sources. In part, it emanated from “the abstract beauty of its forms,” which can be
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supposed to be “the same whether they come from the hand or the machine.” 506 However, the
other part of one’s appreciation for ornament stemmed “from the sense of human care and
labor spent upon it.” 507 Human labor, Ruskin felt, held intrinsic value which was consequently
imbued in its product, able to be sensed through imperfection and variation. In this, “the
practiced eye,” he claimed, could sense “the record of thoughts, and intents, and trials, and
heart-breakings—of recoveries and joyfulness of success,” 508 and that beauty would emanate
from “a sympathy with the effort and trouble of human life.” 509 Ruskin was also of the opinion
that such effort and value must be deployed with the utmost care and consideration.
Critical to Ruskin was not only the value of the craftsman’s labor in and of itself, but moreover
“the value of the appearance of [such] labour upon architecture.” 510 As with precious materials,
he asserted that workmanship should never be wasted, “employed for the magnificence for
what is seldom seen.” 511 It was, in fact, the practice of focusing labor and workmanship upon
their “right place” which was characteristic, Ruskin claimed, “of all the highest schools of
architecture.” 512 Exactly what constituted the “right place” to focus such efforts would be
contingent upon the particularities of any given architectural situation, a feature, it will be seen,
that was to bear heavily upon the domestic architecture of the Arts and Crafts.
Just as Ruskin stressed the value of imperfection, variation and freedom of expression at the
scale of handwork, so too did he value these things at other scales of building. He praised
architectural “departures from symmetrical regularity, and the luxuriousness of perpetual
variable fancy,” which could result in any manner of “distortions.” 513 By such thinking,
“loveliness in detail” and “nobility in the whole” were of far greater importance than “petty
measurements,” Ruskin’s pejorative shorthand for the ridged rules and symmetries of Classicist
styles. 514 Contrary to this, the collective principles Ruskin espoused amounted to what he saw as
a “Living Architecture” capable of “accommodation to every architectural necessity, with a
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determined variation in arrangement.” 515 Such an architecture allowed, he felt, for freer
expression, permitting the labor of both designer and craftsman to operate unfettered,
developing and ornamenting parts with greater autonomy as deemed hierarchically necessary
within the outlines of the project as a whole. Ruskin’s body of theory, as was the case for Pugin,
was built upon his analysis of and praise for Gothic building.
In the second volume of The Stones of Venice (1853), Ruskin laid out a thorough and detailed
description of “The Nature of Gothic,” espousing its essential principles as he understood them.
Ruskin explained that the character of “Gothicness” was constituted from two equally necessary
components. On one hand it required particular “external forms”—pointed arches, vaulted
roofs, etc.—while on the other it also necessitated certain “internal elements,” understood as a
specific set of mental tendencies within its makers, core principles which defined the essential
characteristics of Gothic work. 516 For Ruskin, foremost of these principles or essential
characteristics were what he called “savageness” and “changefulness.” 517
Savageness was a further articulation of the position on imperfection, variation, and invention
that Ruskin had developed previously in The Seven Lamps of Architecture, here establishing
these qualities as central features of an aesthetics and ethics of Gothic design. For Ruskin, this
freedom of expression was essential to the beauty of Gothic work. It allowed the individual soul
of the workman to be revealed in the product of his labor, rather than rendering of the
workman as a “slave” or “machine… an animated tool,” 518 as was the case with the “servile
ornament” of classicist styles, which forced the workmen to labor joylessly and monotonously in
the production of identical copies of geometrically perfect ornaments. More broadly this
savageness also evidenced a looser approach to building, an embrace of contingency, and a
willingness to allow a work to adapt to the circumstances of its making, rejecting perfect
symmetries or the rigid application of formal rules to design. On Ruskin’s view, “no architecture
can be truly noble which is not imperfect.” 519
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Changefulness, similar in general character to savageness, referred to the “perpetual variety of
every feature of the building.” 520 This mental attitude was, he felt, clearly evident in all the
characteristic “external forms” of Gothic work, each of which was “capable of perpetual
novelty”:
“The pointed arch was not merely a bold variation from the round, but it admitted of
millions of variations in itself; for the proportions of a pointed arch are changeable to
infinity, while a circular arch is always the same. The grouped shaft was not merely a
bold variation from the single one, but it admitted of millions of variations in its
grouping, and in the proportions resultant from its grouping. The introduction of tracery
was not only a startling change in the treatment of window lights, but admitted endless
changes in the interlacement of the tracery bars themselves.” 521
Changefulness, much like that of Savageness, was characterized by freedom of expression,
adaptation, and celebration of the exception, unlike the monotony and sameness Ruskin saw as
characteristic of classicist styles. He explained how freely this Gothic attitude operated:
“For in one point of view Gothic is not only the best, but the only rational architecture,
as being that which can fit itself most easily to all services, vulgar or noble. Undefined in
its slope of roof, height of shaft, breadth of arch, or disposition of ground plan, it can
shrink into a turret, expand into a hall, coil into a staircase, or spring into a spire, with
undegraded grace and unexhausted energy; and whenever it finds occasion for change
in its form or purpose, it submits to it without the slightest sense of loss either to its
unity or majesty, — subtle and flexible like a fiery serpent, but ever attentive to the
voice of the charmer. And it is one of the chief virtues of the Gothic builders, that they
never suffered ideas of outside symmetries and consistencies to interfere with the real
use and value of what they did. If they wanted a window, they opened one; a room,
they added one; a buttress, they built one; utterly regardless of any established
conventionalities of external appearance, knowing (as indeed it always happened) that
such daring interruptions of the formal plan would rather give additional interest to its
symmetry than injure it. So that, in the best times of Gothic, a useless window would
520
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rather have been opened in an unexpected place for the sake of the surprise, than a
useful one forbidden for the sake of symmetry.” 522
These collective ideas of Ruskin and Pugin, would weigh heavily upon the development of British
architecture over the second half of the 19th century. In fact, the particular influence of Ruskin’s
theories regarding labor, “savageness,” and “changefulness” on this same place and period can
hardly be overstated. Harry F. Mallgrave has even gone so far as to suggest that Ruskin’s “On
the Nature of Gothic” was a “manifesto of the Arts and Crafts Movement.” 523 And it was
perhaps at the site of the home that these ideas resonated most strongly. In the domestic
architecture of designers like Webb, Shaw, Luytens, Lethaby, Nesfield, and Voysey the essential
principles of Gothic architecture as understood and outlined by Ruskin and Pugin would help
subtly and gradually transform practices of detailing. But before taking this up directly, it will be
helpful to look more closely at the general status and meaning of detail as it evolved in 19th
century British architectural practice.

From general language to disciplinary term
The 1755 first edition of Samuel Johnsons’ A Dictionary of the English Language, typically
considered the language’s definitive lexicon through the end of the 19th century, identified the
word “detail” as French in origin and defined it in two ways. As a verb it was “to relate
particularly, to particulate, to display minutely or distinctly.” 524 As a noun, a detail was
understood as “a minute and particular account.” 525 Both of these define “detail” as some sort
of verbal description, either its act or product, the action of describing or the description itself.
The earliest instances of “detail” to be found within English language discourse on practices of
building are in the writings of Sir William Chambers. 526 The term “detail” first appears in
Chambers’ 1759 text, A treatise on civil architecture, though at a low frequency and without
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great significance in meaning. 527 It occurs merely three times in 200 pages of text, and in two of
these instances it is employed in the sense of verbal description, in alignment with the
dictionary definition of the term as part of the general English language. The third instance,
however, is different. When speaking about the proximity of a viewer to any element of a work
of architecture, Chambers suggests that when the distance between the two is great, “the Detail
may be lightly touched, or entirely neglected.” 528 Such usage is like that of Jacques Francoise
Blondel in French, with “detail” understood as some element or collection of a work’s
ornamental particulars. This should not be surprising, as Chambers had studied in Paris under
Jacques Francoise Blondel in 1749 (see chapter 02 of this dissertation). By the third edition of
Chambers’ text published in 1791, substantially revised and expanded as well as retitled A
treatise on the decorative part of civil architecture, the frequency with which he used the term
detail had doubled, but the meanings employed were still limited to those of ornamental
particulars and verbal description. 529 While this may seem insignificant, the fact that Chambers
used the term detail at all in written discussions of building was rather unusual for his time and
place. Beyond these tentative uses by Chambers and a few other occurrences of relatively little
significance, 530 the term “detail” hardly appears in written English-language discourse on
practices of building until well after the turn of the 19th century. 531
The next truly definitive moment for “detail” within British written discourse comes in 1819,
with the publication of Peter Nicholson’s first edition of An architectural dictionary, containing a
correct nomenclature and derivation of the terms employed by architects, builders, and
workmen. Nicholson’s dictionary was an important and widely read text, revised and
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republished in multiple editions over the next century. In the first edition of 1819, Nicholson
identified detail as a term used by architects and builders, derived “from the French, détailler,”
and defined as “the delineation of all the parts of an edifice, so as to be sufficiently intelligible
for the execution of the work.” 532 He then added, perhaps more importantly, that “the detail is
otherwise denominated the working drawings.” 533 In the same text, Nicholson also offered an
entry on “working drawings,” suggesting that:
“Working drawings consist of plans, elevations, and sections, of the whole, and all the
parts, of an edifice, to as large a scale as may be found convenient; generally in outline,
excepting the sectional parts, which are frequently shadowed, or scratched, in order to
make them more obvious to the workman, for whose use the drawings are made. The
general plans, elevations, and sections, as they cannot be made to the full size of the
object to be executed, should all be figured with numbers of measurement, to shew
(sic) the dimensions of all the parts of the edifice, without obliging the workman to refer
to the scale, which is not only very troublesome, but liable to lead to many mistakes
detrimental to the work. The plans, elevations, and sections of the parts of an edifice,
ought to be made to the full size; in which case the figuring of the dimensions
becomes unnecessary.” 534 (my emphasis in bold)
There can be little doubt that the working drawings Nicholson has in mind as the “details” of a
given architectural project are those “plans, elevations, and sections of the parts of an edifice.”
This is to suggest that a detail itself is a drawing, a familiar assertion, as such an understanding
was one that had been developing in France over the previous half century (see chapters 02-04).
However, in the British context such a definition is new and important, as it allows one to
connect the evolving concept of detail to a body of concrete evidence—working drawings. For
Nicholson, the detail as a drawing was an instrument intended for the specific purpose of
communicating to the builder or workman the particulars of the project a designer had
envisioned, a device for projection and control of the constructed outcome. And further,
Nicholson’s definition and its correlation with working drawings suggests that, while the term
“detail” had appeared scantly in written discourse on building, its contemporary use in the
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practice of building was common and substantial. This practical and instrumental orientation in
Nicholson’s understanding of detail is also notable in its general focus on the execution of the
work and communication of the designer’s intentions to builders and workmen, without
distinguishing between what sort of information is being conveyed. That is to say, there is no
distinction between any structural/constructive or ornamental orientation, but rather only the
suggestion that what is represented in a given detail is merely whatever deemed necessary to
best communicate to builders and workmen how parts of a given work should be made and
combined. Although a somewhat marginal historical figure, Nicholson’s background in practice
and publication was substantial and prolific, and his framing of the concept of detail as relative
to the practice of building should not be dismissed.
Born in 1765, Peter Nicholson was the son of a Scottish stonemason, who apprenticed in his
youth to a cabinet-maker. 535 In 1788 he went to London, living there as both journeyman
cabinet-maker and teacher, giving lessons in practical geometry at an evening school for
mechanics in Soho. He had always shown a strong affinity for and ability in mathematics, and in
1792 published his first text, The Carpenter’s New Guide, in which he described an original
method for constructing groins and niches of complex forms. 536 In 1800 he returned to Scotland
and practiced as an Architect in Glasgow until 1808, subsequently charged with planning the
town of Ardrossan in Ayrshire and its harbor in conjunction with the esteemed engineer Thomas
Telford. 537 Under Telford’s recommendation, Nicholson was then appointed as surveyor to that
county, and oversaw the building of the new Courts of Justice at Carlisle which were designed by
Telford. In 1809 Nicholson published another book, The Principles of Architecture, a text
focusing narrowly on the application of geometric and mathematical principles to building, and
in 1810 he returned to London to concentrate on teaching and further publication. Over the
next three decades, until his death in 1844, Nicholson published nearly thirty different texts,
ranging across topics of mathematics, carpentry and joinery, construction, architecture, and
engineering, and all of these texts were reprinted in multiple editions. The general orientation of
Nicholson’s body of work is decidedly practical, often focused on geometric and technical issues
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encountered in the act of building, and with his contemporaries he had earned a “reputation as
a national authority on building technology at a time when the building industry was changing
under the influence of scientific research.” 538 If, following Nicholson, one is to understand the
“detail” of his time and place as more-or-less interchangeable with “working drawings”
produced for the execution for the various parts of an edifice, then one must also understand
the evolving role of working drawings in 19th century Britain.

Figure 6.1. Sketch for Chimney Piece, Inigo Jones, 1632.

An Evolving Convention
Nicholson’s description of “working drawings” was that of a more or less comprehensive set of
documents from which an edifice was made, intended for the specific purpose of
communicating what should be built to the builder or workman. In this context, it would be
difficult to argue that the more general components of working drawings—“plans elevations,
and sections of the whole”—had much to do with “detail,” and it seems clear that what
Nicholson had in mind specifically as the “detail” component of working drawings were “plans,
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elevations, and sections, of the parts of an edifice… to be made to the full size.” 539 Although
they had not always been referred to as “details,” British architects had, of course, long drawn
isolated and particular parts of buildings in the process of design (figure 6.1), so initially
Nicholson’s assertion might seem inconsequential. However, in early 19th century Britain, it had
become increasingly common practice for designers to delineate some parts of the work at fullsize, particularly the profiles of ornamental elements (figures 6.2-6.3), and this gradually evolved
into a very particular sort of disciplinary convention. At this early stage, such drawings were still
referred to and labeled with conventional terms, such as “moulding of the cornice at full size” or
“plan full size for the lower part of the niche.” Most commonly, these full-size drawings of parts
were delineated independently on their own sheets (figure 6.3), though they were sometimes
paired on sheets with complimentary drawings at a smaller scale (figure 6.2). These sorts of
drawings were increasingly important. Craft practices were in decline, so there was a shortage
of workmen skilled in producing various sorts of historicist ornamentation. Likewise, emerging
methods of construction were poorly understood by most workmen, and they too posed
difficulties for builders. Thus, detailed working drawings were employed as instructions from the
designer to builder and workman, transgressing traditional divisions in labor, and became
devices through which architect would gradually usurp the domain of craftsman. At this time,
sets of British working drawings, in general, were becoming increasingly comprehensive, and of
them drawings of an edifice’s “parts” comprised an ever-greater proportion, an indication of the
nascent attitude which Peggy Deamer has called the architect’s “paranoiac control” of detail. 540
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Figure 6.2. Working drawing with “Moulding of the cornice A at full size”, Samuel Smirke, 1805.

Figure 6.3. Working drawing with “Plan full size for the corner part of the niche…”, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1815.
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In centuries prior it had been typical for an architect to provide builders with the general
outlines of a project—plan, elevation, section—with supplementary sketches as necessary to
define exceptional conditions and ornamental character. In realizing the work’s particulars, the
skills and expertise of builders and craftsmen were to be heavily relied upon. However, by the
early 19th century, sets of working drawings had expanded significantly. For instance, In the
case of Sir Jeffry Wyatville’s project for the Ashridge House, in Hertfordshire outside London, for
the 7th Earl of Bridgewater (c. 1815), the collection of working drawings contained well over 200
individual sheets of drawings. While plan, elevation, and section drawings of the whole made up
a relatively small number of the drawings, the bulk of the set was comprised of larger scale
drawings of the edifice’s many parts. Wyatville’s set of working drawings is also an early
illustration of the evolving systematization of British architectural conventions, the progression
toward a comprehensive set of cross referenced drawings accounting for all scales of the
building’s production—from general outline to ornamental particulars to the minutia of fittings.
In the designs for a niche containing a statue of King Edward VI at Ashridge, for example, the
location of the niche was identified in general plans and the particulars of its configuration were
further defined via seven individual drawings at a larger scale. Two sheets illustrate the niche
and a built-in bench for viewing the sculpture at quarter scale with correlated views in section,
elevation, and plan (figure 6.4). Other drawings, produced at full scale, deal individually with
each element of the niche deemed worthy of further elaboration—its plan (figure 6.5), the
sections through its supporting corbel (figure 6.6) and canopy (figure 6.7), as well as a selection
of its ornamental relief (figure 6.8). Many other elements received similar treatment—stairs,
windows, portals, chimney pieces, and other niches. Wyatville was a well-known architect and,
while distinguished, his use and volume of working drawings seem to have emerged as the norm
during his time rather than the exception.
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Figure 6.4. Section and elevation for niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
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Figure 6.5 Full size plan of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
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Figure 6.6.. Full size section through corbel of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.

Figure 6.7. Full size section through canopy of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
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Figure 6.8. Full size portion of ornamental relief for niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.

Wyatville’s designs for Ashworh were in a Gothic revivalist style, which had been steadily gaining
support in Britain since the late 18th century. As Pugin would lament years later, the dearth of
workmen skilled enough to produce “proper” Gothic ornament, as elements of a revivalist style,
necessitated the designer’s ever more precise definition of what was to be built. 541 Hence, the
more precise and detailed the drawings of the parts of an edifice could be, the more a designer
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could assure the precision and quality of the outcome. Expanding sets of working drawings can
also be understood as an attempt by architects to establish their own disciplinary authority on
matters of building, striving to precisely define in their drawings all of the significant parts of a
projected project, so as to exercise their control over the realized building. In days past, these
roles would have fallen to experienced craftsmen—masons, carpenters, joiners, etc.—but more
and more the authority over matters of architectural detail would be assumed by the architect,
as he often felt best informed to define the ways in which a given moulding or window frame
should appear or what particular character of stair or chimney piece would be most appropriate
in a given situation. It was in the design of such parts and minutia of a project that architects’
increasing efforts to control all aspects of a project is most evident. One finds by the end of the
1820s, that the modes of representing and communicating such particulars of a project in
working drawings become conventionalized and formalized, with the correlation of multiple and
complimentary views of a building’s parts composed on sheets of working drawings becoming
an increasingly common practice (figures 6.9-6.10). This supports the claim of Edward R. Ford,
who has suggested that “in one sense, detailing was born when craftsmanship died.” 542
In the early 1830s the disciplinary professionalization of British architects was further advanced,
most concretely with the 1834 establishment of the Institute of British Architects in London
(later, the Royal Institute of British Architects, RIBA), 543 intended to foster the “promotion and
cultivation” of architecture as a eminent discipline 544 and establish “uniformity and
respectability of practice in the profession.” 545 It is around this time that one finds British
working drawings of the parts of buildings first explicitly labeled with the term “detail” and also
an exponential explosion in usage of the term “detail” within texts on the topic of building. 546
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The meanings of the term in these contexts typically range across those previously identified—
from verbal description to drawings of ornamental and constructive particulars to the physical
parts represented themselves—however, approaching midcentury another meaning begins to
emerge in British discourse.

Figure 6.9. Drawing for Chapel of St. Michael, George Wightwick, 1829.
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Figure 6.10. "Details of Joiner's work", Sir Charles Barry, 1830.

In 1836, Pugin demonstrated his expertise in matters of Gothic building with the publication of
his Details of antient (sic) timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries. The text was, in fact, the
first English language text on architecture to employ the term detail in its title and to take on the
topic as its primary subject matter. The book contains no text other than the labels on drawings,
but it consists of 20 illustrated plates depicting a range of significant parts of Gothic timber
houses. While all of the parts offered by Pugin are certainly ornamental in character, they are
also, for the greater part, descriptions of constructive assemblies. What is more, these parts
were represented in the contemporary manner of working drawings. Pugin identified and
isolated doorways, niches, windows, supporting brackets, dormers and so on as key parts of the
house, delineating them simultaneously in multiple and correlated views (figures 6.11-6.13). In
this, one senses a certain ambiguity or looseness arising in the grouping of these things under
the title and concept of “details.” More than merely representing ornamental and constructive
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particulars, and certainly beyond Nicholson’s full-size drawings of parts, what Pugin seems to be
collecting under the concept of “details” are, as we had seen in formation with Wyatville, a
series of nuanced drawings, taking as their subject matter a larger, more complex and
compound element of a building—a window, door, niche, etc—and systematically correlating all
of the necessary views and information required for its thorough description. The lack of
accompanying verbal explanation renders the conception of detail advanced by Pugin’s text
ambiguous. What exactly should the reader understand as the “details of antient (sic) timber
houses”? Is each plate the delineation of a single element of the house, with the details being
the ornamental and constructive particulars represented? Or are the more complex elements
themselves, drawn as parts in isolation—windows, doors, niches, etc.—to be understood as
details of the house as a whole? The answer is “yes” to both questions. In addition to the longheld understandings of ornamental and constructive particulars as details of a project, it is at
this time that one finds the early stages of yet another linguistic transformation underway, one
whereby not only are the smallest “parts” of an element the content of details, but larger,
compound parts of buildings also come to be understood as details within the building as a
whole. It is precisely in this linguistic slippage, which occurs in relation to the
conventionalization of detail representation, that the “elemental detail” in English discourse and
practice has its roots.
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Figure 6.11. Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled “Details of a
house…”, 1836.
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Figure 6.12. Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled “Doorway of a
house…”, 1836.
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Figure 6.13. Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled “Window, house
rue De la magdelene…”, 1836.

The evolving disciplinary convention of detail representation in Britain is addressed once more
in 1842 by Joseph Gwilt’s text, An Encyclopedia of Architecture. In the book, Gwilt defines
“details,” seemingly derivative of the entry in Nicholson’s well known dictionary, as “drawings
on a larger scale for the use of builders, and generally called working drawings.” 547 Gwilt then
suggests in the entry for “working drawings,” that such drawings should be made at “full or at
least of half [size]” to “safely guide the workman.” 548 The aim of these drawings, he continues,
547
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should be to express “by lines all that occurs for the development of every part of the details of
a building, in plan, elevation, and profile, each part, being placed for the use of the workman
with clearness and precision.” 549 Once again there is a subtle shift in language, creating an
ambiguity akin to that in Pugin’s text. Gwilt’s phrase “the development of every part of the
details,” suggestions that the details one develops for a given design are themselves made up of
parts which in turn will necessitate their own development. This points to details, both as
drawings and their represented objects, as more complex, compound elements, and frames
detail as a concept that may operate at multiple scales. And further, Gwilt extends the domain
of such drawings in the architectural practices of his time, asserting that in “the matters of
carpentry and joinery,” aspects of building formerly left to craftsmen, “it is often necessary to
give the artificer information by means of working drawings” as in the case of methods like
“trussing in carpentry and framing in joinery.” 550 Yet again, this suggests the will to expand the
designers control over the builder’s work by means of more precise and specific instructions, in
the form of increasingly comprehensive working drawings. The traditional relationship of
architect to skilled craftsman would therefore be replaced by a new and problematic one
between the aspiring architect-craftsman and the relatively unskilled workman, privileging the
intellectual labor of designer over the physical labor of the workman. The working drawings for
a building’s details would thus become the primary instrument of mediation between architect
and builder.
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Figure 6.14. “Working drawings for parapet” with “detail of parapet at full size,” by J.B. Papworth, 1832.

Through the 1830s one can concretely see the development of disciplinary conventions
underway in working drawings and their alignment with assertions made in Pugin’s and Gwilt’s
texts. 551 In the early years of the decade it was common to find sheets of working drawings
containing multiple scales and types of delineation of a particular part of a building labeled with
This statement is based on the review of 500+ of examples of working drawings produced prior to 1900 and in the
archival holdings of RIBA.
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general wording, such as “working drawing of parapet”, but with specific components identified
more particularly, such as sectional profiles labeled “detail of parapet at full size” (figure 6.14).
By the middle of the 1830s, it was increasingly common to find entire sheets containing multiple
scales and types of correlated drawings labeled as an ensemble with titles such as “details of
library” (figure 6.15). This advanced through the 1840s (figure 6.16) and was a general standard
of British practice by the early 1850s. The content of the many “detail” drawings of this period
(1830-1855) varies widely, from sheets composed entirely of large scale ornamental particulars
(figure 6.17) to large swaths of buildings drawn in elevation composed alongside ornamental
profiles at a larger scale labeled collectively with a title such as “details of west end” (figure
6.18). And by the end of the 1850s, one finds another small but critical slippage in disciplinary
language underway, the “elemental” and multiscalar understanding of detail foreshadowed by
Pugin and Gwilt’s texts coming to fruition in practice.

Figure 6.15. “Details of library” at King Edward VI Grammar School, Sir Charles Barry with A.W.N. Pugin, 1836.
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Figure 6.16. “Details of staircase hall” from Contract drawings for Hartham Park, John Macvicar Anderson, 1841.

Figure 6.17. “Details of south front” at Royal Female Orphan Asylum, George Wightwick, 1846.
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Figure 6.18. “Details of West End” of chapel at Keble College, William Butterfield, 1855.

Figure 6.19. “Detail of Oak Staircase,” Red House at Bexlyheath, Philip Webb with William Morris, 1859.
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Figure 6.20. "Detail of Drawing Room Fireplace," Red House at Bexlyheath, Philip Webb with William Morris, 1859.

Philip Webb’s working drawings for the Red House at Bexleyheath, the home he designed with
and for William Morris, contain a number of detail drawings for the project’s critical elements.
The drawing of the primary stair case, Webb titled simply “detail of oak staircase” (figure 6.19).
Another sheet is titled “detail of drawing room fireplace” (figure 6.20). While the shift in labeling
such a drawing from “details” to simply “detail” may seem insignificant, it does reveal a subtle
and corresponding shift in thinking about the parts of a building. This is to say in 19th century
Britain, not only might have one thought of a more complex building element, such as a stair or
fireplace, as being composed of various details, but also that one might have thought of the
more complex, compound element itself as a detail within the larger whole, in this case, the
house in its entirety. Similar usage and labeling of drawings can be found in the work of George
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Devey, W.E. Nesfield, and many other architects of this time. Again, from the viewpoint of the
21st century, such a multiscalar understanding of detail would seem common and self evident,
but in 19th century Britain such a way of thinking about the concept of detail in building was in
its nascence. That this phenomenon was not isolated to the idiosyncratic mislabeling of
drawings by a small set of practitioners was confirmed in 1852 by the publication of a new and
contemporary definition of detail in architecture.
In 1842 a group of British architects had established the Architectural Publication Society (APS)
as an outgrowth of the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). In establishing the APS, the
founders’ goals were multiple: to republish significant historical texts, to produce monographic
works of notable architects, to collect and synthesize “useful” information in diverse sources
through new publications, and the creation of a new architectural “Cyclopaedia” and
“Polyglossary” to collect in one source the full range of available architectural knowledge. 552 The
product of this last goal was the APS’s Dictionary of Architecture, published in 8 volumes
between 1852 and 1892. The dictionary was edited by Wyatt Papworth, practicing architect and
son of J.B. Papworth, the founding vice president of RIBA. The thousands of entries contained in
the dictionary were written by a diverse group of RIBA members, and overseen by the executive
committee of the APS, a group of thirty architects, eminent figures including the likes of Sir
Charles Barry and Professor C.R. Cockerell, and the majority of the executive committee
members had also served as either RIBA councilmen or vice president. 553 In short, those who
oversaw the production of the Dictionary of Architecture were experienced professionals of high
disciplinary and social standing. In Volume 1 of the Dictionary, covering terms beginning with AD and published in 1852, the entry for “detail” reads:
“The term, adopted from the French word detailler, for each portion, taken separately,
of a building; and for each subordinate member of that portion: thus a window is part of
the general detail, while each of its moldings, etc., is a portion of the particular detail, of
the structure. The general details, without constituting the essential merit of a
composition, add in a high degree to its perfection, if they are well chosen and
judiciously employed: so much is this the case that the spectator regards the larger
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details more frequently than the general qualities of the work; and is often found to be
so captivated by those particular portions as to pronounce, on their evidence, a decision
as to the merits of the design.” 554
This distinction, between the “particular detail” and the “general detail,” is precisely what one
finds emerging in the works of Wyattville, Pugin, Gwilt, and Webb over the 1830s to 1850s. For
clarity, I will refer to this notion of the “general detail,” a more complex element of a building
that is itself composed of “particular details,” as an elemental detail. These “larger details,” as
the APS suggests, are indeed of critical import to any given work of architecture, and this was
most especially the case at the site of the home in mid to late 19th century Britain.

Details of the English House
William Richard Lethaby’s (1857-1931) text, Architecture: an introduction to the history and
theory of the art of the building (1912), was written as a textbook for teaching the history and
theory of architecture. While he was certainly a talented designer, having spent twelve years in
the office of Norman Shaw and practiced independently for another five, “it was as a teacher
that Lethaby made his impact.” 555 Lethaby had been an important member of both the Art
Worker’s Guild (AWG) which he helped found and the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society, and he
drew upon the resulting network of contacts in helping establish the Central School of Arts and
Crafts in London in 1896. While teaching there and for a period of time at the Royal College of
Art, Lethaby also proved a prolific historian and scholar, authoring several widely read texts
including the biography of Philip Webb, whom he knew through his involvement in the Art
Worker’s Guild. Lethaby was well placed among the figures advancing the Arts and Crafts
movement—he knew Morris and Webb through the AWG, and even produced “drawings and
designs for Morris & Co.,” he was close to Shaw and his many followers in practice, and Lethaby
was a British liaison to Hermann Muthesius as he wrote his influential text Das Englishe Haus. 556
In his 1912 textbook on “the history and theory of the art of building,” Lethaby reflected upon
the prevailing thinking of the preceding decades, suggesting that “It has been the intermediate
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fashion to discard large views, and to work at particular areas and details.” 557 Such a
characterization was particularly apt in the case of the “large country house” of the British
upper-middle class.
While a multi-scalar, “elemental” understanding of detail was certainly developing within the
architectural discipline at large, it was especially resonant in the case of the country house, as
many of its features lent it to such a treatment. From the 1860’s onward, and following the Red
House of Morris and Webb, the “savageness” and “changefulness” so praised by Ruskin were to
bear heavily upon domestic architecture, and many architects embraced irregularity in plan and
massing rather than the rigid symmetries of classicist styles. The “unbound edges” of the
country house’s rural setting, facilitated this. Alongside this shift, an increasing focus was placed
on specificity and adaptation, utilizing the freedom of expression afforded by increased
irregularity to more closely tailor specific moments within a project to their own particular
situations—a key element of Ruskin’s thinking on Gothic changefulness. On the exterior of the
home, as Hermann Muthesius observed, “The aim [was] to adapt the house closely to its
surroundings and to attempt to make house and garden into a unified, closely knit whole.” This
“desire to integrate,” Kenneth Frampton has suggested, was to bear not only upon fitting
“buildings into their site” but also “into local culture,” both in ways of building and of living. 558 In
fact, the work of Webb, Shaw, and others who followed like Lethaby, E.L Lutyens, and C.F.A.
Voysey would draw heavily upon vernacular traditions—craft practices, materials, and building
elements from “local manners of building.” 559 This emphasis on integration, adaptation, and
local traditions extended to the development of houses’ interior spaces as well.
In the design of the English country house’s interior, Muthesius observed, rooms had tended
toward compartmentalization. The “continental ground-plan,” he explained, depended heavily
on the interconnectivity of rooms via “communicating doors,” offering “continuous suites of
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rooms with long vistas.” 560 The modern English house (figure 6.21), however, had tended
toward organizing rooms as independent settings with a single access point along a passage or
hall, allowing each individual space to “fulfill [the owner’s] residential needs as intimately as
possible,” tailored to suit the “special use for which it is intended.” 561 Thus, any particular
moment within the house, liberated from the restrictive tenets of classicist approaches to
planning, could be more independently and freely articulated, the architect “suiting his design as
closely as possible to the owner’s need” at any given place within the design as a whole. 562
While the “interior planning of the average house” of this time remained “to some extent
conventional,” with its larger patterns of organization often governed by the traditional
structure of the “English way of life,” by the late decades of the 19th century a more “modern”
approach to planning had evolved, one that privileged particular elements, or elemental details
of the home, and through them aimed at achieving “the very synthesis of the house and its
contents.” 563 This emphasis, paired with increased irregularity, would thus yield a greater
number of “exceptional conditions,” moments within the work that an architect felt deserved
particular attention. In many cases this involved the design of “built-in” scenarios, as hybrids
between architecture and furniture, a convenient mediator between the work of the architect
and that of the craftsman (figures 6.22-6.23). Just as the authors of the APA had recognized that
the “larger details” of “particular portions” of a work were often essential to evaluating the
overall “merits of the design,” so too did many Arts and Crafts architects increasingly focus their
efforts and attention on particular elemental details of the country house.
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Figure 6.21. Montcombe, Dorset by E. George and Peto, plan of upper level published in Das Englishe Haus, V2, p. 40.

Figure 6.22. Designs for the interior treatment of domestic windows, Walter F. Cave, 1890.
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Figure 6.23. Design for the interior treatment of a window with surrounding green stained oak panelling,
C.F.A. Voysey, 1890.

A cogent example of this last tendency can be found in E. L. Lutyens’s project, begun in 1892, for
Munstead Wood, the home of the noted gardener and garden designer, Gertrude Jekyll. Though
Lutyens long and prolific career would later become associated with the monumental classicism
of his projects for the colonial capital of New Delhi, his early work had far more modest
beginnings. Lutyens worked two years in London for the architect Ernest George, leaving in 1889
to begin practice independently. He met Gertrude Jekyll through a mutual friend, Lutyens’ first
client, who brought him to visit her family’s Surrey estate in 1891. Intrigued by the young
architect, she invited Lutyens again to Munstead the very next week, and thus began a close
friendship and artistic collaboration spanning four decades. 564 Twenty-seven years Lutyens
senior, Jekyll took on the roll of patron and mentor as well as collaborator, consulting with him
on her own garden designs and the grounds surrounding his own projects. “The weekend at
Jekyll, Francis. Gertrude Jekyll: A Memoir. London: J. Cape, 1934, p. 8. This is from the book’s introduction, written
by Lutyens.
564
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Munstead became a custom” for the young architect, and the two took “many a voyage of
discovery throughout Surrey and Sussex” visiting “old houses, farms and cottages… their modest
methods of construction discussed, their inmates and the industries that supported them.” 565
Jekyll was a follower of Ruskin, had known him personally, and while impressing Ruskin’s
moralist position upon the young Lutyens, as Gavin Stamp has noted, together the two began
“exploring the possibilities of the Surrey vernacular.” 566 In this, Jekyll became one of the
greatest influences on Lutyens’ early professional development and his architectural values.
Lutyens had also been exposed to the work and thinking of Ruskin, Morris, and Webb though his
friend and fellow student, Detmar Blow, who knew them all personally as well. Lutyens admired
Webb’s architecture, and it was to him that “Lutyens attributed the inspiration of much of his
[own] early work.” 567 In fact, Lutyens’ biographer Christopher Hussey has observed that the
architect’s early houses were “in effect, a humanised (sic) and technically matured restatement
of the William Morris-Philip Webb conception of an aesthetic based on folk tradition and moral
rightness” stressing their “basic values of simple materials and sound craftsmanship” while
adding to it “visual and sensuous elements—the notions of harmony with landscape and of
colour.” 568 Lutyens himself wrote in praise of Webb in 1915, when he published a eulogy in
Country Life celebrating “the work of the late Philip Webb,” praising his “genius” and
“thoroughness,” and stating that “in Philip Webb’s work every detail was carefully and equally
thought out and fitted to meet its special requirements.” 569 It is precisely such an attitude that
one finds in Lutyens’ early proposal for Munstead Wood, and in his own attention to its
elemental details.
As “the weekend at Munstead became a custom” in Lutyens’ and Jekyll’s developing friendship
and collaborative relationship, the two began discussion of “entrusting him with the realization
of her long-contemplated dream for her house, Munstead Wood.” 570 Over the course of 1892-3
and their frequent visits, Lutyens produced a sketchbook of ideas for her house. As Jekyll
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described it, “he drew a plan and [they] soon came to an understanding of the details.” 571
Though this early phase in the project’s development was later considered to be a “false start,”
and the project was redesigned and realized from 1894-97, the contents of the sketchbook and
Luytens’ way of envisioning the project at this early stage are of particular note. The sketchbook
contains twenty pages which “bear thirty-four pen and water-color drawings with a few pencil
sketches interspersed.” 572 Of these sketches less than a handful deal with overall views of the
project as a whole, and the vast majority are of particular moments as details, some at the
exterior of the home but mostly of interior spaces (figures 6.24-6.35), and of these detail
sketches nearly all deal with specific sorts of elements—thresholds (points of entry or transition,
doors, windows), hearth (fireplace, inglenook, chimney), and stairs. Essentially, in these early
stages during which the “composition [was still] unassimilated,” Lutyens envisioned and
developed the project largely as an assemblage of elemental details. 573

Jekyll, Gertrude. Home and Garden. London: Longmans, 1900, p. 16-17.
Hussey Christopher, “Designs by Sir Edwin Lutyens for Munstead Wood,” in The Country Seat: Studies in the History
of the British Country House Presented to Sir John Summerson on His Sixty-Fifth Birthday Together with a Select
Bibliography of His Published Writings, Howard Colvin, and John Harris eds., London: Allen Lane, 1970, 267-71.
573 Ibid., p. 270.
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Figure 6.24. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.

Figure 6.25. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.26. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.27. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.

Figure 6.28. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.29. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.

Figure 6.30. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.31. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.

Figure 6.32. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.33. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Figure 6.34. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.

Figure 6.35. Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
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Taken in series, Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood work as a sort of pictorial narrative,
leading one through the project via a series of hierarchically important and exceptional
conditions: from the entry gate, to an entrance through the garden, into the entry hall with its
grand fireplace, and across seven individual sketches dedicated to the main staircase, rendered
in dark oak and rising in quarter flights. As evidenced in archival records, Lutyens “often
projected his imagination into the life to be led in his designs,” and such is the case in these
sketches too—from Jekyll herself reading a book on the step (figure 6.26), to a custom designed
sideboard displaying her pewter collection in raking light (figure 6.30), to a steaming pot of tea
outside a bedroom door (figure 6.33). 574 Hussey too has commented on this tendency in
Lutyens’ domestic work, remarking that he had an “amazing capacity to project his imagination
into every space of whatever he was building, so that he lived the life of the people who would
ultimately inhabit it.” 575 These details were not merely those of an architectural object being
designed, but also very consciously of its concomitant embracing, responding to, shaping, and
qualifying of a particular way of life.
Such a way of working, constructing a project around a series of exceptional conditions, critical
elemental details at the larger scale, was in fact something that Lutyens had noted in the work
of the architect to whom he had apprenticed, Ernest George (figure 6.36). Lutyens once mused
that each year George took “three week’s holiday abroad and returned with overflowing
sketchbooks… when called on for a project he would look through these and choose some
picturesque turret or gable from Holland, France, or Spain and round it weave his new
design.” 576 Lutyens meant these comments as a critique of the architect’s process, and
advanced this critique at Munstead Wood, though perhaps unconsciously, weaving his own
project not around formal elements borrowed from abroad, but rather elements from his own
reinterpretation of vernacular living in the British countryside.

Richardson, Margaret, and Edwin L. Lutyens, Sketches by Edwin Lutyens, London: Academy Editions, 1994, p. 32.
Hussey, Christopher. The Life of Sir Edwin Lutyens, op. cit., p. xviii.
576 Ibid., p. 17.
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Figure 6.36. Design for a stair, E. George and Peto, 1886.

From the 1850s onward and in the practice of Arts and Crafts architects more broadly, the
selection, development, and representation of particular elemental details within the house as a
whole had, in fact, been increasingly conventionalized. Just as Ruskin had lauded the Gothic
embrace and celebration of exceptional conditions, irregularities, and conjunctions in
architecture, so too did many Arts and Crafts architects give such conditions in their own
projects a special sort of attention, parsing the home into its significant parts, selecting
particular, hierarchically important moments to be developed and presented via working
drawings “in detail.” The moments in a project singled out for such treatment were often things
such as an entry porch (figure 6.37) or bay window (figure 6.38), as in the documents produced
by George Devey, or more commonly the detail of a stair (figure 6.39) or fireplace (figure 6.40),
as in the drawings of Webb and Shaw. Just as the design and configuration of a door frame
involved the composition of relationships between lengths of timber and mouldings of particular
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profiles, so too did the design and configuration of the house as a whole involve the
composition of relationships between a host of varied components in its elemental details—
threshold, stair, hearth, and other exceptional conditions—at a larger scale.

Figure 6.37. Sketch for a porch, George Devey, 1870.
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Figure 6.38. “Detail of Bays,” George Devey, 1870.
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Figure 6.39. “Detail of Principle Staircase,” Philip Webb, 1880.

Figure 6.40. Cragside, "detail of dining room fireplace," Norman Shaw, 1870.
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Figure 6.41. Detail for entry gate, C.F.A. Voysey, 1896.
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Figure 6.42. “Detail of gate,” C.F.A. Voysey, 1900.

Figure 6.43. "Detail of front door," Philip Webb, 1885.
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Figure 6.44. Design for interior window treatment, F.D. Bedford, 1870.
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Figure 6.45. Detail of stair, Lethaby, 1892.
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Figure 6.46. Inglenook at Cragside, Norman Shaw, 1885.
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Among detail sheets included in collections of working drawings and also accompanying design
sketches, those of thresholds are common. These range across a variety of elements—from
exterior gates (figures 6.41-6.42), to entry porches (figure 6.42), to windows with built-in
cabinetry or seating (figure 6.44). Voysey, for example, gave particular attention to the
development and description of gates and windows in his domestic and ecclesiastical work.
Likewise, the staircase, often a centerpiece of the Arts and Crafts house, as well as an exemplar
of careful design and fine craftsmanship, was presented in drawing sets as a “detail” by
architects from Webb to Lethaby and many others (figure 6.45). The hearth, however, occupied
a place of particularly critical importance and, in the words of Muthesius, among the
practitioners of the Arts and Crafts, “the fire-place” and its extension “as an ingle-nook became
the favorite motif of domestic architecture.” 577
“The damp English air and perpetually overcast sky,” Muthesius wrote, “oppress the spirit,” and
so “gathered round the fire in the seclusion of the room, the family seeks refuge and
comfort.” 578 Indeed, within 19th century British culture, as with many other cultures, the hearth
was a place of high cultural significance. As such, in British vernacular building, the fireplace had
evolved into the “inglenook,” what Edward R. Ford has referred to as a “fireplace room,” a semienclosed space mediating between the fireplace itself and the larger space it served. 579 In his
1906 text, Houses and Gardens, Baillie Scott described his view on the historical evolution of the
British fireplace. Beginning as a central fire with the family gathered around it in a circle, over
the centuries it “became to be placed against the wall” for purposes of ventilation and “the
family circle was reduced to a semi-circle.” 580 From here the “fire was placed entirely in a recess
in the wall,” and the fireplace itself was effectively “absorbed” into the wall. The inglenook
came to be when the recess was “made large enough to accommodate not only the fire but
those who gathered around it,” with the inglenook itself understood not as “a recess in the
room in which is another recess for the fire, but rather as an enlargement of the fire recess

Muthesius, op. cit., V1, pp. 103-104.
Ibid., V1, p. 4.
579 Edward R. Ford, Five Houses, Ten Details, op. cit., p. 194.
580 Baillie Scott, Houses and Gardens. London: Newness, 1906, p. 55.
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itself.” 581 Integrated into this recess were often various fixtures—built in seating, shelves or
compartments, and a decorative mantle-piece (figure 6.46).
It was, according to Muthesius, Nesfield and Shaw who deserved “most of the credit for having
reintroduced the ingle-nook into the modern house.” 582 It constituted a critical addition to the
hearth or fireplace which was, on his view, “by far the most important feature in the English
room.” 583 In his description, Mutheius stressed some of the critical aspects of the modern
fireplace with inglenook:
“The fire-place is situated in an alcove, the sides of which are furnished with seats. It is
important that the seats should have direct light, to enable people to sit and read
there… Inside, the alcove is always just high enough for a person to stand upright in it.”
Thus, the design of the hearth—fireplace with mantle and inglenook—was treated as an
elemental detail within the house as a whole, and through it relationships were shaped and
concretized through design between a diverse set of things (figures 6.47-6.48). Whereas
detailing the frame of a door might involve configuring relationships between various wooden
components, detailing at this larger scale often expands its components radically, dealing more
explicitly with other, more ephemeral components—in the case of the hearth, relationships are
organized not only between constructive materials but also between spaces, the bodies of
occupants, and the fire itself. Materials of the work become intertwined with the spaces they
define and the program they serve. And it is precisely in this expansion of components which
the elemental detail engages that one finds its greatest significance.

Ibid. pp. 57-58.
Muthesius, op. cit., V2, pp. 46.
583 Ibid., p. 29.
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Figure 6.47. Inglenook at Blackwell, M.H. Baillie Scott,
1900.
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Figure 6.48. Fireplace detail, W.B. Reynolds, 1893.
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Figure 6.49. Fireplace with inglenook, C.F.A. Voysey, 1892.
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Figure 6.50. Portal, William Chambers, 1796.
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The Elemental Detail
There can be little doubt that designers of buildings have long, if not always, focused their
attention in the act of design on particular, fragmentary elements of their buildings. Just as
Wren might have sketched a mantelpiece in relative isolation (figure 6.1) in the 17th century, so
too might William Chambers have focused his attention on a portal and its surrounding
ornamentation (figure 6.50) at the end of the 18th century, but neither would have called the
thing being designed a “detail.” In fact, as has been shown, the term detail hardly existed within
the realm of British building practices until the early decades of the 19th century. The rise of the
term in British practice was linked to a host of societal changes—from the effects of
industrialization, to expanding practices of building “developers” and the linked decline of
traditional building crafts and trades, to the changing disciplinary status and role of the
architect.
Once established as a disciplinary term in England, it did not take long for the concept to
evolve—through discourse and evolving conventions of representation—allowing its
multifarious meaning to absorb yet another dimension, that of what I have called the elemental
detail. And so, by the beginning of the 20th century it was increasingly common for larger scale
“parts” of a work, like a porch, stair, or fireplace to be referred to as “details” within the work as
a whole. While it seems a mere slippage of language, the implications of this emergent meaning
are broad. The design of classical ornament involved the shaping of relationships between
historical motifs and their relative proportions and measures, and detailing constructive
assemblies involved the shaping of relationships between materials of construction. Both of
these practices engaged other sorts of influences in their formation—as a designer might have
considered environmental conditions of light and weathering, or the forces of gravity acting
upon them, or their relationship between a viewer at a distance. In most cases, the elemental
detail, however, explicitly draws into itself a still more broad and complex collection of
constituent “parts.” Again, larger scale elements like a porch, stair, or fireplace become
increasingly spatial—one physically occupies these details, and they help structure relationships
between each other, the world around us, and other things in it.
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Just as Charles Fox’s connecting piece at the Crystal Palace can be understood as the
condensation into material form of a wide array of productive concerns—from manufacturing,
to assembly, and disassembly—one can also understand the elemental details of the arts and
crafts house in such a way. In the inglenook, for example, the world of the arts and crafts
architect comes into sharp focus, with the detail itself being shaped by the architect’s mediation
between a rich collection of conditioning factors—from sociocultural and vernacular traditions,
to craft practices, and the moral and ethical influences of Pugin, Ruskin and Morris, to the
qualities of materials and even the physics of fire itself. The elemental detail of the arts and
crafts is, in effect, the condensation of a particular world, that which is specific to the architect
in question, whomever they are, and is formed by their own understanding of the world, the
nature of things in it, and how these things are to be interrelated through design.
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07 _ CONCLUSION _ ON THE PRACTICE OF DETAILING
In the introduction to this dissertation, I stated that “as one browses through editions of
architectural periodicals like Architectural Forum or Architectural Record from the 1940s or 50s…
‘details’ were consistently presented as involving the smallest scale of construction’s
resolution.” 584 Such details were “construction details” and little more. One such periodical of
this time, however, proved a notable exception. Pencil points, renamed Progressive Architecture
in 1945, had from the early 1920s to the 1970s dedicated several recurring features in the
magazine to the question of detail, and in so doing effectively retraced the concept’s evolution
over the preceding two centuries. 585
Through the 1920s, details figured heavily in the content of Pencil Points. In each monthly issue,
multiple illustrations were presented and labeled as details (figure 7.1), though in these early
cases they were ornamental in content, often reminiscent of envoi de Rome of the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts. 586 In May of 1921, the journal began a serial article, which would be published in 19
parts across monthly issues through the end of 1922, titled simply “Architectural Detail.” The
article’s author was John Vredenburgh Van Pelt (1874-1962) an architect and historian who had
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris and was, at the time, among the faculty at
Cornell University. Van Pelt’s understanding of detail, as expressed in his writing, was
synonymous with ornament, and he spent his first four articles for the journal on the topics of
history, precedent, proportion, the effects of “visual distance,” and issues of contrast versus
continuity. 587 However, to begin the fifth entry to his series, Van Pelt explained that in order to
best understand detail one must also have “a thorough understanding of the material” with
which one builds. One might assume such a comment would be preface to a discussion of
“details of construction,” but Van Pelt explained instead that such knowledge is necessary to

01_Introduction, pp. 3-4.
Various issues of Pencil Points and Progressive architecture, beginning with the issue of May 1921. More on this
further along in the conclusion.
586 Pencil Points, v. 1, no. 4, Sep. 1920, East Stroudsburg, Pa: Reinhold, p. 9.
587 See Pencil Points, May 1921 through December 1922, for the entire series of articles. This last pairing of terms
(contrast vs. continuity) is potentially interesting relative to some of Ed Ford’s theories regarding animation versus
abstraction.
584
585
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understand “the surface effects appropriate” to the most common building materials. 588
Indeed, he spent the rest of his series of articles presenting examples of and thoughts on the
decoration of architectural surfaces through the articulation of material texture—in stone, brick,
stucco, and even in slate roofing and flagstone pavers (figures 7.2-7.3). In his discussion of the
various methods employed, Van Pelt did venture into some technical explanations, but the
series was illustrated solely with photographs of precedents (figures 7.2-7.5) which were
analyzed visually, and construction was discussed “only where the structural peculiarities affect
the design of detail,” understood as the articulation of surface. 589

Figure 7.1. “Detail” as published in Pencil Points, Sep. 1920.

588
589

Pencil Points ,1921, 09, p. 27.
Ibid., p. 27.
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Figure 7.2. Images from Van Pelt’s article, “Architectural Detail Part VI,” in Pencil Points, Oct. 1921.
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Figure 7.3. Image from Van Pelt’s article, “Architectural Detail Part VI,” in Pencil Points, Oct. 1921.
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Figure 7.4. Images from Van Pelt’s article, “Architectural Detail Part XI,” in Pencil Points, Mar. 1922.
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Figure 7.5. Image from Van Pelt’s article, “Architectural Detail Part XI,” in Pencil Points, Mar. 1922.
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Figure 7.6. Image from “The Making of Working Drawings” in Pencil Points, Jul. 1923.
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In 1923, shortly after the conclusion of Van Pelt’s series, Pencil Points dedicated a another series
of articles to “Working Drawings,” which included the publication of numerous “construction
details” (figure 7.6). 590 And this was followed in October of the same year by an entire issue
dedicated to “Drawing Construction Details.” 591 About this, the editors wrote that “the emphasis
placed on construction details in this issue” stemmed from the belief that such work “should
have due recognition,” and so it was their “intention to include a few pages of construction
details in each regular issue of [the] journal from this time on.” 592 True to their word, over the
next decade, nearly every issue of the journal contained between two and four drawings of
construction details, and what emerged was a pattern of publishing side by side the
construction details of similar elements from different projects (figure 7.7), presented through
combination of drawings with a photograph. By 1934, this method of presentation would be
formalized in a recurring feature titled “Pencil Points series of ‘Comparative Details’” which was
organized by “group,” a collection of like elements such as “bay windows” (figure 7.8) or
“stairways” (figure 7.9).

Figure 7.7. “Comparative details” of fireplaces in Pencil Points, Feb. 1923.
See Pencil Points, May-Sep. 1923.
Pencil Points, vol. IV, no. 10, Oct. 1923, East Stroudsburg, Pa: Reinhold, p. 26.
592 Pencil Points, vol. IV, no. 10, Oct. 1923, East Stroudsburg, Pa: Reinhold, p. 25.
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Figure 7.8. "Comparative Details" of "Bay Windows" in Pencil Points, Mar. 1934.

Figure 7.9. "Comparative Details" of "Stairways" in Pencil Points, Mar. 1936.
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Figure 7.10. "Selected Details" of “Planting Bay” window in Progressive Architecture, Feb. 1945.
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Figure 7.11. "Selected Details" of a “Sheltered Entrance” in Progressive Architecture, Jan. 1945.
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Figure 7.12. "Selected Details" of “Children’s Shoe Sales Unit” in Progressive Architecture, Mar. 1946.

When Pencil Points became Progressive Architecture in 1945, its focus shifted from more
“traditional” projects to “modern” ones, and with this shift the journal’s “Comparative Details”
series was redubbed “Selected Details.” The retitled series would continue to appear in nearly
every issue well into the 1970s. While these selected details sometimes dealt with similar
subject matter as under the former heading, depicting elements like a bay window (figure 7.10),
they often dealt with new, more complex, and increasingly spatial sorts of elements such as a
“sheltered entrance” (figure 7.11) and a “children’s shoe sales unit” (figure 7.12). That
presenting larger parts of buildings as such can be taken as evidence that they were understood
as not only as selected construction details, but also as elemental details within their respective
projects is confirmed by another publication which grew out of the selected details series. In
1952, Reinhold Publishing, the company which produced Pencil Points and Progressive
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Architecture, issued a text titled Architectural Detailing, edited by Caleb Hornbostel, with
drafting work by Elmer Bennett, and an introductory text by Richard Neutra. 593
Architectural Detailing was structured in two parts, one on “Building Types” and the other on
“Basic Details” (figures 7.13-7.14). The chapters in the first part were each focused on a
particular typology of building—Offices and Laboratory Buildings, Banks, Stores and Bars,
Education Buildings, and so on. Each of these chapters involved a brief introduction to the
particular building type and then the presentation of a series of complex elements specific to
that type, each described as a “detail.” These “details” included things such as “built-in desks,” a
“U-shaped counter,” an “open store front,” a “ticket booth,” and an “operating room” (figures
7.15-7.16). The part on “Basic Details” was structured similarly, with chapters as general
categories of element—sun control and ventilation, lighting and signs, bathrooms and kitchens,
stairs and railings, fireplaces, doors, and windows—parts common to many buildings of varied
type. As a “detail” in these categories one finds things such as a “cantilevered porch,” an “open
kitchen,” “suspended stairs,” a “free-standing fireplace,” and a “sloping window wall.” The page
for each detail presents a photograph of the elemental detail itself, paired with drawings and
construction details as necessary to fully describe its composition.
In the foreword to the text, Hornbostel explained that “the need for documentation in
contemporary architectural detailing led to the decision to create this book.” 594 It was grounded
on the belief, he continued, that “the whole of any building [is] the sum of all its parts,” and as
“detailing is the study of parts, without it a good whole cannot be created.” 595 Further
describing the format the text, he explained that each page included a “photograph of the
architectural entity of which the detail is a part” to place it in context, and “drawings in every
case show the design, construction, and function of the detail.” 596
Additionally, it should be noted that in each of these cases a series of “selected details” was presented for a given
project or set of projects. For example, in the 1946 edition in which the “children’s shoe sales unit” was presented a
series of details from three commercial projects was presented in sequence. In this there leaves some ambiguity
regarding the title “selected details,” raising the question of whether the construction details of each larger element
are the selected details or, since three larger, “elemental details” are presented in sequence if they too are being
explicitly referred to as details. As will be seen, the text Architectural Detailing helps clarify this issue.
594 Hornbostel and Bennett, Architectural Detailing, New York: Reinhold, 1952, p. xi.
595 Ibid.
596 Ibid.
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Figure 7.13. Table of contents for “Building Types” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
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Figure 7.14. Table of contents for “Basic Details” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
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Figure 7.15. Detail of “U-Shaped Counter” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
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Figure 7.16. Detail of “Open Storefront” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
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Neutra’s introduction to the text was mostly focused on reminiscences—of attending a
surgeon’s lecture and a visit to the construction site of a Buddhist temple in Ceylon—as well as
laudatory words regarding the book itself and the work of the editor and publisher. However, in
his meandering comments there are several points of particular interest. Neutra raises the
question of “whether details are ‘fill-ins’ or ‘predeterminants,’” the final step in a linear process
of design or in some way generative elements. He explains that he prefers to understand details
as the latter, as “the most lovely and early stimulants of the mind,” while “over-all designs” are
“abstractions from material processes of production and from all cumbersomely concrete
details.” 597 While the context of his further comments is more often confusing than
enlightening, Neutra poses in his introduction a series of helpful and powerfully suggestive
phrases and terms—he speaks of “structural and operational detail,” “detail experience,” and
“detail-thinking” in opposition to “over-all thinking.” 598 Indeed, as we have seen, detail may be
structural in nature, and referring to it as “operational” suggests its ability to somehow operate,
be used, engaged, or perform. We have seen the beginnings of such operative dimensions in
many cases, from the roof and gutter details of Pierre Patte to the elemental details of the
British Arts and Crafts. 599 To discuss “detail experience” encompasses not only the implications
of how we perceive detail as an object, but also along with its operation, use, engagement, or
performance it suggests the detail’s expansion, as in David Cadwell’s writing, to be increasingly
spatial and engage aspects of its surroundings as well as the one who experiences the detail.
And if detail, across the range from its most narrow to broad senses, is the product of some act,
what we might call the practice of detailing, then as Neutra has implied, there might be some
particular mode of thought at its core, “detail thinking” as he named it, a way of thinking about
architectural parts as opposed and in relation to architectural wholes.

Ibid. p. xiii.
Ibid., pp. xiii-xvi.
599 See chapter “06_The Architect” of this dissertation.
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A part of, yet apart from
Marco Frascari has written that the typical definition of a detail as “a small part in relation to a
larger whole,” in the case of architecture, “is contradictory, if not meaningless.” 600 He
continued, explaining that:
“A column is a detail as well as it is a larger whole, and a whole classical round temple is
sometimes a detail, when it is a lantern on top of a dome. In architectural literature,
columns and capitals are classified as details, but so are piani nobili, porches, and
pergolas.” 601
It was in trying to avoid this problem of “scale and dimension,” and thus the infinite nesting of
details within details, that led Frascari to assert that “it is possible to observe that any
architectural element defined as a detail is always a joint.” 602 In many cases, like typical
construction details or Frascari’s example of a porch, such an understanding of the detail as a
joint might prove a theoretically potent way of thinking. Frascari’s preceding comments,
however, reveal it also as inherently problematic. He stated that “a whole classical round temple
is sometimes a detail, when it is a lantern on top of a dome,” but how is such a lantern to be
understood as a joint? Is it a joint between sections of the dome as they meet at the top? Is it a
joint, figuratively speaking, between the dome and the sky? And what about the ornamental
details of Jacques-Francois Blondel (figure 7.17)—can they be understood as joints? Joints
between what? Perhaps they are joints between the carved material of the work and the culture
from which they’ve arisen, an impress of the place where these two things meet? Provocative
and poetic as such suggestions might be, to think of such things as joints is to use the word as
little more than a metaphorical extension of the concept. While this may be useful at times,
particularly for the designer, it can prove an obfuscation or barrier to the inquiry of historian or
theorist. The problem Frascari had identified and proposed “the detail as joint” to solve was that
of “scale and dimension” which arises from defining detail as “a small part in relation to a larger
whole” (my emphasis). 603 In fact, a more straightforward remedy to this problem is to remove
two words, thinking of a detail instead as simply being some part in relation to a whole. Such
breadth might raise objections, as nearly all things are made up of parts, and nearly all parts are,
Frascari, op. cit., p. 501.
Ibid.
602 Ibid.
603 Ibid.
600
601
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in some way, wholes in relation to their own parts. However, this breadth can be immediately
narrowed. As one need only focus on the question of when and how we perceive things as being
wholes composed of parts.

Figure 7.17. “Principle details of the Corinthian capital” from J.F. Blondel’s
Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2, 1771. pl. XXIX and XXX.

That humans perceive things in the world around us in terms of part-to-whole relationships is a
fact generally accepted by a range of disciplinary fields—in fact, the notion is central to many
debates in the cognitive sciences, studies of artificial intelligence and facial recognition,
sociology, anthropology, and the philosophical study of mereology (the study of parts and the
wholes they form). The how of this process of perceiving part-to-whole relationships, however,
is a much-contested subject with many competing schools of thought. In the fields of cognitive
science, for example, what has emerged is a debate surrounding “preattentive” processes of
“perceptual organization.” 604 On one hand, there are “holistic” approaches, stemming from the
tradition of Gestalt Psychology pioneered by Max Wertheimer in the 1910s and 20s, which
generally assert that “the whole is grasped even before the individual parts enter
Treisman, et. al., “Perceptual Grouping and Attention in Visual Search for Features and Objects,” in Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 1982, Vol. 8, no. 2, pp.194-214.
604
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consciousness,” meaning that “the contents of our awareness are by and large not additive but
possess a characteristic coherence.” 605 On the other hand are theories which assert that we
perceive wholes by first perceiving “component properties,” mentally grouping parts through
similarities in aspect like orientation, alignment, type or substance, or by “contour integration”
along explicitly or implicitly contiguous boundaries. 606 Which process occurs first is not
necessarily of particular importance in understanding practices of detailing, however, and it has
been established by numerous studies that, in fact, “our visual system uses different types of
attention to give us a unified view of the world,” 607 and this “suggests a highly interactive
perceptual system in which both simple properties and holistic/configural properties are
represented in the early organization of a visual object.” 608 Put simply, it seems as though in the
perception of objects in our visual field, our attention dynamically oscillates between what we
perceive as wholes and their parts.
Studies have also shown that in higher-level “visual cognition,” tasks of greater complexity like
face recognition and “mental imagery,” the operations underlying the perception “interact
heavily with memory and knowledge.” 609 And furthermore, it has been shown that training on
tasks involving “perceptual grouping” can increase one’s facility in seeing coherent wholes in
progressively more ambiguous groupings of parts. 610 Taken collectively, this body of research
seems to substantiate several things about the perception and design of buildings that most
architects, engineers and builders would accept intuitively: That in one’s perception or design of
a building, one’s attention oscillates between parts and wholes, parsing a building into its
various elements, and that the particular way in which one does this can be affected by one’s
knowledge or training. Though studies of these things specifically in relation to the design of
buildings are rare, one such study has suggested that our cognitive parsing of buildings into
605Wagemans,
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parts as we perceive and design them is especially necessary due to the complexity of their
assembly and great size relative to our own bodies. 611
Accepting, then, that in our perception and design of buildings we, as a fact of our processes of
visual cognition, mentally cut a building into parts, an important question remains. Into what
sorts of parts do we cut them? A closer look at disciplinary conventions in practices of building
will clearly help in answering this, but before advancing along such lines, some help can be
drawn once more from studies of visual cognition. Studies of the processes underlying attention
have found that, as “our visual systems are acutely attuned to perceptual coherence,” our
attention tends to select those things perceived as discontinuities or disruptions within the
visual field. 612 One term used to describe such things is that they are visually “salient,” this is
when the thing perceived “differs substantially from its background” and “whose background is
roughly homogenous.” 613 Imagine the discontinuity of a baseboard against the continuities of
wall and floor, or a staircase in relief against the backdrop of a concrete wall. And so, in our
perception of constructed artifacts, our attention will often focus on particular parts, framing
those parts in our perception which present themselves as discontinuities, disruptions, or salient
objects in our visual field. However, at this point an important distinction must be drawn, one
between the perception of buildings as we experience them, and the conception of them in
design.

Akin and Moustapha, “Strategic use of representation in architectural massing,” in Design Studies, 25, 2004, p. 3436.
612 Yantis, op. cit., pp. 210-211.
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Figure 7.18. Ando’s Conference Pavilion at Vitra’s campus in Weil am Rhein and detail of leaf print in concrete.

Just because a particular part of a building captures one’s attention and is perceived as a detail
of the work does not necessarily mean that for the object’s designer it was conceived of as a
detail of that work. The reverse is also true. As an example in the former case, take Tadao
Ando’s Conference Pavilion (figure 7.18) on the Vitra Campus in Weil am Rhein, Germany.
Approaching the pavilion, one walks alongside a tall, smooth concrete wall whose surface is
disrupted by the impression of two leaves which happened to fall into the concrete formwork as
the concrete was poured. 614 This was not a detail designed by the architect, but for those
thousands who visit Vitra’s campus, it is a detail of the building, as some salient part of the
whole, which has been endlessly attended to and photographed. 615 Conversely, in many cases,
parts understood as details by designers do not present themselves to the casual observer and,
in fact, have been willfully excluded from their attentive gazes. This tendency is that described
by Edward R. Ford as the “abstraction” of detail, in which particular details of a work, while

It may be the case that the placement of these leaves might not have been pure happenstance, as perhaps a
worker placed them there, but for the example it is irrelevant. The leaf prints in concrete at Vitra should merely be
taken as an example of something in a building (and one can imagine many such things) that captures the attention of
an occupant who perceives it as a detail of the work, when the moment in question was not conceived as such by the
project’s designer.
615 A visit to the Vitra Campus will confirm this, as most tour guides will point the leaf prints out to visitors who in turn
photograph them. A search for the image online yields many examples.
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being an intense focus of attention for designers, have been denied visual expression. 616 With
this distinction made, let us now, as a way of delving into the practice of detailing and what it
might entail, focus on the side of the designer in the conception of a work and how particular
details might become the focus of their attention.
It is indeed the case, as one might suppose given the insights of the cognitive sciences into our
visual processes, that the practice of detailing often finds discontinuities, disruptions, or salient
objects as the focus of its attention. However, the situation is complicated (or in some ways
perhaps simplified) by the disciplinary context of building practices. In addition to the design of
any built artifact, it is the task of the project’s designers to define, most often via drawings and
physical or digital models, all conditions within the project as necessary to communicate and
describe it to those charged with its production. As a result, there are many disciplinary
conventions regarding the ways that this is done and the sorts of conditions that should be
defined. In the case of detailing, its attention must often be directed toward those conditions
considered both “typical” and “atypical,” but this tells us little of substance, and there is more to
it than just this.
Marco Frascari has recalled that Carlo Scarpa often “made a practice of visiting the building site
during the night with a Flashlight.” 617 This allowed him to “focus on details in a selective
manner,” and better control their execution and expression. 618 The same, Frascari explains, was
said of Piranesi’s use of a candle. Interestingly, a common metaphor used in studies of attention
and cognition is that of the “spotlight,” though as a metaphor it neglects many insights of hybrid
approaches to understanding our perception of part-whole relations. 619 After all, if a detail is
some part of a whole, it must not be treated as an independently coherent object, as its
isolation from the whole in one’s attention is only temporary. Whatever the case, we can
establish that the first step in the practice of detailing is to mentally parse some part of a work

See Ford’s text The Architectural Detail, op. cit.
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204-223.
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from its whole, and what remains is to more closely examine the part’s choosing, and what the
practice of detailing entails once the part has been excised, albeit temporarily.
Shaping worlds
The ways in which a designer focuses their attention on the design of particular details of a
given building task are a matter of their understanding of the world, of the nature of building
practices, and of their own role in reshaping the former via the latter. The structure of this
dissertation has been to, through each chapter, bracket a particular “world” and try to describe
the ways in which it helped shape a particular understanding of detail in building practices. This
is based on the premise that, through available material evidence, one can construct some
understanding, at least in a general sense, of the particular “world view” of a group or individual
in a particular place and time. There are many concepts in varied disciplines—from philosophy,
to linguistics, to sociology and anthropology—which deal with such an idea, though in many
different (and sometimes incompatible) ways. 620 While this notion is complex and a deeper
exploration of its applicability to the production of architecture is beyond the scope of this text,
it’s implications regarding understandings of detail can be easily read through the chapters of
this dissertation.
In 18th century France and the world of Jacques-Francois Blondel, the details to which architects
largely directed their attention were those of a building’s ornamental ensemble. This was the
disciplinary convention of the time and place, as classicist approaches to design were the most
prominent and matters of construction were largely left to the capable hands and intellects of
experienced craftsmen. However, others during this same time turned their attention toward
other sorts of details—like Frezier’s studies of complex works of masonry, Patte’s interest in
building systems, and the affinity he and Rondelet both had for all matters of construction. The
evolution of new methods of construction with unfamiliar building materials opened up a new
field of disciplinary knowledge, and architects and engineers sought to stake claim to this

See Ingold, “Culture, Perception and Cognition,” in The Perception of the Environment: Essays in livelihood,
dwelling, and skill, London: Routledge, 2000, pp. 157-171. The essay provides an overview of ways of thinking from a
range of approaches and disciplines on how “People from different [cultural] backgrounds” respond differently in the
same situation. Beyond this there is an incredible wealth of material on notions of the “world” and “world view,” but
any literature review would be well beyond the scope of this inquiry.
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knowledge, usurping the traditional place of the craftsman. While many classicist architects of
late 18th century France understood the task of defining the character of an edifice as one of
their most primary roles, others such as these aforementioned architect-technicians understood
their roles in practices of building quite differently, and this difference in understanding
motivated them to focus their attention on the design of quite different “parts” of buildings.
These differences in orientation toward the production of built works is grounded in the life
experience of individuals, deeply intertwined with their own values, the influences of important
figures in their lives, and especially their professional training, whether through independent
learning, practical apprenticeship, or a formalized course of academic study. The “world” of the
practitioner conditions the selection of details that occupy their attention. In this, one finds the
significance of the fourth chapter of this dissertation, “The Student,” which shows how, by the
beginning of the 19th century, different ways of thinking about detail, and thus detailing, were
being cultured across the many different Parisian schools training young building professionals.
In the work of Charles Fox at the Crystal Palace, one can see how a very distinct and particular
understanding of the world, a building task, and a designer’s role in mediating between the two
allowed for the condensation of these things, in all of their broad implications, into the design of
few constructive parts—through the design of the connecting piece, for example, relationships
were shaped between its material, manufacturing processes, structural concerns, and even the
management of labor in its installation. In late 19th century Britain, we have seen how
increasingly formalized disciplinary conventions of representation were established to
comprehensively define the typical details of a country house. But here we have also seen how a
different way of thinking about detail was to spring from theoretical writings on Gothic work
and what Andrew Saint has called a “quintessentially Victorian freedom of articulation.” 621 Each
of these settings exemplified a very different way of understanding the world, the nature of
building practices, and the designer’s role in mediating between the two, and so in turn, each
yielded a somewhat different understanding of detail in building.
The disciplinary conventions of any given time and place will often suggest, if not require, that
particular details of a work are made the object of a designer’s attention and sufficiently
Saint, Andrew. Richard Norman Shaw. New Haven: Yale University Press for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in
British Art, 2010, p. 4.
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defined. This is as true for a neoclassical entablature, as for a modernist parapet, or the altar in a
contemporary church. But, as we have seen, the attention of the designer can also be motivated
to select certain parts of a work for development, made the object of the practice of detailing
because of a part’s perceived importance in advancing and describing the work. This was the
case of the arts and crafts staircase and inglenook before they were dealt with as a matter of
convention—these things were understood as hierarchically important parts of the work. And
so, it can be said that the practice of detailing involves mentally parsing some part from the
whole, either as matter of disciplinary convention or as motivated by the designer, in order to
further develop and define those conditions which they deem hierarchically important. But, in
the case of detailing, once the part has been parsed from the whole, what exactly does its
further development and definition entail?
Shaping parts
Detailing is not an activity distinct from design, but rather a subset of it founded upon a
particular way of thinking. Detailing is the design of the architectural part, not as an
independent and self-sufficient entity, but as opposed and in relation to the architectural whole
of which it is understood to belong. If we are, following Neutra, to call the mode of thought on
which this is based “detail thinking” as opposed to “over-all thinking,” then it can be said to
consist, first of all, in thinking of the object of one’s attention in design always as being a part of
some whole, and never as an independent and self-sufficient entity. Detailing, as a sort of
design practice, can also be understood as an act of making, and framed as such it can be seen
as less about the design of parts as things themselves, and more about the design of
relationships within and between parts.
The anthropologist Tim Ingold has described “making” as “a correspondence between maker
and material.” 622 He proposes the notion of “correspondence” in opposition to “hylomorphism,”
which he describes as a way of understanding cultural artifacts as the product of imposing
“forms internal to the mind upon a material world ‘out there.’” 623 Ingold explains that thinking
of making in terms of correspondence, on the other hand, “places the maker from the outset as
622
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a participant amongst a world of active materials,” and views the process of making in such a
way that “[he or she] ‘joins forces’ with them, bringing them together or splitting them apart,
synthesizing and distilling, in anticipation of what might emerge.” 624 Rather than impose an idea
on material, making, understood as such, is merely to “intervene in worldly processes that are
already going on.” 625 And so, Ingold proposes to understand making as a dance of animacy,
understanding the artifact produced less as an object and more in terms of its “trajectory,” a
weaving together of the motions of the maker, with flows of material, as they correspond with
one another among currents and forces of the environment in which they are immersed. 626 He
illustrates this understanding of making with examples of basket weaving and throwing pottery
on a wheel, for which it is provocatively explanatory. However, in the case of architecture,
Ingold’s theory encounters a problem—for architecture is a discipline which as long depended
on the mediation of representations. 627 With buildings, the designer is rarely the maker in the
same sense as that of baskets and pottery, directly and physically engaging the parts from which
the work is produced, feeling the flows and resistances of material and world as they interact.
Instead, the production of architecture is often presented as the hylomorphic practice par
excellence, in which drawings are made and material is expected to conform to their
specifications. While the dance of animacy as such would thus seem inapplicable to “modern”
modes of architectural production, the practice of detailing is not, however, without its own
possibilities of similar tensions in the act of making.
Let us return once more to Neutra’s comment that details are “the most lovely and early
stimulants of the mind,” while “over-all designs” are “abstractions from material processes of
production and from all cumbersomely concrete details.” 628 This is to imply that it is at the level
of detail, and thus within the practice of detailing, that a designer most directly confronts the
Ibid., p 21.
Ibid.
626 Ibid., pp. 81, 99.
627 Ingold dodges this in several ways. He focuses much of his discussion regarding architecture on the practices of
medieval builders, explaining that much of the design work occurred in the practice of building rather than in
advance. This, he explains, allows for the correspondence of maker with their materials through their tools and
processes. In the case of 20th and 21st century architectural practice, however, he rejects the possibility of such
correspondence in the case of “technical drawings” and argues instead for its possibility (though barely) in the
freehand sketch. See “Chapter 4: On Building a House” (pp. 47-59) for the former argument and “Chapter 9: Drawing
the Line” (pp. 125-141) for the latter.
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material reality of building practices. In the case of construction details, one can easily see how
this might be the case, but once again, because the practice is mediated, such an assertion is
complicated. One might design a construction detail in abstraction, and one need not
necessarily consider the material reality it represents or the world of forces and flows in which it
will be immersed once realized. In implementation, such a detail would likely fail, performing
poorly at even the most basic tasks it is meant to fulfil. For instance, albeit a ridiculous example,
one could design a parapet detail out of paper and mud brick for a building in a place that
experiences high levels of rainfall. As these materials do not hold up well under wet conditions,
they would be likely to fail catastrophically, quickly falling apart. In the design of architecture,
for the material realities of building to be accounted for they must be recognized and engaged
by designers in the act of design. For this reason, teaching aspiring architects extensively about
the properties of the materials with which they build and the methods of their implementation
has long been a core task of architectural education and, in fact, it figures heavily even in the
writings of Vitruvius, our oldest extant text on practices of building. Moreover, it is often the
case that in the practice of detailing one engages others in the act of design, drawing upon their
specialized bodies of knowledge. This is clearly what Werner Sobek had in mind when he
suggested, as quoted in the introduction to this dissertation, that “the essential role of details is
to resolve within a small space what are typically multidisciplinary problems.” 629 One can design
a detail in abstraction and expect matter to conform to its specifications in execution, however,
if one wants what one designs to perform optimally one will often look to various consultants,
experts in building, those who will construct the work, or others. Such a process involves the
repeated design, collaboration with others, and redesign of a given building part, often with
physical mockups produced in the course of work. In this, through the recognition and
engagement of others and physical things in the act of design, the practice of detailing can
approximate the character of Ingold’s dance of animacy.
Through such knowledge and processes of design, designers of buildings can imagine, more or
less successfully, the correspondence between the labor of builders and the work’s materials
among the currents and forces of the environment in which they are immersed. Unlike the
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direct physical process of making Ingold has described in which material resistances and flows
are directly experienced, in the production of buildings mediated by representations the
correspondence of elements in the act of making must be recognized and engaged if they are to
be imagined and projected in design. If it is to happen, what sorts of things are taken into
account and responded to in the practice of detailing are a matter of the designer’s knowledge,
values and choices.
Knowledge of materials, methods, and environmental forces and flows are not the only things a
designer can imaginatively correspond with in the practice of detailing. Bruno Latour and Albena
Yaneva have argued that in applying aspects of “Actor-Network Theory” to buildings, a
constructed artifact should not be understood as a “desperately static” object or “always as a
fixed, stolid structure,” but rather should be pictured as “one continuous movement, the project
flow that makes up a building.” 630 They explain that the static “Euclidian space” of mediated
representations “is the space in which buildings are drawn on paper, but not the environment in
which buildings are built—and even less the world in which they are lived.” They argue that
“matter is too multidimensional, much too active, complex, surprising, and counter-intuitive to
be simply what is represented in the ghost-like rendering of CAD screen shots.” 631 Instead,
“architectural design embraces a complex conglomerate of many surprising agencies that are
rarely taken into account by architectural theory”—we should be able to picture “a building as a
moving modulator regulating different intensities of engagement, redirecting users’ attention,
mixing and putting people together, concentrating flows of actors and distributing them so as to
compose a productive force in time-space.” This is a plea to understand a building not only as
the assembly of materials into a coherent, physical object, but rather as also encompassing the
forces and flows and of its occupants and environment. Expanding this via Ingold’s notion of
correspondence, we can then understand the design of buildings as the projected
correspondence between all the elements from which a building is understood as composed,
not only its materials, but also the flows of its occupants, the currents and forces of the
environment, and any other thing which is accepted as an element of the work. Said otherwise,
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one can understand those things to which a designer shapes parts of the work in response, as
elements of the work: materials, forces and flows of the environment, occupants, and so forth.
Such an understanding of “a building project,” Latour and Yaneva write regarding their own
expanded thinking on building, “resembles much more a complex ecology than it does a static
object.” 632
Detailing, as I have written, is the design of the architectural part, not as an independent and
self-sufficient entity, but as opposed and in relation to the architectural whole of which it is
understood to belong. Through the practice of detailing, the part is designed by shaping
relationships within and between those elements from which it is understood as composed.
Many of the relationships shaped through detailing are between elements internal to the part,
however many are also between those elements internal to and somehow beyond the part in its
literal substance—as in the cases of flows of occupants and environmental forces in the writings
of Latour, Yaneva, and Ingold. In the case of the details of classical orders in late 18th century
France, parts were designed by shaping the relationships between the geometric components of
their profiles and proportional ratios (figure 7.19), but also between these things and the effects
of sunlight, and they were often optically corrected in relation to the vison of an observer. The
design of a construction detail for the assembly of a roof and gutter (figure 7.20) involves not
only the shaping of relationships between its material elements, but also shaping the
relationships between them and rain—indeed if not for the element of rain and the flows of
water the roof is meant to shed, the particular shape and configuration of material elements
would be nonsensical. In Charles Fox’s connecting piece, the design of the physical artifact
involved not only shaping relationships between the geometries of its own form, but also
between the other elements it was to connect, between the flows of force running through
them, between the processes of its manufacture, and between the motions of its installation by
laborers. And in the case of an arts and crafts inglenook (figure 7.21), detailing shaped
relationships not only between the assembly’s constructive parts but also between them and
sitting occupants, between the individuals and one another, and between all these things and
the heat of the fire. In all of these cases, the architectural part was parsed from the whole in its
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designer’s attention, and each of the elements described from which the part was constituted,
and more, were interrelated through the practice of detailing.

Figure 7.19. Palladio’s Corinthian Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675.
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Figure 7.20. Details roofing and gutters from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
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Figure 7.21. Drawing of Inglenook at Sir Norman Shaw’s Cragside, c. 1880.

Understood as such, and following the insights of Latour and Yaneva, such an approach to detail
could itself be construed as “ecological,” attending to the architectural part not as an isolated
entity, but always as enmeshed within a network of surrounding flows and forces, both human
and environmental. And, as a few contemporary examples will help illustrate, such an
understanding of detailing easily transcends scales. Take, for one, the Arthouse at the Jones
Center (figure 7.22) in Austin, Texas by the firm Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis (LTL). The southern and
eastern facades of the building are perforated by 177 glass blocks (figure 7.23), which are
imbedded in the preexisting masonry wall. Some of these blocks are flush with the surface of
the exterior wall, but others extend beyond it at variable lengths casting a field of dynamic and
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overlapping shadows as the sun moves throughout the day. The construction detail of this
particular moment within the work (figure 7.24), while illustrating the assembly of its material
components, is wholly insufficient in understanding what the detail is and what it does. Beyond
simply involving the configuration of relationships between glass block, various metal
components, and the masonry wall, it is clear that the practice of detailing was brought to focus
also on designing the relationships between these physical parts and light, both natural and
artificial, and between these things, the spaces of interior and exterior, and between people as
they experience it from either side of the building’s envelope. Sunlight, interior and exterior
spaces, and flows of passing people are not literally parts of the building, but they are
undeniably elements which are interrelated by way of the detail.

Figure 7.22. Arthouse at the Jones Center in Austin, Texas by the firm Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis (courtesy of LTL).
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Figure 7.23. Glass block details from Arthouse at the Jones Center by LTL (courtesy of LTL).
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Figure 7.24. Construction details from Arthouse at the Jones Center by LTL (courtesy of LTL).
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Similar thinking can be applied to “parts” of Peter Zumthor’s Therme Vals in Switzerland. Take,
for example, one of the spaces in Zumthor’s baths, a part of the work referred to as the
“drinking stone.” As revealed through Zumthor’s sketches (figure 7.25), this space was treated
as a detail within the work. Here too, one can understand it as simply a configuration of the
work’s materials, the static object as depicted in its set of construction drawings, but it was not
thought of as such in design. Zumthor has described the space in his own words:
“In the drinking stone, water falls from high above into the round fountain opening in
the ground, encircling this is a brass handrail, to which brass cups are attached by
chains—you can drink the water here, straight from the warm spring and unfiltered.
Light shines from the fountain opening, the room has a square base and is twice as high
as its entrance, against the walls, great slabs of Vals stone are stacked all the way up to
the ceiling as if in a showroom, polished glossy surfaces, broken edges, fist-sized brass
blocks appear as spacers. In the weak light the stone surfaces reveal their different
shades of grey with shimmering mica specks, fine veins, and different colored crystalline
inclusions. On the wall of the passageway a brass plaque gives a detailed analysis of the
calcium sulfate, hydrogen carbonate water.” 633
Here through the elemental detail of the “drinking stone,” Zumthor’s practice of detailing has
sought to shape relationships between the work’s constructive components, the materials of
the site, light, sound, water as it surges up through fissures in the mountain below, and the very
bodies of the work’s occupants. Zumthor’s detail is a node through which all of these things, in
their flows and movement, are made to correspond through design.
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Figure 7.25. Section sketch and technical plan of the “Drinking Stone” at Therme Vals by Peter Zumthor.
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This way of thinking about detail may operate as well at the scale of an entire building, as in the
case of Olympic Sculpture Park in Seattle, Washington by Weiss/Manfredi (figure 7.26). Here,
the sculpture park zigzags over preexisting transit lines while stitching together a formerly
isolated waterfront with the streetscape of the city above. Removed from its context, if such a
thing were even possible, the building would be nonsensical, as it was shaped in relation to and
is of a part with its surroundings. The project was conceived quite literally, as design sketches
can attest (figure 7.27), not as a self-sufficient entity, but as a sort of infrastructure configuring
its surrounding topography. 634 Through the building’s design, as a part of some larger whole,
relationships were shaped between many things—the shore, transit lines, roads, flows of
visitors, rainwater as shed from its surfaces and more—and while these things are not literally
physical components of the work itself, they are certainly elements interrelated by the work as a
part of its larger whole, as a detail of the city.

Figure 7.26. Seattle Art Museum, Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/Manfredi (courtesy of Weiss/Manfredi).

Here I think also of David Leatherbarrow’s thinking in his book Architecture Oriented Otherwise, and his description
of how some building might be oriented toward things “beyond” themselves. Details and “detail thinking” are often
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based on such external orientations.
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Figure 7.27. Sketch for Seattle Art Museum, Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/Manfredi (courtesy of Weiss/Manfredi).
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Figure 7.28. Counterclockwise from top left: Sketches by Sir Norman Foster, Carlo Scarpa, and Weiss/Manfredi, all of
which illustrate thinking of the object of design (a construction detail, a stair, an entire building) as being part of some
larger whole.
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On Detailing
Detailing, in practices of building, is the design of a part in relation to its surroundings or whole
by shaping relationships within and between those elements, both internal to and beyond the
part, from which it is understood as composed. What elements these are, beyond the actual
physical parts of the detail, will be a matter of what things a designer directs their attention
toward and shapes other parts of the detail in response to through design. In describing the
practice of detailing as such, I have tried to focus my comments on what is done rather than
questions of why or how. Certainly, some will be disappointed with this description of detailing
as a practice, and also with the breadth of the proposed definition. Likewise, I have not tried to
pose any particular theory of detailing, but instead it is my hope that this dissertation, through
the history of the term and the insights it might provide, will offer a framework of thinking
compatible with many theories of detailing—from those of Marco Frascari, Edward R. Ford, Ben
van Berkel and Caroline Bos, to those drawn from the writing of Kenneth Frampton or theories
of empathy and the neuroscience of architectural experience.
While detailing is a practice it is also, once more with reference to Richard Neutra, a mode of
design underpinned by a particular way of thinking. Such “detail thinking” consists in always
considering the object of one’s design as some part of a larger whole and, through it, to
understanding one’s task, implicitly if not explicitly, as shaping relationships between all of the
elements from which it is composed. This encompasses its literal, physical elements as well of
those strands of the world one understands it to engage and accept as parts of itself. Looking
back through the pages of Detail magazine with such a mindset, one will find not only
construction details, but on every page, details nested within details. In the end, just as the
connection between glass and frame is a detail within the window, the window is a detail within
the alcove, the alcove within the space, the space within the building, and the building within
the city (figure 7.29).
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Figure 7.29. Goldman & Salatsch store (Looshaus) by Adlof Loos, Vienna, 1911.
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structure, form, and detail,” as published in Architectural Record, February 1964, p. 129.
The famed Church of Light in Ibaraki by Tadao Ando seems an example of what Ando might
consider detail as encompassing “spatial experience.” Photo by Markus Groeteke.
“No-Detail” at OMA’s Educatorium in Utrecht, attempting to suppress the complexity of the
detail to privilege a reading of the larger figures, and through them the overall concept. As
published in The Architectural Detail: Dutch Architects Visualise their Concepts, ed. Melet,
Rotterdam: NAI, 2002, p. 119, 124.
Detail of Transfer Terminal at Arnhem (2016) by UN Studio as published in Detail magazine,
May 2016.
Carlo Scarpa’s Querini Stampalia. This is the image published in Cadwell’s Strange Details to
accompany the commentary quoted here.
Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth house, with play of material layers and reflections as discussed
by Cadwell. Photo by James Panegasser.
Image from Karsten Harries The Ethical Function of Architecture, labeled in its caption as a
"detail" of Frank Lloyd Wright's Martin House in Buffalo.
Image from David Leatherbarrow and Moshen Mostafavi’s Surface Architecture, labeled in its
caption as a “detail” of Loos’ Goldman & Salatsch store (1911) in Vienna.
Palladio’s Corinthian Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675, p. 123.
Palladio’s Composite Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675, p. 147.
Table from Claude Perrault, Ordonnance des cinq espèces de colonnes selon la méthode des
anciens,1683, p. 13.
Diagram of pedestal proportions from Perrault’s Ordonnance, 1683, p. 37.
Plates from Desgodetz’s Les Edifices antiques de Rome dessinés et mesurés tres
exactement,1682.
Toisé from Potain, Détails des ouvrages de menuiserie pour les batimens, 1749. p. 41.
Geometric construction from Frézier’s La Théorie et la Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres, Vol. 2,
1737. p. 384.
Plates illustrating Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet in Paris from J.F. Blondel’s Architecture
Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 215-216.
Plate illustrating interior decoration of Notre Dame in Paris from J.F. Blondel’s Architecture
Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 228.
Plate illustrating interior decoration of Notre Dame in Paris from J.F. Blondel’s Architecture
Françoise, Vol. 2, 1752. p. 227.
Plate illustrating entry portal of the Louvre from J.F. Blondel’s Architecture Françoise, Vol. 4,
1752. p. 455.
Plate illustrating moulding types from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 1, 1771. pl. IX.
“Principle details of the Corinthian capital” from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2,
1771. pl. XXIX and XXX.
Comparison of facades from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2, 1771. pl. XXIV and XXV.
Plate from Patte's Etudes illustrating reinforcing employed at the Louvre colonnade, 1755.
Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for flat arches, 1769.
Details of the Louvre Peristyle ceilings from Patte’s Etudes, 1755.
Illustration of Louvre Peristyle from Patte’s Etudes, 1769.
Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating ancient methods of constructing flat lintels, 1769.
Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for ceilings, 1769.
Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for ceilings and flat arches, 1769.
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Figure 3.25.
Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.28.
Figure 3.29.
Figure 3.30.
Figure 3.31.
Figure 3.32.
Figure 3.33.
Figure 3.34.
Figure 3.35.
Figure 3.36.
Figure 3.37.
Figure 3.38.
Figure 3.39.
Figure 3.40.
Figure 3.41.
Figure 3.42.
Figure 3.43.
Figure 3.44.
Figure 3.45.
Figure 3.46.
Figure 3.47.
Figure 3.48.
Figure 3.49.
Figure 3.50.
Figure 3.51.
Figure 3.52.
Figure 3.53.
Figure 3.54.
Figure 3.55.
Figure 3.56.
Figure 3.57.
Figure 3.58.
Figure 3.59.
Figure 3.60.
Figure 3.61.
Figure 3.62.
Figure 3.63.
Figure 3.64.
Figure 3.65.
Figure 4.66.
Figure 4.67.
Figure 4.68.

Plate from Patte’s Mémoires illustrating reinforcing methods for flat arches at Place de Louis XV,
1769.
“Detail of Construction” of the Church of St Suplice as published in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.
Details of construction for Patte’s idealized reinforcing proposal.
Profil du château et de l'écurie, Robert de Cotte, 1686.
Plate from Blondel’s Architecture Francoise v.1, 1752.
Dessin de la décoration de la place Louis-le-Grand, J.H. Mansart, 1699.
Église Saint-Jacques-de-la-Boucherie, profil du maître-autel, J.M. Oppenort, 1710.
Plate from Blondel’s Architecture Francoise v.2, 1754.
Portico with paired columns at corners at the Sorbonne by Le Mercier, 1635.
Single, free-standing columns at the corners of La Madeleine, 1777-1842.
Portico of St. Genevieve, the Paris Pantheon by Soufflot and others, 1758-90.
Interior of St. Genevieve, the Paris Pantheon by Soufflot and others, 1758-90.
Section and details of the reinforcing at St. Genevieve, Soufflot and Rondelet, engraved by
Dumont, 1781
Comparison of structure supporting various domes as published in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.
Reinforcing at St. Genevieve, from the 6th ed. of Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de
l’art de batir, 1830.
Detail of reinforcing from figure 3.22, above.
“Details of Joinery” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
“Details of Joinery” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
“Details of iron hardware” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
Details of carpentry from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
Details of carpentry from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
“Details of construction” for foundations from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
“Details of different constructions” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
Details of “construction of vaulted floor plates” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte,
1777.
“Details of the structural assembly of a roof” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte,
1777.
“Details of various processes used to build foundations” from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and
Patte, 1777.
“Operation of the machine for cutting piles under water” in Patte’s Mémoires, 1769.
Detail of a roof and gutter, from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
Tables from Potain’s Détails des ouvrages de menuiserie pour les batimens, 1749.
Profils de moulures, Robert de Cotte, 1710.
Profil de la Corniche, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.
Face de l'autel de la chapelle Saint-Jean-Baptiste dans la cathédrale d'Amiens, G.M. Oppenort,
1711.
Détail de l'un des grands arcs surbaissés qui portent Madeline, J.J. Lequeu, 1779.
Plusieurs détails pour la basse cour, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.
Plusieurs détails de croisée, J.J. Lequeu, 1786.
Details of construction in pisé in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir,
1830.
Details of joinery in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 1st ed., 1810.
Details of ironwork in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 6th ed of
1830, however the drawing was identical to that of the 1810 1st ed.
Details of ironwork from Bélanger’s and Brunet’s 1809 roof of the Halle au Blé as published in
Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir, 6th ed of 1830.
Increasingly complex details of carpentry from Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de
l’art de batir, 1830.
Details of for a trussed iron roof in Rondelet’s Traité théoretique et practique de l’art de batir,
1830.
“Concours de Maconnerie,” by P.H. Guttenberger, c. 1823.
“Concours de Charpente,” by A. Delarue, c. 1814.
“Concours de Serrurerie,” by E.N.J Gilbert, c. 1824.
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Figure 4.69.
Figure 4.70.
Figure 4.71.
Figure 4.72.
Figure 4.73.
Figure 4.74.
Figure 4.75.
Figure 4.76.
Figure 4.77.
Figure 4.78.
Figure 4.79.
Figure 4.80.
Figure 4.81.
Figure 4.82.
Figure 4.83.
Figure 4.84.
Figure 4.85.
Figure 4.86.
Figure 4.87.
Figure 4.88.
Figure 4.89.
Figure 4.90.
Figure 4.91.
Figure 4.92.
Figure 4.93.
Figure 4.94.
Figure 4.95.
Figure 4.96.
Figure 4.97.
Figure 4.98.
Figure 4.99.
Figure 4.100.
Figure 4.101.
Figure 4.102.
Figure 4.103.
Figure 4.104.
Figure 4.105.
Figure 4.106.
Figure 4.107.
Figure 4.108.
Figure 4.109.

“Maison en Fer” from the “Concours de Serrurerie,” c. 1850
Construction en Bois from the “Concours de Charpente,” c. 1850.
“Les détails de construction d'un phare” by C. Garnier from the “Concours de construction” in
Iron of 1842.
“Détails de l’Ordre Ionique du Theatre de Marcellus a Rome,” winning Grand Prix entry for a
historical reconstruction of the Theater of Marcellus by Léon Vaudoyer, c. 1826.
Envoi de Rome, “Colonne de Trajan,” Charles Percier 1788.
Envoi de Rome, “Temple de Vesta,” Jean-Antoine Coussin, 1802.
Envoi de Rome, “L'arc de Titus, Détails de la façade orientale” Auguste-Jean-Marie Guenepin,
1809.
Envoi de Rome, “Temple d'Antonin et Faustine, Détail des fouilles et de diverses parties” J.F.J
Menager, 1809.
Envoi de Rome, “Paestum,” Henri Labruste, 1828.
Envoi de Rome, “Le Colisée,” Joseph-Louis Duc, 1830.
Envoi de Rome, “détail de l'ordre corinthien du temple de Castor et Pollux à Cora,” Theodore
Labruste, 1831.
Envoi de Rome, “Pouzzoles, temple de Jupiter Serapis - Détails de la base et de la corniche,”
Charles Garnier, 1851.
Envoi de Rome, “Esculapeum à Pouzzoles - Détails du grand ordre” Augustin-Nicolas Caristie,
1817.
Envoi de Rome, “Egine, temple de Jupiter,” Guillaume-Abel Blouet, c.1821.
Envoi de Rome, “Coupe et Détails d'un tombeau,” Louis-Hyppolyte Lebas, c. 1810.
Envoi de Rome, “Détails, Temple de Vesta à Tivoli,” Lucien-Tyrtée Van Cleempute, 1821.
Envoi de Rome, “Details du Temple d'Antonin et Faustine a Rome,” J.F.J. Menager, 1809.
Envoi de Rome, “Panthéon de Rome,” A.F.R. Leclere, 1813.
Table of contents from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de Belvedere” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de croisées” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de la chambre a coucher” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de l'alcove” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de l'escaler avec limon” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
“Détails de la Salle a manger” from Mandar’s Détails de Construction d’une Masion, 1818.
Page from Mandar's Études d’Architecture Civile (1826), regarding estimates and the
management of works.
Plate on composition from Mary’s Cours, modeled on the publications of Durand.
Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions, various iron bridges at the same
scale.
“Pont de Sunderland” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
“Détails relatifs au Pont de Sunderland” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions.
“Pont de Staines” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
“Pont du Jardin du Roi” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
“Détails relatifs au Pont du Jardin du Roi” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions.
“Pont sur le Crou” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
Original project from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions.
Original projects from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions
“Vue interieure et plan de la sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art
des constructions.
Truss from “La sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions.
Truss from “La sale d’Exercise a Moscow” from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des
constructions.
Figure from Bruyère’s Études relatives à l'art des constructions, illustrating variability afforded
by trussed support system in wood.
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Figure 4.110.
Figure 4.111.
Figure 5.112.

Figure 5.113.
Figure 5.114.
Figure 5.115.
Figure 5.116.
Figure 5.117.
Figure 5.118.
Figure 5.119.
Figure 5.120.
Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.13.
Figures 5.14-15.
Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.19.
Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.21.
Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.23.
Figure 5.121.
Figure 5.20.
Figure 6.122.
Figure 6.123.
Figure 6.124.
Figure 6.125.
Figure 6.126.
Figure 6.127.
Figure 6.128.
Figure 6.129.
Figure 6.130.
Figure 6.131.
Figure 6.132.

Drawing of the Halle aux Blés in Bruyère’s text (left) compared with one from Mary’s text
(right).
“Polonceau truss” by Camille Polonceau.
Paxton’s initial proposal for the building at Hyde Park, as initially submitted to the building
committee. The scheme was significantly different in proportion and configuration than the
constructed scheme, with the absence of the characteristic arched transept perhaps the most
striking difference.
Perspective view of Paxton’s Victoria Regia lily house at Chatsworth, 1849-50.
Section through Paxton’s Victoria Regia lily house at Chatsworth, 1849-50.
Scheme approved by the building committee, showing revised proportions, added transept,
and vault.
Details of the “connecting piece” and joints between sections of columns.
Detail of the “connecting piece” (C), joined with two lengths of column (A and E), a 24’ long cast
iron girder (Q).
The Crystal Palace as constructed in Hyde Park (top left), reassembled and expanded at
Sydenham (bottom left), and proposed as reassembled into a tower (right).
The Novelty locomotive (1829), the work of John Ericsson, John Braithwaithe, Charles Fox, and
Charles Vignoles.
The iron roof at Euston Terminus (1837), by Charles Fox under the supervision of Robert
Stephenson.
Section (top) and plan views (bottom) of Fox’s patented railway chair as drawn in the patent
application, 1847. The iron rails (components 1 and2) are secured within the chair by driving in
wooden keys (component 8).
Plan drawing of permanent way configuration showing slight variations in chairs which allowed
the system to accommodate different sorts of conditions. As drawn in Fox’s patent application,
1847.
Workmen bolting connecting piece to column and securing girders, 1850.
Details of the ridge and furrow roofing system as assembled at Hyde Park.
Section through roof showing gutter (A), and “Circular Planing Machine,” here operated
leisurely and one handed by a workman.
The gutter cutting machine, operated by three workmen.
Gutter finishing machine.
Sash bar painting machine.
Initial scaffolding for glazing (left) and Fox’s glazing wagon (right).
Tables accounting for the various weights used and their placement in the “proving” of Fox and
Henderson’s iron bowstring trusses, 1849.
Soldiers of the corps of Royal Sappers and Miners testing the girders as a public spectacle.
Testing the girders with the derrick crane and hydraulic press.
Tabulated list of cast iron components.
Tabulated list of workers employed.
Workers waiting to be paid (top), brass tickets and money box (top middle), inside of ‘payoffice’ (bottom middle), and workers lined up at pay-office window (bottom).
Sketch for Chimney Piece, Inigo Jones, 1632.
Working drawing with “Moulding of the cornice A at full size”, Samuel Smirke, 1805.
Working drawing with “Plan full size for the corner part of the niche…”, Sir Jeffry Wyatville,
1815.
Section and elevation for niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
Full size plan of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
Full size section through corbel of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
Full size section through canopy of niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
Full size portion of ornamental relief for niche, Sir Jeffry Wyatville, 1819.
Drawing for Chapel of St. Michael, George Wightwick, 1829.
"Details of Joiner's work", Sir Charles Barry, 1830.
Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled “Details
of a house…”, 1836.
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Figure 6.133.
Figure 6.134.
Figure 6.135.
Figure 6.136.
Figure 6.137.
Figure 6.138.
Figure 6.139.
Figure 6.140.
Figure 6.141.
Figure 6.142.
Figure 6.143.
Figure 6.144.
Figure 6.145.
Figure 6.146.
Figure 6.147.
Figure 6.148.
Figure 6.149.
Figure 6.150.
Figure 6.151.
Figure 6.152.
Figure 6.153.
Figure 6.154.
Figure 6.155.
Figure 6.156.
Figure 6.157.
Figure 6.158.
Figure 6.159.
Figure 6.160.
Figure 6.161.
Figure 6.162.
Figure 6.163.
Figure 6.164.
Figure 6.165.
Figure 6.166.
Figure 6.167.
Figure 6.168.
Figure 6.169.
Figure 6.170.
Figure 6.171.
Figure 7.172.
Figure 7.173.
Figure 7.174.
Figure 7.175.
Figure 7.176.
Figure 7.177.
Figure 7.178.
Figure 7.179.
Figure 7.180.
Figure 7.181.

Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled
“Doorway of a house…”, 1836.
Plate from Pugin’s Details of antient timber houses of the 15th & 16th centuries, titled
“Window, house rue De la magdelene…”, 1836.
“Working drawings for parapet” with “detail of parapet at full size,” by J.B. Papworth, 1832.
“Details of library” at King Edward VI Grammar School, Sir Charles Barry with A.W.N. Pugin,
1836.
“Details of staircase hall” from Contract drawings for Hartham Park, John Macvicar Anderson,
1841.
“Details of south front” at Royal Female Orphan Asylum, George Wightwick, 1846.
“Details of West End” of chapel at Keble College, William Butterfield, 1855.
“Detail of Oak Staircase,” Red House at Bexlyheath, Philip Webb with William Morris, 1859.
"Detail of Drawing Room Fireplace," Red House at Bexlyheath, Philip Webb with William Morris,
1859.
Montcombe, Dorset by E. George and Peto, plan of upper level published in Das Englishe Haus,
V2, p. 40.
Designs for the interior treatment of domestic windows, Walter F. Cave, 1890.
Design for the interior treatment of a window with surrounding green stained oak panelling,
C.F.A. Voysey, 1890.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Lutyens’ sketches for Munstead Wood, c. 1892.
Design for a stair, E. George and Peto, 1886.
Sketch for a porch, George Devey, 1870.
“Detail of Bays,” George Devey, 1870.
“Detail of Principle Staircase,” Philip Webb, 1880.
Cragside, "detail of dining room fireplace," Norman Shaw, 1870.
Detail for entry gate, C.F.A. Voysey, 1896.
“Detail of gate,” C.F.A. Voysey, 1900.
"Detail of front door," Philip Webb, 1885.
Design for interior window treatment, F.D. Bedford, 1870.
Detail of stair, Lethaby, 1892.
Inglenook at Cragside, Norman Shaw, 1885.
Inglenook at Blackwell, M.H. Baillie Scott, 1900.
Fireplace detail, W.B. Reynolds, 1893.
Fireplace with inglenook, C.F.A. Voysey, 1892.
Portal, William Chambers, 1796.
“Detail” as published in Pencil Points, Sep. 1920.
Images from Van Pelt’s article, Architectural Detail Part VI, in Pencil Points, Oct. 1921.
Image from Van Pelt’s article, Architectural Detail Part VI, in Pencil Points, Oct. 1921.
Images from Van Pelt’s article, Architectural Detail Part XI, in Pencil Points, Mar. 1922.
Image from Van Pelt’s article, Architectural Detail Part XI, in Pencil Points, Mar. 1922.
Image from “The Making of Working Drawings” in Pencil Points, Jul. 1923.
“Comparative details” of fireplaces in Pencil Points, Feb. 1923.
"Comparative Details" of "Bay Windows" in Pencil Points, Mar. 1934.
"Comparative Details" of "Stairways" in Pencil Points, Mar. 1936.
"Selected Details" of “Planting Bay” window in Progressive Architecture, Feb. 1945.
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Figure 7.182.
Figure 7.183.
Figure 7.184.
Figure 7.185.
Figure 7.186.
Figure 7.187.
Figure 7.188.
Figure 7.189.
Figure 7.190.
Figure 7.191.
Figure 7.192.
Figure 7.193.
Figure 7.194.
Figure 7.195.
Figure 7.196.
Figure 7.197.
Figure 7.198.
Figure 7.199.
Figure 7.200.

"Selected Details" of a “Sheltered Entrance” in Progressive Architecture, Jan. 1945.
"Selected Details" of “Children’s Shoe Sales Unit” in Progressive Architecture, Mar. 1946.
Table of contents for “Building Types” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
Table of contents for “Basic Details” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
Detail of “U-Shaped Counter” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
Detail of “Open Storefront” from Hornbostel’s Architectural Detailing.
“Principle details of the Corinthian capital” from J.F. Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 2,
1771. pl. XXIX and XXX.
Ando’s Conference Pavilion at Vitra’s campus in Weil am Rhein and detail of leaf print in
concrete.
Palladio’s Corinthian Order, from Francois Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, 1675.
Details roofing and gutters from Cours d’Architecture, Blondel and Patte, 1777.
Drawing of Inglenook at Sir Norman Shaw’s Cragside, c. 1880.
Arthouse at the Jones Center in Austin, Texas by the firm Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis (courtesy of
LTL).
Glass block details from Arthouse at the Jones Center by LTL (courtesy of LTL).
Construction details from Arthouse at the Jones Center by LTL (courtesy of LTL).
Section sketch and technical plan of the “Drinking Stone” at Therme Vals by Peter Zumthor.
Seattle Art Museum, Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/Manfredi (courtesy of Weiss/Manfredi).
Sketch for Seattle Art Museum, Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/Manfredi (courtesy of
Weiss/Manfredi).
Counterclockwise from top left: Sketches by Sir Norman Foster, Carlo Scarpa, and
Weiss/Manfredi, all of which illustrate thinking of the object of design (a construction detail, a
stair, an entire building) as being part of some larger whole.
Goldman & Salatsch store (Looshaus) by Adlof Loos, Vienna, 1911.
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